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Abstract 

 This project takes an interdisciplinary approach, drawing from modern prosthesis 

theories, disability theory and studies, as well as psychoanalysis, to think again about prosthesis 

and prosthetic embodiment across the romance-hagiography axis. My dissertation explores the 

literary representations of three medieval social bodies and their experiences with prosthesis: the 

saintly body, the sovereign body, and the aristocratic/knightly body. The main objective is to 

show how the experiences of these differing social bodies with prosthesis challenge the ideology 

of the whole, normal, fleshly body, and, rather, offer the body as a malleable concept—as always 

already prosthetic. In my first chapter, I analyze the Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek, written by the 

Cistercian Abbot Philip of Clairvaux in 1267, and translated into Middle English in the fifteenth 

century, which bears witness to the miraculous nature of the virgin Elizabeth’s somatic 

mysticism. I then turn to study the meaning of the hand (primarily) and foot in the body of a 

young child prince and martyr through the narrative of their loss and replacement in the vitae of 

Saint Melor. This chapter examines what I believe to be the earliest known medieval 

hagiographic representation of actual prosthetic body parts in the fourteenth-century Latin and 

Anglo-Norman vitae, composed in England, of the little martyr prince. I then conclude with a 

study of the formation of the knightly body and identity in the fourteenth/fifteenth-century 

Middle English romance of Amis and Amiloun, where I consider how the two titular knights’ 

bodies are constructed and connected vis-à-vis armour as prosthesis. Even though actual 

prosthetics did exist in the Middle Ages, I claim that, in literature, prosthesis is particularly 

elaborated in relation to these three social bodies, because it helps to reveal the ways in which 

these types of identities are imagined as tied into bodies or manifested through bodies. A saint’s 
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body, a king’s body, and a knight’s body all have particular sociocultural ideologies attached to 

them that I believe prosthesis accentuates.  
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Chapter One: 

Introduction 

To the extent that living beings diverge from the specific type, are they abnormal in that 

they endanger the specific form or are they inventors on the road to new forms? 

 

 Georges Canguilhem, The Normal and the Pathological   

 

Oscar Pistorius was born in Sandton, Johannesburg, South Africa on November 22, 1986, with 

bilateral fibular hemimelia, which is a congenital condition that left him without fibulae or 

ankles, and just two toes on each foot (Draper; Booher 7). Although a series of major operations 

may have allowed him to walk (though, probably with a limp), only after consulting numerous 

specialists around the world did Oscar’s parents, Sheila and Henke, decide to yield to the 

recommendations of specialists that their son’s lower legs should be amputated. At eleven 

months, Oscar’s lower legs were amputated below his knees; at thirteen months, he was fitted 

with lower limb prosthetics; and, at seventeen months, he took his first steps on a pair of 

fiberglass pegs (Sokolove; McHugh). Since then, Pistorius went on to compete in water polo, 

state tennis, Olympic club wrestling and rugby, and, more importantly, to become both the 

golden boy for Paralympic running, as well as the dark horse of the 400-meter London 2012 

Olympics, running on Flex-Foot Cheetah legs (J-shaped, carbon-fiber prosthetic blades) that have 

earned him the nicknames “Blade Runner” and “the fastest man on no legs.”  

  Although Pistorius’ current legal drama may overshadow his recent achievements in 

sports,1 the road to competing in the 2012 summer Olympics was not without contention. After 

only a few short months of running competitively, Pistorius competed in the 2004 Athens 

Paralympics, where he won the gold medal in the 200-meter event, and bronze in the 100-meter 

                                                        
1      Pistorius is now awaiting trial on March 3, 2014 for the murder of his girlfriend, Reeva 

Steenkamp, on February 14, 2013. He will also face two gun-related charges.  
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event, and, that same year, he began to compete in IAAF-sanctioned events (International 

Association of Athletics Federations) in South Africa alongside able-bodied athletes (CAS 2008 

2). With a time of 11.51, Pistorius won a 100-meter open competition in Pretoria and, in the 

following year, he finished sixth in the 400-meter event at the South African Championship 

against able-bodies athletes (2). Though he received invitations to compete in IAAF international 

track events overseas, Pistorius took a brief break from competition, in order to focus on his 

training and finish his post-secondary education. Returning in 2007, he finished second place in 

the South African Championships 400-meter event with a time of 46.56 (2). Yet, the turning 

point in Pistorius’ eligibility to run alongside able-bodied athletes occurred when, on March 26, 

2007, the IAAF Council met in Kenya and introduced an amendment to the IAAF Rule 144.2 for 

the purpose of regulating technical devices. The new rule prohibited “use of any technical device 

that incorporates springs, wheels or any other element that provides the user with an advantage 

over another athlete not using such a device” (2). Despite the fact that the rule was not ostensibly 

aimed at Pistorius, but related to running-shoe technology that employed “springs” (Sokolove), 

the decision had a significant impact on Pistorius’ eligibility to compete in IAAF events, and, 

most notably, at the Olympics, based on the use of his prosthetic limbs.  

 Thus, the implementation of the new rule marked the starting point of a long journey 

towards his participation in the London 2012 Olympics, which included both scientific trials, as 

well as an appeal and trial to overturn the initial decision made by the IAFF to exclude Pistorius 

from able-bodied competitions. When an initial video recording and analysis of Pistorius’ race at 

the 2007 Golden Gala event in Rome yielded inconclusive evidence as to whether or not his 

prosthetics actually provided him with an advantage over his able-bodied competitors, the IAAF 

conducted further evaluations and biomechanical tests involving Pistorius at the German Sport 
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University at Cologne, under the supervision of Professor Peter Bruggemann (CAS 2008). The 

official report of the studies concluded that Pistorius required less oxygen and fewer calories than 

able-bodied runners at the same speeds, and that his “bouncing” locomotion was an advantage; 

essentially, “the double transtibial amputee received significant biomechanical advantages by the 

prosthesis in comparison to sprinting with natural human legs” (Sokolove; CAS 2008 4). 

Delivering his statement of appeal to the Court of Arbitration in February 2008, Pistorius’ team 

was able to overturn the verdict, based on new studies conducted at a laboratory in Houston that 

same month. There, the Houston Report found that Pistorius used the same amounts of oxygen as 

able-bodied runners and, thus, fatigued normally. The report questioned what constitutes a 

“technical device” and, on the matter of incorporating springs, the arbitrators wrote that “a 

natural human leg is itself a ‘spring’” (10). Furthermore, the report criticized the IAAF for 

seeking out isolated advantages derived from the Cheetah legs, rather than analyzing possible 

disadvantages, as well as determining the “overall net advantage” of his prosthetics. With these 

results, the panel ruled that the initial verdict of the IAAF Council’s decision be revoked 

immediately, making Pistorius eligible to compete in all IAAF-sanctioned events.  

 After following his case over the years, I felt that I was part of an important historical 

moment when I watched Pistorius race the men’s 400-meters alongside able-bodies athletes at 

London’s Olympic Stadium—and finish second in his preliminary heat to advance to the semi-

finals. That sense of grandeur didn’t come from the simple fact that I was watching a man on 

prosthetics race (albeit alongside able-bodied athletes), and certainly not from a sensation of  

“cripspiration” that actually does nothing to advance the cause of disabled people, as looking at 

or presenting them in such a way is both objectifying and reductive (Willitts). Precisely what felt 

so remarkable was how this race—and Pistorius’ journey to get there—marked a watershed in the 
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ways that the body of a modern Olympic male athlete was defined. Seeing him run, I was forced 

to consider stereotypes and assumptions about the nature and physiology of Olympian bodies, 

and to recognize that those ideologies of normality are themselves socially constructed—and, 

then, reconstructed in front of me on national television.  

Since then, Pistorius’ experiences not only have sparked my personal interest in disability 

studies, but also they laid the groundwork for this project by questioning how body and 

prostheses are defined in relation to one another. Indeed, the very way in which the Houston 

Report challenged the definition of a technological device, by suggesting that the human leg is 

itself like a spring, raises the important issue of how one delineates what is “naturally” human 

and what is technologically added. If the fleshly leg is itself a spring, is the body in some way 

already prosthetic, insofar as it is also constituted by technological limbs and parts? Likewise, 

could the replacement or addition of a prosthetic device similar in function, if not in entirely in  

appearance, be deemed as equally natural as its fleshly counterpart? Where might selfhood and 

identity be located in relation to the body and prosthesis? Interestingly, in the text of the 

arbitration for Pistorius’ case, the panel noted, “the history of this matter is remarkable, and 

possibly without precedent” (CAS). As Amanda Booher rightly asks, “‘without precedent’—what 

exactly is new here?” (Booher 1). Surely, organized sports for physically impaired athletes have 

existed for decades, with the first Paralympics in Rome in 1960. In addition, physically impaired 

athletes have competed in the Olympic games before, as George Eyser won six gold medals in 

gymnastics with a wooden left leg in the 1904 Olympic games in St. Louis, MO (1). Despite the 

fact that prosthetics have been used by athletes in both Paralympic and Olympic games, the text 

of the arbitration singles out Pistorius’ case as somehow new and unprecedented—perhaps due to 

the much higher technology of his prosthetic blades than, for example, Eyser’s wooden leg, 
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which, I think, also raises the matter that, when prosthetics come closer to mimicking the actual 

functions of the human body, complexities emerge in distinction to a prosthetic that is clearly not 

human-like at all.  

 Although I pose such questions in light of Pistorius’ recent experiences and modern 

technological advancements, one must be wary of assuming that prostheses, as well as these 

modern concerns and questions, did not exist or surface in earlier periods. In fact, artificial limbs 

appear in illustrations and historical records from antiquity. One of the earliest extant historical 

examples of prosthesis comes from the eighteenth dynasty of ancient Egypt in the reign of 

Amenhotep II in the fifteenth century BC (Hernigou, “Paré IV” 1195). Phillippe Hernigou states 

that “a mummy in the Cairo Museum has clearly had the great toe of the right foot amputated and 

replaced with a prosthesis manufactured from leather or wood” (1195); this toe served as an 

ancient mobility aid, as well as having cosmetic purpose (Garber). V. Putti, one of the few 

medical historians who has written on the topic of historical prostheses, describes a fourth-

century B.C. Italian vase in the Louvre, which shows a man with a deformed leg supporting 

himself with a long pole; he points to the writings of Herodotus (484 BC) and Pliny the Younger, 

who write of artificial legs and hands;2 and, significantly, he examines extant upper and lower 

limb prosthetics from the latter Middle Ages (Putti).  

Ambroise Paré (d. 1510-90), the French barber who would later become surgeon to Henry 

II, Francis II, Charles IX and Henry III, often has been credited as the father of surgery and 

prostheses, with his extensive developments in surgical techniques, the ligature of arteries during 

                                                        
2      Putti writes how Herodotus “tells how Hegesistratus was taken prisoner and put in chains, 

but freed himself and escaped by amputating his foot close to the chain. When the wound healed, 

he made himself a wooden foot.” In Book VII, Part 29, Pliny the Younger describes how Marcus 

Sergius, having lost his hand in the second Punic War, “dexteram sibi ferream fecit, eaque 

religata proeliatus Cremonam obsidionem exeruit” (Putti 312) [“he made himself and iron right-

hand, he bound it fast and joined battle and laid siege on Cremona”].  
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amputation, surgical instruments and prostheses (Hernigou, “Ambroise Paré’s life” 543). For 

Paré, surgery is intimately connected with the discipline of prostheses, as he writes of its five 

duties: “to take away that what is superfluous; to restore to their places, such things as are 

displaced; to separate those things which are joyned together; to joyne those which are separated; 

and supply the defects of nature” (Paré 4). On that fourth point in particular, in Book 23 of his 

outstanding Ouvres, entitled “Of the Means and Maner to repaire or supply the Naturall or 

accidental defects or wants in mans body,” Paré explains the use of prosthetic devices—

accompanied by diagrams—and takes into account both functional and aesthetic concerns. There, 

he lists nearly all of the types of external prostheses in use at his time: Paré describes eyes made 

“of Gold or Silver, counterfeited and enamelled so that it may seem to have the brightness or 

gemmy decency of the natural eye,” and, for those who could not retain an indwelling eye, he 

describes an ocular prosthetic complete with eyelids and a retaining headband to encircle the 

head “made from a string or wire of Iron bowed or crooked”; noses were made from “Gold, 

Silver, Paper, or linen cloths glewed together … so coloured, counterfeited and made both of 

fashion, figure and bigness, that it may as aptly as is possible resemble the natural nose”; and, 

even an artificial penis was devised to enable men to retain their masculinity when relieving 

themselves, so they would not have “to sit down like women” (Gibson 4). Artificial hands and 

legs were, perhaps, his most elaborate and advanced prostheses, designed specifically “in order to 

help and imitate nature” (Paré 880), which suggests the possibility of improving the “natural” 

body. Paré’s renowned “Le Petit Lorrain” prosthetic hand, made by a locksmith or clockmaker, 

allowed the articulation of all five fingers through operation of a lever at the wrist; its multiple 

catches and springs simulated the joints of a biological hand (see fig. 1). This hand was “designed 

to look like a warrior’s gauntlet, and it was connected to the forearm by leather straps and two 
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metal bars” (Putti 313). Importantly, this prosthesis is recorded as being worn by a French army 

captain who “claimed [that] it worked so well that he was able to grip the reins of his horse” 

(Hernigou, “Paré IV” 1197).  

Paré’s prosthetic hand and Pistorius’ prosthetic blades similarly challenge what 

constitutes the prosthesis and the body, especially in relation to its functioning and structure. Just 

as gauntlets were designed to “help” nature by adding protection to vulnerable flesh in battle, 

Paré’s prosthetic hand not only masks physical impairment in a knight’s body, by allowing him 

to pass as whole, but also improves the defensiveness of what would be a fleshly hand 

underneath. Whilst Pistorius’ Flex-Foot Cheetah legs may not be designed with the main 

objective of passing, by means of his prosthetics appearing as fleshly, biological legs, the 

functionality of his prosthetics as springs similar to those found naturally in the human leg 

questions the ways in which they, too, may “help” his impaired body. Of course, the central crux 

of both prosthetics, and one reason why Pistorius’ case has garnered so much publicity, is 

whether they compensate for a loss or lack in the body, or make the body somehow superhuman, 

or super-abled. Both early modern and contemporary prosthetics challenge the way in which the 

body with prosthetics is defined as impaired or super-abled, as well as the question of what 

constitutes prosthesis and the body, if the body and prosthesis are, in certain aspects, already one 

and of each other (body as already prosthesis, and the prosthesis as already body).  

 While there is continuity in the kinds of questions posed between early modern and 

contemporary prostheses, as well as medieval, as my study demonstrates, medieval bodily 

experiences with prosthetics are distinct insofar as they are shaped by historically and culturally 

specific ideologies of the body and bodies in medieval society. My dissertation addresses at large 
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the way that social bodies3 in the Middle Ages were constituted by very specific notions of 

embodiment and identity, such that their experiences with prostheses demands both attention to 

and dialogue with those ideologies. Indeed, the narrator near beginning of the General Prologue 

of The Canterbury Tales reminds us that he will describe the “condicioun,” “degree,” “array” 

and, later on, “estaat,” that his pilgrims were in, in an attempt to delineate their social order and 

offer structure to their tales (Chaucer General Prologue lines 38; 40; 41; 716). Medieval bodies 

were not all created equal, and a text like John Lydgate’s The Dance of Death equally reminds us 

of this fact.4 Thus, social bodies and identities in the Middle Ages, like the sovereign, knight, and 

saint, are anchored to very particular bodily formations, so that, for example, the loss and 

replacement of a limb (via prosthesis) in a king, as opposed to a saint or woman, will be coded 

differently, and will be shaped by different sociocultural and/or religious ideologies.  

As the study of medieval bodies and their experiences with prostheses demands attention 

to such ideologies of embodiment and identity, my study demonstrates that prosthesis has the 

potential to challenge, reshape or, in some way, articulate these formations. In particular, one of 

these challenges that I claim that medieval prosthesis poses is in relation to Caroline Walker 

Bynum’s assertion that the body is the seat of one’s identity in the Middle Ages, in her book, The 

Resurrection of the Body.5 In this book, Bynum maintains that “person was not a person without 

                                                        
3      I use the term “social bodies” to define bodies that occupy particular positions within the 

three estates that typically organized the social structure of the Middle Ages.   
4      While the text appears to be involved in showing how everyone must die—all social classes 

equally—I posit that its concern with categorizing people into these classes, professions, and 

types reinforces difference. Beginning with the Pope, Emperor and King, the Dance of Death 

itself models a top-down society, where even in death, hierarchy and social difference are 

maintained.  
5      Later on, in Christian Materiality, Bynum attempts to clarify that such a reading would be 

misinterpreting her work, as “person was a psychosomatic unity” (296, nt. 47). Although I do not 

deny the fact that soul was both debated and believed to contain much of one’s self, my 

understanding of her introduction in The Resurrection of the Body, as well as the emphasis on the 
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a body, and body was the carrier or the expression … of what we call today individuality” (11). 

The notion of the person “was a concept of self in which physicality was integrally bound to 

sensation, emotion, reasoning, [and] identity” (11); her exploration of the images—like reforged 

statues, temples, and seeds—through which resurrection doctrine has been debated, explored, and 

preached, from the Patristic period to the mid-fourteenth century, reveals “the assumption that 

formal and material continuity is necessary for the survival of the body and that the survival of 

the body is necessary for self” (13). If, as Bynum explains, no mainstream theologian of the late 

Middle Ages denied that God will reassemble and reanimate the same material particles of which 

the body was composed on earth (276), one must ask how prostheses affect this medieval sense 

of the body and identity, both in this world and the next. How might it affect medieval social 

bodies differently? I posit that the study of prosthesis necessarily questions the location of the 

self, the body as biological flesh, definitions of wholeness, as well as the interpretation of 

inorganic materials as equal aspects of one’s flesh and self. Although Bynum’s claims are made 

in relation to a very particular theology of the body—the resurrected body—they are, 

nonetheless, an important springboard for discussions of prosthesis and the medieval body, 

especially given the possible influence of Christian doctrines in medieval society. How one 

thought about the resurrected body either stemmed from or was shaped by how the body was 

perceived on earth, so conversations about the body in heaven were inextricably tied to those 

concerning the body on earth.   

My dissertation explores literary representations of three medieval social bodies and their 

experiences with prosthesis: the saintly body, the sovereign body, and the aristocratic/knightly 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
body in much of the theological evidence provided, is that body was an undeniably crucial aspect 

of how one came to understand one’s self. Whether or not the body and soul form selfhood in 

this period, selfhood and identity seriously would be challenged, in light of her argument, if body 

were no longer an/the essential component of subjectivity.    
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body. In my first chapter, I analyze the Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek, written by the Cistercian 

Abbot Philip of Clairvaux in 1267, and translated into Middle English in the fifteenth century, 

which bears witness to the miraculous nature of the virgin Elizabeth’s somatic mysticism. 

Theories of prosthesis enable one to consider the multiple layers of prosthesis present in the text: 

she is a prosthetic body interacting with a prosthetic image in a prosthetic text. I then turn to 

study the meaning of the hand (primarily) and foot in the body of a young child prince and martyr 

through the narrative of their loss and replacement in the vitae of Saint Melor. This chapter 

examines what I believe to be the earliest known medieval hagiographic representation of actual 

prosthetic body parts in the fourteenth-century Latin and Anglo-Norman vitae, composed in 

England, of the little martyr prince. I then conclude with a study of the formation of the knightly 

body and identity in the fourteenth/fifteenth-century Middle English romance of Amis and 

Amiloun, where I consider how the two titular knights’ bodies are constructed and connected vis-

à-vis armour as prosthesis. Even though actual prosthetics did exist in the Middle Ages, I claim 

that, in literature, prosthesis is particularly elaborated in relation to these three social bodies, 

because it helps to reveal the ways in which these types of identities are imagined as tied into 

bodies or manifested through bodies. A saint’s body, a king’s body, and a knight’s body all have 

particular sociocultural ideologies attached to them that I believe prosthesis accentuates. I seek to 

question how prosthesis factors into the query posed by Georges Canguilhem with which I open 

this work: “To the extent that living beings diverge from the specific type, are they abnormal in 

that they endanger the specific form or are they inventors on the road to new forms?” In my 

research, I ask in what ways might prosthesis in earlier periods help shape, question and/or 

redefine representations of the medieval body (or “types” of medieval bodies). Does prosthesis 

affect medieval social bodies differently? Ultimately, does prosthesis come to endanger specific 
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medieval forms and bodies, or might it help to create new forms? Prior to elaborating on the 

particularities of these medieval social bodies, I must briefly survey how prosthesis has been 

conceptualized and theorized in the past.  

 

Always Already Prosthesis  

In its most basic sense, prosthesis implies both word and body. Etymologically speaking, 

the word derives from the ancient Greek πρόσθεσις, meaning “addition”, and in Hellenistic Greek 

implied the addition of a letter or syllable.6 The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines 

“prosthesis” as both the “addition of a letter or syllable, usually at the beginning of a word” and, 

in its second, more common sense, “an artificial replacement for a part of the body”; “prosthesis” 

is “the replacement of defective or absent parts of the body by artificial substitutes; a branch of 

surgery, medicine, or dentistry concerned with this.” Sarah Jain describes the movement of the 

term’s meaning: “first introduced into English in 1553 as a terms of rhetoric meaning ‘attached 

to’ or ‘setting forth’ or, literally, ‘adding a syllable to the beginning of a word,’ prosthesis did not 

come to bear the medical sense of the ‘replacement of a missing part of the body with an artificial 

one’ until 1704” (Jain 32).7 In the nineteenth century, “prosthetics,” stemming from the 

aforementioned word, came to connote, according to the OED, “the design, manufacture, and 

fitting of artificial substitutes for missing or defective parts of the body.” Prosthesis points to “an 

addition, a replacement, and also an extension, an augmentation, and an enhancement” (Smith 

and Morra 2). Likewise, it “attempts to describe the joining of materials, naturalizations, 

                                                        
6      This definition derives from the etymology given in the OED. David Wills writes: “in 1553, 

the first appearance in English of a word borrowed directly from the Greek, the word ‘prosthesis,’ 

in its rhetorical sense of the addition of a syllable to the beginning of a word” (Wills 218).  
7      Wills writes, “for the French, the medical sense of the word would come first, but not until 

1695, about a decade before the rhetorical sense, which first appeared in French in 1704” (Wills 

218).  
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excorporations, and semiotic transfer that also go far beyond the medical definition of 

‘replacement of a missing part’” (Jain 32).  

While this early dual meaning of prosthesis as an “addition” or “replacement” continues 

to be prevalent today, especially in relation to the field of medicine and rehabilitation, some 

theorists have shown concern for how much “‘the prosthetic’ has taken on a life of its own” 

(Smith and Morra 2). Indeed, Sigmund Freud’s experiences with his own “monstrous” prosthetic 

plate in the 1920s led him to imagine Man as becoming “a kind of prosthetic God”—perfecting 

his own body with every new tool and technology (Civilization 42). By the 1990s, prosthetics are 

perceived as advancing to a worrying and, even threatening, extent. In The Transparency of Evil, 

Jean Baudrillard cautions that,  

The point when prostheses are introduced at a deeper level, when they are so completely 

internalized that they infiltrate the anonymous and the micro molecular core of the body, 

when they impose themselves upon the body itself as the body’s “original” model, 

burning out all the subsequent symbolic circuits in such a way that every body is now 

nothing but an invariant reproduction of the prosthesis: this point means the end of the 

body, the end of its history, the end of its vicissitudes. It means that the individual is now 

nothing but a cancerous metastasis of his basic formula. (119)  

 

In Baudrillard’s nihilistic view of Western culture as “after the orgy” of liberation of 

“everything” (like sex, art, the unconscious, and so on), prosthesis is felt to occupy a dangerous 

position wherein boundaries between the subject/object vanish. Indeed, Baudrillard thinks of 

prostheses (as objects), as whirling dangerously out of control—moving from external, 

exotechnical prostheses of the industrial era to the esotechnical prosthetics of today (119). He 

presents an age wherein “the body is fated to become a prosthesis” (20), and where subjects—

overpowered by their objects—unfortunately lose their unique subjectivity. Though Baudrillard’s 

frenzy over the apparent life and agency of “imposing” prosthetics humourously may call to mind 

images of prosthetic limbs conducting business of their own when not in use by their owners, 
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such modern worries are, perhaps, not without precedent. Like the tale of “The Three Army 

Surgeons” by the Grimm Brothers, where a transplanted robber’s arm makes its new owner turn 

to stealing, questions of the rupture and/or reconciliation of selfhood in the medieval tellings and 

retellings of “The Miracle of the Black leg” performed by Saints Cosmas and Damian, through to 

the fifteenth-century legend of the Devil’s Mask armour, where a young nobleman, possessed by 

the Devil, becomes trapped in his own armour and is unable to remove it until he makes a vow to 

the Virgin Mary (Springer 44), prosthetics have aroused both fear and fascination for centuries.  

 In addition to these concerns, certain critics of prosthesis have deemed that it has been 

“conjured up as an instance of ‘metaphorical opportunism’” (Smith and Morra 2) to the extent 

that Sarah S. Jain has dubbed our modern obsession with the dominant trope as “the prosthetic 

imagination.” Hot on the heels of Donna Haraway’s “cyborg,” prosthesis emerges “less as a 

specific material replacement of a missing limb or body part, than as a sexy, new metaphor that, 

whether noun or (more frequently) adjective, has become tropological currency for describing 

bodies, technologies, and subjectivities” (Sobchak 19). Indeed, “prosthetic” has come to be 

attached to terms to describe a whole range of human experiences: “prosthetic consciousness” 

(the reflexive awareness of supplementation), “prosthetic memory” (the extension of subjectivity 

through film and cinema), “prosthetic territories” (the space where technology and humanity 

fuse), and the “prosthetic subaltern” (the way in which subaltern or othered identities function 

prosthetically), to name a few (19-20). As Vivian Sobchak explains, the “scandal of the 

metaphor” is such that reality of the body and one’s lived experiences with prosthesis—in its 

primary meaning—have been left behind. Prosthesis becomes “a fetishized and ‘unflesh-out’ 

catchword that functions vaguely as the ungrounded and ‘floating signifier’ for a broad and 

variegated critical discourse on technoculture that includes little of prosthetic realities” (21). The 
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danger of prosthesis as metaphor is, as Steven Kurzman suggests, that “the metaphor becomes 

unsituated and an instance of totalizing theory, managing to be both everywhere and nowhere 

simultaneously” (Kurzman 275). Although Sobachak offers metonymy and synecdoche as 

alternatives for the problematic ways in which metaphor—as displacement—occludes references 

to literal objects, I claim that metaphor, nonetheless, does important imaginative work, especially 

in a field like the Middle Ages that, unfortunately, is lacking in large numbers of actual 

prosthetics and, even more so, in accounts of the lived experiences of their users.  

 Yet, what interests me most about this trope, and what I hope my work explores in the 

same manner, is the way in which the body has been considered as somehow always already 

prosthetic. Although I will elaborate on this point and other theories further in my chapters, I turn 

to introduce three thinkers instrumental to my study: David Wills, Bernard Stiegler, and N. 

Katherine Hayles.  

 In his eponymous book on prosthesis, David Wills refutes the originary wholeness and 

plenitude of the body through the trope of prosthesis. Rather than considering the body in its 

most primitive form as a sign of totality—that which is both contained and whole—Wills claims 

that “the whole never was anywhere, neither in the singular nor in the total, because the parts 

were always already detachable, replaceable, because the transfer effect upon which the general 

is constructed is there at the very beginning, in the nonintegrality of that beginning, called 

prosthesis” (15). This way of understanding the body follows Jacques Lacan’s earlier account of 

the corps morcelé—the belief that the body is always and already fragmentary and in pieces: “the 

fragmented body refers not only to images of the physical body but also to any sense of 

fragmentation and disunity” (Evans 67). In Lacan’s Mirror Stage, the infant’s desire and 

momentary joy at recognizing his image in the mirror as complete is shortly followed by the 
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recognition of its fragmentation and autonomy (from the mother and the world), which requires 

the misrecognition that he was, is, and will continue to be a corps morcelé. In this view, the 

subject’s coming into being (le devenir) relies on the notion of the originary fragmentation of the 

body (and the subject’s understanding of his self as that), which prosthesis also posits. Thus, 

prosthesis is not only about deficiency, and/or the simple addition or supplementation of the body 

through exterior things/objects, but more so about how all of those things—prostheses—are body 

and exist in continuous articulation with its contours. Both prostheses and the body are, thus, one 

and the same: in the same way that “the body to be found at the scene of prosthesis is deficient, 

less than whole, and has always been so” (137), Wills writes that “there is nothing that is simply 

or singularly prosthetic; it has no originary integrality” (133); prostheses and the body are not 

whole, never were, and never will be. In turn, subject formation is such that the “‘I’ should 

always be read as a prosthetic ‘I,’ one forced into a combination of natural and unnatural 

relations” (19). Though Wills writes extensively about the relationship of language and the body 

(namely how prosthesis mediates between the two), which I will elaborate in detail in my first 

chapter, what I find particularly compelling about his theory is how the fluid, deficient, and 

incomplete body serves as the baseline for the articulation of the normal body: “the prosthetic 

body will not be an exception but the paradigm for the body itself. If you will, it is by means of 

prosthesis that I wish to insist on the non-originary status of the body” (137).  

 In his complex work, Technics and Time 1, Bernard Stiegler rethinks the relationship 

between humans and technical objects to suggest that “the invention of the human is technics” 

(137). “Technics,” as opposed to “technology” (“la technologie”) and “technological” 

(“technologique”), refers to the “technical domain or to the technical practice as whole” 

(Beardsworth and Collins in Stiegler 280-81 n.1), as well as “organized inorganic matter” 
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(Stiegler 17). Between inorganic beings of the physical sciences and the organized beings of 

biology, he hypothesizes that there exists a third type of being—“‘inorganic organized beings,’ or 

technical objects,” which cannot be reduced to being the simply products of the aforementioned 

two types (17). In the “invention of the human” via technics, Stiegler asks “who” (human) or 

“what” (the technical) does the inventing, and questions if the “who” possibly could be the 

technical (134). Rather than thinking of human subjects as the inventors of technological objects, 

wherein technology is considered as totally separable from and mastered by humans, Stiegler 

challenges this traditional notion to suggest that the human is both object and subject. He 

explains the process wherein “the technical invent[s] the human, the human invent[s] the 

technical. Technics is inventive as well as invented” (137).  

 Outlining the work of Andre Leroi-Gourhan, who writes of the simultaneous evolution of 

tool use and the corticalization in humans (namely showing that standing on two feet freed our 

hands to grasp, and our mouth from the function of grasping, as well as how picking up a piece of 

flint altered our brain to allow the development of language and our development of the tool), 

Stiegler explains that “‘the evolution of the ‘prosthesis,’ not itself living, by which the human is 

nonetheless defined as a living being, constitutes the reality of the human’s evolution, as if, with 

it, the history of life were to continue by means other than life: this is the paradox of a living 

being characterized in its forms of life by the nonliving—or by the traces that its life leaves in the 

nonliving” (50). Here, Stiegler suggests that humans are both defined and made by prostheses, 

which include a range of objects, things and, even language. Moreover, his argument inverts the 

notion of the human as a being of interiority (where the tool/prosthesis is marked by exteriority): 

“interior and exterior are consequently constituted in a moment in which they invent each other 

respectively … the interior and the exterior are the same thing” (142); he reiterates that interiority 
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and exteriority “compose with one another,” and “neither one precedes the other, neither is the 

origin of the other” (152). In this sense, prosthesis is both exterior and interior, or, 

interconstitutive of humans. Also, prosthesis—figured as any thing—is defined not as a simple 

replacement:  

A “prosthesis” does not supplement something, does not replace what would have been 

there before it and would have been lost: it is added. By pros-thesis, we understand (1) set 

in front, or spatialization (de-severance [e-loignement]); (2) set in advance, already there 

(past) and anticipation (foresight), that is, temporalization (152) 

 

Referring back to the original Greek and Latin meaning of the term, he demonstrates how 

prosthesis is not a mere supplement for the human body, but was always already present in it and 

will continue to be. Such notion is what forms the basis of his conclusion that “prosthesis is not a 

mere extension of the human body; it is the constitution of this body qua ‘human’ … it is not a 

‘means’ for the human but its end” (152-3). Essentially, humans and prostheses are both subject 

and object; prostheses are what create humans and are created by them insofar as to blur the 

boundary between interiority and exteriority. Thus, Stiegler arrives at the conclusion that there is 

no originary human based on genetics alone—none without already being prosthetic in nature.8 

Significantly, this means that conception of “the norm” has been deconstructed. Booher, who 

discusses Stiegler’s theory in relation to her work on modern prosthetics, agrees that his theory 

constructively “eliminates an absolute ‘natural’ body separable from prosthesis; if prosthesis is 

always addition and not replacement, this potentially creates space for differing bodies” (Booher 

112).  

                                                        
8     Since he later posits that the interior and exterior are constituted at the same time (and are one 

and the same), the point is that humans are not simply biological beings in origin. B. Roberts 

explains, “since the ‘human’ is constituted through its exteriorization in tools, its origin is neither 

biological (a particular arrangement of cells) nor transcendental (to be found in something like 

consciousness)” (Roberts 57).   
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  In a similar fashion, N. Katherine Hayles challenges the ideology of the whole, singular 

and independent body by considering posthumanism. In answering the question, “What is the 

posthuman?” Hayles offers the following criteria: 

1) The posthuman view privileges informational pattern over material instantiation, so that 

embodiment in a biological substrate is seen as an accident in history rather than an 

inevitability of life. 

 

2) The posthuman view considers consciousness, regarded as the seat of human identity … 

as an epiphenomenon, as an evolutionary upstart trying to claim that it is the whole show 

when in actuality it is only a minor show. 

 

3) The posthuman view thinks of the body as the original prosthesis we all learn to 

manipulate, so that extending or replacing the body with other prostheses becomes a 

continuation of a process that began before we were born. 

 

4) The posthuman view configures human being so that it can be seamlessly articulated with 

intelligent machines. (2-3) 

 

In offering her proposal of the posthuman, Hayles echoes Stiegler in his theorization of the body 

and its construction. The posthuman is, for Hayles, not constituted by its materiality via biology 

and flesh, which, consequently, eliminates any ideology of the naturally made body; she objects 

to the notion that only bodies that have been “naturally born” are normal or human. As there is no 

essential difference between the body and the mechanical or technical (3), one’s sense of 

subjectivity also is not dependent on the flesh, but on the totality of one’s differing parts. Indeed, 

she claims that “the posthuman subject is an amalgam, a collection of heterogeneous components, 

a material-informational entity whose boundaries undergo continuous construction and 

reconstruction” (3). In turn, prosthesis becomes the perfect trope for the originary status of the 

body, where one’s body is prosthesis or, prostheses—existing as a unit of disparate parts that are 

not essential to one’s sense of being, if they can always be replaced, changed, or substituted. 

Importantly, as the title of her book suggests, the condition of the posthuman is now: 
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“increasingly the question is not whether we will become posthuman, for posthumanity is already 

here. Rather, the question is what kind of posthumans we will be” (246).  

 Through this brief overview of some of the most basic tenets of prosthesis, I hope to have 

demonstrated that prosthesis exists as a powerful trope and theoretical tool for examining the 

body, self and subjectivity that should not be reduced solely to its earliest definitions of addition 

and/or replacement. Prosthesis connotes a whole range of things and experiences: it is language, 

body, self, other, thing(s), a process of creating one’s own subjectivity, as well as how one 

interacts with others, things, and the world. While some may criticize the trope for being 

unwieldy, for lacking the precise terminology to salvage it from appearing as another umbrella 

term (like “disability”), and/or having gone “too far” into metaphor so as to occlude or forget 

about the materiality of the body, its complexity should not be viewed as a weakness. In fact, I 

believe that there is a great deal of power in its multiplicity to consider the complexities of 

peoples’ lives, experiences with their body, and the diversity of their identifications. By speaking 

with those who rely on actual prosthetic limbs today, one can claim with certainty that not all 

lower leg prosthetic wearers, for example, have the same experience of their body and prostheses. 

Hence, in attempting to limit the definition or scope of prosthesis, or even in attempting to 

fashion a particular “model,” all one can do is form generalizations that are not suited to 

subjective experiences. Although I make these claims in relation to the aforementioned modern 

prosthesis theories, as well as modern users of and experiences with prosthetics, medieval 

representations of prosthesis demand similar sensitivity, despite the particularities of the 

ideologies that, I claim, govern the study of social bodies.  

 Just as modern theories of prosthesis probe the myths of the “normal” and whole body, 

my dissertation aims to uncover similar constructions and ideology at work in the Middle Ages. I 
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agree with Smith and Morra that “the body and prosthesis are already of one another in specific 

ways that are lived out and experienced through material as well as metaphorical considerations 

that are embodied in and theorized directly out of particular histories, bodies, objects, and 

practices” (11); thus, I claim that the category of prosthesis is a distinctly important one for 

thinking about the particularities of medieval bodies and medieval subjectivity in relation to their 

experiences with(in) a broad range of prostheses. Though prosthesis currently occupies a vague 

position in medieval studies, as it is often lumped under the better-established field of medieval 

disability studies, perhaps due to the aforementioned criticisms of the trope, as well as the lack of 

extant material prostheses and first-hand accounts,9 medieval literature, nonetheless, offers a rich 

resource for analysing the literary representations of prosthetic bodies and experiences. As 

Hayles writes, “literary texts are not, of course, passive conduits. They actively shape what the 

technologies mean and what the scientific theories signify in cultural contexts” (21). To modify 

her terminology, culture circulates through literature as literature circulates through culture (21). 

Hence, analyzing prosthesis in medieval literatures enables one to understand how bodies and 

selves are thought to be shaped, made, constructed and/or fantastically imagined in the Middle 

Ages.  

 Whilst Sarah S. Jain also critiques the use of the trope when she writes that prosthesis is 

currently “a tempting theoretical gadget with which to examine the porous places of bodies and 

                                                        
9      In fact, my very first meeting with the Society for the Study of Disability in the Middle Ages 

at the 2012 International Congress on Medieval Studies made this issue apparent. At that 

meeting, several scholars put forth the exciting idea to write a medieval disability studies reader. 

Yet, when asked about the inclusion of prosthesis in the collection, I was informed that it would 

occupy only a sub-section under a main chapter on rehabilitation in the Middle Ages. Whether or 

not the placement of prosthesis in this reader has been or will be changed (and/or if/when this 

reader will be published), I could not help but wonder if that initial idea offered a rather reductive 

view of the concept. Naturally, prosthesis touches many fields and, as my dissertation hopes to 

show, can stand as a field of its own.  
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tools” (Jain 49), her pointed assessment falls short when considering complexities of medieval 

bodies. The Middle Ages abound with literatures that attempt to define and redefine the human 

form in a variety of ways. From bleeding and, sometimes green and giant, knights, eternally 

wounded or crippled kings, loathly ladies, changeling tales, canine Saracens, deformed infants 

and healing miracles, the body was a source of fascination and anxiety, depicted both as “an 

unproblematic model of wholeness, assuring the coherence of social bodies formed in its image,” 

and as a Bakhtinian grotesque, “fluid and open body that much contemporary theory proposes as 

ideal” (Bildhauer 4-5). Bettina Bildhauer reminds us “that the Middle Ages thus celebrated a 

more fluid body … has become a commonplace among cultural historians of the body as diverse 

as Norbert Elias, Michel Foucault, Klaus Theweleit or Thomas Laquer” (5). I claim that, since the 

medieval body is ideologically conceived of as both closed and fluid, prosthesis is an effective 

theoretical tool for exploring that porousness and fluidity, as well as for contesting the ideology 

of the contrasting model of the whole, contained and naturally fleshly medieval body. Despite 

these rich and varying literary representations of odd and porous bodies across the numerous 

genres the Middle Ages, more work can be done to explore the particularities of medieval social 

bodies, both as prosthetic bodies and their unique experiences with prostheses. In order to limit 

the scope of my work, my research will explore the portrayals of prostheses and prosthetic 

embodiment in the body of a saint, king, and knight, three figures for whom ideas of bodily 

integrity are central to their identities, within the genres that are most suited to their articulation: 

romance and hagiography. As hagiography is the genre of the saint, as romance is the genre of 

the knight (and the king can cross both, since there are many canonized kings, as well as kings 

who are part of romance), my research will address texts in those genres. In particular, I focus on 

the latter Middle Ages in England (namely of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries).   
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Critics have noted the frequent borrowing between the genres from the beginning of the 

emergence of romance; however, this borrowing devolved into a hybridization in which the 

genres often become indistinguishable. On the one hand, Brigitte Cazalles’ work locates the 

beginning of the fusion of romance and hagiography in thirteenth-century French sources. 

Cazalles suggests that in rewriting Latin hagiographic accounts, thirteenth-century French authors 

drew themes and techniques from secular literature (namely, twelfth-century courtly romances), 

thus witnessing the flourishing of a new genre of “hagiographic romance.” On the other hand, 

Karen Winstead, examines the compositional development of hagiographic texts in England, and 

locates the emergence of Cazalles’ hybrid genre far later in the fifteenth century. Winstead, 

however, does not offer insight into the relationship between the French and English phenomena, 

nor does she focus on mouvance or the textual transmission of French texts to England, which 

may have impacted the development of the new genre in England. Nonetheless, Winstead claims 

that with the expansion of the lay reading public in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 

Middle English romance writers began borrowing “rhetoric and motifs of virgin martyr legends 

to extol virtues of lay women” (Winstead 24), and vice versa. As “clerical and chivalric writers 

recognized the importance of the Church and feudal system in English society and did not see 

their values as mutually exclusive” (Smith 146), both saints’ lives and romances in the fifteenth 

century offered broader audiences valuable insight into models of social relationships and 

community formation in both a spiritual and earthly sense. 

Traditionally, the genres of romance and hagiography have contrasting relationships to 

the two aforementioned theoretical models that define the body—as either whole and closed, or 

open and fluid. Romance heroines, from Griselda to Emaré, are most commonly defined as 

“classic, closed” bodies—they are virginal princesses, fair, stable, and silent; their bodies are 
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whole, and they become virtually invisible, assuming shape and meaning through external 

objects, like the accessories they wear. In contrast, the representation of female saints in 

hagiography more closely aligns with the Bakhtinian model of the grotesque, which Bakhtin 

utilizes to describe the open and closed model of bodies. From the Katherine Group through to 

the later Middle Ages, female saints are, paradoxically, defined by the corporeality that they wish 

to transcend; their bodies are open, oozing, porous, and screaming. Saintly bodies attempt to 

emulate the late medieval suffering body of Christ—bleeding like Him, and fusing their own 

bodies with His. While concepts of openness and wholeness generally constitute the stereotypical 

male and female bodies in these two genres, several fifteenth-century texts offer literary 

representations of bodies that complicate such basic divisions. 

As the two genres experience hybridization in the fifteenth century, through authors 

playing with form or simply borrowing from the other genre, the effects of this fusion are 

frequently located in the representation of bodies. Fifteenth-century romance heroines, like Dame 

Ragnelle or Gaynour’s mother, are suddenly unlike their predecessors; they are described by their 

corporeality, excessiveness, and open mouths, thus, owing much to the typical porousness of a 

bleeding saint. Fifteenth-century hagiographers, while detailing the extreme suffering of female 

saints, are also careful to emphasize the bodily intactness and virginity of the women that they are 

describing.10 More prominently in romances, knightly bodies begin to take on spiritual 

dimensions, where images of wounded knights begin to resemble the first wounded knight of 

Christianity—Christ. For example, in a romance like Sir Gowther, the body of the titular knight 

transforms from being threatening in its openness and excessiveness, to resemble a body, in his 

stage of penance, that is not typically male according to the genre, but is closed and silenced—

                                                        
10      Although I have focused my observations on the depiction of women in the two genres, 

male characters are similarly affected by this relation.  
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much like the tale’s mute, virginal princess; on the other hand, as a closed and silenced body, the 

romance also problematizes the romance-hagiography divide, as Gowther’s body resembles the 

monastic ideal for achieving spiritual perfection and a closer communion with God. As the 

hybridization of romantic and hagiographic texts from the latter Middle Ages complicates the 

ways in which bodies in each genre have been represented in earlier centuries, I posit that the 

study of prosthetic bodies in both genres continues this conversation of the openness of bodies, 

while, at the same time, challenging conceptions of their wholeness. Nonetheless, my work will 

focus on prosthetic bodies first, rather than on the effect(s) of those bodies on/within generic 

conventions (although I do believe that this might be an interesting avenue for further work in 

medieval prosthesis). 

This project takes an interdisciplinary approach, drawing from modern prosthesis theories, 

disability theory and studies, as well as psychoanalysis, to think again about prosthesis and prosthetic 

embodiment across the romance-hagiography axis.11 Each chapter is divided according to genre and 

                                                        
11      At this point, I would like to mention, briefly, that, although I my study draws from 

psychoanalysis and prosthesis theories, I am not unaware of the many different fields that also 

(even more recently) explore the formation of the body, subjectivity and environment, like the 

fields of neuroscience, cognitive science and psychology. Indeed, concepts like the body schema 

and body image are fascinating avenues for the exploration of how selfhood is an emergent 

phenomenon produced by the brain. Elizabeth Grosz provides an excellent chapter that outlines 

Sir Henry’ Head’s early work on the body image (the “postural schema”), which describes a 

“three-dimensional image that both registers and organizes the information provided by the 

senses regarding the subject’s body, its location in space … and its relations to other objects” 

(Grosz 66). She also explains Paul Schilder’s landmark work in the 1920s and 1930s that 

develops Head’s: “social and interpersonal attachments and investments, as well as libidinal 

energy, form a major part of one’s self-image and conception of the body” (67); Schilder stresses 

the optical or visual aspects of the schematic representation of the body. Such concepts can help 

explain the fluidity of the body image, and how external objects, like clothing, jewellery, and 

tools can be incorporated into the body image (80). Despite the way that such discourses can 

speak to those that I will present in the following chapters, like how armour or an image of 

Christ, as external objects, can be conceived as part of the self and body, I hesitate to address 

these fields for a few reasons, one being that this would be a very long dissertation. The way in 

which such concept, like the body image, relies on spatiality (80; 85) and physical contact 
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presents a focused analysis of one social body from the medieval period: a hagiography of a female 

saint in the Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek, a hagiography of a would-be king-turned-saint in the Lives of 

Saint Melor, and a romance concerning the body of two knights in Amis and Amiloun (which some 

scholars have labelled as a “secular hagiography”). To narrow my research both geographically and 

historically, I focus on texts composed in England. The latter Middle Ages in England is a critical 

period in the study of the body, subjectivity, and community, as the flourishing of vernacular literature 

enabled larger lay audiences the opportunity for engaging with and learning from previously elite and 

inaccessible literatures. The main objective is to show how the experiences of these differing social 

bodies with prosthesis challenge the ideology of the whole, normal, fleshly body, and, rather, offer the 

body as a malleable concept—as always already prosthetic. Significantly, each text also challenges 

Caroline Walker Bynum’s claim that the body/flesh was the seat of one’s identity in the Middle Ages. 

The following chapters show bodies that incorporate others/other things to arrive at selfhood, a desire 

for interaction with others and the world across the (changing) contours of the body, and bodily change 

and transformation as a result of those interactions and incorporations. The medieval body is not stable, 

nor does the self depend on the stability of the flesh. At this point, I turn to discuss the three social 

bodies that my chapters will address in further detail, in order to illuminate how prosthesis operates and 

accentuates the varying sociocultural mythologies that are attached to the bodies in this period.     

 

The Saintly Woman’s Body 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
(Carlson et al. 1004), makes the analysis of, for example, God as prosthesis, challenging. 

Neuroscience does not necessarily rely on a notion of transcendental selfhood, when one is 

dealing with concrete objects or tools. As my study posits that the self also can be found in 

other(s), and other subjectivities (not in this world), I find that psychoanalysis and prosthesis 

theories are more suited to expressing such opinions.   
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 Although it seems quite commonplace to say this, men and women in the Middle Ages 

experienced their bodies in quite different ways, and their meanings were organized and shaped 

by historically-specific medical, religious and cultural discourses. According to Aristotelian ideas 

of female physiology, which had considerable impact even in the late twelfth century, female 

bodies are viewed as “matter” in relation to male bodies. In his De Generatione Animalium, 

Aristotle “reduced the role of woman in procreation to that of ‘prime matter’ awaiting the 

‘forming’ or ‘moving’ agency of the man’s semen” (Blamires 39). He defines the characteristics 

of each sex according to the same matter-form division: “the female always provides the material, 

the male provides that which fashions the material into shape” (40). Reducing the female body to 

“matter,” “body,” and, therefore, “thing,” Aristotle “did substantiate an unflattering equation … 

which found an echo in commonplace etymology” (39). The impact of Aristotle’s theory is 

reflected by Isidore of Seville, who wrote in the late sixth or early seventh century that not only 

are “females [feminas] more lustful than males” (43), but “mother [mater] is as it were ‘matter’ 

[material], while the father is the cause” (44). As ancient or classical scholars like Aristotle, 

Soranus, and Galen “collectively indicate that women are the inverse of men and are therefore 

subordinate” (Pearman 7), biblical and patristic discourses on women also portray women as 

weaker, colder, leaky, and dangerous Eve-like bodies.  

Despite their subordinate position to men, women’s bodies became a powerful tool for 

experiencing the humanity and suffering of Christ. Indeed, mystics “prompted their own bodies 

as a resource for approaching and identifying empathetically with the suffering bodies of Christ 

and the saints: they perceived what might be called the ‘opportunity of physicality’ in their own 

engagements with sacred suffering” (Mills 126). Of the visions of the Eucharist and Crucifixion 

that abound during later the later Middle Ages, many of them, possibly a majority, were 
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experienced by women, and are “eloquent testimony to the private practise of feeling pain with 

Christ” (Cohen 15). Christ’s humanity—His open, bleeding flesh—became a prominent theme in 

women’s spirituality by identifying the wounded body of Christ with their own bleeding bodies, 

which they could incorporate by means of the Eucharist. As Bynum explains, the humanity of 

Christ was often described as being eaten, so that “one becomes Christ’s crucified body in eating 

Christ’s crucified body” (Bynum “Women Mystics” 202); the Eucharist was an act of  

“incorporating flesh into flesh” (202, my emphasis). Importantly, imitatio Christi was the primary 

method for identifying with and becoming one with Him and, in the later Middle Ages, 

“practically all the holy women … nuns as well as Beguines and laywomen, practiced the self-

infliction of pain and welcomed divinely inflicted suffering” (Cohen 27). Pain was a potent tool 

and sign: it purified the soul and, thus, was a salvic instrument of great power (19). In addition, 

pain was an affect that could be viewed in another (like Christ, the Virgin Mary, or His saints), 

transferred, shared and felt in one’s own body; thus, in and through pain, holy women could join 

and feel with the divine. In this sense, “women’s efforts to imitate Christ involved becoming 

crucified, not just patterning themselves after or on expanding their compassion toward, but 

fusing with, the body on the cross ” (Bynum 189, my emphasis); hence, one can notice how much 

these acts and ideologies surrounding the bodies of holy women already speak a language of 

prosthesis. The holy woman’s body was a tool for supplementing her lack of intimacy with 

Christ, and pain was the tool of her body to achieve this state. Significantly, her body is not 

stable—it is fluid, it bleeds, suffers, shows visions and performs miracles, in order to feel with, 

be fused with, and/or become divine. The Lives of medieval holy women demonstrate the desire 

for the body to change and transform—to incorporate Christ through the many portals of their 

body by means of crying, roaring, physical mutilation, bleeding, and visions.  
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 Saints, too, function much like prosthesis to those who worship them and seek their aid by 

means of their unique bodily powers and position in relation to God. A saint is, essentially, one 

who is Christ’s representative on earth—both in life and, even more so, in death. Mediating 

between heaven and earth, and the human and divine, the saint, as intercessor, extends the prayers 

of his or her worshippers to God, as well as extends God to his or her community, thereby 

making His potentia present in the world. The saint is a special category of holy person—they 

were martyrs, ascetics, missionaries, reformed sinners, and miracle workers. The cult of a dead 

saint usually sprang from a reputation for sanctity in life, and the practice of heroic virtues and 

the accomplishment of miracles before or after death not only were proof of his or her holy 

status, but also later became required criteria in canonization procedures of the Christian church 

(Wilson Saints 9). In death, saints assumed special significance: they joined the ranks of the 

blessed in paradise, their intercessions became fully effective, and their body became a sacred 

and potent relic (9). Importantly, “relics were actually the saints themselves, continuing to live 

among men” (Geary Furta Sacra 124). Even the smallest fragment of the saint’s flesh was 

believed to contain the whole, living body of the saint, as well as the totality of his or her 

thaumaturgic powers. These “living relics” could offer universal assistance, protect individuals 

and communities, and bolster the economic situation and political importance of the towns that 

housed them. Thus, saints and their relics were equally shaped by religious discourse and 

ideologies that make them particularly suited to a study of prosthesis: they aid and supplement 

the bodies of those who pray for aid and/or healing; they act as hinges between the heaven and 

divine, as well as between the flesh and spirit; they extend Christ into the present-time 

community of his or her followers, hence, enabling others to affectively experience Christ in their 

own bodies; and, their accompanying Lives and translationes (accounts of the movement of relics 
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from one community to another), offer important exempla with which to nurture one’s 

spirituality. In addition, many reliquaries of saints’ relics actually appear to be prostheses—arms, 

legs, and even heads—as they came to increasingly underline the nature of the body parts 

contained within (fig. 2).12 The saint’s body—as transferable parts that, nonetheless, evoke 

wholeness, potency and incorruptibility, despite their possible bodily mutilation(s) leading to 

their death (martyrs)—is prosthetic both in nature and in function.  

In the Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek, I analyze how Elizabeth is both physically impaired 

and socially disabled, according to the social model of disability, and consider the effects of 

social change via her miraculous performance and bodily suffering on a larger scale—that of 

readership. Theories of prosthesis enable one to consider the multiple layers of prosthesis present 

in the text: she is a prosthetic body, and she interacts with a prosthetic image in a prosthetic text. 

As such, the prosthetic text can affect the community of readers around Elizabeth’s body both 

then and now. Elizabeth’s interaction with her “tabil,” a devotional image, are crucial moments 

that allow one to consider how it functions as a prosthetic in its literal and theoretical sense—

supplementing, extending and self-cancelling her body, enhancing her appearance, and enabling 

her suffering and performance; likewise, her experience demonstrates how prosthetic and body 

fuse together, becoming indistinguishable. As body and prosthetic are one, Elizabeth turns into a 

prosthetic for others who watch and read her, as she enables (as a prosthetic) both communities to 

more deeply contemplate and know Christ’s Passion. This vita, when held, contemplated, and 

ruminated upon, transforms bodies beyond its respective text: in our hands we hold a text that 

also functions as a prosthetic capable of transforming our own bodies. To conclude, I discuss the 

                                                        
12      Although not in relation to prosthesis, Bynum draws attention to a twelfth and thirteenth-

century reliquary of silver arms to make this point (Resurrection and the Body, plates 19-20). 

Indeed, both reliquaries mimic the appearance and structure of the fleshly arm that is imagined as 

representative of the saint’s hand.   
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Lollard movement, as it applies to the fifteenth-century Middle English translation, to consider 

how her text occupies an unstable position between orthodoxy and heterodoxy, as well as how 

she challenges clerics—metaphorical prosthetic hinges—as exclusive handlers of Christ’s corpus 

(body and text). Elizabeth, as a living Veronica and counterpart to St. Francis (according to the 

Latin original), is not only empowered in the text, but also speaks to the contested position of 

women in the church in a period where such investment in powerful female figures may account 

for the text’s translation.   

 

The Sovereign Body  

 In relation to the sovereign body of the king, the trajectory of ideology follows from the 

imperative placed on physical perfection in the Old Testament, which also forms the foundation 

of early Celtic cultural beliefs in “sacral” kingship, through to a separation of the “natural body” 

and the “body politic” in the latter Middle Ages, according to Ernst Kantorowicz’s seminal study 

in The King’s Two Bodies. In Leviticus 21:16-23, one reads,  

And the LORD spoke unto Moses, saying, Speak unto Aaron, saying, Whosoever he be of 

thy seed in their generations that hath any blemish, let him not approach to offer the 

bread of his God. For whatsoever man he be that hath a blemish, he shall not approach: a 

blind man, or a lame, or he that hath a flat nose, or any thing superfluous, Or a man that 

is brokenfooted, or brokenhanded, Or crookbackt, or a dwarf, or that hath a blemish in 

his eye, or be scurvy, or scabbed, or hath his stones broken. No man that hath a blemish 

of the seed of Aaron the priest shall come nigh to offer the offerings of the LORD made 

by fire: he hath a blemish; he shall not come nigh to offer the bread of his God. He shall 

eat the bread of his God, both of the most holy, and of the holy. Only he shall not go in 

unto the veil, nor come nigh unto the altar, because he hath a blemish; that he profane 

not my sanctuaries: for I the LORD do sanctify them. (King James Bible) 

 

Here, the passage refers to ancient Hebrew purity laws concerning the temple and duties of 

priests. The passage urges the complete physical perfection of the body of the priest so that he is, 

like God, without physical blemish. As direct descendants of Him, one must be perfect, in order 
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to be in His direct presence; thus, those with visible impairments—although still able to worship 

and “eat the bread of his God”—are disabled from the high office of priesthood. Importantly, this 

passage is believed to serve as a foundation for early Irish laws, saga-literature and hagiography. 

As “the Old Testament functioned as a bridge between native Irish culture and Christianity, and 

the role it played in intellectual assimilation of the two was probably substantive” (Eichhorn-

Mulligan 344), Amy Eichhorn-Mulligan proposes that the perfect appearance of the body of the 

king may reflect this biblical code. Bart Jaski, who writes more extensively on the ideology of 

sacral kingship in early Irish culture, wherein “the king is regarded as the mediator between 

human society and divine powers” (Jaski “Early Medieval Irish Kingship” 330), claims that of 

the three important aspects of kingship, it was ‘taboo’ (geis) for the king to be physically 

blemished; indeed, the notion of falsehood relates to the concept of fir flaithemon (“ruler’s 

truth”), which is “connected with geis (taboo; supernatural injunction) that a king should be 

unblemished” (Jaski 72). Eichhorn-Mulligan affirms that “appearance was so significant that a 

blemish or physical handicap caused a ruler to be stripped of his power and property, and perfect 

appearance was essential for those who would be king” (‘Togail Bruidne’ 4, ft. nt. 11). In fact, 

such emphasis was placed on the physical perfection of the king that, in the famous tales of 

Midir, Cormac mac Airt, and Congal Caech, all lose kingship (or are threatened with its loss) 

after the destruction of an eye (10), whilst the legendary Nuada must renounce his kingship due 

to the loss of his hand. Although my second chapter will explain early Irish ideologies of 

kingship further—especially in relation to the Nuada legends—what is significant to understand 

is that any physical impairment(s) disqualified one from kingship, as the social position relied on 

the necessary wholeness and physical perfection of the body. The body must be whole, and this 

condition must not change.  
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 In the later Middle Ages, a new ideology concerning the king’s body emerges, which 

separates the “body natural” from the “body politic.” In the opening chapter of his book, 

Kantorowicz offers a passage from the Edmund Plowden’s Reports, wherein the two bodies of 

the King are defined:  

For the King has in him two Bodies, viz. a Body natural, and a Body politic. His Body 

natural (if it be considered in itself) is a Body mortal, subject to all Infirmities that come 

by Nature or Accident, to the Imbecility of Infancy or Old Age, and to the like Defects 

that happen to natural Bodies of other People. But his Body politic is a Body that cannot 

be seen or handled, consisting of Policy and Government … and this Body is utterly void 

of Infancy and old Age, and other natural Defects and Imbecilities, which the Body 

natural is subject to, and for this Cause, what the King does in his Body politic, cannot be 

invalidated or frustrated by any Disability in his natural Body. (Edmund Plowden’s 

Reports, cited in Kantorowicz 7)  

 

According to this legal document, the theory of the twinned nature of the king’s body is such that 

the king has in him a natural body, which is subject to infirmities, impairment, aging, and mortal 

death, and a body politic, which is theoretically deemed immortal. The body politic of kingship 

“appears as a likeness of the ‘holy sprites and angels,’ because it represents, like the angels, the 

Immutable within Time” (Kantorowicz 8); the body politic comprises the government, policy, the 

realm and subjects, and this body holds superiority over the body natural, although the two 

together form one indivisible unit. Symbolically, royalty was “expounded in terms of 

Christological definitions,” wherein the concept of the Two Bodies emerged from and was not 

coincidentally related with the theological term of the Two Natures (16). Whilst the mystical 

body or body politic of the king conveys perfection, wholeness and immortality, even while 

transferred from one natural body to another one of royal blood and lineage, the vital difference 

in this latter meaning of kingship, in relation to earlier Celtic beliefs, is such that the natural, 

fleshly body of the king is now able to change, age and decay, without that change being 

indicative of a loss of status and position.   
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 In relation to prosthesis, the twinned nature of kingship offers a kind of paradox: whilst 

allowing the possibility for the physical and biological body of the king to be changing and fluid, 

the notion of the body politic suggests an aspect of his being that is specifically closed and 

immutable. The well-known metaphor of the human body, wherein the king is the head and his 

body comprises his subjects, appears to convey a sense of his body as an “amalgam” or 

“collection” similar to what Hayles describes in the posthuman; theoretically (and legally) the 

king is made up of and incorporates within his self different things, concepts and people 

(prosthesis). Yet, the royal body is also a sacred one—one made divine in body and blood by 

God alone. The sovereign body is an exclusive one insofar as the bloodline is restricted and 

cannot be shared, made by or replaced by his subjects; this public and yet sacral body can only be 

transferred through royal blood to equally royal heirs, and cannot be tapped into or shared with 

others. The king, in this sense, cannot be made common. The king’s body—his sacredness and 

direct line with and from God—is not meant to be channelled by others through him (unless his 

body is made saintly in death). As opposed to these beliefs, the saint’s body and blood, as also 

divinely inspired, can incorporate others into it—specifically into the body of Christ that he or 

she represents and channels on earth; through the saint’s body and blood, all Christians are 

enabled access to God. While I have offered a narrow focus on the king’s body through early 

Irish mythology and the concept of the king’s two bodies, particularly on the physical body of 

kingship—from the previously required physical perfection, to considerations of how it is made, 

as well as who it is made up of and incorporates—my study of literary representations of actual 

prosthetic limbs in the vitae of the would-be king and saint, Melor, will redirect attention to the 

ability and function of the king’s body, in light of the material(s) that compose his body. I posit 

that formal, structural, and functional continuity are important (as well as social acceptability); 
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although Melor’s body must remain made by God, I suggest that it does not matter what 

material(s) compose his sovereign body. 

In this light, my second chapter considers the twofold way in which the prosthetics affect 

Melor’s identity in the English tradition—as a secular would-be King, and as a martyr saint. In all 

versions of the text, Melor’s right hand and left foot are amputated, and he receives a prosthetic 

silver hand and bronze foot, which miraculously begin to function as human limbs. When 

Melor’s mutilations render him unfit to rule, after the murder of his father, and place him in the 

Lacanian position of being “between two deaths”—literally cut off from the symbolic network 

that would name his body King—the prosthetics, and the ensuing miracles related to them, 

figuratively resurrect the body of the King. The miracles associated with the growth and 

movement of silver hand prosthetic enable Melor’s body to become part of the symbolic order 

again as the possible body of a king: this prosthetic miracle not only demonstrates how disability 

is a social construction, but also how prosthesis reveals the medieval cultural desire for and 

fantasy of the whole and perfect body through the notion of prosthetic cure. Examining Melor’s 

prosthetic miracles before his death also enables one to suggest that the use of the prosthetic and 

form, or structural continuity with the original limb that is replaced, becomes more significant 

than material continuity, in relation to the ideal body of a King. However, such notions reflect 

bodily change. If the prosthetic can “resurrect” the body of Melor as King, then the presence of 

prosthetics also situate the text in ways that run contrary to mainstream resurrection ideology in 

the fourteenth-century. A resurrected saint wearing a prosthetic signals material change, which 

places the text in opposition to traditional Patristic images of reforging, collecting, and hardening 

typical to the theology of resurrection held for the majority of the Middle Ages, wherein every 

particle of the body was present and/or returned (if lost, i.e. through mutilation, disease, etc.). 
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Importantly, Melor is the first saint whose mark of martyrdom is not through blood, scars, and/or 

replacement of his missing limbs, but through entirely new materials. By means of concluding 

the chapter, I will focus on the important changes found in the Anglo-Norman version, especially 

to the foot prosthetic and its relation to the text’s intended female audience. The Anglo-Norman 

scribe’s emphasis on bodily change and miracles of fluidity through his additions and revisions to 

the original source version, and/or the text used by Jean of Tynemouth, serves to highlight the 

extent of Melor’s material change in resurrection, which may demonstrate a growing 

acceptability of such resurrection ideology in fourteenth-century England.  

 

The Aristocratic, Knightly Body 

 The knightly body is, in one way, much like the courtly lady of romance: his body is less 

defined by its corporeality than by the objects that he wears.13 Of course, the objects that define 

him most profoundly are his arms. Indeed, they are his most perfect prosthesis—becoming like 

the knight’s second self, or “the alter ego of their owner” (Dennys 24); Caroline Springer writes 

that, “like the doppelganger of medieval and romantic legend, a knight’s armour accompanied 

him through life, closely modelled against his form, and promised to take his place in battle, to 

transform him into an invincible hero” (Springer 30). Essentially, armour, as prosthesis, adds, 

extends, enhances, supplements, and enables both the knightly body and the establishment of his 

identity in battle; yet, in a dynamic interplay, armour also cancels the very same body that it 

covers and protects. Armour projects an idealized image of the male form: it is hardened, strong, 

                                                        
13      The invisibility of the courtly female body relates to Žižek’s explanation of Lacan’s 

fascination with the paradoxes of courtly love: “the lady is such a paradoxical object which 

curves the space of desire, i.e., which offers us as the way to attain it only endless detours and 

ordeals—more precisely, the lady is in herself nothing at all, a pure semblance which just 

materializes the curvature of the space of desire” (Žižek 49).  
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impenetrable, and can even disguise physical impairments and disabilities when worn. 

Functioning defensively to aid the flesh through hard iron, armour, while signifying the potency 

and perfect symmetry of the male body, paradoxically points to the vulnerable and changing flesh 

underneath. As a mirror of his masculinity, armour also conveys might, power and ability, whilst 

offering an image of his incorruptibly whole and perfect body. Moreover, as the development of 

arms through the latter Middle Ages gradually came to cover the entire body, most notably with 

the development of plate armour in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, full suits of armour 

visually displaced and replaced the fleshly body. Hence, by encasing the totality of his body in 

iron, the emerging practise of heraldry became a necessity for ensuring that one’s self and 

identity, as well as inner virtues, were adequately represented on arms. In all of these ways, 

armour is the perfect prosthesis. Armour protects and supplements the body, yet, armour is also a 

space into which identity, lineage and (male) blood are marked, gilded or etched.  

Thus, studying the body of the knight via armour demonstrates how malleable were the 

concepts of the body and selfhood in the Middle Ages. As much as armour represents the 

stability and wholeness of the body, it is itself fragmentary—made up of many, often 

interchanging, pieces (like garniture in tournaments) that can be lost/won, replaced, and passed 

on from one male heir to the next. Armour attests to the constantly changing contours of the 

knight’s body, which reveals that the knight’s body as whole is, conceptually, as much of a 

fiction as the stability of its boundaries; the originary status of the knight’s body as both 

biological and fleshly is exposed as a myth when so much of it depends on the arms that he 

wears. Moreover, if a knight’s identity is displaced from his body to his arms via heraldry, 

selfhood is no longer rooted in or found on the particularity of one’s own body. Unlike the saint 

and king (although, to a lesser degree), the knight is not a conduit for God, or for others to find 
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God within him, despite the impetus to display often-Christian virtues through his arms. The 

knight is a genealogical and mnemonic body; he is made up of other male knights—his 

aristocratic male bloodline. By wearing the arms of his predecessors and/or their heraldry, he 

wears the bodies and memory of lines of male knights on his second iron one. Armour exposes 

how the knightly body is tied exclusively into other male knightly bodies, and how those past 

ones are made manifest through their heirs. Yet, my study will add that such incorporations and 

manifestations are not exclusive to a knight’s own bloodline: I posit that armour is such a 

prosthesis that enables any knight to tap into another knight’s body and his masculinity, as well 

as access his privileged masculine lineage, thus challenging the notion of the knightly self, body 

and arms as that which exists both independently and in isolation from other knights. 

The focus of my final chapter will be on exploring how two knights’ bodies and identities 

are constructed and connected vis-à-vis armour as prosthesis. Although much attention has been 

given to the oath of brotherhood as the critical moment in the romance of Amis and Amiloun that 

links the two knights together, often the exchanges of arms has been either ignored, or simply 

taken as fact. In my analysis, I examine the ambiguity surrounding the material objects that these 

knights truly exchange in the different versions of the story, and claim that the exchange marks a 

crucial moment that enables linking their two separate bodies in a very real and physical way, 

which, for Amiloun, has severe consequences. As the oath binds the two separate, but identical 

knights, and indicates the moment in the narrative after which they become differentiated—Amis 

becomes more feminine and passive, whilst Amiloun is masculine and active—, the first 

exchange of arms prior to the judicial combat unites their bodies together in such a manner that 

facilitates the discussion of prosthesis. As I will soon show how historical studies and medieval 

literature attest that armour is body, their exchange involves more than the simple changing of 
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identities, but in becoming other. Amiloun, in taking Amis’ arms, becomes a prosthetic to Amis, 

both in combat and to Amis’ own defective, feminine body—essentially, making his armour 

function properly again, according to masculine ideologies of chivalric knighthood. Likewise, 

Amis, by taking Amiloun’s arms, infectiously touches Amiloun’s body in a way that marks him 

with his femininity and passivity in such a way that the second exchange (what should be read as 

the simple return to their original identities) explains their subsequent shift in manner and 

characterization. Although Amiloun’s leprosy, in the Middle English version, is interpreted as a 

punishment for false swearing or as a gift from God, I claim that his characterization as a leper is 

better understood in light of their bodies being joined via armour. Amiloun, as a prosthetic to 

Amis, bears the marks of Amis’ once problematic gender, and serves as a visual sign and space 

for Amis’ now abjected femininity. In this light, the cure also depends on their connectivity. Male 

blood—as another kind of armour—reclothes, rearms and cures the defective knight; where the 

prosthetic supplemented and cured the defective male body, the now whole, male body cures the 

prosthetic by somatic means. In this reading, one becomes aware that the text’s concern is to 

rehabilitate queer knighthood by means of prosthesis, excising femininity from male bodies, as 

well as from the narrative in the process.   

***  

 My study endeavours to show how these three medieval bodies—the saint, king, and 

knight—reveal that the body in the Middle Ages was always already a prosthetic one. Even as 

these three social bodies are shaped and constructed by differing social, cultural and religious 

ideologies, those bodies are, nonetheless, prosthetic both in nature and in function. Devotional 

objects, metal prosthetic limbs, as well as armour, blood and Other(s) come together in this study 

to challenge the originary, closed, biological and singular nature of the fleshly body and its 
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boundaries, and demonstrate the fluid, changing nature of such bodies as they experience the 

world around them. Significantly, prosthesis illuminates Will’s theory of how subject formation 

is such that the “I” should always be read as a prosthetic “I”, because the identities in the texts 

studied here are imagined as tied into bodies or manifested through bodies. Saints are imagined 

as fused with the body of Christ in their suffering and, as His representative on earth, are 

spiritually linked with His divinity; as saints utilize their bodies and devotional objects as tools 

both for approaching and worshipping the divine they, in turn, enable others to join with their 

bodies—visually and physically (especially with regards to their relics and vitae)—to access 

Christ and establish their own identities as Christian subjects. While the sovereign body is an 

exclusive channel for God via sacral kingship, and also remains physically (namely, his royal 

bloodline) closed off to his subjects, his body is, at least in theory, made up of the lands and 

people over which he rules. My study adds that the king’s body is a prosthetic one because it 

incorporate inorganic materials as equal aspects of his incomplete and feeble human flesh, which 

challenges the wholeness and originary flesh of his kingly (and, later, his saintly) body. While 

knightly bodies remain as exclusive to their social caste as sovereign ones, knights enable access 

across their bodies and bloodline to other knights; armour becomes the perfect prosthesis 

wherein a knightly body can become (like) another knightly body—accessing his masculinity, as 

well as his aristocratic male bloodline. Blood, in all three social bodies studied, proves a vital 

prosthesis of the body for exposing the invisible connectivity between bodies: between the saint, 

God and others; between God and the king; and, between knights. If the medieval body is a 

prosthetic one, then the body cannot be the seat of one’s identity (both in this world and in the 

next), especially if one’s sense of self—if one’s changing flesh and bodily boundaries—, are 

always located elsewhere, or in, with and through another prosthesis. Selfhood and body, as 
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prosthetic, are not stable, nor are they expressly in and of one another, but are always in a state of 

becoming.  
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Fig. 1. Ambroise Paré . “Le Petit Lorrain” Hand. Iron. U.S. National Library of Medicine.  

<http://www.nlm.nih.gov/exhibition/historicalanatomies/Images/1200_pixels/ixcxvi.jpg>. 
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Fig. 2. Arm Reliquary. 13th C. French. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.   

<http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/search/464334>. 
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Chapter Two: 

Elizabeth of Spalbeek: Prosthetic God  

With every tool man is perfecting his own organs, whether motor or sensory, or is 

removing the limits to their functioning. Motor power places gigantic forces at his 

disposal, which, like his muscles, he can employ in any direction; thanks to ships and 

aircrafts neither water nor air can hinder his movements; by means of spectacles he 

corrects defects in the lens of his own eye; by means of the telescope he sees far into the 

distance; and by means of the microscope he overcomes the limits of visibility set by the 

structure of his retina. In the photographic camera he has created an instrument which 

retains the fleeting visual impressions … Man has, as it were, become a kind of prosthetic 

God. When he puts on all his auxiliary organs he is truly magnificent; but those organs 

have not grown on to him and they still give him much trouble at times.     

    

Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents  

 

In his 1929 essay on nature and culture, Freud alludes to his own prosthesis—a painful prosthetic 

plate that he was forced to wear after his cancer operations on his palate and jaw in 1923 (Gay 

738). More broadly, speaking of the ways in which humans extends the body’s natural human 

capacities through technology, and coupled with it, Freud suggests that prosthetics are a form of 

enablement, transforming man into what he names a prosthetic God. Yet, as the conclusion 

suggests, this human-machine coupling does not always fuse organically, giving man “much 

trouble at times.” Importantly, prosthesis extends beyond the relatively straightforward 

understanding of this human-machine coupling; the function of prosthetics, as suggested in 

Freud’s work, and generally accepted by contemporary prosthesis theorists, is to mediate between 

perceived binary relations—body and machine, nature and civilization, the conscious and 

unconscious, self and other, and, significant to my discussion, man and God.    

 In this light, my chapter will consider, as Freud did, the relationship between human 

institutions and culture, and human nature, both within and beyond the medieval text. In 

particular, I focus on the Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek, by Philip of Clairvaux, which appears in 
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the fifteenth-century MS Douce 114,14 and situate the text within the discourse of disability in the 

Middle Ages, to continue and contribute to the discussion of the topic in this still burgeoning 

field and, for the first time, to think of prosthesis as an effective and valuable concept for 

examining devotional materials. Thus far, scholars who have spoken of the texts of the Douce 

manuscript have already begun using the language of disability to identify and analyze the holy 

women. While Christina, in the Life of Christina Mirabilis (a companion text), is described as a 

“village lunatic,” “demoniac,” “madwoman” and, even receives a rather amusing pseudo-

psychoanalytic assessment (Newman),15 Elizabeth is labelled as “disabled” (Njus 306). An 

informed analysis of these texts through disability theory and studies is missing; thus, my interest 

here will not be to diagnose these women (like Newman), but to think critically about Elizabeth’s 

experiences in terms of disability theory, and to (re)consider her relationship as a disabled subject 

with her community.  

I analyse how the Life portrays Elizabeth as both physically impaired and socially 

disabled, according to the social model of disability, and consider the effects of social change via 

her miraculous performance and bodily suffering on a larger scale—that of readership. Theories 

of prosthesis expose the multiple layers of prosthesis present in the text: she is a prosthetic body 

interacting with a prosthetic image in a prosthetic text. As such, the prosthetic text can affect the 

                                                        
14      MS Douce 114 contains the Middle English translations of the Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek 

by Philip of Clairvaux, Life of Christina of Mirabilis by Thomas of Cantimpré, the Life of Marie 

d’Oignies, a letter written by Stephen of Sienna (1347-1424) in support of the canonization of 

Catherine of Siena, and The Seuene Poyntes of Trewe Loue and Euerlastynge Wisdame. The book 

belongs to the house of “Beauvale”, of the Carthusian Order, in Nottingham. See Brown pg. 1-15.  
15     Barbara Newman suggests a “hypothetical reconstruction of the figure [Christina] behind the 

vita”: 

 Orphaned at an early age, the young Christina fell sick with an unknown illness and lay 

comatose for so long that her sisters believed she was dead …. Unfortunately, however, 

the coma had masked considerable brain damage, and Christina never fully recovered but 

began to show signs of severe mental disturbance … she was reduced like other disabled 

men and women to a life of begging. (Newman “Possessed by the Spirit” 766) 
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community of readers around Elizabeth’s body both then and now. Elizabeth’s interaction with 

her “tabil” reveal how it functions as a prosthetic in its literal and theoretical sense—

supplementing, extending and transforming her body, enhancing her appearance, and enabling 

her suffering and performance; likewise, her experience demonstrates how prosthetic and body 

fuse together, becoming indistinguishable. As body and prosthetic are one, Elizabeth turns into a 

prosthetic for others who watch and read her, as she enables (as a prosthetic) both communities to 

more deeply contemplate and know Christ’s Passion. To conclude, I discuss the Lollard 

movement, as it applies to the fifteenth-century Middle English translation, to consider how her 

text occupies an unstable position between orthodoxy and heterodoxy, as well as how she 

challenges clerics—metaphorical prosthetic hinges—as exclusive handlers of Christ’s corpus 

(body and text). Elizabeth, as a living Veronica and counterpart to St. Francis (according to the 

Latin original), is not only empowered in the text, but also speaks to the contested position of 

women in the church in a period where such investment in powerful female figures may account 

for the text’s translation.   

The Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek, written by the Cistercian Abbot Philip of Clairvaux in 

1267, bears witness to the miraculous nature of the virgin Elizabeth’s somatic mysticism.16 In the 

spring of 1267 while visiting the famous abbey of Cistercian nuns called Herkenrode, Philip 

hears that, in the small town of Spalbeek, near Liège, there is “a mayden that hyght Elizabeth, in 

                                                        
16      Jennifer Brown notes that the original Latin vita of Elizabeth of Spalbeek is found in two 

versions in England—in excerpted form (Oxford Bodleian Library MS Bodley 694), and fairly 

complete versions (Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 138, Cambridge Jesus College MS 

24, Oxford Bodleian MS Bodley 240, and Oxford St John’s College MS 182). Walter Simons 

states that there are ten surviving manuscripts of Elizabeth’s Latin vita, and half were found in 

England (Simons 10). On the date of Elizabeth, there is some dispute. Nancy Caciola offers a 

date of 1267 (113); Joanna Ziegler suggests that date is “d. ca. 1300” (121); Caroline Walker 

Bynum states “d. after 1274” (Holy Feast and Holy Fast 119); and, Rebecca Clouse states “d. 

1316” (“The Virgin Above” 87), as does Valerie M. Lagorio (“The Medieval” 175). 
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whom oure merciful Lorde hath schewed merueilous miracles of his blissed Passyone that maye 

stir alle Cristen pepil to deuocyone” (Philip 28). Hesitant to accept the veracity of these claims, 

Philip writes, “I gaf no credens to hem that tolde me, til tyme that I come myselfe and sawe and 

proued that I hadde not herde the halfe” (21-22).17 He grounds his text on his first-hand account 

of Elizabeth’s marvels, and then offers further evidence and examples of these occurrences based 

on what he has heard from other “trewe men” (26-27).  

Philip then expounds the nature of Elizabeth’s miraculous devotion—the ritualized 

enactment of the liturgical hours associated with Christ’s suffering: 

Wherefore it is to witt that the foreseyde mayden beerith ful openly tokens of the 

woundys of oure Lorde Jhesu Cryste—that is to saye in her handys, feet, and side—

withouten any dowte, similacyone, or fraude. Fresshe woundys are ful euydently shewed 

often, and namely bledynge on Fridayes….  

Also, excepte these signes of fyue woundes byfore seyde, oure Lorde Jhesu Cryste … 

schewith in a merueylous manere the representacyone of his blyssed Passyone in the 

persone of the same virgyne … that is to seye, euery day seuen ourys: as matyns, pryme, 

tiers, sext, noone, euesonge, and complyne. (28-39) 

 

Elizabeth, the second person after Saint Francis, and the first woman, openly bears the mark of 

stigmata on her body—a miracle that not only established her fame, but also led to an accusation 

of fraud.18 At midnight, she begins enacting the stages of Christ’s Passion, death, and 

Resurrection. As Ellen Ross describes,  

matins are often associated with the Agony in the Garden, and lauds with the Betrayal; 

prime (at 6:00 a.m.) with Christ’s appearance before Pilate; terce (at 9:00 a.m.) with the 

                                                        
17      Dyan Elliott uses this moment in the passage to suggest that Philip’s vita is actually a 

probatio, or inquest turned vita, see Proving Woman pages 186-91; Jesse Njus makes a similar 

point in “The Politics of Mysticism: Elisabeth of Spalbeek in Context,” pg 298, 300.  
18      Elizabeth’s stigmata garnered an accusation of fraud by the Franciscan Master Gilbert of 

Tournai in 1274. Simons and Ziegler write, “Gilbert of Tournai, writing his De Scandalis 

Ecclesiae, called for a thorough investigation of Elizabeth’s stigmata, practically accusing her of 

fraud.” Since “urban Beguines had fallen increasingly under the influence of the Mendicant 

Orders … Cistercian action in this case seems likely to have been guided by a desire to 

consolidate and further Cistercian control over the Beguines in the rural area of the Low 

Countries” (Simons and Ziegler 123).  
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Flagellation; sext (at noon) with the Carrying of the Cross; none (at 3:00 p.m.) with the 

Crucifixion; vespers (at sunset) with the Deposition; and compline (in the evening) with 

the Entombment. (Ross 110)  

  

Within this structure and, as an “athlete of the Passion” (Ross 113), Elizabeth displays a somatic 

mysticism predicated on suffering—a central feature in the vitae of thirteenth to fifteenth-century 

female saints—, wherein “the spiritual experience of Christ was enacted on and with their bodies” 

(Visconsi 77). From Aristotle and onward, men are designated spirit and women flesh, and since 

the thirteenth century Christ’s humanity—His open, bleeding flesh—became a prominent theme 

in women’s spirituality by identifying the wounded body of Christ with their own bleeding 

bodies, which they could incorporate by means of the Eucharist.19 The Eucharist is the symbolic 

body of Christ, and literal body through transubstantiation; thus, eating the Eucharist involves 

becoming one with the body on the cross—eating God, and receiving His wounds (Bynum 

“Food, Fest, and Flesh” 8). As visions of the Eucharist and Crucifixion abound during later the 

later Middle Ages, many of them, possibly a majority, were experienced by women, and are 

“eloquent testimony to private practise of feeling pain with Christ” (Cohen 15). Imitatio Christi 

was the primary method for identifying with and becoming one with Him, and, in the later 

Middle Ages, “practically all the holy women … nuns as well as Beguines and laywomen, 

practiced the self-infliction of pain and welcomed divinely inflicted suffering” (Cohen 27). 

Moreover, “women’s efforts to imitate Christ involved becoming crucified, not just patterning 

themselves after or on expanding their compassion toward, but fusing with, the body on the cross 

… through asceticism and through eroticism” (Bynum “Women Mystics” 189). Thus, Philip’s 

vita is a record and witness of the miraculous spectacle of Elizabeth’s bodily suffering as Christ 

is regularly crucified in her.  

                                                        
19      See Caroline Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast.  
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 Over the years, the majority of criticism by Anglo-American scholars on Philip’s text 

focuses the prominence of Elizabeth’s body in her suffering, and its relation to performance. 

Though Walter Simons examines her embodied performance, Susan Rogers and Joanna Ziegler’s 

essay “Elisabeth of Spalbeek’s Trace Dance of Faith” more firmly identifies her as an ecstatic 

trance dancer. Drawing from anthropology and art history, the authors claim that her performance 

has trance and shamanistic elements; as an actor in the theatre of her chapel, with a precise 

routine and carefully rehearsed movement, Elizabeth performs her suffering in front of an 

audience. Simons and Ziegler offer an extended discussion of the history of the chapel, built for 

Elizabeth by William Ryckel, and its frescoes as a “kind of lens through which we ‘read’ or, 

better, reread written sources” (Simons and Ziegler 118). Elizabeth is understood as an “icon” of 

Christ, and the frescos of the trinity, pieta, and saints, place her within familiar images that 

portray her behaviour as devout (118). Both Dyan Elliott and Jesse Njus claim that the vita is, 

indeed, a probatio, or vita-turned-inquest, although Njus’ analysis focuses on uncovering 

Elizabeth’s political and spiritual alliances, suggesting that her mysticism was politically 

charged.20  

While interest in Elizabeth’s bodily performance is considerable, given the emphasis in 

Philip’s text on the visual spectacle of her suffering, little work has been done to reflect on 

Elizabeth’s experiences in light of disability theory and studies, although many scholars have, in 

fact, and, sometimes erroneously, identified her as disabled. Caroline Walker Bynum has 

suggested in the footnotes to her discussion of Elizabeth in Holy Feast and Holy Fast that “Philip 

of Clairvaux calls Elizabeth of Spalbeek’s ecstasies imbecillitas” (Bynum Holy Feast 389, note 

                                                        
20      Njus argues, “Elizabeth’s religious practice was political in the sense that she organized her 

adapted spiritual exercises into a system of circulation and exchange whereby her divine 

authority provided people such as Philip and perhaps Marie of Brabant with a valuable service for 

which Elizabeth in turn received support” (287).  
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59), or “insane.” On the basis of this Latin word, Bynum proposes that Philip considered 

Elizabeth as, in some way, psychologically impaired. Rebecca Clouse argues against Bynum’s 

reading: “what Bynum does with Philip’s use of imbecillitas is not supportable,” based on the 

routine translation into Middle English of imbecillus and imbecillitas, which “link together 

Elizabeth’s physical frailty and her weakness before raptures” (Clouse 88-89). Although Clouse 

does not go much further in discussing the implications of Elizabeth’s frailty in relation to a 

discussion of impairment and disability, Njus offers a much more definitive claim: “she was an 

invalid,” and “disabled” (Njus 289, 306). Indeed, Elizabeth’s well-known frailty and ensuing 

difficulties with physical mobility after her raptures may support the designation of “invalid;” 

however, the problem in Njus’ claims arise when she speaks of Elizabeth “overcom[-ing] her 

disability” in her ecstatic visions, thus, accepting her physical weakness as the defining feature of 

her disability that must be rehabilitated and/or “overcome.”  

Njus’s understanding and word choice reveals a now out-dated and discredited method for 

viewing bodily difference according to a medical model, which does not distinguish between the 

physical and social construction of disability. Simi Linton argues that medicalizing disability 

“casts human variation as deviance from the norm, as pathological condition, as deficit, and, 

significantly, as an individual burden and personal tragedy”; the medical model desires to “‘treat’ 

the condition and the person with the condition rather than ‘treating’ the social processes and 

policies that constrict disabled people’s lives” (Linton 11). In contrast, the British social or 

constructionist model challenges the overmedicalization and individualist accounts of disability, 
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claiming disabled people as an oppressed group, and distinguishes between disability, as a form 

of social exclusion, and impairment, or physical limitation (Shakespeare 266-67).21  

In order to frame my discussion of Philip’s text in relation to disability, I argue that, 

according to the social model, Elizabeth is physically impaired and socially disabled.22 

Elizabeth’s physical impairment may be understood, as Njus has suggested, as her physical 

frailty and difficulty with mobility. Philip describes how Elizabeth was “holden with so mikel 

febilnesse of body and lymmes whanne sche was but fyue yeer olde or there aboute, that thof the 

hous that sche was in hadde brente ouer hir, sche myghte not haue goon withouten helpe, as alle 

the countrey doutles knoweth” (Philip 52-55). Elizabeth was and is described as “suche a febil 

and freel creature” (208); Philip explains how “sche ryseth merueylously stronge to suffer labour 

and peyne that was byfore in body weyke and vnmyghty” (64-66) and, importantly, her ability to 

suffer such feats “come[s] not of hir strengthe but of a priue vertue of God” (63-64). From her 

early childhood, Elizabeth experiences a bodily weakness that impairs her mobility, thus 

preventing her from being able to leave the home without aid, or even from climbing into her 

own bed without the help of her mother and sisters who serve her (167-70). Although Elizabeth’s 

                                                        
21      Although the social model offers a significantly better approach to discussing disability, 

Tobin Siebers’ main critique of the social model is its tendency to make the body disappear. He 

critiques Susan Bordo’s notion of the body as “malleable plastic,” as it obscures the physicality 

of the body in favour of a disembodied ideal of self-determination and self-transformation 

(Siebers 74). His critique of Judith Butler’s Bodies that Matter is that bodies rarely appear in her 

work; if physicality is part of the reality of the disabled body, then misrepresentation as a mental 

condition will have detrimental effect on the ability of disabled people to organize politically. 

Siebers claims that the social model “clings to psychological model based on autonomy of 

individual rather than developing one to address political community” (Siebers 74).  
22      Although I will be maintaining the distinction between “impairment” and “disability,” 

according to the social model, I want to emphasize the constructed nature of impairment itself, 

without denying the reality of body—the reality of its lived experience, and the subject’s lived 

experience in bodily terms. I follow David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder in trying “to avoid the 

rhetorical partitioning off of the physical and textual realms by contemplating their inevitable 

intersections more specifically across literary texts” (Mitchell and Snyder 179, notes 4).  
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physical weakness constitutes her impairment, it is not, I think, her disability. Unlike one of the 

companion vita in the MS Douce 114, the Life of Christina Mirabilis, where Christina’s own 

friends and family attempt to bind her in chains and exclude her, believing her to be full of 

fiends, Elizabeth of Spalbeek does not suffer, in the manner of traditional virgin-martyr legends, 

at the hands of those closest to her. She has, on the other hand, a family who supports her, lifting 

her up when she receives the sacrament (378-80), and giving her food, as “hir moder broghte hir 

a litil mylke in a litil dyshe” (502-02). As Alexandra Barratt writes, Elizabeth’s family is one 

“where sanctity is recognized, encouraged and respected, and the holy are served by the rest of 

the family subordinating itself to their needs” (Barratt 98).  

Although Elizabeth’s family and wider community recognize her ritual enactment of the 

Passion as a sign of her sanctity, one may suggest that she is socially disabled if we recognize her 

marginal position. Because of her physical limitations, Elizabeth is a liminal figure and 

marginalized by her society. She is enclosed within her chapel, and curtained off. Her cousin, the 

Abbot of St. Trond, builds her a chamber attached to the church, similar to the housing of 

anchoresses: 

He … made be bigged there an honest chaumbyr and a competent and deuoute chapylle, 

and ordeyned sufficyently and semely alle that longith to do with Goddis seruyse, soo that 

the chapel is departyd fro the chambyr with a smalle latys closynge, and in the myddes of 

that closynge there is a dore that opens to the chapelle. (Philip 349-54) 

 

Elizabeth’s chamber and devout chapel enclose her body from the rest of the world, and conceal 

it; like the anchoress, she is symbolically dead to the world. Her “honest” chamber also suggests 

the chastity and virtue of both her body and bower (MED). If the chapel is the lens through which 

to read or make her body more comprehensible, it reveals the social constructions necessary to 

make her body socially acceptable and understood; without this holy space, and without those 

saintly frescoes, Elizabeth’s body may not be marked with holiness. I think this suggestion is 
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further supported if, in fact, Philip’s text is an inquest-turned-vita. If Philip needs to see with his 

own eyes and prove her holiness—the Latin “probare,” meaning to test, tempt, torture—her body 

and actions may be otherwise heretical, or not properly understood as divinely inspired. Even in 

terms of the structure of his text, Philip frames her body according to the liturgical hours, 

simultaneously displacing her body with text, and locating her actions within a familiar canonical 

ritual, thus, giving order to what could be a potentially unruly body. While the framework may 

heighten her authority as a holy woman, and familiarize her actions, the form also enables the 

construction of her marginality. Moreover, Elizabeth’s body is liminal in the sense that she is a 

living “deed body” (128), between the Lacanian two deaths—symbolic and actual physical death; 

also, as an image or icon, she is objectified, reflecting other subjectivities than her own. In this 

sense, Elizabeth is disabled not by her immediate family, but by the community of clerics who 

enclose her body in both the chapel and text.  

Having argued that Elizabeth is physically impaired and socially disabled, I examine 

further, in light of disability theory and studies, how she supports and enables her body in her 

attempt to know God with prosthesis. In this section, my analysis will consist of three main 

threads as I will look closer at her body as an image, and her relation to the image of the 

Crucifixion she holds, to understand how the “tabil,” or diptych, is a prosthetic, as well as how 

her body, in its relation to the text, itself becomes a kind of prosthetic device that has potential to 

remake communities, perhaps not explicitly within her text, but beyond. More specifically, 

theories of prosthesis enable one to visualize how her text and body can remake communities of 

readers; I will therefore discuss the relationship between translation and prosthesis, as both are 

not only textual and somatic, but are also interrelated with this perceived potential for communal 

change. Indeed, within the text, there are multiple layers of prosthesis: the Middle English 
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translation is a textual prosthetic, a supplement to the original source, and Elizabeth’s text 

becomes a prosthetic device that joins bodies of readers with the body of her text in a way that 

mirrors her own interaction with the “tabil.” Through prosthesis, that same text that has the 

potential to disable her can, paradoxically, result in her empowerment. Elizabeth’s empowerment 

gains special kind of urgency in fifteenth-century England in terms of the Lollard movement and 

the contested position of women in the church; such investment in powerful female figures may 

account for the text’s translation.   

 I will consider its most basic function as an entry point to my discussion of the many 

layers of prosthesis that constitute the text at hand. In this basic sense, prosthesis is that which is 

an addition, supplies a deficiency, and enables the body.23 Elizabeth, impaired and disabled, both 

supports and enables her frail body through prosthesis: that is, she enables her body through a 

prosthetic devotional object. Philip describes her relation to the image she holds as part of her 

devotions. At matins, Elizabeth represents both Christ and His tormentors during the Passion, 

undertakes the second set of psalms through beating the instrument of her body, and suffers a 

period of death-like ravishment. Importantly, when Elizabeth comes to life again through God, 

she takes into her hands a “tabil.” Philip writes,  

                                                        
23      I draw this notion of prosthesis as enablement from Henry Ford’s 1923 autobiography, My 

Life and Work, where he writes of the enabling aspects of the assembly line as a prosthetic 

device: 

There were … 7,882 different jobs at the factory. Of these, 949 were classified as heavy 

work requiring strong able-bodied, and practically physically perfect men; 3,338 required 

men of ordinary physical development and strength. The remaining 3,595 jobs were 

disclosed as requiring no physical exertion and could be performed by the slightest, 

weakest sort of men. In fact, most of them could be satisfactorily filled by women or older 

children … we found that 670 could be filled by legless men, 2,637 by one-legged men, 2 

by armless men, 715 by one-armed men, and ten by blind men. Therefore, out of 7,882 

kinds of jobs, 4,034—although some of them required strength—did not require full 

physical capacity. (Ford 76) 

Ford pushes back against the notion of able-bodiedness by considering how different tasks 

require different bodies on the assembly line.    
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then anon is taken to hir a tabil ful wele depeynte with an ymage of oure Lorde crucifyed. 

And holdyng that open and vncouerd with booth handys, ful deuoutly she lokith on oure 

Lorde. And often and thikke sche seith these woordys: “zouche here. Zouche heere.” That 

is to sey in Englysche, “Swete Loord, swete Lord.” And with hire clene virgyn lippys she 

kysseth often sweetly the feet of oure Lordis ymage. (Philip 135-40) 

 

In recent studies, the “tabil” has been conceived as a “tablet” (Ross 113), and a “panel” (Simons 

and Ziegler 124); however, I am inclined to agree with Rogers and Ziegler’s suggestion of a 

“diptych” (Rogers and Ziegler 301), based on the fact that the object is one that requires opening, 

hence, indicating that there are two hinged images, or one image with a hinge at its center. When 

Elizabeth uncovers and opens the image of the Crucifixion, she holds it in both her hands and 

begins her adoration: often and repeatedly, she calls the image “Swete Loord,” and “with hire 

clene virgin lippys she kysseth often sweetly the feet of oure Lordis ymage” (Philip 139-40). She 

makes “lufsum sighes” (142) and whispers, looks “in the same ymage with alle the intente of hir 

mynde” (143-44), and tastes “the vnspekabil swetnesse of his Passyone” (145-46); the 

visualization and internalization of the image of Christ through the alternate portals of her body, 

depicts Elizabeth’s body as a paradox, where, on the verge of splitting and suggested erotic 

opening, remains an utterly sealed vessel.  

After such an intimate adoration “sche is rauesched and waxes alle starke, holdynge the 

tabil as sche didde byfore” (146-47). As the image depicts the bleeding body of Christ, such 

imagery, as Bynum claims, often had erotic or sensual overtones (Bynum Holy Feast 246). Like 

Angela of Foligno and Catherine of Siena, among others, who married Christ in Eucharistic 

visions (243), this scene describes an erotic union with the image of Christ. Philip writes that 

sometimes “her lippes are ioyned to the feet of the crucifix, and hir necke and hir heed a litil 

reryd fro the grounde, as accordith to a kyssynge” (Philip 148-49). While the scene is an “erotic 

vision of sighing, kissing, and holding tight the sensory record of the loved one” (Rogers and 
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Ziegler 334), even the positioning of the diptych suggests intimacy, when Elizabeth also leans it 

upon her “breste” (Philip 152). Interestingly, if erotic nuptial themes were first articulated by men 

(Bynum Holy Feast 26), and men could also experience God sensually, “Philip and his monks 

may well have participated to some degree in the intense sexuality of Elizabeth’s union with 

Christ’s body represented in the diptych” (Rogers and Ziegler 334). Significantly, Jean Laplanche 

claims that “sexual excitement [is] an effect of ebranlement—a perturbation or shattering—on 

the organism, a effect that momentarily undoes psychic organization” (Bersani “Genital Chastity” 

357). What Elizabeth’s adoration depicts is this instance of psychical shattering; Philip offers a 

titillating moment where Elizabeth is shattered into her own potential for sexuality. According to 

Laplanche’s theory, “sex can confuse the separateness and hence the distinguishability of bodies, 

thereby shattering (or threatening to shatter) our sense of corporeal integrity” (Dean Unlimited 

22). What generates anxiety can also generate pleasure—jouissance—“a pleasure in tension with 

that of secure boundaries and self-recognition” (22). Thus, Elizabeth’s interaction with the image 

offers a powerful moment of the potential to shatter the virginal and closed body—both her own, 

and Philip’s (and his monks’), who participate in the sexuality of her union with Christ. While 

Elizabeth sighs erotically, and opens her mouth to release sounds of pleasure, Philip’s emphasis 

on her clean virgin lips attempts to eliminate and, at the same time, (unconsciously) underscore 

this dangerous potentiality; Elizabeth’s virgin lips are meant to accentuate the purity of the 

portals of her body through which she consumes and encounters Christ, as well as ensure that 

participation in/with her is divinely sanctioned.     

 Importantly, the diptych is both an addition to Elizabeth’s body, and an object that 

enables her to perform miraculously. Moreover, when held, the image is no longer an object 

external to her body, but becomes her, as an extension of her limbs. Indeed, the way in which the 
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image becomes naturalized in her is marked by a vanishing point of contact; body and prosthetic 

meet and become indistinguishable. Philip remarks that in between her ravishings, “the same 

tabil is holden so strongly with her fyngers that when the tabil is shaken, moued, or drawen of 

anybody, as with enfors to haue it aweye, it departith neuer, but alle hir body is stiryd after the 

sterynge of the tabel” (Philip 154-57). When body and prosthetic are one, Elizabeth is able to 

hang in astonishing ways, lasting “vnstirred and starke, and alle that other dele of the body 

cleuynge to the pamente” (150-51). Mentally, she can focus on the Lord in an intense manner that 

seems impossible otherwise: “she byholdith nobody nor noon othere thinge but the tabil allonly, 

now sche spekith to nobody … but hir thought holly vpon oure Lorde” (164-66). Apart from 

enabling her to achieve physical and mental states of being otherwise denied to her, the image 

also visually enhances her. When returning to her body after a ravishing, her spirit “quykenes the 

body, gladith the mynde, lightsomnes the semblaunte, and bishines hit with a gracious cleerte” 

(158-60); as Philip describes, Elizabeth has an “incres of swetnesse” (160). The image as 

prosthetic augments, enhances, enables, and substitutes for her defective bodily weakness. When 

she removes the image and gives it to those closest to her, Elizabeth, no longer supported by the 

prosthetic, needs the help of her family to “take and lifte hir vp fro the erthe and berith and leyeth 

hir in her bedde” (170-71). In every basic sense of the term, the diptych functions as prosthesis.  

 Moreover, when Elizabeth uses the prosthetic device to enable her adoration, she becomes 

herself like an image: at first “she shows it to the audience, and then she becomes the image 

herself, performing the Passion” (Simons and Ziegler 124). For Philip, Elizabeth becomes an 

image, a tree, and a stone. When she begins enacting the Passion at matins, showing how Jesus 

was taken from the garden of Gethsemane, during her ravishment, “sche abydeth in the same 

staat … while alle starke as an ymage of tree or stoon withouten felynge or mouynge and brethe, 
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that nothinge may be be touchyd or stiryd of hir … but if all the body be moued with alle” (Philip 

46-49); she later “stondith ful vprighte alle starke as an ymage” (216-17), and “abidith alle starke 

as a stok in a swogh” (366-67). She becomes an instrument, whereby the strokes that she gives 

herself enact playing on the body of an instrument: “in the steed of psalmes, as in tymbyrs and 

wele sownynge cymbals, she solempnyzes the watches of the firste nocturne” (71-73). Philip 

writes, “in the steed of salmes, this new tymbrer settith her flesche for an harpe, and hir chekys 

for a tymber, and ioy for a sawtry, and hir handys and fyngers for a wrast (that is an instrument of 

organ songe) … with a newe maner of syngynge” (115-18). Apart from figuring other objects, 

Elizabeth also embodies other people: “in a newe and unherde manere sche schewith in herselfe 

booth the persone of Criste suffrynge and the persone of the enemye turmentynge” (103-04). 

When in compline, she shows “vnto vs how oure blessyd lady Crystes moder stod besyde the 

crosse, puttynge hir left hande vndir hir lefte cheek, and bowynge hire heed and hir nekke to the 

same syde” (324-26). In other moments, she is the image of male biblical figures, presenting “in 

anothere liknesse blessyd John Euengelist, loutynge doun with hir heed and latynge doune on the 

lifte side” (328-29), as well as Christ’s tormentors (103-04). As “a living tableau of Christ’s 

Passion” (Brown 205), Elizabeth becomes both objects and people associated with Christ’s 

Passion; she becomes (her) prosthetic—both as object and person.24  

 If the diptych functions as a prosthetic for her feeble body, Elizabeth, as an image, also 

becomes a prosthetic to those who watch her, enabling others in their affective identification with 

Christ in her body. Brian Vander Veen states that Philip’s strategy in justifying her violent 

                                                        
24      Modern theorists of prosthesis note the ways in which a prosthetic is experienced as an 

other/object and/or as a naturalized part of the self. See Prosthetic Impulse, a collection of essays 

that attempt to communicate this potentially oppositional tension and interrogate where the edges 

lie between the self and prosthesis. Vivian Sobchak’s essay in the collection, “A Leg to Stand 

On: Prosthetics, Metaphor, and Materiality,” is particularly useful, as she describes her own 

experiences with her prosthetic left leg.    
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behaviour is to “refamiliarize Elizabeth’s acts by relating them to more conventional forms of 

devotion and to the religious imagery with which the faithful were already intimately familiar” 

(Vander Veen 81). As an image of the cross or Passion, Elizabeth embodies familiar devotional 

images that her Christian audiences could visually engage with and affectively experience God in 

their own bodies, thus mirroring Elizabeth’s own affective identification with her diptych.25 Even 

in terms of her movement, Elizabeth reinforces her self as prosthesis to others. While Rodgers 

and Ziegler associate her movements with ecstatic trance dance performances, I claim that 

Elizabeth’s actions actually reflect the possible movements of a prosthetic—a hinge. Elizabeth 

literally hangs with and like Christ, often “cleuynge to the pamente” (Philip 156). During sext, 

none, and vespers, she places one foot on top of the other, and stretches her arms in the manner of 

the cross. Without the help of her hands, she bows “her body bakkewarde … liggeth downe to the 

gorunde” (251-52), and “sche chaungith hire steed turnynge, turnynge hirselfe vpon the breste, 

bake, and sydes in a maner that I may not telle” (258-59). Defying gravity, “the mayden standith 

longe, hengynge strongely bowynge to the side … hengynge with the too woundyd foot” (266-

68). Rather than thinking of these motions as dance, I consider how Elizabeth hangs, moving as a 

hinge between heaven and earth, connecting the divine subject matter in her diptych with those 

watching her. Her toes make the smallest point of contact with the earth as she literally sways 

back and forth as one complete image of the Passion; as the hinge between her diptych and her 

body is virtually impossible to identify, the hinge between her body and the earth is similar. As 

Christ is connected to her body through her diptych, Elizabeth, as image, connects His body to 

others as well, thus indicating that her body is a prosthetic similar in function to the one she uses, 

which is also a hinged object depicting, most likely, a hinged, suffering Christ. Mark Seltzer 

                                                        
25      Rodgers and Ziegler also claim that Elizabeth and her chapel was the focus for pilgrimage 

(319). 
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explains the “double logic of prosthesis” in terms of human-machine coupling, it is the 

simultaneous self-extension and self-cancellation of both body and human agency (Seltzer 157). 

Seltzer draws from Henry Ford’s autobiographical account of the kinds of bodies required to 

work on the production of Model T cars (see footnote 11) to describe the concurrence of “violent 

dismemberment of the natural body and emptying out of human agency,” as well as the 

“transcendence of the natural body and the extension of human agency through the forms of 

technology that represent it” (157). In light of Seltzer’s claims, Elizabeth’s prosthetic is both a 

self-extension of her body towards Christ, as well as a self-cancellation, as she comes to reflect 

the subjectivity and body of others, rather than simply her own; in these moments, Elizabeth’s 

body virtually transforms as she becomes Biblical figures, confirming Christ’s subject and His 

Passion in the world to those watching her.  

 Through Elizabeth’s relation to her diptych-prosthetic, and the way in which her body as 

prosthetic enables others to visually experience Christ’s Passion, Elizabeth reconfigures her 

community around both her body, and Christ’s in hers. In order to visualize how Philip’s text, 

along with Elizabeth’s body, reconfigures communities of readers, I will discuss prosthesis 

theories in greater detail, namely focusing on David Wills’ theory as presented in his seminal 

work, Prosthesis. While the etymology of the term “prosthesis” connotes word and body 

separately, Wills suggests that prosthesis—as process, self, and object—mediates between both. 

According to Wills, the writing of prosthesis “is inevitably caught up in a complex play of 

displacements; prosthesis being about nothing if not placement, displacement, replacement … 

supplementing” (Wills 9). Wills draws from Jacques Derrida’s concept of the supplement, which, 

in essence, is that which is both an addition and a replacement. The “supplement adds itself, it is 

a surplus … the fullest measure of presence” (Derrida 144); however, “the supplement 
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supplements. It adds only to replace … if it fills, it is as if one fills a void” (145). As “neither a 

plus nor a minus, neither an outside nor the complement of an inside, neither an accidence nor an 

essence” (lxxii), the supplement is “‘an addition [that] comes to make up for a deficiency … to 

compensate for a primordial non-self-presence’” (lxxi). For Derrida, speech is added to the 

intuitive presence of the entity, and “writing … is a supplement” (294), as it is added to living 

self-present speech. The relation between body and writing is such that “the real life of these 

existences ‘of flesh and bone,’ … there has never been anything but writing; there have never 

been anything but supplements, substitutive significations” (159). He writes, “what opens 

meaning and language is writing as the disappearance of natural presence” (159). 

 Wills draws from Derrida’s examination of the supplement as a kind of prosthetic, and 

suggests that the prosthetic is what mediates between the word and body, and the literary and the 

body. In his opening chapter, Wills explains, 

there is no simple name for a discourse that articulates with, rather than issuing from, the 

body, while at the same time realizing that there is no other discourse—in the sense of no 

other translation, transfer, or relation—no other conception of it except as it is a balancing 

act performed by the body, a shift or transfer between the body and its exteriority. (Wills 

20)  

 

Wills’ concept rests on the relationship between corporeality and the external world. In terms of 

corporeality, he suggests that the body pre-exists language as a divided and prosthetic body;26 

thus, the subject is always a prosthetic one, where the “‘I’ should always be read as a prosthetic 

‘I’ one forced into a combination of natural and unnatural relations” (19). The prosthetic body 

becomes the “paradigm for the body itself” and, by means of prosthesis, Wills insists on the 

“non-originary status of the body,” where “language’s first reference is made to a body, a non-

                                                        
26      Wills writes, “language’s first reference is to a body” (my emphasis), which also must 

assume that the body pre-exists language, in order for this first reference to be made. However, 

this body is not whole, but is “non-originary and divided”; it is prosthetic.  
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originary and divided body” (137).27 If “what takes place between word and body is no more than 

a simple relation of reference but rather a play of adjunction, an effect of prosthesis,” Wills offers 

four “poses” by means of which he understands the relation between body and word: “in coming 

out of the mouth, the word has ascribed to it a certain materiality”; “the word names the body but, 

as it were, never leaves it,” as “language can never be seen to leave the body”; “the word comes 

back to the body, becomes corporeal surface and depth through the play of the familiar,” and 

returns to the body a sense of possession of the external world that it cannot possess; and, lastly, 

“the word becomes body through … subscription to models of corporality,” as “there is no body 

that is not also an articulation, and no articulation that does not imply a radical notion of 

divisibility” (137-41).  

 As prosthesis mediates between the word and the body and, by extension, between the 

literary and body, language is prosthesis, which  

inaugurates a structure of the prosthetic when the first word projects itself from the body 

into materiality, or vice versa; by being always already in translation, constituting itself as 

otherness, articulation of the othernesses that constitute it, language is a prosthesis. Every 

utterance is as if spoken from a skateboard, written on crutches, relying on the prosthetic 

supplement. (300) 

 

Importantly, writing functions as a technological in/outgrowth of the body. Wills points to word 

processing as an ultimate prosthetic act, where a human is attached to a writing machine (like 

Donna Haraway’s cyborg), simultaneously extending and replacing the act of writing, and 

offering “the possibility of endless rearranging and grafting of textual material” (28). Certainly, 

while word processing is not our concern in relation to the text at hand, the point is that writing 

practice is a prosthesis. The very act of writing “is a prosthetic act par excellence … whether it be 

                                                        
27      If language’s first reference is to a body, my understanding of Wills’ theory is such that the 

body must exist on its own, or pre-exist language; language names the prosthetic, divided body 

that is already there.  
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a writing that replaces … lost memory, the flesh made word, or a function of a body at work with 

a computer. One cannot simply write about prosthesis when one is automatically, just by virtue of 

writing, writing prosthesis, entering into prosthetic relations, being prosthetic” (Wills 30).  

 While I have focused on Elizabeth’s body as a prosthetic similar in function to her 

diptych, Philip’s text is a prosthetic as well. According to Wills’ theory, one might suggest that 

the vita is an outgrowth of Philip’s own body, mediating between his corporeality and 

speech/word, a prosthesis. Wills’ poses explain how the word becomes body through 

“subscriptions to corporeality;” the word is ascribed materiality in such a way that it is as if it 

never left the body, which may suggest that Philip’s body is in or linked with his text. However, I 

am hesitant to accept such a claim, and rather offer that what the text mediates is, indeed, 

Elizabeth’s body and Philip’s interpretation of it. While her voice is silent, the text raises 

powerful images of Elizabeth’s body in our minds; what elements of corporeality that the written 

words glean are not Philip’s, but his subject’s. Elizabeth’s body is raised in text, and is, 

moreover, to be visualized and interpreted as living Biblical text/tableau. In The Book of Memory, 

Mary Carruthers writes about the relationship between texts and images, wherein “medieval and 

ancient writers do not distinguish between what we call ‘verbal’ and ‘visual’ memory; that the 

graphs of writing were considered to be as visual as what we call ‘images’ today; and that … the 

page as a whole … was considered a cognitively valuable ‘picture’” (Carruthers “Imaginatif, 

Memoria” 106). If, as Carruthers suggests, words are images that can be stored and raised in our 

minds, then one may posit that Philip’s text raises Elizabeth’s image and Christ’s, as he is 

crucified and visually represented in both her body and performance. While prosthesis enables 

one to consider the theoretical relation between word and body in Philip’s text, I also think that 

his text can be prosthetic on a more literal level. If a prosthetic refers to an artificial part of the 
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body or limb, or, just body, as there is no originary status of the body according to Wills (the 

prosthetic body is the paradigm), then the book, Philip’s vita, can also be interpreted as a 

prosthetic, about a prosthetic body. As a result, I will consider the many layers of prosthesis that 

involve the vita and the implications of this point for readers, beginning with the suggestion that 

Philip’s book can be a part of the body because book is body.  

 The common trope in late medieval piety often linked the book, or Bible, with the body of 

Christ, the Word made Flesh.28 Indeed, the widely circulated poems, the “Long” and “Short” 

Charters of Christ, offer literary examples of this trope and are what Emily Steiner calls “fictive 

legal document[s],” appearing in English around 1350 “as a lyric or prose tract in the form of a 

charter or last will and testament” (Steiner 185). According to this popular tradition,29 “Christ 

reads aloud a charter of heavenly bliss, which is bloodily inscribed upon his crucified body … 

and then further expands the charter motif to dramatize major gospel and post-Crucifixion 

events” (185). The fifteenth-century “Long Charter” of Christ makes the relationship between the 

book and body obvious, as “the ‘pardon’ for mankind (which is itself the poem) is represented as 

a product of the passion, written on Christ’s body” (Pendergast 4). In this poem, Christ’s body is 

likened to a piece of vellum, which is stretched out as parchment, as in early manuscript 

production, and marked by red/read letters: 

To a piler I was pight  

Tuggyd and drawen alle a nyght 

and wasshen me strayet on the rode 

I-strayned to dethe on a tree 

as parchment owithe to be 

here hit now and ye shull wete 

how this Chartre was I-wrette 

                                                        
28      John 1:14, “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was God … and the Word 

became Flesh.”  
29      The popularity of this tradition is attested to by surviving in over forty-five manuscripts 

(Steiner 185). 
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The Iewes fel with grete swynke 

Of my bloode made thei ynke 

The pennes that letres wreten 

was schorges that he was with smyte 

how many lettres there-on ben 

Rede and thou may wete and sene 

a thousand .iiij. c and fyfti and teen 

wondes on me bothe rede and wan.30   

 

Christ’s body, “tuggyd,” “drawen,” and “wasshen,” reflects the process of preparing parchment 

for writing, and the Jews’ instruments of torture become the “pens” to mark His skin. Carruthers 

states that the “blood which runs from his wounds is the ink (both red and black) which we ‘see’ 

on the page” (Carruthers “Reading” 5). Marlene Hennessy affirms how “pens double for 

scourges, letters for wounds, and both ink (red and black) and sealing wax for blood” (Hennessy 

82). As Pendergast writes, “conflating the manuscript with Christ’s suffering body enables the 

‘wondes … both rede and wan’ to become the letters that make legible the sacrifice of a body that 

rescues mankind from sin” (Pendergast 5).  

 In addition to the text of the “Long Charter,” BL MS Additional 37049 offers another 

fifteenth-century example of a manuscript whose illuminations highlight Christ’s body as text. In 

particular, the manuscript’s illustrator of fol. 23r “depicts the charter of Christ as a juxtaposition 

of the Man of Sorrows and the arma christi” (Steiner 189).31 Jessica Brantley writes, “the 

‘Charter’ does not merely imitate, but also pictorially embodies, a formal charter, for the text is 

incorporated into a picture in such a way that its physical form becomes as meaningful as its 

language” (Brantley 189). In this image, Christ is covered with drops of blood, and is surrounded 

by the instruments of torture during His Passion, while “the skulls and bones at his feet signify 

                                                        
30      This passage from the “Long Charter” is taken from Bodley 89, which is printed in Mary 

Caroline Spalding’s The Middle English Charters of Christ (Bryn Mawr: Bryn Mawr College, 

1914), 26. I have revised the yogh and thorn to more modern spelling.  
31       See Fig. 1.  
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Golgotha” (189). He is depicted gazing down upon a piece of parchment, which is sprawled open 

across his midsection for all to observe and read. On the parchment are written the verses of the 

“Short Charter,” and “affixed to the stem of this cross is a pierced and bleeding heart, a 

Eucharistic image which simultaneously represents the seal of the charter” (Steiner 189). As in 

the “Long Charter,” ink is symbolic of Christ’s blood, His skin serves as parchment, and the side 

wound serves to seal the deed. Hennessy’s in-depth study of the image reveals how the distance 

between the text and body collapses: 

In the image the expanse of the charter covers Christ’s body from his waist to his bleeding 

feet, pierced by nails. The body of Christ and the page meld into one another; their 

boundaries “bleed” through each other, overlap, and interpenetrate. The charter looks as if 

it is grafted onto Christ’s body. Thus Christ “becomes” or “embodies” the text quite 

literally. (Hennessy 81)  

 

As “images were no longer merely representational, but were often viewed as incarnate and 

manifest—as the thing itself” (90), Hennessy describes that the experience of looking at the 

illumination was such that viewers gazed upon the present and real body of Christ. Moreover, 

“according to the logic of late medieval meditational technique, the reader is supposed to ‘graft’ 

him or herself likewise onto the image in order to ‘become what one reads’” (85). In this sense, 

Hennessy’s study confirms that the representation of the body (Christ) as book was commonplace 

in late medieval England, and gestures towards a theory of prosthesis as a bodily extension in the 

act of reading. Citing Paulinus Nola (353-431), who “describes the faithful as being ‘sewn on’ to 

God” (85), Hennessy interprets reading as grafting, which is an important term conveying both 

word and body—writing one’s self onto the body (of Christ) and, in a medical sense, 

transplanting or inserting one’s self onto Him—a prosthetic act par excellence.  

Essentially, what the Charter traditions reflects is the widespread fifteenth-century 

metaphor of the book as body in both devotional writings and images, and vice versa; the 
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metaphor also enables readers to begin to consider Philip’s text as body, as well as word, 

especially considering that the body he describes is divinely inspired and Christ-like. In fact, 

Elizabeth’s “tabil” plays a significant role in this dynamic, by producing an effect of mise-en-

abyme: as a hinged object that opens and closes, it, too, is physically likened to a book that one 

holds open and reads—reading the crucified image of Christ, who is both word and body; one 

reads Elizabeth as “imagetext” (Brantley 189), as she reads Christ in the same medium.  

 Moreover, since we are dealing with the Middle English translation of the Latin text, 

translations also reflect word and body, and prosthesis, especially within the context of saintly 

bodies and their often-accompanying translationes. Patrick Geary writes about the translation of 

saints’ bodies and the documented accounts of their translations, where relics were perceived as 

the living saint, and the translation account is really that of a ritual kidnapping by which the saint 

passed from one community to another. Taking a wide variety of forms in length, style, and plot, 

the translationes were the means by which the identity of saint was standardized and stabilized 

during the move from an old to new symbolic context (old space to new) (Geary 8), and they 

were namely concerned with the testimonia of the relic’s power, offering proof of its authenticity 

to its new community (13). Geary categorizes the translationes as a sub-genre of hagiography, 

and treats these written accounts separately as simply text, without more thoroughly considering 

the relationship they bear to the bodies they are connected with; he suggests only that relics 

depend on their meaning from these accompanying written documents, as they have no symbolic 

value in and of themselves (6-8). Peter Brown writes that translations are the “the movement of 

relics to people” (Brown 88); thus, I offer that this movement is what a translatio of our Latin 

vita is to Middle English—a movement of word and saintly body to a new community of people. 

Literally, translatio, or “to translate,” means to “carry across” in sense/meaning and also in terms 
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of space. The act of translation is, in theory, another form of relic trade—of taking and carrying 

over a part of the saint into a new community. If a relic is a fragment of the body of a saint, and 

the written words of a saint’s life also participate in that body, conjuring the saint’s body from the 

written words in the text, then the vita must be a part of that same body. The vita conveys the 

same kind of intimacy with the saint and physicality, as does a physical fragment of his or her 

flesh. If Christ’s body is Word made flesh, then the earthly saint’s body is flesh made word 

through writing. Put simply, the vita implies life. Its words call to mind the body, which readers 

can internalize, and experience the presence of the saint in their own bodies—reading words, 

thinking of the body, and touching both word and body.  

 Thinking about the Middle English translation in this way enables one to realize how a 

vita is body, how the movement of translation and translationes relates to that body, and how 

each of these issues is associated with prosthesis and the prosthetic. In fact, the very opening of 

Philip’s work, and the Douce 114 vitae, begins with an apology of an anonymous translator, or 

compiler:  

As Seint Jerom the holy doctour seith in a bibil that he made, hit is harde to turne a 

language into another worde for worde, but often tymes hit byhoueth to leue and take 

diuerse wordes that are propur to on tunge and not to another. Wherefore this Englysche 

that folowth heere is turnyd oute of Latyn to the worschep of God and edificacyone of 

deuoute soulles that are not leeryd in Latyn tunge. And therefore the wryter that is but 

simple letterd neither can ne purposis to folowe the wordes, but vnnethis and with harde 

the sens, neither puttynge to nor doynge awaye any clauses that schulde chaunge the 

substaunce of the story, but otherewhile leuying legeauns and auctorites of holy writt that 

wolde be ful dymme to vndirstonde if they were turnyd to Englissh withoute more 

declarynge of glose. (Philip 2-5) 

 

As a popular defence of translation practices, the compiler invokes St. Jerome to explain the 

difficulties of translating another language word for word, and why he decides to translate sense 

for sense. The translator chooses to “cut and paste,” to “leue and take diuerse wordes” and holy 

writ, in order to preserve the “hard sens” and meaning of the original. Importantly, the primary 
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intended audience is laymen and women, and the secondary audience is clergy (Vander Veen 59-

60; Brown 16-22), as the purpose of the texts is for the “edificacyone of deuoute soulles that are 

not leeryd in Latyn tunge.” As the apology suggests the effects of moving these texts into new 

communities of readers, it also implies the potential to change, strengthen or support them in the 

ways of God, through the term “edify.” Moreover, the decision to include the apology may also 

express the “concern about the suitability of making Latin religious texts in the vernacular, and 

specifically, the scriptural quotations which the original vitae contained” (Vander Veen 56-57), 

thus, raising the anxieties about translating scripture into English that resulted from the 

persecution of Lollards, which I address below.  

 The point is that both textual and bodily translations have the potential to and can 

reconfigure communities around their textual-bodies (corpus). Instances of translation involve 

movements of texts and bodies into new communities, and each serves a prosthetic function. As a 

translation from Latin, the vita is a textual prosthetic in the sense proposed by Andrew Higl, 

where a textual prosthesis is the “distinct act of grafting a new textual piece” (Higl 170). He 

claims, “textual prosthesis provides a model for understanding the act of supplementing and 

completing a literary work in order to cure or rehabilitate it” (170). The Middle English 

translations are grafted onto and derive from the Latin original; they are an addition and 

extension of the original text—a supplement.32 Furthermore, they are what enable lay readers to 

comprehend the substance of the original; what the translations account for is the Latin version’s 

                                                        
32      Higl is formulating his theory after Mitchell and Snyder’s “narrative prosthesis.” Although I 

am inclined to agree with his theory, in the sense that the Middle English translation supplements 

the exclusive and, therefore “deficient” text (from the perspective of lay illiterate audiences), I 

want to caution that both theories hinder the development of disability studies in literature, if we 

always and only are to consider disability as a condition in need of rehabilitation. These ways of 

thinking are, I think, outdated, and offer a negative view of disability.  
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deficiency in its exclusivity by supplying missing legibility to its readers. The Middle English 

translations are prosthetic in every sense of the term.  

In addition to the fact that the translation of the texts enable lay reading of devotional 

material and learning, allowing them to ruminate on biblical texts to potentially change their 

bodies inside-out, the translated vitae are themselves prosthetic devices in a very literal way.33 To 

illuminate this point, I turn to Joyce Coleman’s work on public reading, where she offers 

evidence of continued aurality among the upper-middle and upper-class elite audiences of both 

France and England beyond the end of the Middle Ages. Although her work focuses solely on 

“court-oriented” literature to support her view that the elite were literate and still enjoyed hearing 

texts, she offers a brief mention of religious reading as a form of literacy.34 Religious reading, 

which implies the reading of the Bible, saints’ lives, and other devotional materials, includes the 

subforms of clerical and lay and, under each, both private and public reading (Coleman 88). The 

primary aim of this form of reading is promoting one’s spiritual well-being and, importantly, 

Coleman claims that “clerical and lay, public and private forms of religious reading could 

intersect in a variety of ways” (89). She concludes her brief discussion with the following 

remark: “given the dominance of religious ideology within medieval society … it would be hard 

to effect a firm analytic separation between scholarly and religious reading of Augustine, for 

example, or between recreational and religious reading of a saint’s life” (92).  

Since the intended audience of the vita is primarily lay and clerical, recreational, 

scholarly, and specifically monastic reading practices, i.e. meditatio and ruminatio, are possible. 

Jean Leclerq describes monastic reading as meditatio: “the meditatio consists in applying oneself 

                                                        
 
34      Coleman offers the following forms of reading: pragmatic, religious (clerical and lay), 

professional (scholarly and literary), and recreational (88).  
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with attention to this exercise in total memorization; it is therefore, inseparable from the lectio. It 

is what inscribes, so to speak, the sacred text in the body and in the soul” (Leclerq 90). M. B. 

Parkes explains the two subforms, claiming that “lectio [is] a spiritual exercise which involved 

steady reading to oneself, interspersed by prayer, and pausing for rumination on a text as the 

basis for meditatio” (Parkes 115). Carruthers’ magisterial work on memory in the Middle Ages 

describes monastic reading as a practice that is both intimate and bodily, wherein the 

consummation of a text lies in meditation (Carruthers 202). Citing several examples of the 

digestion-rumination metaphor, she explains how “reading is to be digested, to be ruminated, like 

a cow chewing her cud, or like a bee making honey from the nectar of flowers” (205). Hugh of 

Saint Victor describes “walking through the forest (silva) of Scripture, ‘whose ideas [sententias] 

like so many sweetest fruits, we pick as we read and chew [ruminamus] as we consider them’” 

(205). Importantly, affective meditation renders devotional reading a corporeal act. Moreover, 

meditative practices imply bodily transformation: “the process familiarizes a text to a medieval 

scholar, in a way like that by which human beings may be said to familiarize their food. It is both 

physiological and psychological, and it changes both the food and the consumer”; during 

meditation, “this phase of reading is ‘tropological’ (turning the text into one’s self)” (205). 

Whether reading silently or aloud (or with the aid of murmur), the possibility that the vita may 

have been read according to the monastic practice of meditatio suggests a form of reading that is 

particularly intimate, bodily, and transformative.35  

                                                        
35      Jill Mann describes the twofold importance of eating: “it is metaphorically applied to texts 

in the practice of ruminatio (meditating on a text to release its full flavour), and secondly, the 

texts that are digested themselves contain images of eating and drinking” (n.pg.). Thus, 

ruminating on a text about Christ’s body (crucified in Elizabeth’s) is akin to eating and digesting 

His body/bread. The possibility of bodily and spiritual transformation from consuming the 

Eucharist is, I think, well established in devotional writings.  
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 The emerging practice of private reading, alongside public reading in the later Middle 

Ages, also suggests the possibility that the text could be held and read individually, thus 

functioning as a prosthetic. Coleman dispels the often-held myth that the later Middle Ages are 

characterized by a shift from orality and primitivism to the sophisticated practice of 

private/individual reading. In fact, proponents of the “Great Divide” posit that orality either 

emerges in the complete absence of literacy or in transition to literacy, or literacy is believed to 

have extinguished (all but residual) orality (Coleman 18). Following such evolutionary or 

residual theories, “deficiency theory” claims that “people had to read aloud to each other … 

because many people were illiterate and because manuscripts were scarce; but the situation 

improved as literacy rose, paper became available, scribal production increased, and houses 

incorporated private rooms and encouraged private reading” (53). Coleman aims to dispel these 

theories as myths, arguing that orality existed alongside private reading well into the 

Renaissance, and claims, “medieval historical and literary texts provide abundant proof that 

public reading maintained its popularity long after the rise in late medieval literacy rates and the 

advent of word-separation, paper, private chambers, and even print” (55). Furthermore, 

“scholarly impulse should not be to enforce a preemptive classification or hierarchy of ‘oral’ and 

‘literate,’ but to recognize and accept the situation’s fundamental ‘mixedness’ and to evolve 

modes of analysis suited to its ethnographic reality rather than to superimpose essentialist 

polarizations” (16).  

Although Coleman rejects Paul Saenger’s argument that the introduction of word 

separation led to the development of silent reading during the Middle Ages (Saenger 377-78) on 

the basis of technological determinism, she does state that he makes “good case for some degree 

of silent reading in the schools and monasteries of earlier centuries” (Coleman 21). Specifically, 
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silent reading was a product of the monastic ideal of silence set forth by the rule of Saint 

Benedict; in addition, silent reading was swift reading, which was conducive to the intellectual 

rigor required by scholasticism. Saenger explains,  

true silent reading, that is, reading with the eyes alone, developed only with the evolution 

of a more rigorous intellectual life in the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries in the 

studia of Cistercian abbeys and at the cathedral schools of the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries from which universities would emerge. (384) 

 

Though Coleman makes a sound argument for “mixed reading,” both scholars confirm the 

presence of private or “dividual” (Coleman 41) reading practices in the late medieval period. 

Alongside images of continued aural reading groups, there is also substantial evidence of private, 

dividual reading in illuminated manuscripts from the later period (see figs. 2-6). Essentially, the 

existence of private reading in monastic settings and beyond is important to how one approaches 

Philip’s text, because the vita may have been read privately; it may have been held and 

experienced in an individual, affective, and transformative way. The study of private reading in 

the high Middle Ages supports the claim that Philip’s text may have been read privately and held 

in a manner analogous to Elizabeth’s reading of her diptych. 

As objects to be held in their readers’ hands, the texts become, in nature, quite similar to 

Elizabeth’s “tabil.” The text is a prosthetic to our bodies, about a prosthetic body to others in her 

community, who, in Elizabeth’s case, holds a prosthetic image. Importantly, the vita becomes 

both an extension and transformation of the readers’ body, a text equally grafted onto the body 

when held. While the texts serve to literally extend our selves, they also serve to transform our 

body, as what gets joined to our bodies is not the male hagiographers’, but their subjects’; 

Elizabeth’s body becomes attached to ours when we hold her (her vita). If the vita raises the body 

of the holy woman in her text, what becomes attached to our bodies, or, what becomes our 

bodies, is Elizabeth and, by extension, Christ. What the text does is join bodies of readers with 
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the body of her text in a way that mirrors Elizabeth’s interaction with her image. Likewise, she 

enables a spiritual and somatic identification with Christ. What is distinctive in Philip’s text, 

here, is that this identification with Christ and bodily change (enablement through the prosthetic) 

is enacted through touch—through Elizabeth physically holding the diptych in her hands; 

Elizabeth literalizes symbolic fusion with Christ when reading her image, and this event becomes 

re-enacted by the vita’s own readers. Although I am not suggesting that an audience listening to 

the text via and oral reading could not have this kind of compact with Christ, I do believe that the 

private reader engages with the text in the same, somatic way that mimics Elizabeth’s interaction 

with her image. For Elizabeth, touching Christ with her hands is a central aspect of her 

miraculous performance and bodily enablement. Significantly, the vita is a textual prosthetic to 

its Latin original, and a bodily prosthetic to communities of readers who hold it, as it mediates as 

prosthesis between the prosthetic language of the hagiographer and his prosthetic subject.   

 If prosthesis enables one to consider how the MS Douce vita is textual and somatic and, 

as such, has the potential to remake communities, then one must consider the implications of this 

potential in light of the text’s production and translation in the fifteenth century. In particular, I 

will concentrate on the relation of the vita to Lollardy, which, as I suggest, complicates its 

position as a purely anti-Lollard text. Brian Vander Veen argues that the vitae in the Douce MS 

are a defence of the Eucharistic host, reinforcing orthodox beliefs specifically denied by Wyclif’s 

followers (Vander Veen 122).36 Although Philip’s text outwardly expresses an orthodox point of 

                                                        
36      Patricia Deery Kurtz writes “interest in the texts of the vitae of Mary and Christina in the 

late 14th and 15th-century England may have been at least partly inspired by the anti-heretical 

themes and the emphasis on orthodox values found in them” (Kurtz 185). Vander Veen suggests 

that her argument “provides a reason why a translation of these texts may have been undertaken” 

(Vander Veen 5). While Kurtz understands the texts as anti-Cathar documents, Vander Veen 

claims that the value of the texts was for their “refutation of Lollard claims, not Cathar” (6). 
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view, the vita also challenges orthodoxy, occupying a position that uneasily negotiates the 

distance between orthodoxy and heterodoxy as both/and.37 While the vita supports the miracle of 

the Eucharist, and confirms the orthodox value of venerating images for an affective experience 

of/with Christ, as Vander Veen argues, in between moments of outward orthodoxy, it challenges 

orthodoxy’s views on the position of women in the church in relation to preaching, and offers a 

critique of the clergy, thus, minimizing the importance of priesthood while at the same time 

acknowledging its value. The vita subtly challenges and critiques the priesthood, and also offers a 

woman who preaches with her body in new ways to communities of readers; as such, the vita, as 

prosthetic, raises anxieties in its potential to change bodies of readers. Moreover, if the prosthetic 

body of Elizabeth joins with the body of readers who hold her textual-body in a way where the 

point of contact between the saint and the body of readers becomes similarly difficult to identify, 

the prosthetic hinge becomes invisible as the prosthetic becomes the body. Hence, if the 

hagiographer’s words are the metaphorical hinge to knowing the body of the woman, and are 

what frames her in text, I consider how her body challenges this hinge, which attempts to control 

the prosthetic. If the hinge becomes invisible, and the prosthetic becomes the body, which can 

remake the community, the prosthetic can displace the clergy, consequently empowering the 

woman in text, rather than displacing and disabling her. 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
Vander Veen also offer that “the translation into English of the vitae, extant in Douce 114, may 

furthermore reflect Beauvale’s effort to promote their cult among their devout lay patrons” (55). 
37      Jennifer Sisk makes such an argument about the unstable orthodoxy of Saint Erkenwald: 

While St. Erkenwald seeks to present the church’s view of the importance of the 

sacraments and the role of the cleric, the narrative is complicated by the poet’s literary art, 

leaving the poem deeply unresolved on important theological and ecclesiological 

questions. The problem of heterodoxy is ever present in St. Erkenwald in the tension that 

emerges between the story the poet tells, on the one hand, and the poem’s genre and status 

as representational art, on the other. (91) 
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 A movement spanning roughly 150 years, Lollardy emerged under the leadership of 

Oxford theology master John Wyclif (b. 1320) to question orthodoxy, and gained most of its 

momentum after the death of Wyclif in 1384. Beginning at the universities, the movement soon 

spread to the laity, which may account for how “Lollardy was various in doctrine, style, and self-

understanding” throughout its years of history (Justice 662). Although it is not my intention to 

outline the development of the movement, as many scholars have already done so,38 I will briefly 

mention two of Wyclif’s most central doctrines that became associated with Lollardy more 

generally, in order to discuss Vander Veen’s argument for the Douce vitae as anti-Lollard texts.  

One of Wyclif’s doctrines that gained much disfavour amongst the clerics and friars (who were 

his earlier supporters), was his views on the Eucharist. Stephen Justice claims that, in 1380/81, 

“Wyclif went beyond the bounds of plausible orthodoxy by attacking the doctrine of 

‘transubstantiation’, the utter transformation of the consecrated bread and wine into the body and 

blood of Christ, which he called a metaphysical impossibility” (664). Wyclif writes that the “the 

sacrament of the auter is verrey Goddus body in fourme of brede, but it is in another maner 

Godus body than it is in heuene” (Hudson SEWW 17). As Anne Hudson explains, “Wyclif held 

that though the elements of bread and wine were materially unchanged by the consecration, to 

their physical reality was added at the utterance of the words the spiritual being of Christ” 

(Hudson Premature Reformation 282). Though Wyclif’s opinion of the Eucharist is nuanced, 

“some Lollards simplified Wyclif’s view to a straightforward memorial interpretation of the 

sacrament” (284), and later evidence shows outright denial and hostility to the Eucharist (289-

90).     

                                                        
38      See Stephen Justice “Lollardy,” and Anne Hudson Lollards and their Books, Selections 

From English Wycliffite Writings, and The Premature Reformation. 
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 Another, almost universal, Lollard attitude is iconomachy, or the Lollard opposition to 

devotional objects and images. Although Wyclif and his Oxford followers were silent on the 

issue (Justice 669), the topic is one that “moved beyond anything found in Wyclif, both in the 

extent of its hostility and in its vehemence” (Hudson Premature 302). The objection to images 

stems from Wyclif’s own understanding of the New Testament’s prohibition of idolatry, and 

progresses into his rejection of honouring post-Biblical saints, as they can be entirely fictional, 

and their relics and miracles all can be faked (Hudson Premature 302-07); though Wyclif saw the 

value of images for teaching illiterate laity, the movement was questioned by some who saw 

images as inferior to the Bible. Nonetheless, the eighth conclusion of the Twelve Conclusions 

associates the prayers and offerings done to the cross or images “ner of kin to ydolatrie and fer 

fro almesse dede” (SEWW 27). The point claims that rather than offering money to the images or, 

more generally, the church, alms should be given to poor men, and pilgrimages should be 

undertaken to see and help those less fortunate—the true images of God. They claim that “if the 

rode tre, naylis, and the croune of God schulde ben so holiche worschipid, thane were Iudas 

lippis, qwoso mythte hem gete, a wondir gret relik” (SEWW 27). Since one should worship God 

alone, Lollards opposed the use of orthodox devotional images and objects.  

 Considering Lollardy’s main attitudes towards orthodoxy’s theology of the Eucharist and 

the devotion to images (amongst other topics, such as purgatory and the efficacy of prayers for 

the dead), Vander Veen argues that the Douce vitae are orthodox texts meant to combat 

heresy/Lollardy. Although written in the thirteenth century, their narratives appeal to issues 

specific to the spiritual climate of the fifteenth century, by supporting multiple orthodox views 

that were being questioned by Wycliffites. Specifically, the texts can be seen “as an apologia for 

the miraculous, a confirmation for the devout readers of the transformational power of the divine 
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as a response to a heresy that was broadly seen as a negation of the miraculous in celebration of 

the Eucharist” (Vander Veen 144). Vander Veen draws from the common association of women 

in the Middle Ages with the Eucharist (Bynum), and pays attention to the women’s Eucharistic 

devotion, as well as the miracles and ecstatic spiritual experiences associated with participation in 

the Eucharist sacrament. Vander Veen cites the Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek, whose life 

revolved around the liturgical hours and celebration of mass, illustrating her miraculous strength 

from receiving the Host, and her miraculous ecstasies, which are closely associated with the 

Eucharist, and show her devotion as the zeal for the Eucharist (142-44); the Eucharist miracles 

are “more than attempts to kindle devotion, but as a means to reaffirm the divine nature of the 

Eucharist itself and to confirm the piety of those who remain devoted” (148) to it. On the subject 

of image veneration, Vander Veen focuses on Elizabeth’s relation to the image of the crucified 

Christ, where her devotion is linked with her miraculous strength, which, in turn, would reaffirm 

the propriety of image veneration in fifteenth-century England (157-58).  

 Although I agree with Vander Veen that the vita expresses an orthodox point of view on 

these particular issues, I also believe that text offers narrative moments or gaps that challenge 

orthodoxy from different theological angles, thus situating the text in a position that uneasily 

negotiates the distance between orthodoxy and heterodoxy. In between intense, ecstatic moments 

of Eucharistic devotion, Elizabeth embodies the clergy and male biblical figures, performs 

sacerdotal actions, and offers a brief critique of the priests in their community, subtly challenging 

orthodoxy’s views of women in the church and the importance of priesthood. At the hour of 

compline, Philip describes how Elizabeth experiences the stigmata, cries tears of blood, and drips 

blood from her fingernails. She then shows important biblical figures pertaining to Christ’s 

Passion—the Virgin Mary, and John the Evangelist. Elizabeth “figured vnto vs how oure blessyd 
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lady Crystes moder stood besyde the crosse” (Philip 324-25), and then proceeds to show “in 

anothere liknesse blessyd John Euengelist, loutynge doun with hir heed an latynge doun on the 

lifte side … ” (328-29). While showing these figures may seem, at first glance, fairly common, 

considering the fact that she embodies Christ and is, herself, a living tableau of the Passion, the 

fact that she embodies John gains significance when one recalls who else is compared to this 

biblical person. Soon after, Philip explains who keeps charge of this virgin—the abbot of Saint 

Trond, of the order of Saint Benedict, who is also Elizabeth’s cousin. Philip writes, “he, as 

another John Euangelist, vndirtoke cure of the virgyne … and was oure enfourmer and trewe 

expownner of the virgyns woordys” (349-57). Although one may claim that the abbot is figuring 

the biblical John in his person, I hesitate to accept such a view, considering past arguments that 

explain how women’s bodies are more suited to represent or experience Christ/Bible in 

themselves, as well as how the main focus of the text is on Elizabeth’s own ability to perform and 

embody Christ’s Passion. Keeping this in mind, I suggest that for Elizabeth to embody John the 

Evangelist is to embody both the biblical figure, as well as the present-time John in her 

community—her abbot. As she embodies her own confessor, she, too, becomes a kind of 

confessor and spiritual leader to others in her community.  

Although Elizabeth expresses an orthodox position on the value of confession, since “she 

is neuer housilde or she haue shreuene hir byfore Masse, the whiche schrifte semith rathere of 

louvynge than of blamynge” (404-05), she also raises anxiety associated with the role of women 

in the sacrament, and in relation to the clerical duty of spiritual instruction. Two passages offer 

moments where Elizabeth “counseyles,” or teaches, and also steers others to conversion. In the 

first, Philip describes one of the footmen, Braban, who knew her language, and asks her to help 

him and his men through prayers. Elizabeth replies, “‘Yif ye wil do after my counseyle I wille 
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basely praye yow’” (418-17), and then instructs him to “‘Goo shryue yow of youre synnes and 

doth penauns and I schalle praye yow with good wille’” (419-20). Three days after their meeting, 

when Braban returns to her, she exclaims with miraculous knowledge “‘Yit arte thou not 

schreuene. Thou has don folily for thou abidith to schryue thee’” (445-46). Elizabeth commands 

Braban to follow her counsel, teaches him, and, with divine knowledge, she is able to know his 

spiritual state and, as a priest, steer him to convert from sin. Noticing the youngest man of the 

company, Elizabeth “counseyled” (428) the fair young man that “as sone as hee myghte, he 

shulde make hym a lewde frere of Clareualle or of another hous of oure order where hee myghte 

fynde a place of his convuersyone” (424-26). Once the young man was converted to a “lewde 

frere,” or lay brother, when the abbot asks Elizabeth why she chose the man, she replies that “she 

knewe hym in state of hem that shalbe saued … and therefore sche desyred that the staat of that 

yonge man were strengthened with remedy of religyone” (434-37). Elizabeth selects members of 

the community worthy of monasticism and conversion, as she is able to perceive and judge their 

spiritual state; as one who embodies the biblical John, and John, her abbot, she becomes like the 

apostle, counselling and teaching others about the word of God.  

 Counselling, judging, and guiding others to conversion, Elizabeth also reveals flaws 

within her own clerical community, while outwardly giving them praise. In Philip’s text, the only 

moment when Elizabeth more openly questions clerical authority occurs in relation to their 

knowledge of feast days, and their duty to say Evensong for the coming feast. Philip describes the 

moment when Elizabeth inquires on the evening of “Seinte Barnabe daye” what feast was in the 

morning: “the abbot, that hadde seyde euensonge of the fery ridynge, thoghte on no feste, by 

negligens of his chapeleyne, answerid and seyde there was no feste on the morne” (Philip 470-

72). Elizabeth then proves her authority and knowledge of the liturgical calendar when she 
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corrects her spiritual mentor: “‘There is maad a grete feste in paradys of a grete lorde’” (473-74); 

naturally, the abbot confirms her words with his calendar (475). While this moment does not 

offer a particularly strong condemnation of priesthood by Elizabeth, apart from the term 

“negligens,” which connotes “sloth” (MED) or sinfulness on the part of the chaplain, what I think 

is important to realize is the way in which Elizabeth exposes their fallibility as the sole guardians 

of the liturgical calendar of the church.  

 Moreover, I also suggest that the status of Elizabeth’s hagiographer is placed on uneasy 

and potentially heretical grounds when one considers the theme of doubt that runs through the 

work, as well as Dyan Elliott’s argument that the text is a probatio. Vander Veen offers a broad 

observation of the vitae in the Douce MS: “the theme of scepticism proves to be so consistently 

present in the Douce 114 vitae, not only among doubters and critics described in the stories but 

among the writers themselves, who confess to being convinced only after having seen the 

miracles themselves or after having examined numerous first-hand witnesses” (Vander Veen 

163). Since the truth of the miracles and the women’s holiness are established within the texts 

themselves, Vander Veen asserts, “James of Vitry and Thomas of Cantimpré were both 

campaigners against the heresies of their own contemporaries, and they employed the vitae of the 

women saints they observed in order to combat heretical opinion in their own day” (167). To 

further support the position of the texts in the MS as orthodox and anti-Lollard, he compares the 

Eucharistic miracles of the women in the vitae with other tales of the same nature, notably the 

Croxton Play of the Sacrament. As Croxton features a group of Jews who doubt the presence of 

God in the Host (doubting the validity of the doctrine of transubstantiation), set out to prove the 

“cake” and, in the end, become converted, Vander Veen proposes that the play’s “applications to 

England’s own Eucharistic desecrators could not have been ignored” (140); what the play does is 
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“provide an example of [a tale] that give[s] a warning against not making reverence to the 

Eucharist” (139-40). 

 However, if the doubting Jew is, in Vander Veen’s reading of the play, a complex sign to 

stand for the figure of the doubting Lollard in fifteenth-century England, then the space between 

the hagiographer (and society), who also prove the holiness of a somewhat controversial holy 

woman, becomes questioned. In Elizabeth’s vita, Philip writes, “I gaf no credens to hem that 

tolde me, til tyme that I come myselfe and sawe and proued that I hadde not herde the halfe” 

(Philip 21-22, my emphasis). As previously mentioned, Elliott draws on this moment of the text 

to demonstrate how the genre is, in fact, an inquest, or probatio, which then turns into a vita. 

Since he sets out to prove the authenticity of her holiness, Philip writes a detailed report of 

Elizabeth’s miracles, supported by numerous eyewitnesses, and his “conclusion is an avid 

testimonial to how the different manifestations of Elisabeth’s spirituality serve to vindicate the 

entire faith” (Elliott 188). If the urge to prove arises from disbelief, in the sense that “I must 

prove that you are holy, because I believe that you might not be,” for Philip to prove Elizabeth is 

to unconsciously reveal himself as a disbeliever, because he does not initially accept Elizabeth’s 

holiness. If the imaginary quality of faith is such that one must believe in what one cannot see, 

then for Philip to need to see, prove, and test Elizabeth is to doubt, because he does not believe 

her. Of course, Philip’s conversion in the text may reveal a strategy for offering both a model for 

the conversion of (initially sceptical) readers approaching the holy woman, as well as a first-hand 

confirmation that Elizabeth’s actions are divinely inspired. Yet, the crux of the argument is that if 

the potentially heretical woman does, in fact, prove to be holy, and Christ is crucified in her, then 

to prove the holy woman is also to prove Christ. Although by no means is Philip likened to a 

Lollard, I do believe that his vita raises the possibility of equating his initial position as an 
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unbelieving hagiographer with the unbelieving Jews of Croxton. Thus, although the text is 

outwardly interested in emphasizing the Eucharistic miracle and mystery, the faith of the holy 

man/hagiographer is necessarily questioned.  

 Offering subtle criticisms of the clergy, and raising doubt about the hagiographer and 

narrative community, who are initially portrayed as doubters, the vita challenges and minimizes 

the importance of priesthood. Moreover, the text depicts a woman preaching—speaking by 

means of the body about Christ, and translating the Bible with her body. Important to our 

discussion, Lollard advocacy of lay preaching (of both genders), along with the importance of 

translating of the Bible into the vernacular, were topics that caused a great deal of theological 

debate in the early fifteenth century.39 Generally, Lollards held the view that while the duty of 

preaching the gospel is the primary raison d’être of the clergy, it is not restricted to them, but is 

imposed upon all Christians and, by extension, all “good women.” The trial of the educated lay 

Lollard, Walter Brut, in 1391 before the Bishop of Hereford offers a great deal of insight into the 

defence of women preaching. Brut supported the view that “‘any Christian without sin, even a 

woman’ could consecrate the body of Christ” (Blamires Woman Defamed 250), and considered 

the just layman also a priest, as “a good layman and a good woman are more worthy than a bad 

priest, and therefore more suitable to carry out a worthy task” (256). Yet, among Brut’s more 

radical views, he “championed women’s power and authority to preach and to give absolution” 

(250). From the treatise in refutation of Brut, the arguments it is thought he advanced in defence 

of female preaching stem from Biblical examples of female instruction and preaching by Mary 

Magdalene, the supposition that “whoever is fit to prophecy is fit to instruct,” the notion that 

teaching is one of the spiritual works of mercy, and that whoever received the grace of wisdom is 

                                                        
39    See Anne Hudson Lollards and their Books, Selections From English Wycliffite Writings, and 

The Premature Reformation. 
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obliged to share it with the ignorant.40 Not all Lollards held Brut’s views on the place of women 

in the church; however, surviving evidence does suggest that some Lollards put similar views 

into practice (250).    

Naturally, if the laity had a rightful stake in preaching the gospel, in theological argument, 

and in the moral integrity of the Church, then the publication of theological matter was a logical 

spiritual imperative (Justice 666). Thus, the enfranchisement of the laity began with the 

translation of the Bible and other documents pertaining to religious history. Wyclif began 

publishing vernacular works as early as 1375, and in 1382 published his views on the Eucharist 

in vernacular broadsides at the 1382 Blackfriar council (666, 667), which enabled lay inclusion in 

theological arguments and discussion. Although Hudson claims “it was only very slowly that the 

authorities of the established church came to see that the vernacular lay at the root of the trouble,” 

she proposes that “by 1407 when the terms of Arundel’s Constitutions were drafted the 

authorities had perceived the danger of English” (Hudson Lollards 145, 146). Significantly, 

Arundel’s Constitutions attempted to control the practise of preaching, and the conduct of 

theology within and beyond Oxford. Particular to our discussion of the vita are the first, sixth, 

and seventh constitutions: the first constitution attempted to curtail the practice of preaching, 

where “no-one should preach in the vernacular or in Latin without a proper licence”; the sixth 

attempted to control the circulation of Lollard texts, stating “no book or tract by John Wyclif or 

by any other written at his time or since should be read in schools or anywhere else unless it had 

been examined and found orthodox”; and, importantly, the seventh “forbid the translation of any 

text of sacred scripture into English, and the ownership of any translation of the bible made in the 

time of Wyclif or later without the express permission of the diocesan” (Hudson Lollards 147-

                                                        
40    See also Alcuin Blamires “Women Preaching in Medieval Orthodoxy, Heresy, and Saints’ 

Lives,” pg. 139-40. 
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48). The Constitutions strove to block any translation, even any passage or phrase of the Bible, 

making, for the first time according to Hudson, any translation became “ipso facto evidence of 

heresy” (149). As Justice explains, “Arundel wanted less to outlaw biblical translation than to 

regulate its use, and suppress the parallel culture of theological discussion: precisely what Wyclif 

had wanted” (Justice 678). Fundamentally anticlerical, Lollards condemned the church’s 

hoarding of spiritual knowledge and temporal wealth, and, in turn, encouraged the translation of 

the Bible to the vernacular to support true men and true religion, or lay preaching and priesthood.  

 In light of the fact that Arundel’s Constitutions made lay preaching, as well as the 

translation of the Bible, officially heretical and liable to punishment, fifteenth-century audiences 

of the vita would, I think, hesitate to accept the text as wholly orthodox, since the holy woman 

performs and speaks in ways that could be deemed heretical. What the text comes down to is that 

Elizabeth is a woman who preaches: she instructs, counsels, and embodies the clergy when 

performing pseudo-sacerdotal actions. While Elizabeth outwardly supports several orthodox 

principles, namely the miracle of the Eucharist, and confirms the importance of the clergy to 

expound the Bible, she also challenges clericalism through her actions. Elizabeth speaks through 

her body about Christ; she translates biblical events in order for them to be read on her body, and, 

in this way, transcends language. Through her body, she offers new ways of veneration.  

 In fact, the Middle English version of Philip’s text omits a glaring passage from the 

original to downplay the extent to which his vita could be considered heretical. A substantial 

passage on the nature of Elizabeth’s suffering, significantly containing no biblical lines, is absent 

from the end of the Middle English translation:  

In the male sex, namely in the person of St Francis, God has revealed himself already. So 

that both sexes not only by the testimony of the Scriptures, but also by living examples of 

the human condition, may perceive on Christ’s cross what should be honoured, venerated, 

adored, imitated, and loved, and so that no human, whom that Child of the Immaculate 
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Virgin redeemed, can prevaricate, however illiterate and simple he or she may be, and 

say: ‘I cannot understand such profound mysteries, because I am not lettered,’ or ‘because 

this is a closed book for me’. For now this illiterate man or woman can read, not in 

parchments or documents, but in the members and the body of this girl [i.e. Elizabeth], as 

a vivid and unmistakeable Veronica, a living image and an animated history of 

redemption, as if he or she were literate. (Simons 11)41 

 

On par with St Francis, Elizabeth is “a living ‘Veronica’ and a readable image for an illiterate 

population” (Brown 217). “Veronica” derives from the Latin “vera,” meaning “true,” and the 

Greek “icon” or “eikon,” meaning “image.” Vera icon is the belief in the existence of true images 

of Christ and, over time, the term became reduced to “veronica,” which later became linked with 

the name of a legendary woman and increasingly popular cult in the fifteenth century (Dégert; 

Yakush 198). Within the Catholic Church, Saint Veronica is believed to be the holy woman who 

offered her veil to wipe Christ’s face when He carried the cross to Cavalry; miraculously, Christ 

left the imprint and image of His face on her veil, which soon became a holy relic. Hence, a 

“vernicle” connotes “the picture or representation of the face of Christ said to be impressed upon 

the handkerchief or sudarium of St. Veronica,” as well as “any similar picture of Christ’s face, 

esp. one engraved, painted, or worked upon a vessel, garment, ornament, etc., used for religious 

                                                        
41      In sexu etiam virili, videlicet in persona beati Francisci, dudum revelavit idipsum: ut sic 

uterque sexus non solum ex testimonio Scripturarum, sed ex vivis exemplaribus conditionis 

humanae in cruce Christi inveniat quod honoret, veneretur, revereatur, imitetur, amet, et nihil 

excusationis praetendere posit homo, quantumcumque illitteratus aut simplex, quem intemeratae 

Virginis partus redemit, ut dicat: “Non possum legere aut intelligere tam profunda mysteria, quia 

nescio litteram ,, vel “quia liber clausus est ,, cum non in membranis aut chartis, sed in membris 

et corpore memorate nostrae puellae, scilicet vivae et apertae Veronicae, suae salvationis vivam 

imaginem et redemptionis animatum historiam sicut litteratus ita valeat legere idiota. (Vita 

Elizabeth sanctimonialis in Erkenrode 373)  

 

Vander Veen suggests that the passage may have been omitted from the English translation 

because of “a faulty Latin original” (Vander Veen 13). Brown also offers, 

the Latin source from which these two manuscripts were taken [MS Douce 114 and St 

John’s MS 182] was already missing portions of Elizabeth’s vita, for whatever reason. 

However, several passages existing in the St John’s manuscript are lacking in the Douce 

manuscript. The translator probably left these out intentionally. (Brown 216) 
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or devotional purposes; an ornament or token bearing this as worn by pilgrims” (OED). Like 

Saint Veronica, often depicted in fifteenth-century Continental paintings holding up the imprinted 

image of Christ with her hands, so too does Elizabeth hold the image of Christ when she looks on 

her “tabil.”42 While paintings often depict Saint Veronica “holding her kerchief before her so that 

the head of Christ regards the viewer, either with the serene and abstracted gaze of the Salvator 

Mundi … or in the aspect of the Passion” (Yakush 199), Elizabeth holds her image to face her 

self. Elizabeth holds the image of Christ to her, and becomes it, like Veronica; as the image is 

conflated with the person, body and image becomes one in Elizabeth, authenticating her status as 

a vera icon.43 In addition, the comparison with Saint Veronica in fifteenth-century images also 

reinforces the suggestion that the image is text and can fuse with the body. Whereas the Master of 

the Delft Grisailles’ mid-fifteenth-century text, Loftie Hours (fig. 9), places the image of Saint 

Veronica adjacent to the text in the manuscript, the Master of Morgan’s later work, Hours (fig. 

10), positions the image within the text, which both implies that the image is a kind of text, and 

that the body as image can also be read. In fact, the majority of the images of the saint are found 

within manuscripts, which supports the suggestion that the image should be read, as well as 

observed.  

As Veronica’s veil is held open as a page to be read, Elizabeth is as an “open book” that 

can be read and known by all. The emphasis of the omitted Latin passage is to explain how 

Elizabeth’s suffering and performance of the Passion is a way of teaching—specifically the 

                                                        
42      See fig. 7 for a typical image of Saint Veronica with the Sudarium by Master of Saint 

Veronica, dated 1420.   
43       See fig. 8. The image of Christ spills over the veil, which suggests that either Christ’s body 

is imprinted on Veronica’s, as if her body literally bears the image of Christ, or Christ’s body is 

fused with hers. Although the significant contrast in colour between the image of Christ and 

Veronica may suggest the opposite—marking a clear distinction between the bodies—I posit that 

the ways in which Christ’s body extends beyond the veil and onto hers suggests union.    
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Bible—to the illiterate. The passage concerns the increase of lay literacy and learning of the 

Bible, and proposes an analogy between Elizabeth’s bodily enactments of the Passion and a 

priest’s exposition of the gospel, wherein her role is likened to a priest, and her bodily expression 

matches the power of the word (Simons 12). If “such a statement was too bold to exist in the 

vernacular in the fifteenth century where it was all too easy to be charged with heresy” (Brown 

217), perhaps it helps to explain its omission from the translation and, at the same time, supports 

the suggestion that this holy women was, in some ways, considered unorthodox by fifteenth-

century standards. Showing the Bible as “a living image” without language, Elizabeth also offers 

alternative ways of veneration, where, “in the steed of psalmes … she solemnpnyzes the watches 

of the firste nocturne” (Philip 72-3), and “in the steed of salmes, this newe tymbrer settith her 

flesche for an harpe” (115). To worship God’s body instead of psalms or lessons, is to offer a 

new way of veneration, outside of language, and outside of the formal conventions established by 

orthodoxy, which, potentially can be threatening to the power of clergy and the importance of 

reading psalms, if one (woman) can replace them with her actions and her body; a woman’s body 

becomes the book—the Bible incarnate—and, as such, becomes the instrument and image to 

know God.44     

                                                        
44      Although I am supporting my argument about Elizabeth’s unorthodox translation of the 

Bible with her body in the fifteenth-century Middle English version, based on the absent Latin 

lines, which explicitly link her body with the Bible and situate what she does with her body 

within the practise of reading, I believe that people in the fifteenth century could have viewed her 

performance of the Passion in a similar way. In the thirteenth century, Philip understood 

Elizabeth in this role as a translator of the Bible to the illiterate, and Elizabeth may have even 

understood herself in this role; there is no reason to suggest that later audiences would not have 

viewed her role in the same way. Philip’s Latin text echoes Gregory the Great’s position on 

devotional images and the lay. Herbert L. Kessler explains Gregory’s dictum that images were 

valuable to illiterate Christians “who read in them what they [could not] read in books” (Kessler 

173). In Philip’s text, one is urged to read her body, much like a book, and like a “living image”. 

Although Elizabeth is not literally translating the Bible into English language in writing, I posit 

that one can interpret her actions as a kind of translation of text through her body, which uneasily 
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 The life of this holy woman enables one to reconsider the relationship between disabled 

bodies and their communities within and beyond the text. Elizabeth is marginalized, physically 

impaired and socially disabled, and has the potential to affect those gathered around her corpus. 

The vita of Elizabeth of Spalbeek suggests how the disabled body within the text can affect 

communities of readers beyond it. Elizabeth is physically impaired, in light of her limited 

mobility, and socially disabled by the community of clerics who enclose her body in her chapel, 

and displace her within text, thus revealing the social constructions necessary to properly 

interpret her body and actions. By analyzing Elizabeth’s interaction with her “tabil,” one can 

consider how it functions as a prosthetic in its literal and theoretical sense—supplementing, 

extending and transforming her body, enhancing her appearance, and enabling her suffering and 

performance; likewise, prosthetic and body fuse together, becoming indistinguishable. As body 

and prosthetic are one, Elizabeth turns into a prosthetic for others who watch and read her, as she 

enables (as prosthesis, according to Wills’ theory) both communities to more deeply contemplate 

and know Christ’s Passion. The vita is a prosthetic about a prosthetic body, mediating between 

the word of the hagiographer and body of the holy woman, as well as between the literary text 

and readers bodies who holds it.  

 Thus, if Elizabeth is a prosthetic capable of remaking communities, she is not disabled by 

text, as initially assumed at the opening of the chapter, but is empowered by it. Of course, dealing 

with the fifteenth-century Middle English translation, the consequences of this empowerment 

gain special urgency within the context of the Lollard movement, and in relation to the position 

of women in the church, which necessarily questions the nature of the text as orthodox. While the 

vita outwardly expresses an orthodox point of view, it occupies an unstable position that uneasily 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
negotiates the space between orthodoxy and heterodoxy (because she is a woman, she is 

preaching with her body, and translating the Bible to others in a “new” way). 
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negotiates the distance between orthodoxy and heterodoxy. Although Elizabeth celebrates the 

miraculous nature of the Eucharist, one of the most central and refuted points held by Lollards, 

she ultimately preaches and translates the Bible with and through her body, as well as critiques 

the clerics around her; outwardly denouncing Lollardy through the shared exultation of the 

Eucharist, her actions also problematize reading the vita as a straightforward defence of the 

Eucharist. If the hinge is that mediating point of contact between the prosthetic and the body, 

which enables, as well as controls, the prosthetic’s function, the hagiographer is the metaphorical 

hinge mediating between his audience of readers and, in this case, the prosthetic holy woman. In 

the same way, the cleric is the hinge between the book/Bible/God and his community of 

followers. What Philip’s text, perhaps inadvertently, has done is raise questions about the 

function and value of these hinges. Other than showing the fallibility of the clergy, this holy 

woman silently absorbs the hinge—assimilating the words of their hagiographers, as well as 

altering the fifteenth-century understanding of the clergy as the hinges between the lay and the 

Bible, because she translates the Bible via body. This point is made explicit by absence of the 

only non-biblical passage in the original. There, Elizabeth is the equivalent to the preaching St. 

Francis—a substantial comparison and comment on the appropriateness of female preaching, 

which may account for the passage’s later omission, given the tense religious climate of the time. 

If fifteenth-century English audiences can hold, know, and fuse with the body of this woman in 

the vernacular translation, as modern readers also can hold the text, the hinge becomes as 

invisible as Elizabeth’s own fusion with her prosthetic. Of course, the anxieties that the text 

raises is that when the hinge becomes invisible, and prosthetic becomes the body, which can 

remake communities of readers around the (female) body/text, the prosthetic can question and, 
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ultimately, displace the clergy in the process. The holy (Wo)man becomes a kind of prosthetic 

image of God, to modify Freud’s original thought, which does give man trouble at times.  

 Thus far, I have explained how this holy woman is prosthesis in every sense of the word, 

but one—one final meaning not included in discussions by both modern and medieval disability 

theorists, and one which is, I think, central to its application to the Middle Ages. “Prosthesis” is 

also and, less frequently, another sense for “prothesis,” which is defined within a Christian 

context as “the preparation and preliminary oblation of the elements, performed by the priest and 

deacon (more fully office of prothesis); (hence) the table upon which this is done (table or altar of 

prothesis), or the place where this table stands (chapel of prothesis)” (OED). Even though the 

term’s particular definition does not appear in use until the seventeenth century, I think that its 

concept would have resonance with medieval people, who attended church, on a rather regular 

basis; in the most basic sense, the chapel and altar is the place of change and transformation—of 

transubstantiation. Keeping in mind the connection between women and the Eucharist, as well as 

the ways in which Elizabeth’s body changes to show the image and Passion of Christ, her body is 

this site of transformation. Holy women’s bodies become, rather daringly, the altars of prosthesis.  
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Fig. 1. BL MS Additional 37049. Charter of Christ. 1460-1500. British Library.  
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Fig. 2. Master of Catherine of Cleves. Hours of Catherine of Cleves. c. 1440. New York: Morgan 

Library, M. 917 & M. 945. Index of Christian Art. Web. March 2012.  

 

Illuminated Manuscript. Gertrude of Nivelle, as abbess, nimbed and veiled with wimple, 

wearing habit of nun, holding with right hand crozier with sudarium, looking toward open book 

held with left hand reading. 
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Fig. 3. Egerton Master. c. 1418. New York: Morgan Library, M. 919. Index of Christian Art. 

Web. March 2012.  

 

Illuminated Manuscript. Initial D enclosing bust of lay woman reading. 
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Fig. 4. Egerton Master. c. 1418. New York: Morgan Library, M. 919. Index of Christian Art. 

Web. March 2012.  

 

Illuminated Manuscript. Initial D enclosing bust of lay woman reading. 
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Fig. 5. Cecilia of Rome. c. 1490. New York: Morgan Library, M. 463. Index of Christian Art. 

Web. March 2012.  

 

Illuminated Manuscript. Cecilia of Rome, nimbed, holding palm in right hand looks down 

toward open book in left hand (reading), before cloth of honour. Scene in room with two 

windows. 
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Fig. 6. Morgan-Macon Golden Legend. d.1445-65. New York: Morgan Library, M. 672-5. Index 

of Christian Art. Web. March 2012.  

 

Illuminated Manuscript. Dominic of Bologna, nimbed, tonsured, wearing habit, standing 

outside of building, reads from book. 
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Fig. 7. Master of St. Veronica. Veronica’s Veil. c. 1420. Cologne: Church, St. Lorenz. Index of 

Christian Art. Web. March 2012.  

 

Veronica of Rome, decorated nimbus inscribed SANCTA VERONICA, holding sudarium 

on which is head of Christ, decorated crossed nimbus. Panel.  
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Fig. 8. Hours. c. 1490. New York: Library, Morgan Library, M. 1020. Index of Christian Art. 

Web. March 2012.  

 

Veronica of Rome, veiled, holds with both hands, upper corners of cloth on which 

appears dark skinned head of Christ, crossed nimbus. Above her is papal heraldry with crossed 

keys flanking triple crowned papal tiara with infulae. 
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Fig. 9. Master of the Delft Grisailles. Loftie Hours. d. mid 15th C. Baltimore: Gallery, Walters Art 

Gallery, W. 165. Index of Christian Art. Web. March 2012.   
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Fig. 10. Master of Morgan. Hours. d. 1510-1520. New York: Library, Morgan Library, M. 85. 

Index of Christian Art. Web. March 2012.  
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Chapter Three: 

The Hand of the King, the Foot of the Saint: Prosthetics in the English Lives of Saint Melor 

 

Reason, is the hand of the Understanding, Speech the hand of Reason, and the Hand it 

selfe, is the hand of Speech. The hand executeth those things which are commanded, our 

commandments are subject and obedient to Reason, and Reason it selfe is the power, 

force and efficacie of the understanding.  

 

 Helkiah Crooke, Microcosmographia 

 

Everything longs for what it lacks, and nothing longs for what it doesn’t lack. Desiring to 

secure something to oneself forever may be described as loving something which is not 

yet to hand. I love you, but, because inexplicably I love in you something more than 

you—the object petit a—I mutilate you.  

 

Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis45 

 

Perhaps no other part of the body has been the subject of as vast an array of literature from the 

medieval period and beyond than the human hand. From Aristotle, Galen, and Helkiah Crooke, 

agency, in relation to the body, was often considered to be located in the hand. As a tool, symbol, 

and vehicle for communication, the hand is the helpmeet of the self and body. Indeed, much of its 

central imaginative qualities lay in its perceived ability to support the faculties of the body, like 

reason, understanding, and speech. Often standing as the metonymical equivalent of the whole 

body and as the microcosm of society, the hand alone—extending outwards, touching, feeling, 

and perceiving—can convey the interiority of the individual and interact with the world and 

others in dynamic ways. From its ability to gesture, demonstrate, and perform, and as a symbol of 

power, justice, and God, the hand offers a unique means for expressing and exploring 

intersubjectivity through a medium directly rooted in the human body.  

In particular, this chapter considers the meaning of the hand (primarily) and foot in the 

body of a young child prince and martyr through the narrative of their loss and replacement. The 

                                                        
45      As quoted in Elizabeth Bronfen, Over Her Dead Body, pg. 182. 
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vitae of Saint Melor depict the brutal amputation of the right hand and left foot of the child, by 

the command of his wicked uncle, as well as the subsequent implementation of a silver hand and 

bronze foot prosthetic. This chapter will attempt to trace the development and conceptualization 

of prosthesis to the earlier period of the Middle Ages, and analyse their latter representations in 

literature. Specifically, it will examine what I believe to be the earliest known medieval 

hagiographic representation of actual prosthetic body parts in the fourteenth-century extant Latin 

and Anglo-Norman vitae, composed in England, of the little martyr prince, Melor.  

 Generally, the complexity of the tradition of the martyr prince and his relics, along with 

the fragmentary nature of the extant manuscripts, and the impossibility of establishing any firm 

stemma codicum, let alone stemma textuum, have not made literary and historical studies of the 

saint an easy task and may, in fact, account for the scarcity of such studies.46 However, André-

Yves Bourgès’ latest research also suggests that the literary records mainly contain two vitae, 

referred to as vita Ia and vita IIa, which no longer exist in their original forms and form what 

were the prototypes of the surviving vitae (28). He claims that vita Ia was used at the same time 

                                                        
46      In the only recent English study of the saint, A.V. Diverres points to “four extant versions 

known to have existed in the Middle Ages … written in Latin,” in addition to the Anglo-Norman 

text featured in Bettisfield MS 19  (Diverres “An Anglo-Norman Life” 170): the Vita S. Melori 

Martyris, which is preserved in MS. Lat. 13789 at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, and edited 

by Dom Plaine in Anallecta Bollandiana, V. (1886), pp. 165-75; the very short Vita in MS. Reg. 

8. C. vii., f. 162, at the British Museum, which has been reproduced by C. Horstman in the 

Introduction to his edition of Nova Legenda Anglie; John of Tynemouth’s Vita in his 

Sanctilogium Angliae, Walliae, Scottiae, et Hiberniae, preserved in MS. Cotton Tiberius E. I. at 

the British Museum; and a short Vita in Bishop Grandisson’s Legenda Exoniensis, of which two 

manuscripts are preserved in the Chapter Library of Exeter Cathedral. However, a more recent 

and comprehensive French study by André-Yves Bourgès reveals eleven Latin manuscripts of 

uneven quality and age (Bourgès 30), which are then divided into four subsets, according to their 

respective “Melarienne” tradition: the tradition in England, which includes all manuscripts 

mentioned by Diverres, except for Dom Plaine’s edition; the tradition in Paris, which includes 

two manuscripts; the tradition in Meaux, which also comprises two texts, including Dom Plaine’s 

edition; and the tradition in Armorican Brittany, which includes four manuscripts. For a complete 

list of extant MSS, see “Les éléments du dossier” in Le Dossier Hagiographique de Saint Melar, 

pp. 28-43.  
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by the compiler Jean of Tynemouth, who worked around 1320-1350, probably at the Abbey of St. 

Albans, while vita IIa was used by the author of vita in Grandisson’s Legenda, who worked 

around 1340-1365.47 The terminus a quo for the two vitae is less easy to determine precisely, 

although the terminus ad quem can be established in the fourteenth century (28, 244). Bourgès 

claims that the story of Melor was known and told in Lanmeur from the middle of the ninth 

century, since the hagiographer Bili, who could have heard the story there on the occasion of his 

visit to Saint-Pol-de-Leon, seems to have had his inspiration from it to write several episodes of 

his own composition of the Life of St. Malo (28). In any case, the story of Melor, known from the 

Carolingian period in Lanmeur, was well-established locally from this time (246), and was the 

subject of written treatment in the last third of the eleventh century, probably between 1066 and 

1084.  

 Bourgès asserts that the vita Ia was written to justify the historic building of the crypt of 

the Lanmeur church, which was built under hardly favourable conditions (99-100);48 the time of 

the composition of the vita is contemporaneous with the construction of the crypt in the eleventh 

century, which was interpreted as the ultimate burial of the saint (103-04). Additionally, the text 

served as a relic manual for the clergy attached to the sanctuary at that time, and asserted the 

territorial claims of the house of Cornwall on the northern peninsula of Brittany. Bourgès writes 

that the vita Ia of St. Melar was composed after the accession in 1066 of the house of Cornwall to 

                                                        
47      “Celle que nous désignerons *vita Ia a été utilisée, en même temps que le récit de l’épisode 

miraculeux relatif aux reliques du saint, par le compilateur du Sanctilogium Angliae, Walliae, 

Scotiae et Hiberniae, Jean de Tynemouth, qui travaillait vers 1325-1350, sans doute à l’abbaye de 

Saint-Albans ; l’autre, que nous désignerons *vita IIa, a été utilisée par l’auteur du Legendarium 

d’Exeter, l’évêque Jean de Grandisson, qui travaillait vers 1340-1365” (Bourgès 28).  
48      Bourgès explains the challenges of building a crypt because of the moist grounds: “Édifier 

un monument à l’endroit où se tient la crypte de l’église de Lanmeur était un défi lancé au (bon) 

sens commun: le lieu est très humide, sans doute était-il marécageux, et nombre de 

contemporains de l’hagiographe qui vivaient à proximité pouvaient faire valoir que d’autres sites, 

également consacrés à saint Melar, eussent été à la fois plus accessibles et plus salubres” (102). 
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the throne of Brittany, to assert the territorial claims of the new dynasty on the north of the 

peninsula, and in particular on the pagus Castelli; Bourgès interprets the moment when Melor’s 

uncle, Commor, gives Melor the castle Beuzit, as evidence that the hagiographer endeavoured to 

show how Commor chose Melor as the heir of the royal dynasty of Cornwall (109-10). He 

speculates that Omnes, bishop of Léon from before 1047-55 and until 1081-84, fits the profile of 

the hagiographer of this vita; because of Omnes’ relation with the house of Cornwall, Bourgès is 

able to explain why the text might serve as a manifesto in favour of the rights of the heir of the 

earl dynasty on the pagus Castelli at a time when Hoel sat on the throne of Bretagne (223).  

Bourgès suggests that the vita IIa constitutes a redaction of vita I and, from it, the 

hagiographer probably borrowed most of his material (126). He writes that the information 

provided by the author of the vita II of St. Melar are found in the earliest works composed 

approximately in the second and third parts of the eleventh century, and so are contemporaneous 

with the vita I of the young martyr prince (130). The main fragment of vita II is the Legenda 

Sancti Melarii in MS. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 22321, which offers a similar 

background story of the saint, but shows no clear relationship in form or detail to the texts 

deriving from vita I; other elements of this text, which are not found in vita I, are also found in 

Grandisson’s version and/or in that of Yves Arrel (122). Bourgès considers that the absence of 

unanimity among the three concerned texts, and the agreement between two of them on the same 

elements of the story, as indication that these were remnants of the vita II (126-27); all other 

manuscripts are identified as deriving from the vita I, including the Anglo-Norman Life (38). He 

speculates that the author of this vita is Guillaume le Breton, who is also the author of the lives of 

St. Goulven, St. Tenenan, and Goezenu, on the basis of stylistic similarities between these texts 
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and the vita, as well as his historical background as canon of Léon, which would fit the profile of 

the hagiographer of such text (226-29).  

Rather than account for all extant manuscripts in this chapter, I will examine only those 

that relate to the Melarian tradition in England mentioned by Bourgès, as well as the Anglo-

Norman text, which, for some reason, has not been included in the English subset when, in fact, 

evidence suggests that the text was written at and for the nuns at Amesbury Abbey. In no way 

will this chapter attempt to offer or contribute to Bourgès’ hypotheses about the two inexistent 

vita prototypes and their relations with the extant manuscripts. Instead, I endeavour to discuss the 

literary representations of the prosthetic hand and foot of Saint Melor, in order to help situate the 

discussion of prosthesis in fourteenth-century England.49 What a literary study of these texts 

reveals is that prosthesis was both a part of medieval culture and imagination at that time, 

although its roots reach much earlier to the mid-ninth century with the existence of the Melarian 

tradition in Lanmeur. In any case, prosthesis was known conceptually in both Britain and 

Brittany during those centuries, and the telling and re-telling of the miracles associated with the 

prosthetics in multiple textual forms reveals this trajectory of ideology.  

 In particular, the chapter will consider the twofold way in which the prosthetics affect 

Melor’s identity in the English tradition—as a secular would-be King, and as a martyr saint. In all 

versions of the text, Melor’s right hand and left foot are amputated, and he receives a prosthetic 

silver hand and bronze foot, which miraculously begin to function as human limbs. When 

                                                        
49      On the dating of the manuscripts, Bourgès claims Jean of Tynemouth composed De Sancto 

Meloro Martire between 1325 and 1350, which was passed into John Capgrave’s Nova Legenda 

Anglie, and was published there in 1516. De Sancto Meloro in Legenda Exoniensis, by bishop 

Jean de Grandisson, is dated 1337. The short vita in MS. Reg. 8. C. vii., f. 162, is more difficult 

to determine, as it remains dated from the eleventh to fifteenth century. The Anglo-Norman 

version is dated between 1350 and 1400, and such date is affirmed by Diverres (Bourgès 28-43; 

Diverres 167).  
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Melor’s mutilations render him unfit to rule, after the murder of his father, and place him in the 

Lacanian position of being “between two deaths”—literally cut off from the symbolic network 

that would name his body King—the prosthetics, and the ensuing miracles related to them, 

figuratively resurrect the body of the King. The miracles associated with the growth and 

movement of silver hand prosthetic enable Melor’s body to become part of the symbolic order 

again as the possible body of a king: this prosthetic miracle not only demonstrates how disability 

is a social construction, but also how prosthesis reveals the medieval cultural desire for and 

fantasy of the whole and perfect body through the notion of prosthetic cure. Examining Melor’s 

prosthetic miracles before his death also enables one to suggest that the use of the prosthetic and 

form, or structural continuity with the originary limb that is replaced becomes more significant 

than materially continuity, in relation to the ideal body of a King. However, such ideology 

reflects bodily change. If the prosthetic can “resurrect” the body of Melor as King, then the 

presence of prosthetics also situate the text in ways that run contrary to mainstream resurrection 

theology in the fourteenth century. A resurrected saint wearing a prosthetic signals material 

change, which places the text in opposition to traditional Patristic images of reforging, collecting, 

and hardening typical to the theology of resurrection held for the majority of the Middle Ages, 

wherein every particle of the body was present and/or returned (if lost, i.e. through mutilation, 

disease, etc.). Importantly, Melor is the first saint whose mark of martyrdom is not through blood, 

scars, and/or replacement of his missing limbs, but through entirely new materials. To conclude 

the chapter, I will focus on the important changes found in the Anglo-Norman version, especially 

to the foot prosthetic and its relation to the text’s intended female audience. The Anglo-Norman 

scribe’s emphasis on bodily change and miracles of fluidity through his additions and revisions to 

the original source version, and/or the text used by Jean of Tynemouth, serves to highlight the 
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extent of Melor’s material change in resurrection, which may demonstrate a growing 

acceptability of such resurrection ideology in fourteenth-century England.  

 In all vitae of the English tradition, once Melor’s father, Melius, is murdered by his 

brother Rivold, Rivold plots Melor’s death in order to remove any possibility for the child to 

rightfully claim the throne when he comes of age: “Taunt fu ly desleaus Reyvaud feru de graunt 

yre, / Kar il se dota se il y certeynement quidoit / Qu’il la terre chalengereyt si atint de playne age 

sereit”50 (AN 41-43) (“So much was the disloyal Reyvaud struck with great ire, / Since he feared 

if he certainly thought about it / That he would challenge him for the land if he came of age”). 

Rivold is typically depicted as “scelestissimus peruasor regni fraticidaque nephandissimus” (“the 

most wicked invader of the realm and the most cruel in fratricide”) (Legenda), and working under 

the influence of the enemy Satan, “qe a tut dis ageyté cum lere, / D’envie enflauma le quer 

Ryvaud” (“who is always lying in wait like a thief, / Enflamed the heart of Ryvaud”) (AN lines 

26-27). Apart from the very short vita in MS. Reg. 8. C. vii., f. 162, where Melor’s own prayers 

initially save him from death (“filiumque suum Melorum trucidasset si preces eius eum non 

eripuissent”) (MS. Reg.), the remaining three vitae show that Rivold’s desires to murder Melor 

are thwarted by the council of bishops in Cornwall: 

E luy amena en un leu qe lors oust noun Coblyod 

En Cornwaylle, e la ensemblout ly desleaus un parlement 

De prelaz de la terre e des barons ensement.  

En cest parlement voleyt luy tyraunt occire 

Ly juvene enfaunt, seint Melor, si cum Meliau le pere.  

Mes ly graunz seignurs de la terre, qe lors i furent,  

Qe il ne occirent l’enfaunt ententivement prierent.  

Taunt requisterent qe il graunta qe yl ne occyreit mye,  

Mes un autre torment ly purvea. (AN 45-53) 

  

(And [he] brought him to a place that then had the name Cobloyd 

In Cornwall, and there the disloyal one gathered a parliament 

                                                        
50      All references to the Anglo-Norman vita will be cited as “AN”. 
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Of prelates and barons of the land, thusly.  

The tyrant, in this parliament, wanted to kill 

The youthful child, saint Melor, just as (he killed) Meliau, the father.  

But the great lords of the land who were there,  

Begged intently that they not kill the child.  

They begged so insistently that he granted that he would not kill [him] at all, 

But he would subject him to another torment.) 

 

The new torment that Melor is subjected to is the amputation of his right hand and left foot: “il y 

copereyt saunz pité plenement la meyne destre / E ly privereyt ensement del pié senestre” (AN 

54-55). Despite the fact that the moment of amputation serves to highlight the extent of Rivold’s 

sinful nature, as wretched and without mercy or compassion (“saunz pité”), the kind of 

amputation performed on those specific limbs gains significance in relation to the ways in which 

Melor’s body is read as the body of the King. All texts suggest that mutilating Melor’s body 

renders him unfit to claim the throne and effectively removes him from kingship, despite both his 

rightful inheritance, and the subsequent insertion of the prosthetic silver hand and bronze foot.  

Importantly, Melor’s physical impairment literally disables him from kingship, which reveals 

medieval cultural attitudes towards the necessary perfection of the body of the King.  

To understand how the mutilations disable Melor from claiming kingship, one must 

situate the text in dialogue with Celtic literature and legends, scripture, and the broader medieval 

literary tradition that demonstrate how bodily imperfection(s) are either the basis for removal 

from kingship, or negatively affect the greater social body over which he rules. Since one might 

suggest that “l’inspiration de l’hagiographe soit partiellement la conséquence de son 

imprégnation par de très anciennes légendes d’origine celtique” (“the inspiration of the 

hagiographer is partly the consequence of his influence by very old legends of Celtic origin”) 

(Bourgès 171), which may, in fact, account for scholars’ claims that “Melor was evidently a 
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Celtic saint” (Orme 153), one must briefly turn to examine the early Celtic influences and 

traditions that valued the physical perfection of the king.  

Amongst several passages in the vitae that find parallel motifs of Celtic literature—like 

the reign of abundance, the talking severed head, and cart drawn by two bulls51—most notably, 

scholars have associated the silver prosthetic of the saint with the Irish silver hand of 

Nuada/Nuadu Argetlam (Nuada of the Silver Hand), King of the Tuatha De Danann of Irish 

Mythology52 (Baring-Gould 471) and the Welsh equivalent, Lludd Llaw-ereint53 (Lludd of the 

silver hand). According to Diverres, the King Nuada “is connected with the cult of the Celtic god 

Nodons/Nodens, which seems to have been concerned with water and healing” (Diverres, “St. 

Melor” 12). Archaeologists claim to have found a temple dedicated to him at Lydney in 

Gloucestershire; Diverres posits, “perhaps it is no coincidence that among cult objects recovered 

during excavations … has been a small bronze arm” (12). In the eleventh or twelfth-century 

                                                        
51      For a fuller list of Celtic motifs, see Dorothy Ann Bray, A List of Motifs in the Lives of the 

Early Irish Saints (Helsinki: Suomanlainen Tiedeakatemia 1992).  
52      Baring-Gould writes, “the Melor of Brittany has acquired the silver hand of Nuada, King of 

the Tuatha De Danann of Irish Mythology. What is probably fact is that Rivold mutilated his 

nephew, and that the amputated members were replaced by some rude make-shifts, which he was 

able to employ after a fashion, and that eventually he was murdered” (Baring-Gould 471). 

Hibbert Trust writes that it is highly “probable that the Irish Nuada is to be equated with Tiu and 

Zeus: in other words, Nuada may safely be regarded as a Celtic Zeus or Jupiter” (Trust 121-22). 
53      De Vries writes, “il est difficile d’expliquer le passage de Nudd à Lludd; on croit 

généralement à une assimilation : Nudd Llawereint serait devenu Lludd Llawrereint … le thème 

de la main d’argent est vraiment trop particulier pour se recontrer a deux endroits sans aucun 

contact” (De Vries 109-10) (“it is difficult to explain the passage of Nudd to Lludd; we generally 

believe in an assimilation: Nudd Llawereint would become Lludd Llawrereint … the theme of 

silver hand is really too specific to occur in two places without any contact”). In his discussion of 

Nuadu, Diverres also claims that “the same character appears in medieval Welsh literature, where 

he is called Lludd Llaw-ereint (Lludd of the silver hand) (Diverres, “St. Melor” 12). See also The 

Hibbert Lectures pp. 119-132.  
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narrative54 Cath Maige Tuired (The Battle of Mag Tuired), Nodons appears as Nuada, where his 

right hand is struck off by the sharp sword of Sreng in the first battle: 

The battle of Mag Tuired was fought between them and the Fir Bolg. The Fir Bolg were 

defeated, and 100,000 of them were killed including the king, Eochaid mac Eirc. 

 

Núadu’s hand was cut off in that battle—Sreng mac Sengainn struck it from him. So 

with Crédne the brazier helping him, Dian Cécht the physician put on him a silver hand 

that moved as well as any other hand. (Cath Maige Tuired 26-27) 

 

Despite the fact that the loss of the hand was suffered in battle honourably, Nuada must renounce 

kingship, due to the loss of his limb: “there was contention regarding the sovereignty of the men 

of Ireland between the Túatha Dé and their wives, since Núadu was not eligible for kingship after 

his hand had been cut off” (27). The loss of a limb is coded as disability in this early Irish text, 

literally disabling Nuada from continuing his position as King, and marking him as a “blemished 

king” (Matson 112). Indeed, J. R. R. Tolkein supports the notion that “the most remarkable thing 

about Nuadu was his hand, and that without his hand his power was lost” (Tolkein 182). For J. 

De Vries, the disqualification is based on his “une tare physique” (“physical blemish”) (De Vries 

111). Francoise Le Roux emphasizes, with reference to Melor, that the tale is centred on the royal 

function or office:  

… et il est symptomatique des tendances celtiques que le légendaire irlandais a retenu, 

pour articulations essentielles de cette apocalypse qu’est le CMT [Cath Maige Tuired], la 

disqualification par mutilation, la guérison providentielle, puis la mort roi légitime. La 

main d’argent a même survécu à la christianisation, et avec elle une partie du schème 

mythologique, dans la légende bretonne de Saint Mélar (ou Méloir en Haute-Bretagne). 

(Le Roux 454)  

 

(it is symptomatic of Celtic tendencies that the Irish legends have retained, as an essential 

feature of the apocalypse that is the CMT [Cath Maige Tuired], the disqualification by 

mutilation, the providential healing, and the death of the legitimate king. The silver hand 

has even survived Christianization, and with it a part of the mythological scheme, in the 

Breton legend of Saint Melor (or Meloir in Upper Bretagne).) 

                                                        
54      On the dating of Cath Maige Tuired see Amy Eichhorn-Mulligan, “‘Togail Bruidne Da 

Derga.’”  
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Importantly, only once Nuada is given a silver hand by the god of medicine, Dian Cecht, “which 

had the movement of any other hand” (33), and is then further healed by Dian’s son Miach,55 is 

he able to return to the throne after a seven-year absence to reign for another twenty years. 

Although the god of medicine fits Nuada with the silver hand, the passage suggests that the limb 

is made by Crédne the brazier, which bespeaks of a relationship between the community (artisan 

and physician son) and the king, wherein the commoner/community literally shapes the king’s 

body.     

As one of the few scholars who have written on the body in early Irish literature, Amy 

Eichhorn-Mulligan claims, “one of the most frequently emphasized prerequisites for the early 

Irish king is physical perfection: his reign is coterminus with his freedom from all physical 

blemished and disfigurements” (Eichhorn-Mulligan, “The Anatomy of Power” 1020). Fergus 

Kelly cites the only noted case of an Irish law-text of the mid-seventh century where a king loses 

his kingship due to disfigurement or disability. According to Bechbretha (“bee-judgements”), the 

oldest surviving Irish legal manuscript,56 Congal Caech, who held kingship of both Ulster and 

                                                        
55      Once Dian Cecht attaches the silver hand to Nuada,  

his son Míach did not like that. He went to the hand and said ‘joint to joint of it, and sinew 

to sinew’; and he healed it in nine days and nights. The first three days he carried it 

against his side, and it became covered with skin. The second three days he carried it 

against his chest. The third three days he would cast white wisps of black bulrushes after 

they had been blackened in a fire. (Cath Maige Tuired 33) 

     Interestingly, Matson interprets that Miach “made Nuadu an arm of flesh to replace the silver 

arm. It was so life-like that Nuadu was no longer considered to have a defect” (Matson 43). 

Hibbert claims that the silver arm was only improved upon (Hibbert 381). Based on the passage, I 

am led to believe that the hand being referred to is, indeed, the silver hand, which becomes 

covered in flesh, rather than the amputated human limb (which, presumably, would still be 

encased in its dead human flesh). In spite of the fact that the silver hand gains the appearance of a 

human limb, Nuadu is still referred to as “silver hand.”    
56      Bechbretha is extant in one manuscript, H.2.15.A pp. 20a19-26a7; the text may be dated to 

the middle of the seventh century, with glosses and commentary ranging from the ninth to 
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Tara, had to abdicate the throne of Tara due to blinding in one eye: he was blinded in one eye by 

a bee, and “this put him from the kingship of Tara” (Bechbretha 69 par. 31). Kelly writes “in 

spite of this blemish he retained the kingship of Ulster until his death in the battle of Mag Roth in 

637 A.D.” (Kelly 19); importantly, Congal Caech’s physical impairment led him to abdicate the 

sacral throne of Tara. Bart Jaski also asserts that a king who sustained a blemish was by 

definition a false king; Congal’s blemish exposed his falsehood, and the sentiment is expressed in 

the late introduction to Bretha Etgid, where “the battle of Mag Roth was famous because of ‘the 

defeat of Congal Claen in his falsehood by Domnall in his truth’” (Jaski Early Irish Kingship 82-

3).57 A legal commentary also indicates that it was geis, or taboo, “for a king with a physical 

blemish to rule in Tara,” and that “the breach of a king’s geisi … was regarded as a violation of 

his justice” (Kelly 20).  

In fact, literary characters such as Cormac mac Airt and Midir of Bri Leith58  

“demonstrate that the visible body was ‘read’ and its physical attributes invested with 

significance that extended far beyond issues of mere corporeality” (Eichhorn-Mulligan, “‘Togail 

Bruidne Da Derga’” 5). The ideal king, responsible for the well-being of the tuath59 and its 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
sixteenth centuries. Kelly notes, “there is little doubt that BB is a professional tract, designed to 

instruct actual or prospective judges” (Kelly 37). 
57      In Sacral Kingship, falsehood relates to the concept of fir flaithemon (“ruler’s truth”), which 

is “connected with geis (taboo; supernatural injunction) that a king should be unblemished” 

(Jaski 72). “If the king showed qualities of a just ruler, then the land responded with an increase 

in fertility and general prosperity; if he was an unjust or illegitimate ruler, or blemished in his 

person, it became barren or strife-torn” (Proinsias Mac Can, cited by Jaski 57). In BB, Congal 

Caech’s blemish by the bees thus identifies him as a false king.  
58      In “The Wooing of Étain,” Midir of Bri Leith does not retain power after his eye is 

wounded and completely restored. Cormac mac Airt similarly is blinded in one eye and removed 

from kingship (Eichhorn-Mulligan, “‘Togail Bruidne Da Derga’” 4 nn. 14-15). 
59      Jaski writes “the term tuath is variously translated as ‘people’, ‘laity’, ‘tribe’, or ‘petty 

kingdom’, depending of its context” (Jaski Early Irish Kingship 37-38). 
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representative (Jaski Early Irish Kingship 82), was without blemish and deficiency, much like 

Conaire Mor in the Togail The Destruction of Da Derga’s Hostel:  

He is the most splendid and noble and beautiful and mighty king that has come into the 

whole world. He is the mildest and gentlest and most perfect king that has come to it, 

even Conaire son of Eterscél. 'Tis he that is overking of all Erin. There is no defect in that 

man, whether in form or shape or vesture: whether in size or fitness or proportion, 

whether in eye or hair or brightness, whether in wisdom or skill or eloquence, whether in 

weapon or dress or appearance, whether in splendour or abundance or dignity, whether in 

knowledge or valour or kindred. (The Destruction of Da Derga’s Hostel 102, my 

emphasis) 

 

Where Cormac mac Airt’s blinding removes him from sacral kingship, Midir of Bri Leith is able 

to retain power, but only upon the complete restoration of his wounded eye, which again 

emphasizes how “in the textual tradition the king, the highest-ranking member of medieval Irish 

society, is held to the strictest physical standards and is permitted little corporeal aberration” 

(Eichhorn-Mulligan, “The Anatomy” 1021).  

Specifically, discussions of kingship in early Irish kingship ideology focus on aspects of 

“sacral” kingship, wherein “the king is regarded as the mediator between human society and 

divine powers” (Jaski, “Early Medieval Irish Kingship” 330). Three important aspects of such 

kingship are expressed in references to “the ‘ruler’s truth’ (fir flaithemon) which brings 

prosperity and causes nature to flourish, the ‘taboo’ (geis) for a king to be blemished and the 

sacred marriage (heiros gamos) between a king and a female sovereignty goddess of the territory 

at a ‘marriage of kinship’ (banfheis rigi)” (330).60 Importantly, Jaski claims that all three 

concepts are found in the Old Testament, which also served as a foundation for Irish laws, saga-

                                                        
60      The sacred marriage between the king and the goddess of the territory “gave the king his 

sacral aura and established his contract with supernatural powers. It originated from the belief 

that nature needed human intervention to bring fertility to land and people” (58). The term 

banfheis rigi, literally ‘wife-feast of kingship’ or ‘mating of kingship’ is “connected with belief 

in early Ireland that the king of Tara was symbolically espoused to the goddess Ériu at his 

inauguration” (63).  
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literature, hagiography, and annals (329-30). Although he focuses on social and political aspects 

of kingship, rather than sacral, he refers to “proverbial references to the beauty of Joseph” as an 

expression of the royal qualities possessed by sacral kings (338). As “the Old Testament 

functioned as a bridge between native Irish culture and Christianity, and the role it played in 

intellectual assimilation of the two was probably substantive” (344), Eichhorn-Mulligan proposes 

that the perfect appearance of the body of the king may reflect biblical codes, particularly 

Leviticus 21: 16-23.61 

 Scholars have argued for the similarities between Irish culture and the Old Testament and, 

in relation to the study of the vitae of St. Melor, one must account for the specificity of the right 

hand that is removed by Rivold more generally in scripture. Despite the parallel between the Irish 

King Nuadu’s mutilation and silver prosthetic hand with Melor’s narrative, the Irish medieval 

texts only specify that a “hand” was cut off, whereas all vitae in the Melarian tradition emphasize 

the right hand. More obviously, the right hand is symbolic of Christ, expressed by Colossians 

3:162 and Mark 16:1963, where He is seated at the right hand of God. Rather than suggest that the 

loss of Melor’s right hand indicates a kind of loss of spirituality or relation with Christ, because 

                                                        
61      Leviticus 21:16-23: “And the LORD spoke unto Moses, saying, Speak unto Aaron, saying, 

Whosoever he be of thy seed in their generations that hath any blemish, let him not approach to 

offer the bread of his God. For whatsoever man he be that hath a blemish, he shall not approach: 

a blind man, or a lame, or he that hath a flat nose, or any thing superfluous, Or a man that is 

brokenfooted, or brokenhanded, Or crookbackt, or a dwarf, or that hath a blemish in his eye, or 

be scurvy, or scabbed, or hath his stones broken; No man that hath a blemish of the seed of Aaron 

the priest shall come nigh to offer the offerings of the LORD made by fire: he hath a blemish; he 

shall not come nigh to offer the bread of his God. He shall eat the bread of his God, both of the 

most holy, and of the holy. Only he shall not go in unto the veil, nor come nigh unto the altar, 

because he hath a blemish; that he profane not my sanctuaries: for I the LORD do sanctify them.” 

(King James Bible) 
62      Colossians 3:1: “Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on things 

above, where Christ is seated at the right hand of God” (King James Bible). 
63      Mark 16:19: “After the Lord Jesus had spoken to them, he was taken up into heaven and he 

sat at the right hand of God.” 
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the vitae all substantiate the sentiment that, in spite of his mutilations, “Ly seint enfes crust adés e 

s’amendoit: / De jour en jour cleregie aprist, si cum Dieu voloit” (AN 68-69) (“The holy child 

kept growing and improving: / From day to day he learned about the religious order, just as God 

wanted”), one must account for other scriptural passages that make reference to the importance of 

the function of the right hand: “Your right hand, O LORD, was majestic in power. Your right 

hand, O LORD, shattered the enemy” (Exodus 15:6); “Your arm is endued with power; your 

hand is strong, your right hand exalted” (Psalm 89:13); and, “The LORD’s right hand is lifted 

high; the LORD’s right hand has done mighty things!” (Psalm 188:16, my emphasis). Such 

moments make clear that the significance of the right hand is to perform, shatter, and do. Even 

though one may interpret Christ as the right hand in all of these moments, the point I want to 

stress is the use and function of the right hand, and how it is synonymous with power. Moreover, 

even in images of Christ where he is depicted as King, he holds the sceptre—symbolic of 

power—in his right hand (see fig. 1 and 2). On this level, both the Old Testament and 

Christological narratives speak to pre-Christian ideologies of Irish kingship and the whole body, 

as well.  

 In relation to the English Melarian tradition, the fact that Rivold does not “dota” (AN 41-

43) (“fear”) that Melor will challenge the throne once his body is mutilated, suggests that Melor 

is no longer viewed as a potential body suitable for the throne. Indeed, Rivold begins to fear 

Melor’s body again only once he learns of the miracles associated with his prosthetics.64 

                                                        
64      Only after Melor performs the miracle of the eternal spring does he begin to fear:  

Cest miracle glorius ly desleaus Ryvaud oist,  

Ke taunt fust desparpilé, tut jour grant duel fist,  

E s’en doloit nuyt e jour, e ceo utre mesure,  

Ke il n’out Melor occis quaunt il le pout occire,  

Mes il le lessa aschaper par la ententive requeste 

De grauntz seyngnurs, qe prierent qe il ne copast la teste.  
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Nonetheless, until this moment in the narrative, Melor’s mutilations enable one to read his body 

as the blemished king of the Celtic traditions, and unfit to rule, as a result of the inability to use 

his hand, which reveals similarities to both pre-Christian and Christian ideologies of bodily 

wholeness, function, and kingship. Although the English vitae do not make this point openly, 

nowhere is this notion more firmly expressed than in the extract of the “Legende de saint Melar” 

(in legenda sancti Melarii) in MS. Rennes (Departmental Archives of Ille-et-Vilaine, 1 F 1003): 

In festo sancti Melauri martiris. / O quam mirifice et gloriose corruscat inclita 

Letaniarum regum progenies. Meliavus Melaurusque filius purpureas vestes in alteras 

proprio tinctas cruore commutant. Ille regno ac vita, his sceptro dextera manu pede 

sinistro vitaque privatur; uterque corona terrestri spoliatur caelesti donatur. Meliavus 

Budicii filius a Rivodio fratre prae invidia post septem annorum regnum nefarie necatur. 

Melaurus ejus legitimus haeres Rivodii patruelis reveritus crudelitatem ad 

consanguineum suum Comorum urbis regionisve fontium principem regisque Francorum 

in Letania secunda praefectum auffugit a quo perhumaniter exceptus est. Sed tandem a 

Keryoltano comite Rivodii jussu peremptus est; qui Keryoltanus Justanus ejus filius 

Rivodiusque princeps justam flagitii paenam brevi tempore a Deo accepere. (my 

emphasis) 

 

(For the feast of saint martyr Melor / O how beautifully and gloriously shines the 

illustrious race of the kings of the Letavies. Meliau and his son Melor change their purple 

clothes to others tinted with their own blood. One is deprived of his kingdom and his life, 

the other is deprived of his scepter, of his right hand, of his left foot and his life: one and 

the other are stripped of the crown of the land but are rewarded with heavenly crown. 

Meliau, son of Budic, was murdered by his brother Rivod, due to envy, after a reign of 

seven years. Melor his legitimate heir, fearing the cruelty of his uncle Rivod, fled to his 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
Il se doloit durement, kar sa fausine fesoit,  

E quida que ly enfes sun heritage receveroit 

Ke il tint mavesement e de luy chalengeroit. (AN 141-49) 

 

(The disloyal Ryvaud heard about this glorious miracle,  

Which was so dispersed throughout the land, he made great grief all the time,  

And he sorrowed about it day and night, and he was beyond measure,  

Because he had not killed Melor when he had had the chance,  

But he let him escape because of the intent request  

Of the great lords, who begged him not to cut off his head.  

He grieved much, since he had committed his fraud,  

And he believed that the child would receive his inheritance 

That he (Ryvaud) held unlawfully and that he (Melor) would challenge him.)  
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kinsman Commor, prince of the city or country of fountains and prefect the king of the 

Franks in second Letavie by whom he is received with great kindness. But he is finally 

destroyed by Count Kerialtan on the order of Rivod: which Kerialtan, Justan his son and 

the prince Rivod received just punishment for their shameful crime from God shortly 

after.) 

 

In this excerpt from the text, Melor’s right hand is explicitly linked with the ability to hold the 

sceptre, which confers both his status and authority as King. The loss of the right hand is coded 

as the loss of the sceptre and kingship; likewise, the loss of the right hand indicates the loss of the 

ability to wield the power over “the land” (corona terrestri) that is associated with the symbol.65 

Father and son change their clothes—purple as a sign of their sovereignty—to ones tinged with 

their blood, in a way that emphasizes the blending of their sovereign and, now sacral, status. 

Deprived of the sceptre, hand, and body of kingship on earth, Meliau and Melor move upwards to 

gain the “heavenly crown” of martyrdom.   

 A similar association between the loss of kingly power and the loss of the right hand is 

found in the Song of Roland, a chanson de geste that is contemporaneous with the development 

of the cult of St. Melor at Lanmeur.66 During the epic battle between Marsile’s army and 

Roland’s rearguard, Roland meets Marsile with a deadly blow with his sword Durendal: “He 

goes to strike him like a baron, / The count slices off his right hand, / Then takes the head from 

Jurfaleu the Blond; / He was the son of King Marsile” (Song of Roland 142. 1902-05). In this 

moment, the loss of kingship and lineage is made explicit, with the severing of Marsile’s right 

hand and son—the figurative right hand of the king. While most scholars have focused on the 

                                                        
65      Diverres also writes, “in tribal society, engaged in intermittent warfare, a king was a battle 

leader who had to be expert in wielding arms. The loss of the right hand could therefore be an 

insuperable obstacle to effective kingship” (Diverres, “St. Melor” 12). 
66      Glyn Burgess states, “the poem has been dated as early as 1060 and as late as the second 

half of the twelfth century, but the most frequently accepted date is around the very end of the 

eleventh century (1098-1100)” (Burgess 8).   
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struggle between Christians and Saracens in the text, Roland’s heroism or demesure, few have 

considered the significance of the pagan king’s specific amputation. 

 According to David S. King, who writes extensively on the meaning on amputation in 

both the text and genre, dismemberment carries a moral message that highlights the victim’s 

moral corruption (King, “The Meaning of Amputation” 35). Whereas Franks are pierced and 

wounded by Saracen blades, only Saracens suffer the severing of hands, feet, and heads. On the 

evidence of twelfth- and thirteenth-century chronicles, charters, and legal treatises from northern 

France and Norman England, which prescribe amputation as punishment for crimes, King 

suggests that “the audience of the chansons would interpret dismemberment in a similar light … 

showing a connection between disloyalty and the severing of limbs” (45). Rather than offering a 

religious argument, he claims, “the epic poets wish us to see the mutilated as guilty, not of crimes 

against God, but against public order” (45). King writes that the severing of Marsile’s hand is a 

metonymy for the Saracen disaster at Roncevaux, echoing “‘gaunt le destre’ that Ganelon drops 

when Charlemagne designates him as the envoy to Marsile earlier in the song”; the amputation 

“evokes the pagan leader’s symbolic surrender (laisses 6-10), for a tendered glove on the 

medieval battlefield, besides being a gesture of peace … may also be a sign of submission”; and, 

the loss of the hand links him with Ganelon’s treachery (King, “Mutilation and Dismemberment” 

256-57). Wolfgang Van Emden also suggests that the kind of mutilation suffered by the pagan 

king suits the injury inflicted on Charlemagne, by mortally wounding his figurative right arm, 

Roland (Van Emden 67). 

 Despite King’s analysis, little notice is given to how the loss of Marsile’s right hand 

specifically affects his position as king. I therefore return to the moments in the text that draw 
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attention to Marsile’s right hand. Interestingly, as Saracen limbs are hewn off, in passages that 

seem sequential and banal, the loss of the king’s hand is mentioned five more times:    

King Marsile takes flight to Saragossa; 

… a wretched sight.  

He lost his entire right hand; 

The blood flowing from it causes him to faint with pain.  

Before him his wife Bramimonde;  

She weeps and wails, lamenting loudly. 

…  

They rush off to Apollo in a crypt,  

Rail against him and hurl abuse at him: 

‘O, wretched god, why do you cause us such shame? 

Why did you permit our king to be destroyed? (187. 2570-83, my emphasis) 

 

‘Utter disaster has befallen us. 

We have lost King Marsile; 

Yesterday Count Roland sliced off his right hand.’ (194. 2699-2700, my emphasis) 

 

‘He has lost his right hand, he no longer has it; 

Count Roland the powerful cut it off.  

Charles will have the whole of Spain in his power.’ (195. 2719-21) 

 

Baligant said: ‘What did you find? 

Where is Marsile whom I have summoned? 

Clarien said: ‘He has a mortal wound. 

… 

He and Roland came face to face on the battlefield.  

Roland gave him such a blow with Durendal 

That he severed his right hand from his body; (199. 2769-81) 

 

King Marsile lost his right arm. (200. 2795) 

 

What these passages also indicate is the idea that the loss of the right hand is equivalent with the 

loss of the king. The literal right hand of the pagan king is the metonymical equivalent of his 

whole body and personhood. In Queen Bramimonde’s revolt against the pagan gods, she not only 

laments the “shame” that results from the king’s lost hand, which would also support King’s 

previous readings of amputation in light of English and French penal codes, but also she 

repeatedly claims that the pagans have lost their king as a result of Roland’s act; without the right 
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hand of the King, Marsile is figuratively “lost” and the city is “deprived”: “‘O, Saragossa, how 

you have been deprived this day / Of the noble king who held you in his power!” (188. 2598-99, 

my emphasis). Bramimonde expresses the fear that, due to the lack of the king’s right hand, 

Spain will be equally “lost,” which reinforces the ideologies that link the lands ruled by the king 

with his body. Sharon Kinoshita similarly suggests that the Queen’s “allusion to Marsile’s 

severed hand calls attention to the symbolic castration of the entire political order” (Kinoshita 

94). Marsile’s deprivation of his right hand prevents him from fulfilling the requirements of his 

position, which is indicated by Archbishop Turpin who states “A knight should have valour, / 

Who bears arms and sits astride a good horse. / In battle he should be strong and fierce, / Or else 

he is not worth four pence” (142. 1877-80).  

 Nonetheless, what the right hand in both the Song of Roland and in early Irish texts 

suggests about the body of the king in the early Middle Ages is that it is central to the formation 

and social recognition of his identity and, without it, his authority, power, and lands are either 

challenged or forfeit. Such is the case in the vitae of Saint Melor. Although only the extract in the 

MS. Rennes explicitly states that Melor lost his sceptre with the loss of his right hand, the fact 

that the mutilation removes Rivold’s fear of the throne being challenged by the child evokes the 

notion that the mutilation is sufficient to disable Melor from his rightful position as King after his 

father, Melius. The loss of the right hand for Melor, as in the case of Marsile and Nuadu, is 

indicative of the loss of kingship, as well as the potential for the body that remains to be read as 

the body of a king. In this sense, I argue that Melor’s mutilations annihilate him from the 

symbolic network that would name his body king. Melor is, without his right hand, in the 

Lacanian position of “la zone de l’entre-deux-morts,” or “between two deaths.”  
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 Jacques Lacan’s theory of the zone “between two deaths” developed from his lectures on 

Sophocles’ classical play Antigone, in which Antigone is punished by being buried alive in the 

tomb of her dead brother for refusing to stop honouring his corpse. As Lacan writes, the central 

third of the text “informs us about the meaning of the situation or fate of a life that is about to 

turn into a certain death, a death lived by anticipation, a death that crosses over into the sphere of 

life, a life that moves into the realm of death” (Lacan The Ethics of Psychoanalysis 306). Indeed, 

“from Antigone’s point of view life can only be approached, can only be lived or thought about, 

from the place of that limit where her life is already lost, where she is already on the other side. 

But from that place she can see it and live it in the form of something already lost” (343). Thus, 

the notion of the zone or limit that the whole play turns on emerges from Antigone’s determined 

identification with her dead brother in the boundary between life and death—the boundary of the 

still living corpse—where one understands how she incarnates the pure and simple desire of 

death (330; 348). Not yet biologically dead, she remains at the limit—sealed in the tomb, 

removed from society, and symbolically dead to the world. Slavoj Žižek explains, “Lacan 

conceives of this difference between the two deaths as the difference between real (biological) 

death and its symbolization” where the gap can be filled in various ways, containing either 

“sublime beauty or fearsome monsters” (Žižek 135). In the case of Antigone, “her symbolic 

death, her exclusion from the symbolic community of the city, precedes her actual death and 

imbues her character with sublime beauty” (135).  

 Like Antigone, Melor inhabits this ambivalent position on the unsteady boundary between 

life and death. As the amputation of his limbs render him a blemished king, and unfit for the 

throne, Melor’s mutilations effectively annihilate his subject position as future king; Melor is not 

yet biologically dead, but he endures a kind of living death from exclusion from the Symbolic 
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network that would name, include, and continue to read his body as king. Once his limbs are 

removed, the English Melarian tradition writes that Melor is fitted with prosthetics and sent to be 

brought up in a certain monastery in Cornwall, sometimes specified as the monastery of Saint 

Corentin:67  

Et cum puerum occidere vellet, omnium prece factum est vt non occideretur, sed tantum 

manus dextra cum sinistro pede truncaretur. Et factum est ita. Facta est autem post hec 

beato Meloro manus argentea et pes aeneus: et pius et innocens de die in diem virtutibus 

crescens, nutritus est in quodam monasterio Cornubie, et diuinas scripturas vsque ad 

quartum-decim annum legebat. (Tynemouth 30-36) 

 

(And although he wanted to kill the boy, through the request of everyone it was decided 

that he should not be killed, but instead that his right hand and his left foot should be cut 

off. And thus it was done. However after this, a silver hand and a bronze foot were made 

for the blessed Melor: the pious and innocent one, increasing in virtues from day to day, 

was brought up in a certain monastery in Cornwall, where he read divine scriptures 

without interruption up to his fourteenth year of age.) 

  

                                                        
67      The Legenda Exoniensis specifies the monastery of Saint Corentin: “Nutritus est sane in 

cenobio sancti corentini, donec corpore adultus, bonisque actibus ornatus mira patraret opera, per 

reliquas iam notus prouincias” (Indeed having been raised in a monastery of saint corentini, until 

he was adult in body, adorned in good deeds, he accomplished marvellous works and he was 

known throughout the rest of the provinces). De Sancto Meloro, in MS. Reg. 8. C. vii., f. 162, 

also provides the name of the monastery: “Datus est igitur puer nutriendus in cenobio S. 

Borentini, ubi commorans, ita se gessit ut eum omnes Spiritus sancti gratia repletum 

cognoscerent”  (Therefore the boy was given to be brought up in a monastery S. Borentini, where 

remaining, he conducted himself in such a manner where everyone recognized him to be full of 

the grace of the Holy Spirit). The Anglo-Norman text more generally states that Melor was raised 

in a monastery in Cornwall:  

De jour en jour cleregie aprist, si cum Dieu voloit,  

E il fu norry en Cornwaylle en une abbaye 

De cortesie ben, en doctrine e auxi de cleregie.  

Taunt passa le tens qe ly glorious enfaunt 

Seint Melor fu tut dreit de quatorze aunz. (AN. 69-73) 

 

(From day to day he learned about the religious order, just as God wanted.  

And he was raised in Cornwall in an abbey,  

Well in the matters of courtesy, in doctrine and also learning.  

The time passed until that the glorious child  

Saint Melor had reached fourteen years old.  
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Removed from the world of the court, Melor occupies a liminal position, both socially and 

spatially. Although dead to the social position he once inhabited, and enclosed within the 

monastery for seven years, Melor is alive in his spirituality—turning both towards scripture and 

God. Importantly, Elizabeth Bronfen claims that the notion of “social death” takes on more than 

one meaning, “since the termination of a phase of development or transition is conceived in terms 

of death” (Bronfen 199). Thus, the zone or boundary of living death can effect transition and 

transformation. Melor’s symbolic death from the court and kingship enables him to realign 

himself with God more clearly; his liminal position is one of uncanny power, a site of potentiality 

and (re)creation (200)—both Melor through God, as well as society through Melor, as I will soon 

discuss. Since “what we encounter in this uncanny space between two deaths is the palpitation of 

a life substance that cannot ever perish” (Žižek 41), what one encounters here, as this enduring 

life substance, is God.68 Hence, from the space between two deaths, Melor produces his most 

sensational miracles.  

However, the insertion of prosthetic limbs to supplement Melor’s body do not, in fact, 

return his body to its originary state of wholeness, nor do they affect his position as being 

between two deaths (dead from kingship). In almost all texts, Melor is immediately fitted with his 

prosthetics after his mutilations, which suggests both the social and narratorial desire for bodily 

wholeness and integrity, through the need to cure the imperfect body with prostheses. The 

prosthetic limbs in these texts reveal, according to the theory proposed by David T. Mitchell and 

Sharon L. Snyder, the “perpetual discursive dependency upon disability” (Mitchell and Snyder 

48). The theory “is meant to indicate that disability has been used throughout history as a crutch 

upon which literary narratives lean for representational power, disruptive potentiality, and 

                                                        
68      Although Žižek means the Real in his quotation, I suggest that, in this hagiographic text, 

one may interpret God as the “life substance that cannot ever perish.” 
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analytical insight” (49); narrative dependency upon disability “forwards the notion that all 

narratives operate out of a desire to compensate for a limitation or to reign in excess” (53). 

According to their views, the disability must be cured, rehabilitated, or annihilated from the texts 

that deploy it. Although such notions may hinder the development of disability studies in 

literature, if we always and only are to consider a physical impairment as a condition in need of 

rehabilitation, the Melarian tradition, as with Celtic ideologies of kingship, view any physical 

impairment(s) of the king as disabling. In the case of Saint Melor, the silver and bronze 

prosthetics reflect the narratorial impulse and sense of urgency—as the vitae do not permit Melor 

to remain limbless—to complete the lacking body of the king. The prosthetics supplement and 

replace the missing limbs, and they depict a desire for cure, but do not, in fact, give one. 

Prosthetics alone—at once indicative of addition to the body—still point to bodily lack, and 

remain the trace of his blemish.  

*** 

 In all extant vitae and legends, the miracle that gains Melor the most renown and 

distinction amongst all other saints is the seamless implementation of the silver hand and bronze 

foot as organic human limbs. Importantly, the tradition of texts composed in England diverges in 

the emphasis on the growth of the prosthetics and in their function. Whereas Tynemouth’s text 

and the Anglo-Norman version offer a unique variation to the tradition with an episode of nuts 

and prosthetic movement, Bishop Grandisson’s version and the short MS. Reg. 8. C. vii., f. 162, 

2 describe the sensational growth of the prosthetics:   

Manet tamen omnibus mirabile nulli sanctorum conferendum quod peritissimorum 

narracione uirorum compertum est. Adeo siquidem manus sancti melori argentea 

crescebat, et pes eneis quamadmodum solent in reliquis pueris naturalia carnis 

excrescere membra. (Grandisson lec. v.) 
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(Nevertheless there remains a thing marvellous to all to be conferred upon no other of 

the saints which is found in the narration of the most knowledgeable men. Indeed the 

silver hand and bronze foot of saint Melor was growing, and the bronze foot, to the same 

extent as they are accustomed in the remaining years of the boy to grow as the natural 

limbs of the flesh.) 

 

“Crescebantque in puero membra metallina, sicut in ceteris pueris membra naturalia” 

(MS. Reg. 8. C. vii., f. 162, 2)  

 

(And the metal limbs in the boy were growing just as natural limbs in other boys.) 

 

In both cited versions, the prosthetic limbs begin to function just as the original bodily hand and 

foot. The limbs “crescebant,” indicating that they were not only “growing” and “thriving” as 

human parts, but also “being born,” which suggests a coming into being or existence that is 

typically assigned to subjects (“crescebant” Perseus Digital Library). Moreover, the term also 

expresses secondary meanings, such as “appearing,” or “becoming visible,” which would open up 

the possibility for the silver hand and bronze foot to have gained the appearance of natural human 

limbs. In such a reading, one also could claim that the miracle of growth is also a miracle of 

change, in the sense that the prosthetics are transformed into fleshly parts. However, I resist 

reading the miracle in this way, because the prosthetics mark and define his martyrdom and 

blessedness; the miracle is in the change in function and ability of the prosthetic parts, and not in 

their complete metamorphosis. As the prosthetic limbs grow as natural human members, Melor is 

both likened to his royal subjects (the other boys), and unlike them, as the liminal space of the 

monastery demands the perfection of his royal/sacred body.  

Significantly, this divine marvel of growth conveys the notion that prosthesis is more than 

just the theoretical and material addition and replacement of missing body parts, as implied by its 

definition; prosthesis—even in its inorganic and most objectal form—is, and has the potential to 

become, or be born as, body. The Melarian tradition anticipates the posthuman views expressed 

by N. Katherine Hayles: “the posthuman view thinks of the body as the original prosthesis we all 
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learn to manipulate, so that extending or replacing the body with other prostheses becomes a 

continuation of a process that began before we were born”; the posthuman “configures human 

being so that it can be seamlessly articulated with intelligent machines.” Moreover, “the 

posthuman subject is an amalgam, a collection of heterogeneous components, a material-

informational entity whose boundaries undergo continuous construction and reconstruction” 

(Hayles 3). The fantasy expressed in the miracle of the growth of the prosthetic limbs is the 

possibility for prosthetics to be incorporated in ways that make what is deemed artificial and 

other to the body both organic and capable of change in and with the body; prosthesis is imagined 

here in ways that run counter to modern, most often medical, notions of prosthetic attachments. 

Where the wooden leg, cane, or hearing aid, for example, are often held as static objects that 

attach, detach, and can be replaced, here the reported miracle claims the possibility for such 

objects to be transformed qua body proper.   

Yet, an important variation to the narrative tradition occurs in both the Anglo-Norman 

version and Tynemouth’s, when the miracle of movement and use is preceded by the presentation 

of handfuls of nuts to the prince: 

Si avint en un jour de aust qe alerent a boys 

Entre ly e ses compaynouns pur quiller noiz; 

Ly firent present de lur noiz cum a lur seygnur. 

Volentirs les resçuit, e ové mut graunt amur,  

E les munda ové sa meyn qe d’argent fu mut cler; 

Les deis esteient longes e sotyles e delycius a veer. 

Fyre mervaylle estoit de ceo regarder,  

E de cele mayn ben clore, overer e plier.  

Ly seint devaunt ses compaygnuns, suffrez qe jeo vous die,  

Se i va ové ses noiz dunt acuyn aveit envie.  

E les autres qe i furent mut mercierent Dieu 

Du miracle qe il fesoit pur seint Melor sun dreu. (AN 112-23, my emphasis) 

 

(Thus there came a day in August that they went to the woods 

Both he and his companions in order to gather nuts.  

They offered their nuts to him as a present as if to their lord.  
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Willingly he received them and with much great love,  

And cleaned them with his hand that of silver was very bright; 

The fingers were long and subtle and delightful to see.  

It was a great marvel to look at them 

And at the bright hand, opening and closing.  

The saint [was] before his companions, let me tell you,  

And thus he went with his nuts for which none had desire. 

And the others who were present thanked God profusely 

For the miracle that he performed for saint Melor, his dear one.)   

 

“Quodam enim estiuali abbas illius loci nuces colligens, puero quasi domino suo 

presentauit: qui cepit eas colligere argentea manu, mirumque in modum manus illa 

argentea quasi reflexus carneos habere, et manum extendere et recludere cepit, quasi 

natiuam ossibus, nervuis, venis, sanguine atque pelle.” (Tynemouth 36-41, my emphasis) 

 

(During a certain summer time the abbot of that place while gathering nuts, presented 

them to the boy as if to his [own] lord/ruler: he (Melor) began to gather them with his 

silver hand, and in a miraculous manner that hand began to have fleshly reactions as it 

were and to open and close the hand, as if born (with) bones, muscles, veins, blood, and 

skin.) 

 

In both versions, Melor’s companions or the abbot of the monastery present nuts to him “as if to 

their lord”; the act is symbolic of conferring lordship, which suggests a change in the way in 

which his body is read socially. Bourgès similarly remarks in passing, “curieusement, le 

fonctionnement miraculeux de la prothèse d’argent de Melar lui est acquis à l’occasion de 

l’affirmation de son autorité royale par l’offrande d’une poignée de noix cueillies sur son 

domaine” (Bourgès 172) (“curiously, the miraculous operation of the silver prosthetic of Melar 

was acquired during the assertion of his royal authority by the offer of a handful of harvested nuts  

from his lands”). Although he only briefly mentions that a parallel exists in the seventh-century 

Life of Saint Columba (vita Colum Cille) by Adomnan, the ninth abbot of Iona (172), the moment 

in the text is worth mentioning, as I believe that the vita serves as an important Celtic precedent 

and influence on the later hagiography of Saint Melor: 

Firstly, the eldest of the priests of Ireland, namely, old Mochtai of Louth, foretold 

Colombcille an hundred years before his birth; for once upon a time Mochta’s cook 

(Macrith was his name) came to him with a mess of nuts in his hand for him, whereupon 
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Mochta said to him: ‘To me belongeth not the land whence those nuts have been brought. 

Keep them until he whose land it is shall come.’ (Life of St. Columba 99)  

 

In this text, the cook, Maccrith presents nuts to Mochta, who refuses them, because he has a 

prophecy that Saint Columba will come in a hundred years as a rightful ruler; the presentation of 

nuts conveys the social recognition of lordship to its recipient, where acceptance of the gift 

reflects the understanding to fulfil that role.  

In the fourteenth-century devotional text, the Shewings of Julian of Norwich, nuts are 

symbolic of the secular and sacred, as well as express regenerative potential. Writing about her 

intense spiritual experiences over the course of a few days and nights in 1373 in Norwich, Julian 

describes her visual showings of both Christ, as well as secular images that may bear relation 

with her spirituality. The most often-cited example of her contemplation of God and the secular 

world is found in the image of the hazelnut:   

In this same time our Lord shewed to me a ghostly sight of His homely loving. I saw that 

He is to us everything that is good and comfortable for us. He is oure clotheing, that for 

love wrappeth us, halsyth us, and all becloseth us for tender love, that He may never leeve 

us, being to us althing that is gode as to myne understondyng. Also in this He shewed a 

littil thing the quantitye of an hesil nutt in the palme of my hand, and it was as round as a 

balle. I lokid there upon with eye of my understondyng and thowte, What may this be? 

And it was generally answered thus: It is all that is made. I mervellid how it might lesten, 

for methowte it might suddenly have fallen to nowte for littil. And I was answered in my 

understondyng, It lesteth and ever shall, for God loveth it; and so all thing hath the being 

be the love of God. (Julian of Norwich, lines 144-54) 

 

Julian is shown holding a hazelnut in the palm of her hand, which is the microcosm of the 

world—all that God made. David Aers writes that the text “asks its readers to consider how the 

universe is a ‘quantitie’ that could be contained in the palm of Julian’s hand, so tiny that it seems 

‘it might sodenly haue fallen to nawght’” (Aers 84). The nut, symbolic of the earthly world 

(Zissel 343), also conveys the “feminine”; the hazelnut, representative of enclosure, also is 
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“womblike in its spherical form and has the potential as a seed to give birth” (Rose n.pg.).69 

Jeanette S. Zissel explains that “hazelnuts were closely associated with physicality, sexuality, and 

the body in medieval medicine and romance tales alike”; thus, “the earthly city is a fertile city, 

bearing fruit like the hazel tree itself, growing like a garden even though Eden is lost” (Zissel 

343).    

Julian’s hazelnut echoes the nuts presented to Melor. The nuts given to Melor similarly 

reflect the image of the world, as the presentation of nuts to him confers both the position of 

lordship and the lands over which he is to rule. On the one hand, the nuts, as fruitful product of 

royal territory, now signify that Melor is a fecund offspring, produced by the land to which he 

has hereditary claim. Yet, the reproductive potential of the nuts does not feminize the young 

prince, but rather relates to the miracle of the growth of the prosthetic hand; the nuts connote the 

(re)productive potential of the prosthetic limb prior to the miracle of the hand, which itself 

demonstrates the same point—change and development. In fact, a key difference in both 

Tynemouth and the Anglo-Norman version after the presentation is in the miracle itself, which is 

not just in the growth of the prosthetic, but also in its movement. The hand’s opening, closing and 

fleshly reactions enable Melor to be reincorporated into the symbolic network that recognizes his 

body as king; more than natural growth, the movement of the right hand implies its function and 

use, which, as I have indicated previously, early Celtic and biblical texts make clear is essential to 

effective kingship. Whereas the loss of the right hand once conveyed the loss of the ability to 

hold the sceptre, crown lands, and sword, the regained movement of the silver hand—as a 

                                                        
69      In discussing Marie de France’s lai Le Freisne, Lee Ramsey writes, “the proposed wife is 

named Le Codre, ‘hazel,’ and the mistress Le Freisne, ‘ash,’ because ‘the hazel gives nuts and 

pleasure, but the ash bears no fruit’” (Ramsey 114). Writing about the medieval lyric, Peter 

Dronke notes the “age-old association of hazelnuts with fertility and erotic fulfillment” (Dronke 

194). See Zissel for further references to the erotic association of hazelnuts.  
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natural, human limb—implies the (regained) ability to do so. Hence, the miracles that follow the 

first instance of movement in both the Tynemouth and Anglo-Norman version emphasize the use 

and performance of the prosthetic hand.   

 More significantly, the presentation of nuts in the vitae of Saint Melor demonstrates how 

disability is a social construction: the texts stage a shift in the social recognition of physical 

impairment as a bodily condition that necessarily negates kingship—according to Celtic kingship 

mythologies—to one where the impairment is no longer an impediment to such position. 

Whereas the amputation of Melor’s hand and foot initially render him unfit for kingship and 

socially excluded from his rightful inheritance, the presentation of nuts suggests a change in the 

way that Melor’s subjects (companions and abbot) read his prosthetic body. Offering nuts to 

Melor is a crucial moment in the text that marks a dramatic departure from the way in which 

disability is typically read in the bodies of kings in early Celtic literatures. What this variation 

suggests is the elimination of the original social construction that sees Melor as disabled: with the 

offering of nuts, Melor is seen socially as a king by his subjects and, as if in response to the social 

recognition, his body follows suit. The episode stages the social construction of ability, wherein 

lay and ecclesiastical authorities recognize the prosthetic body as a viable body of kingship, 

confer the status and authority upon him as sacred and sovereign, and re-able the prosthetics to 

function in the capacities required of the position. Rather than expressing the way in which 

society is affected by the disabled body, as in Elizabeth of Spalbeek, wherein she reconfigures 

her immediate society and communities of readers around her disabled, hinged, and prosthetic 

body, the vitae demonstrate the formation of the king-saint through his evacuation from a 

disabled, marginal social position. More than showing the making and remaking of one’s social 
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identity by others, the vitae locate the processes of identity formation as very real and embodied 

experiences.  

 However, the lack of convergence amongst the vitae in identifying the maker of Melor’s 

prosthetics bespeaks of the complex relationship between community, sovereignty and the body. 

As I have mentioned previously, whereas the Celtic legends of Nuada indicate that god of 

medicine fits Nuada with the silver prosthetic, the limb is made by Crédne the brazier; although 

aided by a god, Nuada’s body is literally made and given shape by his armourer, thus presenting 

a relationship between the community and king, wherein the commoner/subject fashions the 

king’s body. In this legend, Irish sacral kingship is complicated by the ability of subjects to create 

what should be a sacred sovereign body: king becomes common via common parts. However, in 

the vitae of St. Melor, Grandisson’s version, as well as Tynemouth’s, do not identify the maker of 

the prosthetics—simply stating “facta est” (Tynemouth 30-36)—, while the Anglo-Norman text 

and the short MS. Reg. 8 C. vii, f. 162 attribute divine craftsmanship: “Mira res, inserta est puero 

diuinitus pro manu carnea manus argentea, et pro pede carneo pes eneus” (MS. Reg. 8 C. vii, f. 

162) (“A wonderful thing, a hand of silver was inserted through divine providence for the boy in 

place of the hand of flesh, and a bronze foot in place of the flesh foot”). What is vital to note is 

that, even within the texts that fail to name the maker of the prosthetics, Melor’s prosthetics, 

unlike Nuada’s, are never made by his subjects. When Melor is disabled by his mutilations and 

unable to act as a sovereign, even with his prosthetics, Melor, nonetheless, does not take on 

common parts—his body remains untouched by what is common. Significantly, Melor’s 

prosthetics are not prosthesis (in the sense of mediating or hinging) between commoner and 

sovereign, but remain between sovereign and God. God, as the maker of human flesh and, here, 

the prosthetics, ensures that they are always destined to be part of Melor’s body as body. Made 
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by God, Melor’s prosthetics remain the visible witnesses of God’s power to create and fashion 

the human—and sovereign—body.  

 Yet, in the Anglo-Norman version and in Tynemouth’s text, this direct relationship 

between God and the sovereign body is complicated by the addition of the episode of the nuts, 

precisely because the movement and function of the prosthetics follows only after the social 

recognition of Melor’s body (with prosthetics) as king. I posit that the significance of the 

insertion of the episode of the nuts is most readily apparent when considered in light of Ernst 

Kantorowicz’s seminal study, which proposes the twinned nature of medieval kingship: 

For the King has in him two Bodies, viz. a Body natural, and a Body politic. His Body 

natural (if it be considered in itself) is a Body mortal, subject to all Infirmities that come 

by Nature or Accident, to the Imbecility of Infancy or Old Age, and to the like Defects 

that happen to natural Bodies of other People. But his Body politic is a Body that cannot 

be seen or handled, consisting of Policy and Government, … and this Body is utterly void 

of Infancy and old Age, and other natural Defects and Imbecilities, which the Body 

natural is subject to, and for this Cause, what the King does in his Body politic, cannot be 

invalidated or frustrated by any Disability in his natural Body. (Edmund Plowden’s 

Reports, cited in Kantorowicz 7) 

 

Although the natural, fleshly body of the king is subject to change and impairment, 

Kantorowicz’s theory rests on the belief in the immutability of the body politic of kingship and 

its superiority over the body natural, with both forming one single unit of kingship. Even though 

the natural body of the king is not immune to death, the continuity of the head of the realm 

depended on the concept of rex qui nunquam moritur—“a king who never dies.” Kantorowicz 

writes that this concept rested on the interplay of three factors: “the perpetuity of the Dynasty, the 

corporate character of the Crown, and the immortality of the royal Dignity,” which “coincided 

vaguely with the uninterrupted line of royal bodies natural, with the permanency of the body 

politic represented by the head together with the members, and the with the immortality of the 

office, that is, of the head alone” (316-17). Dynastic continuity enabled the dynasty or “‘house’ to 
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resemble a supra-individual entity comparable to an universitas ‘which never died’” (336); the 

invisible and immaterial Crown imposed by God (in addition to the material, visible, gold 

crown), which was perpetual and descended either by God or by dynastic right of inheritance, 

encompassed all royal rights and privileges indispensable for the government of the body politic 

(336-38); and, the Dignity “was a Phoenix-like one-man corporation encompassing in the present 

bearer of the Crown the whole genus, the past and future incumbents of the royal Dignity” 

(449).70  

In light of Kantorowicz’s theory, one may suggest that, although Melor’s natural body 

may be dead to kingship, as a result of his mutilations and despite his prosthetics (according to 

Celtic practice), the episode implies that, as King, he never died; his natural body may have 

defects, but the body politic remains unblemished. In fact, the variation in terms of who offers the 

nuts to Melor—his companions and abbot—not only demonstrates the social construction of 

ability, but also how secular and sacred reinforce the sovereign authority that is already present in 

his body (because it is and was always there by right of dynastic continuity). Yet, I claim that the 

nuts presented by the people represent the enduring sense of kingship that never dies, and this 

reshapes his natural body, so that it becomes the proper receptacle for the mystical body of 

kingship. The texts refute Kantorowicz’s thesis that the natural body of kingship could be with 

defect; although the king’s body can be differently constructed, the vitae imply an underlying 

social need for the same use and function of this kingly limb. The texts express the necessity of 

ability in the natural body of kingship, which is not distinct from the always-abled body politic. 

                                                        
70      Kantorowicz notes the difference between Crown and Dignity:  

The Crown … referred chiefly to the sovereignty of the whole collective body of the 

realm, so that the preservation of the integrity of the Crown became a matter ‘that touches 

all’. The Dignity, however, differed from the Crown. It referred chiefly to the royal office, 

to the sovereignty vested in the king by the people, and resting individually in the king 

alone. (384) 
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Moreover, the vitae reveal the complex interplay between God and society in shaping the kingly 

body: God exclusively makes the prosthetic part, but its use and function depend on others. More 

precisely, God makes the hand of the king, and it is both pliant and flexible, but others determine 

if one can use the hand as a king’s hand. The use of Melor’s hand relies on the social recognition 

of his body as king that is perfect and never dies, in order for his hand to begin to function in that 

capacity and as part of that enduring perfect body.71  

 The vitae also challenge the supposition that royal blood and lineage are sufficient in 

claiming kingship. Both body and blood are at stake in the texts as, even with royal blood, Melor 

cannot claim kingship; Melor requires the proper sovereign body that is recognized by his 

community. Kantorowicz claims that, in the latter Middle Ages, dynastic succession superseded 

all papal claims to the divine interrex during all interregna (336), which was supported by the 

belief in the “philosophical doctrines implying a belief in certain royal qualities and potencies 

dwelling in the blood of kings and creating . . . a royal species of man” (331). Royal blood alone 

conferred kingship. Even though Melor’s father, Melius, is mentioned in all four English texts, 

which may be understood as an attempt to establish Melor’s royal lineage, Melor’s dynastic right 

to the throne is nonetheless eliminated without the proper sovereign body. Prosthesis enables the 

completion of the royal body when the bloodline enters the new part, upon the social recognition 

of the king’s whole body. At the same time, sovereignty and saintliness converge in that same 

                                                        
71      Sergio Bertelli offers a seventeenth-century example of a community’s self-recognition in a 

leader, the rejection of his body, and finally its reintegration and divination in the life of the 

fishmonger Masaniello (Tommaso Aniello), who rose up to power at a moment of crisis to 

represent the people of Naples (Bertelli 250-52). Essentially, Masaniello became a ruthless tyrant, 

was shot by his own people, his body was paraded, beheaded and mutilated in the streets, and 

then the people began to collect fragments, as if relics, and venerated his remains as a saint. The 

restoration of his sacredness and the reintegration of his body (literally the head was restored to 

his body) demonstrate a later historical moment that is similar to the way in which society shapes 

the identity and body (or remains) of kingship.  
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part. Melor’s sovereign body is confirmed by his prosthesis and the belief that “only God can 

make an heir” (330-31). God fashions his prosthetic limbs in such a way as to have them visually 

serve as a testament to His power, as an outward sign of Melor’s inner virtue, and to mark Melor 

as touched by Him in a way unknown to all other saints; prosthesis defines Melor as a saint. 

Likewise, prosthesis is the outward sign of the royal, divinely elected blood that cannot be seen 

and is still present. Interestingly, a short prayer offered at the end of the narrative in MS. Reg. 8 

C. vii, f. 162 describes the interplay of martyrdom, saintliness, and royal lineage more clearly:   

Deus qui beato Meloro martiri tuo tale munus contulisti glorie ut regalis prosapie 

dignitatem ad celi transferret claritatem per martyrii sanctitatem, fac nos his eius meritis 

hic tibi placere, ut cum ipso mereamur in celis congaudere, per. (Oratio, MS. Reg. 8 C. 

vii, f. 162 ) 

  

(God, who conferred such a great gift of glory on your blessed martyr Melor that he 

translated the dignity of his royal lineage to the brilliance of heaven through the sanctity 

of martyrdom, make us, by means of these merits of his, give this pleasure to you, so that 

we might be worthy to rejoice with him in the heavens.) 

 

Through martyrdom, Melor’s royal lineage is carried upwards into heaven; sovereignty is 

unambiguously fused with his saintly identity. Although God makes the sovereign and saint 

(body/parts/blood), the texts imply that social recognition is required of both sovereignty and 

saintliness, as these discourses converge and emerge from the visible, silver prosthetic limb. The 

vitae suggest that Melor was always destined to be heir to throne and saint because of his father, 

yet his identity as both still depends upon a community of others.72 

                                                        
72      Although not part of the English subset and much later, the Analecta Bollandiana describes 

Melius as a saint after death: 

Qui [Meliavus] dum post patrem septem annorum curricula in regno peregisset, a fratre 

suo Rivodio in quodam colloquio invidiae cause perimiture; ac sic malitia remanentium 

promeruit ut ille qui prodesse patriae poterat, festine subtraheretur; ipse autem, si 

quodlibet commisit, per agonem martyrii purgaretur. Miracula autem ac virtutum insignia, 

quae per eum Dominus operatur, patefaciunt cujus meriti vir iste exstiterit, etsi huic operi 

minime inserenda curavi. (1. 167) 
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*** 

In both the Tynemouth and the Anglo-Norman versions, two miracles are performed 

immediately following the miracle of the growth and movement of the prosthetic hand. One 

involves throwing a rock an immeasurable distance, and the other, the revealing of an eternal 

spring: 

Lors prist sa perre plate, dunt yl soleit juer 

O les autres, la getout tut haut en le eir.  

E ele vola largement une demye lywe,  

E afichout au descendre sur une perre nuwe.  

E pus Melor la prist suis, e meintenaunt saillout 

A graunt frois de caillo, sy cum Dieu voloit,  

Une fontayne vive de ewe duce e clere 

Ke dure jekes au jour de huy; grant ben fet a la terre. (AN 133-40) 

  

(Then he took his flat stone with which he was accustomed to play 

With the others, and he threw it very high in the air. 

And it flew very far, a half league,  

And got caught, on its descent, on a bare stone.  

And then Melor took the top one [stone]-- and immediately sprang forth 

From the great striking of the stone, just as God wished,  

A fountain, bubbling with sweet and clear water 

Which lasts still to this day; it does great good for the land.) 

 

Quadam vice puer sanctus accepta petra, et proiiciens, quasi stadio dimidio eam aulare 

fecit: que supra [petram] durissimam quasi super ceram mollem infixa est. Cumque 

veniens ad locum illam de durissimo silice extraxisset, egresse sunt aque largissime, et 

vsque in hodiernum diem fons viuus a loco illo ebulire visus est. (Tynemouth 184 lines 3-

8) 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
(So when he had completed seven years in kingship after his father, he was killed for the 

sake of envy in a meeting with his brother; and in this way the malice of the remaining 

ones brought it about that he who could have benefitted the land was suddenly taken 

away; but he, if it should be fitting, would be cleansed through the struggle of martyrdom. 

The miracles and the signs of the virtue that God performed through him will reveal the 

extent of that man’s merit, even if I have minimally taken care of those things which were 

to be inserted in that work.) 

Likewise, one may note that the Life of Christina Mirabilis also bears witness to the ways in 

which her community marginalizes her, due to her erratic self-mortifications, and then shifts to 

perceive her actions as those done by a holy woman.  
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(A certain time the holy boy picked up a rock, and threw it, and made it fly away for half 

a stade: and it was driven into the hard rock as if into soft wax. When, having come to the 

spot he drew out that (rock) from a very hard stone, a fountain began to gush, and 

continuously up to today a living fountain is seen to spring out from that place.)  

 

In both texts, Melor throws a rock an exceptionally far distance; Tynemouth’s version indicates a 

length of “stadio dimidio,” or “half a stade” (Tynemouth 3), whereas the Ango-Norman text 

furthers the distance to “demye lywe,” or “half a furlong” (AN 135).73 The event with the rock is 

significant, as it demonstrates not only the sheer strength of the silver prosthetic hand to throw, 

but also a (possible) gained super-ability. Since the event occurs immediately after the miracle of 

movement, one may assume that Melor throws the rock with his artificial limb, in order to 

emphasize that same point: now, the hand can move, throw, and display strength and ability. 

Moreover, the force of the throw is so great that the rock “quasi super ceram mollem infixa est” 

(Tynemouth 4) (“was driven as if into soft wax”). The force of the throw is such that it renders 

the very hard rock surface as penetrable and malleable as soft wax; likewise, the thrown rock 

itself becomes “infixa,” meaning “thrust in” or “implanted,” thus, mimicking the organic 

implantation of the silver hand itself.  

On the one hand, such event may demonstrate a super-ability, as a result of the insertion 

of his prosthetic; yet, this action also may have been worked by God through Melor, which would 

imply that the feat is not directly the result of the prosthetic hand, but an effect of God, or simply 

that the limb functions as an agent for God’s works. Lois Bragg argues for “the linkage and co-

existence of the disability and the super-ability” in Norse Literature and Myth. Citing William 

Sayers and Patrick Ford as offering two distinct views, Bragg writes, “whether it is, as Ford here 

                                                        
73  The OED indicates that “stadium” is “an ancient Greek and Roman measure of length, varying 

according to time and place, but most commonly equal to 600 Greek or Roman feet, or one-

eighth of a Roman mile”; “league” is “an itinerary measure of distance, varying in different 

countries, but usually estimated roughly at about 3 miles.” 
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would have it, that the defective or missing human faculty gives birth to the superhuman ability 

or, as Sayers here would have it, that the human faculty is sacrificed for the superhuman ability, 

doesn’t matter at bottom” (Bragg 171). Indeed, the relationship in the vitae of St. Melor between 

the prosthetic limb as a symbol of his disability (loss of his right hand), and his super-ability is 

close; whereas the limb was the outward remembrance of his unfit body as king, the prosthetic 

limb now performs in such ways that establish an ability that surpasses what could have been 

humanly possible with his original hand and whole body. If Melor is super-abled because of the 

prosthetic, the text suggests the enhancement of the king’s body in a new way; if the king’s body 

could be enhanced through the use and/or addition of a prosthetic limb, bodily impairments could 

be interpreted both positively and advantageously, which is clearly a very different ideology of 

bodily kingship in the Middle Ages. Yet, Melor’s super-ability may also simply be the expression 

of his proper sovereign self as already superior, heroic and different, and as a mystical, and 

always destined to be, saintly body. Regardless of how one chooses to interpret the source of the 

prosthetic’s power, the key point is that the miracle of throwing the stone, as well as removing it 

from a very hard rock (which results in the spring), places emphasis on what Melor can do and 

what actions he can perform with the silver limb.  

 Moreover, the miracle of the eternal spring is a culminating image in the text that 

reinforces the regenerative potential expressed in the nuts, or hazelnuts, as in Julian of Norwich’s 

text, and occurs twice in both the Anglo-Norman and Tynemouth version (as the final miracle 

before Melor’s death, and posthumously). Miraculous and sacred springs are a widespread 

feature of European landscape, in Britain and Ireland such springs were often referred to as holy 

wells. Briefly, a holy well “is a natural spring which has acquired a reputation for certain 

medicinal qualities through the intercession of a saint, often a monk or hermit” (Pounds 262). As 
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water “provided bridging symbolism for the process of conversion” (Mallery 69, 162), holy wells 

became a prominent feature in countless vitae of the Middle Ages. From the fourth-century Life 

of Anthony, in which Anthony miraculously causes a spring to burst forth in a time of need (69), 

to the sixth-century Life of St. Samson of Dol, who created two wells, “medieval hagiographers 

[also] had before them the parallel story of Moses striking the rock in Horeb with his staff, and 

the actual shape of saint legends may well have been inspired by the Biblical narrative” (Pounds 

264). 

The Melarian springs recall the long-established tradition of Celtic holy wells and, in fact, 

Celtic myth offers a valuable insight for understanding the notion of potential and regeneration as 

it relates to Melor’s body. In Irish myth, the Well of Segais, also known as Connla’s Well, is 

considered Otherworldly, as well as the “source of the river Boyne” (Koch 217). According to 

legend, the “well was renowned as a font of supernatural knowledge that could be acquired by 

eating magical salmon from the pond or the wisdom-filled nuts of the nine hazel trees that 

surround the well” (Koch 217). Mallery describes how “hazelnuts would drop into the well, 

creating na bolcca imaiss, bubbles of inspiration, and be eaten by sacred salmon. Anyone who 

came in contact with these salmon thereafter would gain divine knowledge”; also, a hero, Finn 

McCumhail, “touched a salmon ever after needed only to suck his thumb to know the future” 

(Mallery 75). Salmon, in this myth, are a source of inspiration and knowledge; however, in other 

legends, such as the legend of St. Corentin—the same saint who becomes the patron of the 

monastery that two English vitae claim Melor was sent to after his mutilations—fish appear to 

miraculously heal themselves. Doble writes of the legend of St. Corentin and King Grallon, the 

king of Cornwall, and how each day the saint “cut from [the fish] a slice to serve for his daily 

meal, and the instant he replaced it in the water the fish was whole as before” (Doble Cornish 
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Saints 45). One day, when King Grallon was hunting in the forest nearby, the King finds the saint 

by the sacred fount:  

The king and his courtiers were tired and hungry and asked for food. Corentin undertook 

to feed the party, and going to the fountain he cut from his fish sufficient to satisfy the 

wants of all. The courtiers were stupefied and one of them, out of curiosity, took the fish 

himself and cut a piece from it—but it was now bleeding and mutilated. Corentin healed 

the fish and warned it to disappear to avoid further ill-treatment, and it was never seen 

again. (46)  

 

In an act that at once evokes the biblical event when Jesus feeds thousands with two fish and five 

loaves (John 1:14), and Christ himself who is often symbolized by this animal, the legend of 

Saint Corentin expresses the miraculous regeneration of mutilated flesh; as the saint heals the 

mutilations of the fish, rendering it whole, I think that it is no coincidence for Melor to be sent to 

this particular patron’s monastery. Melor’s stay at the monastery of St. Corentin, I believe, 

foreshadows the bodily wholeness for which he will be recognized when presented with nuts, 

despite his prosthetics. Although the saint is not credited in any way for healing Melor, the 

legend of miraculous cure from physical mutilation renders the association with the young prince 

significant. 

 Moreover, the second miracle of a spring performed posthumously by Melor, resonates 

with the miracle performed earlier by Saint Corentin. In legends concerning Corentin, one finds 

that the when the old and lame holy man, Primel, was unable to fetch water from a distant well 

for mass, “Moved with compassion, Corentin struck the ground near the oratory with his staff, 

and a copious spring gushed forth” (Doble 46). In both the Anglo-Norman and Tynemouth 

version, once Melor is decapitated, and his murderer, Cerialtanus, grows weak with thirst from 

running with the head to Rivold, the head begins to speak holy words: 

‘Cerialt, en la terre tost tun bastun fichez,  

Te saudra la fontayne, dunt tu seras ben rasasez,  

E aschaper peril de mort par soeif, çoe sachez.’ 
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Qant Cerialt ……… , il trambla cum a la mort, 

Mes …… la soef li …… e ly …… si fort, 

Se voleit asaier, si ……… toz arieire.  

Prist sun bastun e le fichout parfund en la terre.  

 ………………… qe se espaudoient 

 ……………… sur le bastun braunches … noient 

 ………………… bastun … ent 

Les fruits e le  ……… plusor …… costoient. 

Or de la racine une fontayne  …… sallout 

 ……… sa  …… e voissaus plus fesoit 

…………… ben e cler après graunt profit.  

Cel miracle fesoit Deus la pur Melor sun eslit.74 (Anglo-Norman 268-82) 

 

(“Cerialt, fix your stick in the earth quickly,  

You will find the fountain, whence you will be well quenched,  

And you will escape the peril of dying from thirst, know this.”  

When Cerialt ……… he trembled as if near death,  

But …… thirst …… and he …… so strong,  

Thus he wanted to try, if ……… all behind.  

He took his stick and stuck it deeply in the earth. 

 ………………… that they spread out 

 ……………… branches on the stick … drowned 

 …………… the stick ………  

The fruit and the …… many …… cost.  

Out from the root, a fountain … sprang forth 

 ………… its ……… and made more vessels  

 …………… good and clear and very profitable.  

This miracle God performed for Melor, his chosen one.) 

 

“Cerialtane, baculum quem manu gestas in terram impiger fige, et fontem aque subito de 

terra oriri videbis: ex quo copiose refectus imminens sistis periculum euades.’ Cum autem 

baculum in terram fixisset, in pulcherrimam arborem versus radicitus terre adhesit, ramos 

et folia produxit, et de radice eius fons indeficiens emanare cepit, et Cerialtanus potu 

recreatus, caput ad Riuoldum detulit. (Tynemouth 21-27) 

 

(“Cerialtanus, firmly fix into the earth the club which you are carrying in your hand, and 

you will suddenly see a fountain of water rise from the earth: generously renewed from it, 

you will avoid the huge danger of thirst. However when he inserted the club into the earth 

it turned into a very beautiful tree and clung to the earth with its roots; it produced 

branches and leaves, and from its root a continuous spring began to flow out, and 

Cerialtanus, refreshed by the drink, brought the head to Rivoldus.) 

                                                        
74     The Anglo-Norman text is missing sections due to manuscript damage. Diverres writes that 

it is “impossible to transcribe accurately the whole of the Bettisfield roll because of widespread 

staining of the back has made many of the last 125 lines at least partly illegible”  (Diverres, “An 

Anglo-Norman Life” 168). 
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In both vitae, Melor’s head instructs his guardian, Cerialtanus, to affix his staff within the earth, 

in order to produce the eternal spring that will alleviate his mortal thirst. David Townsend writes 

that the saint’s staff is “both the standard symbol of pastoral authority and the antitype of the 

authority by which Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt… [O]ther saints strike stones, sand, and 

soil or other unlikely bits of terrain to call forth springs, and this too ultimately recalls Moses 

bringing forth water from the rock (Exodus 17:6)” (Townsend 295). Moreover, as a 

Christological symbol, the staff represents resurrection, paralleling the tree/cross upon which 

Christ died, and from which he will rise again. Importantly, a remnant of the living tree from 

which it derived, now, as a dead object, the staff returns to life; the moment alludes to the first 

miracle of the prosthetic hand, whereby the inanimate silver hand miraculously begins to show 

signs of life—opening and closing with fleshly reactions. Here, the object produces an eternal 

fount from a fruit-bearing tree, wherein it produces good, clear, and beneficial water (“ben e cler 

après graunt profit”), and, like Christ’s blood, it has the power to renew, restore, and rebuild the 

bodies of others (“refectus”).  

 The miracles of throwing the rock and the (pre-mortem) eternal spring offer proof of how 

Melor’s prosthetic hand can move, function, and operate in an enhanced manner, better than his 

original limb. The presentation of nuts marks a crucial moment in the text whereby society begins 

to acknowledge the young prince as a viable, whole body for the throne, as the nuts symbolize 

both the land from which they came, and over which he will rule, as well as fertility, 

(re)production, and growth; presenting nuts to Melor indicates his reintegration into the symbolic 

network that names his body king, once again. The following marvel of throwing a rock 

demonstrates the prosthetic hand’s regained ability to function, move, and perform as an organic 

limb, and suggests overall improvement to king’s body, based on his newly gained super-
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abilities. The related miracles of the eternal springs, witnessed before and after his physical death, 

similarly evoke bodily renewal, purification, and wholeness, both through their association with 

the legend of Saint Corentin, and the miracles of Christ, more generally. Just as the silver hand 

becomes animate, turning to life from hard, lifeless metal, so too does the staff transform back 

into the fruitful tree from which it was a part. While it would appear that Melor’s mutilations 

initially render him a pseudo-castrated king—literally and figuratively cut off from the ability to 

rule and marry the lands—the miracles performed afterwards prove otherwise; wherever he 

thrusts his rock, and instructs others to thrust their staffs, springs burst forth, both eternal and 

suggestive of resurrection—of the object, the body (Melor), and of Christ.    

 In this sense, I claim that the vitae of Saint Melor relate ideas of kingship and the body in 

new ways: whereas the commonplace medieval ideologies of kingship, including early Celtic 

notions of sacral kingship, held that the body of the King must be whole and unblemished to be 

fit for rule and uphold the prosperity of the lands, the texts of Saint Melor demonstrate that bodily 

wholeness is not entirely necessary (bodily wholeness, as understood as possessing all of one’s 

innate human, fleshly limbs). Prosthetics challenge the ideology of sacral kingship. These early 

texts undo the fantasy of the perfect body of the king by revealing that use and function of limbs 

is more important than what they are, in fact, made of. Each suggests that, so long as the body of 

the king is formally complete, i.e. two hands, and he can use them, then that is all that really 

matters; what the king’s body is made of, materially, is irrelevant, so long as he can use his body 

as any other whole subject (or better), and he is cap(able) of rule (and society recognizes you as 

such). More than formally completing Melor’s body, prosthetics enable him to regain use of his 

symbolically-loaded right hand—albeit with the help of God, as in the Anglo-Norman version; 
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prosthetics challenge the position the body of the king in the text as one who is not dead from the 

throne, due to missing fleshly limbs, but resurrected, through their miraculous function.  

*** 

In the vitae of St. Melor, Melor is the first saint whose mark of martyrdom is not bloody, 

scarred, replaced, but completely remade; Melor is a resurrected saint (and king) wearing a 

prosthetic, which signals material change and places his narratives on grounds that challenge 

popular resurrection theology. As the dead, severed limbs disappear from the texts completely, 

and the prosthetics become more central, material continuity is undercut as the chief vehicle for 

self-identity. As material continuity is less important, so long as use and form remain the same in 

the body, then such ideology of the body necessarily stresses change—bodily change. Whereas 

materialist resurrection theology for the greater part of the Middle Ages expressed notions of the 

resurrected subject through images and metaphors of reforging, recasting, and rebuilding, 

wherein every particle of the body was present and/or returned (if lost, i.e. through mutilation, 

disease, etc.), spiritualist interpretations, from the Patristic period and beyond, held the marginal 

and, sometimes heretical, Origenist position wherein the body is transformed.75 By paying 

particular attention to the Anglo-Norman version, and the scribe’s emphasis on bodily change 

through his additions and/or revisions to the original source text (or the text used by Jean of 

Tynemouth), which serve to highlight the extent of Melor’s material change in resurrection 

                                                        
75      The controversial position stems from 1 Corinthians 15. 37-44, where Paul puts forward the 

image of the seed to explain resurrection as a process of the body; from the sown seed emerges 

wheat or some other grain. Importantly, the image is one of growth, change and fundamental 

transformation, with no necessary material or formal continuity with what was sown. Origen, in 

keeping with the Pauline metaphor, continued to assert the differences between the body 

possessed on earth and in heaven. By emphasizing the potential of the resurrected body to be 

transformed, Origen questioned the flesh as the seat of one’s identity. See Bynum, Resurrection 

of the Body 64-69, and Dawson 75-78.  
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through the prosthetic silver hand and bronze foot, one may suggest the growing acceptability of 

spiritualist resurrection theology in fourteenth-century England.  

 The views expressed by Augustine of Hippo in the fifth century became the standard for 

discussing resurrection for the greater part of the Middle Ages. Importantly, Augustine rejects the 

Origenist notion of radical transformation of the body, and believes that “resurrection is 

restoration both of bodily material and of bodily wholeness or integrity, with incorruption (which 

includes—for the blessed—beauty, weightlessness, and impassibility) added on” (95). While the 

body of the blessed may gain qualities like beauty, Augustine stressed the recollection and 

reassemblage of bodily bits in resurrection through metaphors of reassembled statues or vessels, 

which imply the return of all particles of the body, even if not necessarily to the same organ or 

part (96). In The City of God, Augustine reflects on the restoration performed by God to the 

resurrected body: 

For if some one, famishing for want and pressed with hunger, use human flesh as food, –

an extremity not unknown, as both ancient history and the unhappy experience of our own 

days have taught us—can it be contended, with any show of reason, that all the flesh eaten 

has been evacuated, and that none of it has been assimilated to the substance of the eater 

though the very emaciation which existed before, and has now disappeared, sufficiently 

indicates what large deficiencies have been filled up with this food? But … for all the 

flesh which hunger has consumed finds its way into the air by evaporation, whence, as we 

have said, God Almighty can recall it. That flesh, therefore, shall be restored to the man in 

whom it first became human flesh. For it must be looked upon as borrowed by the other 

person, and, like a pecuniary loan, must be returned to the lender. His own flesh, however, 

which he lost by famine, shall be restored to him by Him who can recover even what has 

evaporated. And though it had been absolutely annihilated, so that no part of its substance 

remained in any secret spot of nature, the Almighty could restore it by such means as He 

saw fit. For this sentence, uttered by the Truth, ‘Not a hair of your head shall perish,’ 

forbids us to suppose that, though no hair of a man’s head can perish, yet the large 

portions of his flesh eaten and consumed by the famishing can perish. (Augustine of 

Hippo 22.20) 

 

Augustine defends the integrity of the body from cannibalism and destruction; he claims the 

ability and power of God to prevent the annihilation of identity, understood as seated in one’s 
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flesh, by the divine restoration of every hair and particle. Essentially, Augustine defends the 

materiality of the body against change—here, perceived negatively through processes of 

cannibalism and digestion, which suggest assimilation to an other and, consequently, the loss of 

one’s identity. As Augustine feared the material change perceived in organic metaphors—namely 

the Pauline seed, the resurrected body came to be understood as that which was whole, restored, 

hardened, and, above all, changeless.  

 In relation to our discussion of resurrection in the vitae of St. Melor, resurrection theology 

in the early decades of the fourteenth century, although never fully discarding both positions, saw 

the doctrine of unicity and formal identity theory, which emerged from it, gain ground. The 

doctrine of unicity, or unicity of forms, attributed to Thomas Aquinas, held that “in every being 

… there is one single substantial form” (Gragnolati 193). As Manuele Gragnolati succinctly 

explains, “Aquinas rejects universal hylomorphism and asserts that man is composed of one 

substantial form, the soul, and the matter it activates, its body”; indeed, “Aquinas considers the 

soul as the only form of the body, and the body as the matter of the soul” (194). Aquinas held the 

view that body and soul are not two separate entities (as in the theory of plurality of forms), but 

that the soul contains and forms the body, by which body is understood as the complete 

expression of the soul. In De spiritualibus creaturis, a. 1, resp., Aquinas states, “In man there is 

no substantial form other than the rational soul, and it is sure to the soul alone that a man is not 

only a human being, but also animal, living, body, substance, ‘something’”. Bynum suggests that 

“if soul is the one form of body (unica forma corporis) and bears the nature of homo (including 

… the nature of bodiliness, because it is man’s only form), then soul guarantees self” (Bynum 

259). The theory of unicity progressed to the theory of formal identity, since “the fact that the 

soul was conceived of as the only form of the body gave rise to the idea of formal identity, which 
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stressed that it is form that accounts for anything continuing to be a particular thing” (Gragnolati 

194). Formal identity theory supposes that a “thing’s form or ‘whatness’ accounts for it being the 

same thing” (Bynum 259), so that one’s self was defined by structure, and not matter. Durand of 

St. Pourcain writes about the potential of the soul to activate any matter and express its self: God 

can make the resurrection body of Peter out of the ashes that were once the body of Paul, because 

the soul of Peter can activate any matter and unite with it as its body (259-60). Aquinas 

elaborates that “corporeity, however, can be taken in two ways. In one way, it can be taken as the 

substantial form of a body … Therefore, corporeity, as the substantial form in man, cannot be 

other than the soul” (Aquinas Summa Theologia Ia, q. 119, art. I, vol. 15, as quoted in Bynum 

262).  

 However, the idea that the risen body could be constituted from any matter held severe 

implications for the body, constituting what Etienne Gilson calls a “zone of tension” (Gilson 

416). In fact, the challenge to the materiality of the resurrected body was contested in the Parisian 

condemnations of 1277, wherein proposition 17 “seemed to require adherence to material 

continuity in resurrection. To believe that the corruptible body does not ‘return’ and ‘rise’ ‘the 

same numerically’ was condemned as error” (Bynum 272). Although the doctrine itself was not 

condemned at that time, it was finally objected twice in Oxford in 1277 and later in 1286. As 

Gragnolati explains, “the doctrine of unicity of form disturbed a spirituality in which concrete 

sense of the body was essential to self—a spirituality centered on the doctrine of Incarnation, the 

veneration of relics and saints, and the careful burials of cadavers” (Gragnolati 195). Essentially, 

the lack of significance of the body in resurrection questioned all religious and cult practices that 

revolved around the body (one’s own, and others’). Thus, “theologians repeatedly objected to 

unicity and formal identity because the position implied that cadavers in the tomb and relics in 
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reliquaries do not rise from the dead,” and others, like Henry of Ghent, were led to argue that 

such theories threw doubt on the cult of relics, if they supposed that the relic is not really a saint  

(Bynum 275). Although the theories gave primacy to the soul in such ways that severely 

contested the importance of the body in resurrection, they remained, even amongst their writers, 

deeply ambivalent. Despite his emphasis on the soul as the seat of one’s identity, Aquinas still 

spoke of reassembly of bodily matter in resurrection, and some form of material continuity 

(Summa Theologia Question 80, article 1). Moreover, he asserted that it is unfitting and unnatural 

for the soul to remain without the body, and without body there is no self, thus eclipsing and 

guaranteeing the ontological significance of the body (269).  

 As I have suggested earlier, Melor regains use of his right hand with aid through divine 

intervention, yet the Anglo-Norman version of the Life makes important variations in terms of the 

prosthetics, which place the text on tenuous ground in light of mainstream materialist resurrection 

ideology of the fourteenth century. Only in this text does one find that, for the first time, God and 

Jesus Christ exclusively fashion the prosthetic silver hand and bronze foot: 

Tost après fesoit ly glorious Rey saunz nule obstacle 

Pur l’enfaunt, ly duz Melor, un mut bel miracle,  

Kar il ly rendi apertement pur la mein trenchee 

Une meyn d’argent bele e byen ordinee,  

Dreyt de la fourme de l’autre meyn clere e lusaunte,  

E ben joygna a braaz, e asseiz fust pliaunte.  

Auxi un pié de arein ly rendi Jhesu Crist,  

Pliaunt e movaunt cum nerf e char i fust.  

Cest myracle ne fu veu unke mes ne oy 

De homme que nus sachoum, qe Dieu feseyt pur ly. (AN 56-65) 

 

(Soon after the glorious King undertook, without any obstacle 

For the child, the sweet Melor, a very wondrous miracle,  

Since he openly gave back to him in place of the severed hand 

A beautiful and well-formed hand of silver,  

Exactly in the form of the other hand, bright and shining, 

And he joined it well to the arm, and it was pliant enough.  

Jesus Christ also gave him a foot of bronze,  
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Pliable and moveable as if it were nerves and flesh.  

This miracle was never seen or heard of again 

By men who we know, which God did for him.)  

 

Rather than attributing Melor’s prosthetics to the work of human craftsmanship, which is 

typically the case in the vitae, or ignoring their creation entirely, as others do, the Anglo-Norman 

scribe emphasizes that the circumstance by which Melor receives his new limbs is as marvellous 

as their later function. Whereas Grandisson’s version stigmatizes the use of prosthetics, 

describing the exchange of flesh for metal as a trade worthy of divine condemnation—“O quam 

insolitum et dampnosum omnimodis est tale commercium pro manus uel pedis carne commutare 

est siue argentums” (Grandisson lec. v.) (“Oh how strange/unaccustomed and damnable in every 

way is such trade: to exchange a hand or foot of flesh for one of silver”)—the Anglo-Norman 

scribe elevates the prosthetics and their appearance in the text, by firmly identifying them as 

precious objects and as acts of God worthy of veneration.76 As the miracle “ne fu veu unke mes 

ne oy,” he also emphasizes the distinctiveness of Melor as a saint.   

 While the miracle of the prosthetics initially may appear to support the suggestion that the 

hand follows the mainstream tradition of resurrection held from Augustine and onwards 

throughout the Middle Ages, I claim that they attest fluidity and change that run counter to the 

ideologies expressing material continuity and stasis of the resurrected body. On the surface, the 

silver hand is clear and luminous (“clere e lusaunte”), a description which both refers to its 

beauty and the exquisite craftsmanship of God, and, at first, may recall the doctrine of the four 

dowries added to the body (impassibility, subtlety, agility, and clarity or beauty) (Bynum 132). 

                                                        
76      I think the argument can be made that users of prosthetics, like Melor, were both scorned 

and stigmatized, as well as held as worthy members of society, who were touched by God, like 

lepers of the period. Though singled out for sin and impurity, lepers were also commonly viewed 

as closest to God: “when lepers were cast out from human society, then, they entered into a 

specially close relation with God, as the term pauperes Christi, would suggest” (Fox pp. 1xxxix). 

See also Carole Rawcliffe, Leprosy in Medieval England.   
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The fleshly hand is now remade and hardened by silver metal, reflecting the stasis added by the 

state of blessedness to the resurrected body; what is added to his body appears to be the same 

kind of incorruptibility implied in the theological metaphors of reforged vessels and statues that 

are so prominent in the Patristic period, as here, the hand is quite literally cast from metal. 

Moreover, the silver hand is now the external representation of Melor’s internal state of holiness 

and inviolability; what was once a fleshly hand, subject to the natural putrefaction of the body 

through time now is hardened against nature (and wicked uncles!).  

 Yet, while most often privileging sameness, the act of metaphor, I think, must contain a 

gap or difference, insofar as the hand that is replaced is like the fleshly one, but is not identical to 

it. The scribe writes, “Dreyt de la fourme de l’autre meyne”; the new hand is exactly in the shape 

of the other hand, but is visually and materially marked with difference. The hand is the same 

only in form. The foot of bronze is “Pliaunt e movaunt cum nerf e char i fust”; the foot is pliant 

and moveable as if nerves and flesh were there (but there are none). Although the text may 

appear to convey an image of Melor’s body wherein he regains his hand in foot in a way that 

implies continuity and stasis, God fashions completely new limbs. This vita is certainly not 

depicting the reassembling of exactly the same particles of the body, as would be implied by 

metaphors of reforging; although the text utilizes language of assembly, forging, and hardening, 

the sentiment is not to be confused with reassembly and reforging. Hand and foot are made not 

from the same matter, but from entirely new materials, which quite clearly shows a change in 

resurrection ideology—one that forgoes the emphasis of material continuity in the resurrected 

body.   

 Importantly, hagiographies and iconography of the high Middle Ages makes such an idea 

rather idiosyncratic. In hagiographies of women saints, written primarily by men, the elaborate 
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inflicting of bodily pain often leaves the saint’s body miraculously untouched (Finke 38); the 

saint is an icon of invincibility, and her body is imagined in the throes of extreme (often 

sexualized) violence, while simultaneously remaining inviolate (Mills 117). Bridgitte Cazalles 

explains that female bodies express corporeal purity—integritas—where virginity is the 

expression of perfection. Thus, the physical suffering they endured, often to prove their holiness, 

demonstrated the extent to which saints preserved their corporeal integrity (Cazalles 34). In the 

Life of Christina Mirabilis, for example, Thomas of Cantimpré writes of her extreme, self-

inflicted bodily suffering and continued wholeness, as she entered burning hot ovens, and 

emerged without a mark on her body.77 Hagiographies abound in their narrations of bodily 

torment and the saints’ victory over suffering; in the case of their martyrdom, they are often 

illustrated as whole bodies, thus defeating any attempts at bodily partition by their torturers. 

Bynum explains, “despite frightful methods of execution, the bodies of both male and female 

martyrs triumph miraculously over disintegration” (Bynum 312). Late medieval artists presented 

“saints carrying body fragments as attributes but themselves shining and whole,” and “although 

executed saints sometimes carry their heads in their hands in narrative depictions, the heads often 

return to shoulders when the painted or sculpted figures are associated with Judgement, 

resurrection, or heaven” (Bynum 313-14). Indeed, late medieval iconographies of Saint Lucy and 

Saint Agatha often depict them carrying the bodily parts that were tortured during their 

martyrdom. In the late fifteenth-century Griffoni Polyptych of St. Lucy (d. 1473), she looks to 

her left hand, which is holding both her eyes in the form of what could be a flower (see fig. 3, and 

4 for a slightly later example); although she holds the bodily parts that mark her martyrdom, she 

                                                        
77      “And she wente into hoot brennynge ouenes, redy to bake brede in, and she was turmentyd 

with brennynges and heet—as oon of vs—so that sche cryed hideously for angwysche. Netheles, 

whan she come oute, there was no soor nor hurt seen outwarde in hir body” (Cantimpré lines 

149-52). 
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is depicted healed. Another late fifteenth-century series of panels by Giovanni di Paolo (ca. 

1470), which illustrates Saints Catherine of Alexandria, Barbara, Agatha, and Margaret, one 

notices how Agatha holds both the instrument of her torture (pincers), and her severed breasts on 

a plate, yet she is whole (fig. 5 and 6).  

When saints are not depicted in scenes of their martyrdom, despite torture and bodily 

partition, they are presented as whole and healed bodies holding those attributes that are 

particular to their suffering. Significantly, the iconographies of Saint Melor, though few and 

much later, are ambivalent towards his prosthetic and their representation post-martyrdom, even 

within churches dedicated to the saint. The church of Saint Melar in Lanmeur—a central place of 

worship for the saint, since the ninth century (Bourgès 98-131)—boasts three statues of the 

prince, as well as four panels on the pulpit. While two statues in the church show Melor holding 

his amputated hand with his silver prosthetic hand, the statue in the crypt shows Melor holding it 

with a noticeably fleshly hand, which, at once, suggests the tradition of healed resurrected 

martyrs mentioned previously, as well as a discomfort with fitting the prosthetic within it (figs. 

15-17). In the panels on the pulpit, the prosthetic limbs are markedly less visible at the scene of 

his beheading and death than in the panel that depicts his triumph over bodily mutilation (figs. 

11-14). In that panel, in particular, Melor is represented with his prosthetic hand and foot, and 

holding his amputated hand with his prosthetic one, in what conveys a sense of victory; he is 

depicted as riding a horse, with a sword at his side, which suggests the regained ability to utilize 

the hand—as a symbol of kingship—and effectively perform those duties associated with the 

position (fig. 14). Two paintings in the church at Locmélar represent the scene of Melor’s 

mutilation and when he receives the prosthetic hand, which follows the Anglo-Norman tradition, 

as the hand is given to him by angelic means (figs. 8 and 9). However, a statue of the saint 
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features Melor holding the amputated limb—which is discoloured—with a fleshly hand, and not 

with his prosthetic (fig. 10). Finally, the figure at Chapelle Saint-Melar in Bringolo, France, 

depicts Melor without a hand at all, as he holds his severed limb with his left hand (fig. 7). 

Although these are later representations of the saint, and not contemporaneous with the vitae that 

I am studying, I believe that the ambivalent representations of the prosthetics in art, and within 

the churches at Lanmeur and Locmélar, demonstrate similar discomfort with their relation to the 

ideology of the resurrected body. Simply put, the challenges of depicting a saint in resurrection 

still wearing his prosthetics question the necessity of the material body, if God no longer gathers 

every fallen particle and limb to restore it to its original perfection. The ways in which the 

prosthetic hand is made to appear significant in some figures, and disappears entirely from others, 

attest the problem of interpreting inorganic bodily parts as equal aspects of one’s self after death; 

even though Melor holds his severed hand in triumph in all figures, thus situating his resurrected 

body in the tradition of martyr iconography from the high Middle Ages, the lack of the silver 

limb, in those particular cases, is indicative of the desire for restoration, continued materiality, 

and the changelessness of the body in resurrection, which the presence of prosthetics undoubtedly 

questions.   

Unlike saints who have missing limbs miraculously reattached to their bodies after death 

in late medieval hagiography and art, the Anglo-Norman version of Saint Melor presents God as 

fashioning a new, silver prosthetic limb, which clearly emphasizes material change. Whereas 

silver and bronze may appear to express stasis in those limbs—the changelessness and 

permanence acquired through a state of blessedness after death—all miracles (in all traditions) 

involving his silver hand reflect movement, growth and change. As I have mentioned previously, 

the silver hand is miraculous because God joins it well, and it is pliant; the hand is not immobile, 
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but miraculously opens and closes; and the hand throws a rock an exceptional distance, only to 

remove it from the earth and cause an eternal spring. The miracles associated with Melor each 

demonstrate the movement, use, and ability of the prosthetic hand; what makes these events 

miraculous is precisely the fact that what should not change due to its nature—the silver hand—, 

because it is not flesh, body and subject to the laws of organic growth, does.  

In addition, Melor’s posthumous miracles in this vita suggest dynamic bodily change. 

Through Melor’s divine inspiration, Cerialtanus’ staff, when affixed in the earth, transforms into 

a flowering tree. Apart from the obvious relation with resurrection implied in the event, the 

moment reflects the Pauline seed metaphors of the Patristic writings; the staff literally blossoms 

into a tree, as the seed sprouts into wheat, which implies change in an Origenist sense of the 

resurrection body. Interestingly, as in Tynemouth’s text, the Anglo-Norman version describes the 

miracles concerning the burial of Melor’s body, which also suggest bodily fluidity. Once news of 

Melor’s beheading spreads through the castle at Devonshire, his aunt and uncle bury his body 

richly: 

Il vindrent au corps du martir e le aparillerent.  

En la meison u il esteit descolé a graunt honur le sevelerent.  

Mes au matin tut se suys truverent le corps 

Pres de fosse le seint martir gisaunt tut dehors.  

Mes il porté fut la pres a une esglise,  

E le sevelerent dignement ou sollempnus servise.  

Le secund jour le martirs tut issi cum avaunt 

Troverent dehors la tumbe tut autrefoyz gisaunt.  

La terce foyz en un autre lieu fu il enterré,  

A l’endemeyn ensiwaunt dehors la tumbe trové. 

De sufrir mervailles trestuz s’en baiss[er]ent;  

Pus qe il ne savoient u l’enterrer, ensemblement leverent 

E mistrent par commun asent en un char le corps 

Jeskes la u le char resteroit, e trere de .ii. tors.  

Li tors trairent le char u le corps estoit; (AN 307-21) 

 

(They came to the body of the martyr and prepared him. 

They buried him with great honour in the house where he had been decapitated. 
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But right away in the morning, they found the body  

Of the holy martyr lying next to a ditch completely outside.  

Then he was carried to a nearby church  

And they buried him worthily with a solemn service. 

The second day, just as before, 

They found the martyr lying outside the tomb.  

The third time, he was buried in another place,  

And the very next day he was found outside the tomb. 

They all resigned themselves to endure marvels;  

Since they did not know where to bury him, together they lifted 

And put, by common assent, the body in a cart 

And carried him to where the cart was sitting, it was pulled by two bulls. 

The bulls pulled the cart in which the body was;) 

 

The instances of Melor’s three successive burials are considered a marvel to those who bury him, 

because he resists remaining buried. Melor’s body is one that cannot be contained in the “tumbe” 

(“tomb”); his body literally escapes imposed boundaries and enclosure. Although the miracles 

attest his saintly power as, from the thirteenth century, stories by James of Voragine recall efforts 

to bury martyrs and saints who resist honourable sepulchre (Bynum 310), the event carries a 

distinctly Christological point. Melor’s body rises from the dead; his burials enact Christ’s 

resurrection, and the miracle performed by Him to Lazarus (John 11). Essentially, Melor’s 

miraculous burials form the culminating image of resurrection in what are a series of miracles 

designed to convey the same image.   

Even though the text may suggest bodily stasis in resurrection, the text is, in fact, 

concerned with fluidity and change. On the surface, the vita may express a desire for the 

permanence of the body through prosthetics that are solid and immutable—a body that should not 

change anymore—especially as punishment is also coded as change. When Cerialtanus climbs 

the mountain to look at the lands (his prize), after delivering Melor’s head to his uncle, his eyes 

fall out of his body and his flesh melts like wax: “Cerialt … / Le sommet de cele munta, mult 

leger fu e pruz. / Ses [iouz], cum il turna, cheirent a ses piez, /  …… cum cere a  …… ens les 
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eouz” (AN 295-98) (Cerialt … / Climbed to the summit of it, he was very nimble and brave. / His 

eyes, when he turned, fell out down to his feet. /  … like he had wax …… in the eyes”).78 Yet, 

both flesh and metal move and change; in this sense, Melor’s prosthetics are not placed in 

opposition to the fleshly body. Indeed, all Melor’s miracles attest the mutability of the body, its 

spiritually productive potential, and the capacity of that body to change others in posthumous 

miracles. Once Melor is buried in the place where the bulls stop, “E la fesoit Deus par ly sovent 

graunt deinté, / A la louange de son seint miracles a graunt plenté” (327-28) (And there God 

often performed through him with great delight, / Miracles, in great plenty, to bring honour to his 

saint).  

*** 

However, a significant variation in this vita includes water imagery with no direct relation 

to resurrection, and this imagery may help shed light on the text’s intended audience. Apart from 

giving Melor a voice in this version (AN 127), which was “jour e nuit sy plene de melodie” (AN 

106) (both day and night so full of melody), a major variation is the fact that Melor is often 

depicted weeping. Throughout his childhood at the monastery, Melor not only abounds in good 

works, but also he frequently prays with many tears: 

Celeement e devotement sovent Dieu priout. 

A graunt plenté de lermes yl ne vout qe l’en veit 

Ke aparsoust de nule part la penaunce qe il fesoit. 

E requist Dieu qe il meist en son comencement 

Bone fin, sur tote rein mut plorout tendrement. (AN 77-81) 

 

(He often prayed secretly and devotedly to God.  

                                                        
78      Tynemouth’s version states the episode more clearly: “Ille vero montem ascendens, et 

circumquaque se videre credens, vtroque lumine orbatus est, et subita morte preuentus interiit, et 

‘liquefacta est caro eius sicut cera a facie ignis’” (“That man [Cerialtanus] truly climbs the 

mountain, and believing that he was seeing all around, he was deprived of both eyes, and being 

stricken by a sudden death, he was undone, and ‘his flesh was dissolved just as wax before the 

appearance of fire.’”) (Tynemouth 184 lines 29-32). 
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With a great plenty of tears, he didn’t want one to see him 

Who might perceive in any way the penance that he did.  

And beseeching God that He bring about a good ending to his beginning, 

He wept about everything very tenderly.)  

 

Likewise, just prior to performing the miracle of throwing the rock, Melor   

 

Sy revieint a ses compaygnuns e se feist semblaunt  

De joye e de feste grant e tut ala juaunt,  

Ke il ne dusent aparceire qe il venyst de plorer. (AN 130-32) 

 

(He then returned to his companions and made a semblance  

Of joy and of great celebration and they all went off playing,  

Because they ought not to perceive that he had just been crying.)   

 

Both instances present Melor weeping in a deeply contemplative and private way, wherein liquid 

tears accompany his devout prayers to God. Without naming who or what Melor weeps for, the 

author only writes that he wept for “everything,” and aligns the act with self-imposed penance. 

Melor’s tears, as the outward sign of his piety and sanctity, as the form of his physical penance, 

and are another kind of prosthesis, conveying the religious potential of weeping as an affective 

and bodily means to know and inwardly communicate with God.  

 Tears are a powerful, transformative, and efficacious liquid. As Elina Gertsman 

summarizes in her very recent edited collection entitled Crying in the Middle Ages, tears could 

cure ills; they pointed to holiness and identified falsity; they were seen as an excess of humours 

and as signs of sanctity; they were shed in affective devotion and spiritual imitation of holy 

figures; and they were companions to visionary experiences (Gertsman xi). Lawrence Sullivan 

describes weeping as “a nontextual basis for reflecting on the human spirit’s engagement with the 

world,” and “a symbolic vehicle for the full load of human experience” (quoted in Gertsman xii). 

Both internal and embodied, tears were transformative and could communicate beyond language, 

conveying the subjective experience of the individual crying, as well as the experience of those 

watching, reading, and interpreting those shed by others. The Middle Ages came to identify types 
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of tears that were shed in a religious manner, which demonstrated just how widely interpreted 

was the act of weeping. An anonymous twelfth-century homily based on Psalm 126:6 classified 

four types of tears: tears that are like the salt water of compunction (lacrimae compunctionis); 

tears that are like the snow water of regret on behalf of others (lacrimae compassionis); tears that 

are like the well water of worldly contempt (lacrimae contemplationis); and tears that are like the 

dew water of longing for heaven (lacrimae peregrinationis) (Gertsman xii). In addition, tears 

were often gendered, as they uniquely reflected the female bodily condition, according to the 

principles of female physiology, and evoked multiple female experiences in hagiography of the 

latter period.   

 Women in the Middle Ages were commonly described in medical texts as cold and wet 

bodies, according to the Hippocratic humoral model and Galen’s apparatus (Jacquart and 

Thomasset 48-9). In his De Generatione Animalium, Aristotle defines the characteristics of each 

sex according to the same matter-form division: “the female always provides the material, the 

male provides that which fashions the material into shape; this … is the specific characteristic of 

each of the sexes” (40). Elizabeth Robertson claims, “most prominent in medieval through was 

the belief that blood and milk were homologous” (Robertson 146), as “the affinity between milk 

and menstrual blood, asserted by Hippocrates, and repeated in greater detail by Galen, was an 

idea which the Middle Ages referred to again and again” (Jacquart and Thomasset 52). Yet, in 

religious texts, “the interchangeability of blood, milk, tears, and semen is often stressed” 

(Robertson 146). As “it is in fact difficult to find extensive images of moisture, especially blood, 

in mystical works written by men … in female writing, blood and tears … are central to the 

contemplative experience because of their reflection of the perceived nature of women” 

(Robertson 149). Consequently, Louise M. Bishop claims, “femininity’s material wetness … 
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joins the characterological and sensual components of passions and emotions, tied together in a 

material body/soul nexus” (Gertsman xii).  

 Thus, hagiographies of religious women from the Lowlands, France, and Italy in the 

thirteenth century and beyond illustrate the significance of weeping in their lives (Knight 139). 

Since bodily devotions were a means for female expression of holiness, “the desire to attain 

gratia lachrymarum [the Gift of Tears] was thus strongly felt among women” (139). The Gift of 

Tears was “an irrepressible gift, often achieved by meditating on the Passion of Christ … render[-

ing] the recipient almost incapacitated through floods of tears.” The tears were interpreted as a 

gift bestowed by God, and reflected “one of the highest degrees of perfection as the soul reached 

union with God and had a foretaste of the beatific vision” (136). Importantly, the gift of tears had 

an identifiable scriptural basis: apart from Mary of Nazareth as the mater dolorosa, it was most 

often associated with the magna peccatrix (“the great sinner”), Mary Magdalene, who shed tears 

at her conversion, at the foot of the cross, and just before Christ’s resurrection.79  Kimberly-Joy 

Knight suggests that “the Gift of Tears was [not] less important to religious men, but tears do 

take a less prominent place in male vitae in comparison to their female counterparts: men had a 

fuller program of saintly activity to fulfil” (139). As such, copious weeping and attention to the 

importance of the gratia lachrymarum abounds in the lives of female mystics: the Franciscan 

hagiographer Vito da Cortona recorded the vita of Umiliana de’Cerchi (1219-46) and her 

dramatic reaction to having her ability to weep taken away, so much so that she applies quicklime 

to her eyes to shed tears;80 the Life of the Beguine, Marie d’Oignies (d. 1213), records her tears of 

                                                        
79      This is not to say that there is no scriptural basis for male weeping, as Jesus is also depicted 

weeping. However, Blanchfield writes that when men spoke, women wept (see chapters one and 

two). See also Diana Apostolos-Cappadona for a detailed study of the iconography of Mary 

Magdalene as a weeper.  
80      See Kimbery-Joy Knight for a detailed study of Umiliana de’Cerchi’s gift of tears.  
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compassion as a form of sustenance, which were so revered that they were collected as relics 

owing to the powerful droplets of the divine; and, perhaps more memorably, the fifteenth-century 

Book of Margery Kempe depicts the often controversial experiences of Margery’s loud, 

boisterous sobbing during her meditations on the Passion, as well as the significant moment of 

receiving a “welle of teerys” (well of tears) from Saint Jerome when on pilgrimage in Rome.81   

Although the act of weeping in the Middle Ages may seem out of context in relation to a 

young male martyr, the addition of Melor’s tears by the Anglo-Norman scribe may have 

resonated with the text’s female audience at Amesbury Abbey. Several theories are offered to 

explain the foundation of the abbey and its association with the relics of Saint Melor, which offer 

an important context for the question of audience. John of Tynemouth’s Latin version states that 

the relics were brought to Amesbury Abbey by foreign preachers, which implies that the relics 

were brought from France after the foundation of the abbey.82 Yet, William of Malmesbury 

writes in 1120 in his Gesta Pontificum Anglorum that Queen Elfritha founded the abbey to atone 

                                                        
81      Although several scholars have studied Margery’s crying, Santha Bhattacharji describes 

both Margery’s and Marie d’Oignies’ sobbing as garnering the enmity of priests, which also 

suggests that tears might not always be considered a sign of sincerity. She concludes, “Margery’s 

tears, on the surface are about bitter penitence for sin and loss … but when we look at them more 

deeply, they turn out to be tears over the closeness of Christ to human beings” (Bhattacharjii 

239).  
82      Tynemouth writes, “Sepulto itaque ab eposcopis et clericis capite cum sacro corpore: post 

multum annorum curricula predicatores alienigene scrinium cum reliquiis sancti Melori 

circumquaque deferentes, peragratis terrarum tractibus iniunctum sibi officium exercentes 

Ambrisburiam tandem deuenerunt, et supra altare reliquias sancas posuerunt. Expleto 

predicationis officio cum reliquias secum auferre vellent, et ab altari nullo ingenio moueri 

possent ac velut adamas altari adhererent, dolore et angustia afflicti, accepta ab abbatissa multa 

pecunia recesserunt.” (Thus the head was buried with the sacred body by bishops and clerics: 

after the passage of many years, in which foreign preachers carried a box with the relics of Saint 

Melor all around, who travelled many lands in the execution of the duty laid on them, they 

arrived at Amesbury at last, and they placed the saintly relics on the altar. After performing the 

duty of preaching, they wanted to carry the relics away with them, by no means could they be 

moved from the altar, but like adamant they stuck to the altar; afflicted with pain and anguish, 

after accepting much money from the abbess they departed.) (Tynemouth 185 lines 6-14). 
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for the murder of her stepson, Edward the Martyr, at Corfe Castle in 979 (Diverres, “St. Melor” 

17; Chandler 7-8; Doble 24; Pugh and Crittall 248); although he knew of its founder and that the 

saint was buried there, he confessed ignorance of the saint’s lineage and ignored his vita (Doble 

24). Diverres writes that “Melor and Edward were both boy princes, hence the reason for 

dedicating the abbey church to Saint Melor”; he also suggests that another possibility is that 

Elfritha, after having obtained the relics, decided to build a monument worthy of them (Diverres, 

“St. Melor” 17). R. B. Pugh and Elizabeth Crittall propose, “one is tempted to believe that it was 

an existing cult of St. Melor, co-patron of the conventional church, that led Alfrida to choose 

Amesbury” (Pugh and Crittall 242). However, by 1177, Henry II refounded Amesbury as a 

Fontevrault house as part of the price for dispensation from his vow of pilgrimage to Jerusalem. 

Plantagenet and Lancastrian royal families continued to visit and grant donations and, like its 

motherhouse in France, it was an essentially aristocratic nunnery, as several prominent royal 

women entered and took the veil at the Abbey.83  

 Of the few scholars who have written on the Abbey and Anglo-Norman text, most agree 

with Jocelyn Wogan-Browne that the “fragmentary Anglo-Norman version [was] almost 

certainly written for the nunnery” (Wogan-Browne 259). Diverres claims that the fact that Anglo-

Norman was used as a daily medium of communication in convents later than in any other 

                                                        
83    Alpesia, cousin of King Henry III, became a nun there in 1233; Eleanor of Brittany 

bequeathed her body to Amesbury in 1241; Eleanor of Provence and her two granddaughters, 

Mary, daughter of Edward I, and Eleanor, daughter of Beatrice of Brittany, entered the House; as 

well as, Isabel, daughter of Henry of Lancaster, entered Amesbury in 1327 (Pugh and Crittall 

245-58; Wogan-Browne 258). Wogan-Browne also remarks, “The transformation of the limbs by 

which feudal fealty is sworn into reliquary-like silver and the fecundity of the martyred head 

certainly seem to encode the nunnery’s economic improvement via the translation of relics. They 

also perhaps figure and thereby claim one of the functions of the old royal nunneries (which, in 

addition to their acting as gynacea for women due to produce the lineages of the future, also, as 

custodians to major relics and important burials, guarded and transmitted sources of wealth from 

the past)” (Wogan-Browne 259).  
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milieux has led him to believe that it was written for the nuns of Amesbury; he believes that 

“omission of any reference to Amesbury may be partial confirmation … since there would be no 

need for the nuns to be told that the relics were or had been at the abbey” (Diverres, “St. Melor” 

17; “An Anglo-Norman Life” 175). Bourgès writes that “another argument, probably stronger in 

favour of a composition for the use at Amesbury is precisely the choice of Anglo-Norman,” since 

the dialect was used in the convents of women in Great Britain: “ce dialecte fut tardivement 

utilisé dans les couvents de femmes en Grande-Bretagne; et il faut ajouter que c’était devenu au 

XIV siècle dans ces maisons la seule langue parlée, lue—voire écrite—au détriment du latin” 

 (“in these houses where it was the only language spoken—read or written—at the expense of 

Latin”) (Bourgès 234). He also implies that the influence of the aristocratic royal women could 

attract minstrels or poets: “qu’un tel rayonnement a pu attirer non seulement des érudits et des 

littérateurs de grande notoriété, mais aussi de simples ‘jongleurs’ parmi lesquels celui que telle 

princesse aura chargé de ‘translater’ la vita I de saint Melar en anglo-normand” (“such a spread 

of a reputation could attract not only scholars and writers of great notoriety, but also simple 

‘poets’ responsible for translating the vita I of St. Melar into Anglo-Norman”) (Bourgès 235).  

 Yet, for Bourgès to describe the Anglo-Norman text as “moins un exercise poétique plus 

ou moins improvisé qu’une adaptation, pour ne pas dire une presque ‘traduction’ de la vita I 

continentale” (“at least poetic exercise, more or less, improvised than an adaptation, if not an 

almost ‘translation’, of the continental vita I”) (Bourgès 234), I think misses the point of the 

aforementioned variations by the scribe as they relate to their audience. The addition of Melor’s 

private weeping to the original miracles involving water found in Tynemouth’s version (if one 

agrees that it does form the basis for the Anglo-Norman work), are not simply “bad translations,” 

as Bourgès implies, but are skilfully adapted to suit the religious needs of the nunnery. Melor’s 
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tears offer the Abbey’s audience a model of piety that is rooted in their female bodies—in affect, 

tears, blood, wetness, and change. Tears, like prosthetics in the vitae, signalled bodily fluidity and 

change in ways that spoke to the uniquely feminine changing, bleeding body, in the same manner 

as did female experiences in hagiography and mystic literature of the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries. Melor’s tears—as another kind of prosthesis—mediate between those female, bleeding 

bodies and his changing one. Tears become a means for affective identification with this saint 

(and God through this saint), in a way where the silver hand excludes, simply because of the 

prosthetic hand’s central function and meaning in completing the king’s body. Although the 

silver hand functions as a hinge between God and the sovereign body, and is, of course, 

dependant upon the social recognition of the limb’s completion of that body as a whole, kingly 

body in the text, the addition of tears operates on a gendered level to offer a means for its female 

audience to encounter God through Melor’s body. Tears enabled identification with the silent 

penitential tears of the Magdalene, as well as with the mater dolorosa, the Virgin Mary, who was 

and remains co-patron of the Abbey to this day (of course, along with Saint Melor). Moreover, 

the model of piety offered by these holy women, through the performance and body of the young 

child saint in this text, also enabled the active participation of the women’s affective devotion to 

(the often feminized) Christ.84 Although Amesbury has no surviving Latin theological books, and 

only one Middle English manuscript, Wogan-Browne writes, “numerous and lavish thirteenth-

century Psalters in Latin and Anglo-Norman made for the nunnery and for the noblewomen 

associated with it suggest a much richer textual and visual culture than is apparent” (Wogan-

Browne 259). From a London Psalter of c. 1270 with scenes of the passion and a feast of Melor, 

probably made for Eleanor of Provence, to the Amesbury Psalter of c. 1250-55, detailing 

                                                        
84      See Bynum. Holy Feast, and Holy Fast; “Fast, Feast, and Flesh: The Religious Significance 

of Food to Medieval Women”; and Robertson.   
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salvation history and depicting four opening full-page miniatures that alternate a nun kneeling to 

the Virgo lactans and the Christ in Majesty, with the Annunciation and Crucifixion interspersed 

(260), the extant devotional material demonstrates the nunnery’s acute attention to the human 

body of Christ and his suffering, which the changes in the Anglo-Norman text equally reflect.   

 The significance of the Anglo-Norman author’s attribution of full craftsmanship of the 

foot prosthetic to Christ should be more readily apparent in light of my discussion of the text’s 

audience and the affective piety of the period. Only Bourgès offers some remarks about the 

bronze foot; however, he does not mention the important Anglo-Norman changes. He write that, 

although Irish and Welsh traditions remain silent about the foot prosthetic, Lanmeur recognized 

“une cavité qui resemble effectivement à l’empreinte d’une pied, creusée dans un bloc de diorite, 

lequel gît dans les fossés de l’ancien ‘château’ de Beuzit en Lanmeur” (“a cavity that actually 

looks like it has a footprint, dug into a block of diorite, which remains in the pits of the ancient 

castle of Beuzit”) as the botez sant Melar, or “the shoe of Saint Melor” (Bourgès 173-74). He 

claims, “l’hagiographe mélarien, confronté à la trace physique de ce qui était interprété 

localement comme l’empreinte du pied gauche du saint … a ‘inventé’ la prothèse d’airain: ainsi 

le phénomène physique d’usure de la pierre pouvait-il être expliqué ‘rationanellement’ et en 

même temps contribuer à l’édification de la légende” (“Melor’s hagiographer, confronted by the 

physical trace of what was interpreted locally as the left footprint of the saint … invented the 

bronze prosthetic; in this way, the physical phenomenon of wear on the stone could be explained 

rationally, and at the same time could contribute to the creation of the legend (175). The stone 

itself could have been an old flight of steps that facilitated a rider on his horse, or it could have 

referred to rituals in Brittany, Ireland, and Scotland that mythographers describe as 
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“monosandalism,” by which the transfer of power or the accession to power involved oath-stones 

marked with the impression of a foot (Bourgès 175).  

 Rather than interpret the foot prosthetic as a local invention to explain the phenomenon of 

the stone in Lanmeur, I suggest that one must consider monosandalism more fully to realize its 

potential to relate with the very Christian message implied by the prosthetic foot in this text. In 

Ecstasies, Carlo Ginzburg explains that monosandalism—having one foot shod and one foot 

bare—is a very common occurrence and is detailed in a variety of myths, from Jason and the 

Argonauts, to European folktales of Cinderalla (Ginzburg 232-41).85 The custom of wearing a 

single shoe “was connected with ritual situation in which, through more immediate contact with 

the ground, the attempt was made to achieve a relationship with subterranean powers” (233). 

Whereas “the single sandal worn by Jason refers to initiation and thus, symbolically to death … a 

hero with a single boot … can be considered a diluted counterpart of a lame and blind hero: 

Oedipus” (236). Ginzburg notes the connection between lameness, monosandalism, and 

asymmetry, which is often a sign of special powers. Recognizing that symmetry is a 

characteristic of human beings, he claims, “anything modifying this image on a literary or 

metaphorical plane therefore seems particularly suited to express an experience that exceeds the 

limits of what is human: a journey to the realm of the dead” (242). Although the mythical 

features of monosandalism may bear little in relation to the legend of Melor, perhaps apart from 

the notion that Melor’s God-given prosthetics do, indeed, mark his body in a way that conveys 

grace and a special relationship with God, one aspect of the occurrence is particularly interesting: 

“the real significance of monosandalism … is the body’s direct contact with the earth through the 

bare foot”  (Ginzberg 120, ft. nt. 68). If the bronze prosthetic is, in fact, associated with mythical 

                                                        
85      See also Jasinska. 
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monosandalism, the relation of the prosthetic with the earth may also convey the Christological 

significance of the humanity of Christ. For Christ to make the foot prosthetic in the Anglo-

Norman version is substantial because of His twofold nature—as man and God. Essentially, the 

bronze foot symbolizes Melor’s connection to the world, both through the colour of the metal, 

and the way in which this notion is literalized in the obvious way in which it is the body part that 

touches the earth.86  

The humanity of Christ, symbolized by the bronze prosthetic limb, which is itself 

fashioned by Him—the perfect carpenter—, marks an important textual moment and variation to 

spur devotion for the women at Amesbury Abbey, and the addition of his tears offer a proper 

model of affective response. Each instance—in addition to the silver prosthetic hand—speaks to 

the fluidity that was thought inherent in the female bodies of the period, where, in later 

representations, Christ became their most perfect model. Although the text appears to be written 

according mainstream medieval theology, wherein God (and, here, Christ), can add blessedness 

in the form of changelessness of the body and reforge the body’s once-lost members, much in the 

manner of what was thought to occur in resurrection, the Anglo-Norman vita questions this 

ideology. Through miracles of change, growth, fluidity, and resurrection, the text forces one to 

reconsider the ideal of bodily wholeness in two different aspects—that of the body in heaven, 

more generally, as well as the body of the king on earth—both of which could be contemplated 

by the Abbey’s audience of royal women.  

*** 

As I hope that this chapter has demonstrated, Melor’s bodily prosthetics redefine what 

constitutes disability in the body of a future king. Despite the fact that the loss of the right hand is 

                                                        
86      “Broune”: “Dark, dull; of the human body”; and, for example, “~ smith, a worker in copper, 

bronze, or brass” (MED). If men are spirit, and women are matter, the association would be clear.  
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indicative of the loss of kingship and marks his body as blemished, according to early Celtic 

sacral kingship myth, thus placing Melor in the position of between two deaths, Melor is 

figuratively resurrected and reinstated in his position as a rightful king, when his silver prosthetic 

begins to function as a fleshly, human hand. Only once members of Melor’s community present 

him with nuts that signal his reclaimed status as a suitable and whole body of a king does he 

demonstrate regained ability and/or superability in the miracles prior to his murder. In this sense, 

the ability for one to use prosthetics as real, human limbs forces one to reconsider the very nature 

of what constitutes physical impairment and stigma in the king’s body. I claim that the text 

redefines formal identity theory, from an ideology centred on the superiority of the soul to shape 

the resurrection body, to encompass a much more literalized meaning. Melor’s experience 

suggests that the same form and structure account for bodily wholeness and one’s sense of self, 

both on earth and in heaven. Here, prosthetics express no interest in material continuity (and 

passing), but in formal/structural and, most importantly, functional continuity and social 

acceptability. The vita articulates that, as long as Melor’s hand can open, close, and function in 

the same manner, or better, than his originary human limb, then it matters not that his hand is 

made from silver. Since material continuity is less important, the text challenges theological 

arguments on resurrection in the fourteenth century in a way that runs contrary to mainstream 

resurrection ideology, and, as a result, specifically speaks to the changing, fluid bodies of 

women, who were its intended audience. The Anglo-Norman Life of Saint Melor and, to a lesser 

extent, the English Melarian tradition, in the first know literary representation of actual prosthetic 

limbs in England, re-imagine what constitutes the body, its sense of wholeness, and 

psychosomatic unity. Perhaps most significantly, the Life situates prosthetics as a medieval 
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phenomenon, thus, extending the historical framework much earlier for further investigation of 

prosthetic limbs in the Middle Ages.      
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Fig. 1. Christ on the White Horse. Fresco. c. 1150. Cathedral, Auxerre.  

<http://www.wga.hu/frames-e.html?/html/zgothic/mural/12c1/25french.html> 
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Fig. 2. Bury Saint Edmunds Psalter. Illuminated MS. 11th C. Rome: Library, Biblioteca Vaticana, 

Reg. lat. 12. Christ as King of Zion, holding sceptre in right hand. 
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Fig. 3. St. Lucy. National Gallery in Washington, D.C. Griffoni Polyptych: St Lucy. 1473. Oil on 

panel, 79 x 56 cm. National Gallery of Art, Washington.  
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Fig. 4.  Domenico Beccafumi. Saint Lucy. c. 1521. 
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Fig. 5. Polyptych of Saint Anthony: Saint Agatha. c. 1460. Panel, 21 x 39 cm. Galleria Nazionale 

dell’Umbria, Perugia. Piero Della Francesca. 
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Fig. 6. Giovanni di Paolo (Giovanni di Paolo di Grazia). Saints Catherine of Alexandria, 

Barbara, Agatha, and Margaret. (Italian, Siena 1398–1482 Siena). c. 1470. Medium: Tempera 

on wood, gold ground. 

 

Saint Catherine of Alexandria (32.100.83a) holds a book and a broken wheel; Saint Barbara 

(32.100.83b) holds a tower; Saint Agatha (32.100.83c) holds shears and a plate with her breasts 

on it; and Saint Margaret (32.100.83d) holds flowers and stands on a dragon. 

 

The panels come from the lateral pilasters of an altarpiece and date from after 1463. All the 

known parts show female saints; the altarpiece probably was painted for a convent of nuns. 

 

<http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-collections/110000956>. 
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Fig. 7. Saint Mélar. Chapelle Saint-Mélar, Bringolo, France.  

 

“Saint Mélar est invoqué pour la guérison des vaches. Comme l'évoque ici cette représentation, 

on lui coupa un bras pour qu'il ne puisse pas porter l'épée, et un pied pour qu'il ne puisse monter à 

cheval. Cette statue se trouvait à l'origine dans la chapelle Saint-Mélar.” 

  

<http://fr.topic-topos.com/saint-melar-bringolo>. 
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Fig. 8. Mutilation of St. Melar. 17th C. Locmélar Church.  

<http://monumentshistoriques.free.fr/calvaires/locmelar/imgs/mutilation.html>. 

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 9. Receiving Prosthetics. 17th C. Locmélar Church.  

The altarpiece of the main altar is composed of a small central altarpiece decorated with scenes 

from the Passion. Around another altarpiece tells the legend of Saint Melar.  

<http://monumentshistoriques.free.fr/calvaires/locmelar/imgs/protheses.html>. 

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 10. Wood Relief altarpiece. 1700. France, Brittany, Locmélar, Église St-Melar.  

With hand and martyr palm.  

<http://www.heiligen.net/heiligen/10/02/10-02-0538-melar_0.php>. 

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 11.  Panel on Pulpit. Lanmeur. 

According to legend, Rivold attempted to poison Melor’s food; when Melor made the sign of the 

cross, and the poison was revealed, his assassins fled.  

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 12.  Mutilation of St. Melar. Panel on Pulpit. Lanmeur. 

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 13. Prosthetic hand, holding his fleshly hand. Bronze foot. Panel on Pulpit. Lanmeur.  

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 14. Beheading St. Melor. Panel on Pulpit. Lanmeur. 

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 15. Statue of St. Melar holding his fleshly hand. Lanmeur.  

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 16. Another statue of St. Melar holding his fleshly hand with his silver prosthetic. Lanmeur.  

<http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_M%C3%A9loir>. 
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Fig. 17. Statue of St. Melar in the crypt at Lanmeur.  

<http://fr.topic-topos.com/saint-melar-lanmeur>. 
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Chapter Four: 

Amis and Amiloun: Iron, Blood, and Queer Prosthesis  

The mirror stage is a drama whose internal pressure pushes precipitously from 

insufficiency to anticipation—and, for the subject caught up in the lure of spatial 

identification, turns out fantasies that proceed from a fragmented image of the body to 

what I will call an “orthopaedic” form of its totality—and to the finally donned armour 

of an alienating identity that will mark his entire mental development with its rigid 

structure. 

Jacques Lacan, Écrits (1949) 

 

The ego is like the superimposition of various coats borrowed from what I would call the 

bric-a-brac of its props department.  

Seminar II, Chapter XIII, “The Dream of Irma’s Injection”  

 

The knight represents, therefore, a kind of phenomenological crisis: a present without a 

past, an outside without an inside….    

Louise Olga Fradenburg, City, Marriage, Tournament 

 

In his 1949 lecture on “The Mirror Stage as a Formative of the I Function as Revealed in 

Psychoanalytic Experience,” Jacques Lacan re-examines the process of passing through the 

Mirror Stage. In this stage of psychosexual development, Lacan writes that an infant, from the 

age of six to eighteen months, begins to recognize his own image as such in a mirror and forms 

relations either with that image, or with other reflective objects, such as a material object or other 

people (Lacan 75-76). The identification with the image is accompanied by jubilant assumption 

at the recognition of his or her body as a total form, which stands in contrast with the child’s own 

experiences of his or her body as unruly and fragmented—a body over which he or she does not 

yet have mastery or motor control. In this image, the child experiences a sense of wholeness and 

totality; yet, in assuming the image, the child displaces his or her self, thus alienating the self at 

the expense of assuming an other—the mirror image. Importantly, in between this moment of 

alienation and fascination, the ego—as an effect of the image—emerges to function as that which 

maintains this illusory sense of wholeness.  
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 In effect, the child must don “the armour of an alienating identity” (my emphasis). For 

medievalists with an interest in psychoanalysis, I think it is easy to get excited about Lacan’s 

specific term for the process of subject formation and, rightly so, since scholars like Jeffrey 

Jerome Cohen have already jumped at the opportunity to unpack that metaphor in relation to 

heroism and masculinities in romance.87 On the surface, Lacan’s term is rather perfect. When one 

imagines armour, most often one thinks back to memories of museum visits looking at full suits 

of armour on mannequins, or recreated scenes of knights on horseback, dressed head to toe in 

shiny metal. Each full display of arms calls to mind the cavaliere inesistente—both “a phantasm 

and a formidable presence, uncannily remote and irresistibly human” (Springer 4)—and 

simultaneously enacts the very stage of infantile development that Lacan addresses through that 

image. Armour—as that reflective surface and as my/an other—serves to obscure the very 

physical, fleshly aspect of the knight’s being, by encasing his body in hard iron and metal; 

armour offers that illusory wholeness that I/he does not have and, still, desires.  

Yet, Lacan’s term has always raised more questions for me than answers. Full “suits” of 

armour, of course, are extremely rare: the number of surviving fifteenth-century Italian armours 

in completely original assemblage has been estimated at thirteen.88 In reality, most mounted suits 

                                                        
87      See Cohen et al., “Armour.”  
88      Here, and for the remainder of this chapter, I focus on Italian armour. Although all kinds of 

arms production were spread across Europe, Italy and Germany were the two most important 

centres for armour production, with Italy as the leading country until 1500, at least 

(Pfaffenbichler 13). In fact, Pfaffenbichler states that, since Milanese armourers were “little 

hindered by guild restrictions, united in syndicates, they developed a productive capacity which 

practically secured them an exporting monopoly in western and southern Europe” (13). Milanese 

armour was exported to England and Spain, and its workmanship was so impressive that several 

foreign rulers attempted to employ Milanese armourers. Pfaffenbichler writes, 

in 1398 the Earl of Derby, afterwards Henry IV, sent to Gian-Galeazzo Visconti for 

armour for his projected duel with Thomas Mowbray. Together with this requested 

armour the Duke of Milan sent four of the nest Milanese armourers to England. (13) 
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and displays of arms are carefully combined pieces from several different, though mostly 

contemporaneous sources (4). Caroline Springer claims that “all pre-1500 Italian armours must 

be considered assemblages by definition,” wherein “an original assemblage is a set constructed 

initially from components produced by various shops or craftsmen, but all destined to be united 

in the armour at hand” (5). Notably, “armour garniture” came to describe a set of interchangeable 

pieces to be used in the field and in tournaments for all purposes (Pffaffenbichler 15), thus, 

drawing attention the very composite nature of, for example, the jousting knight in history and in 

romance. In this light, the trouble in choosing “armour” as that which describes the processes of 

assuming a sense of wholeness, according to Lacan’s theory, should be transparent. To work 

under the impression that armour offers, however illusory, a sense of totality, is to misrecognize 

the fragmentary nature of that what is itself a compilation. Donning armour of any kind must 

ultimately entail taking a body/image/object that is already in pieces for one’s own fragmented 

self. Thus, the illusion of wholeness is itself only an illusion, as the reflection that one hopes will 

offer mastery, control, and totality is itself as lacking as the very self that one tries to displace.  

With these thoughts in mind, my chapter will examine armour in greater depth, especially 

as it relates to the formation of the knightly body and identity in the fourteenth/fifteenth-century 

Middle English romance of Amis and Amiloun. I consider how the two knights’ bodies are 

constructed and connected vis-à-vis armour as prosthesis. Armour extends, enhances, 

supplements, and enables the knightly body and the establishment of his identity in battle; yet, in 

a dynamic interplay, armour also cancels the very same body that it covers and protects. 

Although the Middle English text states that the two identical heroes are identified “by the 

coloure of her cloth” (Amis and Amiloun line 96), a later moment in the text, as well as earlier 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
For these reasons, and for the number of existing Italian arms in England, I focus my research on 

Italian armour.   
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extant versions of the tale, challenge this widely recognized assumption. Armour enables the 

knights to exchange identites, and it conceals that substitution from others. In particular, I 

question what happens when the armour that one take as self changes—is exchanged and 

replaced with another—and how that prosthesis affects the knightly body of romance.  

 The basic plot of the text follows the story of two friends, Amis and Amiloun, who were 

both born on the same day to different noble families in Lombardy, and are utterly identical in 

appearance. When the great Duke of the land held a feast, and the two lords with their sons 

attended, the Duke entreats them to leave their sons in his service, promising to dub the boys 

knights and support them. At court, the boys swear an oath of brotherhood, are knighted at 

fifteen, and Amis is appointed as the chief “boteler” (head dispenser of food and drinks), whereas 

Amiloun is made chief steward in the hall. The two are first separated when Amiloun’s father 

dies and Amiloun must travel to claim his native lands, while Amis remains at court. Prior to his 

departure, Amiloun reaffirms the oath of brotherhood with Amis, and also gives him one of two 

identical gold cups as a token of their parting. They are reunited again by the judicial ordeal that 

Amis must undertake, when the steward accuses him of having relations with the Duke’s 

daughter, Belisaunt. Unable to defend himself, Amis searches for Amiloun, and succeeds in 

persuading him to agree to take his place in combat. When Amiloun—as Amis—swears 

innocence and succeeds in killing the steward, he then returns to Amis in the forest, and the two 

revert back to their original identities. After the ordeal, Amiloun returns to his lands and to his 

wife, and Amis returns to the Duke’s court and marries Belisaunt. During this second separation, 

Amiloun contracts leprosy within three years of the trial by combat and, as the disease 

progresses, he is cast out of his home by his wife. When she refuses to send provisions, Amiloun 

is forced to live wandering from town to town. As a leper, Amiloun is accompanied only by his 
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nephew, Amoraunt, who eventually bears him to the gates of Amis’s castle. Once brought to the 

court, Amiloun is recognized by Amis, with the help of the gold cup that symbolizes their 

friendship, and remains there to be cared for by his friend and his wife, Belisaunt. Amis soon 

hears a divine voice tell him that Amiloun’s leprosy could be cured through sacrificing his two 

children, and bathing Amiloun in their blood. When Amis sacrifices his children, and succeeds in 

healing Amiloun, his children are miraculously restored to life. Thus, the tale ends with both 

knights reunited, buried in one grave, and as identical as they were before.  

 The popularity of the legend is attested by its survival in numerous manuscripts from the 

eleventh to seventeenth centuries (Leach lists thirty-four, and Brian Woledge adds twelve more), 

in several languages, and in a wide array of genres, from romance, hagiography, chanson de 

geste, prose, and miracle play. The earliest version of the tale in written form appears in a Latin 

poem by the monk of the Abbey of Fleury, Radolfus Tortarius (Raoul le Tourtier), from the end 

of the eleventh century (Fukui 1, Leach ix). The next version to survive—the anonymous Latin 

Vita Sanctorum Amicii et Amelii—which is considered the immediate source of all subsequent 

hagiographic tales, dates to the first half of the twelfth century (Rosenberg and Danon 3; Leach 

xvi). The Old French chanson de geste, Ami et Amile, is thought to date near the end of the 

twelfth century (Rosenberg and Danon 3; Leach xix; Desgrugillers-Billard 7), and roughly 

contemporaneous with this text is the Anglo-Norman Amys e Amillyoun, written around the 

thirteenth century, and “no doubt originally deriving from a somewhat earlier and perhaps more 

primitive version of the legend than that represented by the Continental chanson de geste”; Amys 

e Amillyon survives in three Anglo-Norman manuscripts ranging from the thirteenth to fourteenth 

centuries (Fukui 1). Fukui suggests that the Middle English text “shows close parallels to the 

surviving Anglo-Norman poem, but contains in addition narrative elements that may well go 
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back to this lost Insular prototype” (Fukui1). Ann Margaret Higgins also notes that the Middle 

English Amis and Amiloun “apparently derives from a version of the Anglo-Norman romance, 

Amys e Amillyon, perhaps in combination with the French chanson de geste, Ami et Amile, 

although it is a direct translation of neither of these” (Higgins 67).89 

The Middle English versions of Amis and Amiloun are preserved in four manuscripts: the 

Auchinleck manuscript W.4.1 in the Advocates’ Library of Edinburgh (c. 1330); Egerton 2862 at 

the British Museum (late fourteenth century); the Douce 326 in the Bodleian Library (d. late 

fifteenth century); and the Harleian 2386 in the British Museum (fifteenth century).90 Both Leach 

and Françoise Le Saux discuss the relationship of the manuscripts and their variations in the 

introductions to their own editions of the English poem.91 Leach writes, “even a casual 

examination of the manuscripts of Amis and Amiloun shows that no one of them is the source of 

another; minor differences in wording and order meet the eye on almost every line”; Eugen 

Kölbing’s 1884 German edition puts forward the same conclusions, and both scholars suggest 

that the Auchinleck MS is closest to the original prototype (Leach xciv; xcviii). According to 

Leach, the Harley MS is at one remove from the Auchinleck, and the Egerton and Douce MSS 

are copied from the same lost manuscript one step further from the original work (Leach xciv; Le 

Saux 17). Le Saux writes that the “minor but interesting” literary differences between the English 

texts “appear to derive from the scribes’ awareness of the various literary traditions of their 

subject-matter,” as well as “the scribes’ different readings of the poem they were copying” (Le 

                                                        
89      For a more detailed comparison of the Anglo-Norman versions with the Middle English, see 

Higgins 67-74; Leach’s “Introduction,” esp. xciv-xcvii; and, Susan Dannenbaum “Insular 

Tradition” pg. 611-22.  
90      On the dating of the MSS see MacEdward Leach’s “Introduction,” pg. ix-lxxxix, and 

Hideka Fukui’s brief intro pg. 1-2.   
91      As does Eugen Kölbing; however, his edition is in German, which limits my ability to read 

his commentary.     
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Saux 17). While her edition of the MS Douce 326, which is also the only extant MS of the text in 

its entirety, omits “all mention of the heroes’ mothers as sources of parental authority,” thereby 

presenting “an all-male world,” the Auchinleck MS contains several passages that are not found 

in any other English version (17). As Le Saux claims, these additions appear to be the scribe’s 

attempt at rationalising his material (18). For instance, the MS contains an additional passage 

where Amis attempts to discourage Belisaunt from becoming his lover, “possibly to justify the 

heroine’s petulant reaction” (17) and, in another unique stanza, Amis demands to know how the 

leper, Amiloun, got the gold cup before starting to beat him, which is “a more rationalized 

behaviour than that shown in the other texts” (19).92 Overall, all extant English manuscripts 

present a poem that is “recognisably the same” (19) and, in my analysis of the tale, I will focus on 

the Auchinleck text of the romance as most recently edited by Edward E. Foster, drawing on 

other extant versions in my discussion. Although Le Saux warns that “one should be wary of a 

stemma that would place its text … significantly closer to the hypothetical original redaction than 

Douce” (17), my work will still focus on the Auchinleck version, as there is generally the most 

consensus amongst scholars of its proximity to the lost original.   

Criticism of the work tends to focus on determining the genre of the tale and, as I will 

discuss later, unravelling its often difficult morality, especially in relation to Amiloun’s leprosy 

and the sacrifice of Amis’ children. Leach’s study of the extant versions claims that they all fall 

into two groups: the romantic and the hagiographic, where the hagiographic group changes the 

theme “from the testing of friendship to an exposition of the virtue of two friends, so beloved of 

God and the Blessed Virgin that miracles are worked in their behalf” (Leach ix). Leach argues, 

“the author is presenting a pattern of perfect friendship and is extolling friendship above all other 

                                                        
92      For further variations unique to the Auchinleck MS, see Le Saux 17-19.  
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virtues, even to the point of making friendship the excuse for what would be deep sins” (xxviii). 

He claims that the romantic versions are primitive in style and treatment of the material, whereas 

the hagiographic versions are finished and attempt to explain Amiloun’s leprosy as being a 

castigation by God; he writes, “one can see the touch of a monk’s hand all through them” (xxxi-

ii). A.B. Taylor and George Kane “regard the work as a highly unsatisfactory example of the 

genre of romance” (Kratins 347), while Ojars Kratins coins its status as a “secular legend,” as the 

heroes’ “virtue is a bond between men and not between men and God; yet, the analogy between 

their trewthe and faith in God is undeniably there” (354). Disagreeing with Kratins, Kathryn 

Hume defends the story’s status as a romance, concluding, “true, the story has religious touches, 

but I maintain that it remains a romance” (Hume 39). While most critics describe the Middle 

English versions as romance, rather than hagiography,93 I agree with Sheila Delany’s assessment 

of the romance vs. hagiography debate as “a red herring, for the history of hagiographical 

literature shows the saints’ legends are a deeply syncretic genre from the beginning, always 

already full of romance, folklore and mythic motifs” (Delany 66).94 The same is true of romance, 

of course. Too much criticism of the poem (and, might I add, there has not been a great deal of it) 

has focused on fitting the texts in generic categories, rather than on determining, for example, 

their socio-cultural significance.95 Although I will refrain from contributing to this debate, I 

suggest that perhaps the texts are uncomfortable (and, for that reason, fascinating) prosthetics that 

                                                        
93      Several scholars describe the text as a romance. See Kathryn Hume; Shiela Delany; Tania 

Colwell; Jean E. Jost; Dean Baldwin; Ann-Marie Higgins; John Ford; and Yoon.   
94      Jill Mann, following Delany, argues, “Identifying the ethics of the romance as knightly and 

its imagery as religious makes it possible to see that there is in fact no decisive split between the 

‘romantic’ and ‘hagiographic’ versions of the story. Rather, they form a continuum, with each in 

its own way using religious motifs to enhance the knightly mystique” (Mann 155).  
95      Sheila Delany is the first to consider the text’s political history, suggesting, “if we read a 

political subtext in Amis and Amiloun, another crossing of genres emerges, this one with political 

commentary” (Delany 72). She then examines the parallels between our text and the relationship 

between Edward II and Piers Gaveston.  
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mediate between romance and hagiography; a more fruitful analysis for future critics interested in 

matters of genre will consider where the edges lie and what points of contact there are between 

the two, than in wielding the heavy generic axe of their predecessors.  

The focus of this chapter will be on exploring how two knights’ bodies and identities are 

constructed and connected vis-à-vis armour as prosthesis. Although much attention has been 

given to the oath of brotherhood as the critical moment in the text that links the two knights 

together, often the exchanges of arms has been either ignored, or simply taken as fact. In my 

analysis, I examine the ambiguity surrounding the material objects that these knights truly 

exchange in the different versions of the story, and claim that the exchange marks a crucial 

moment that enables linking their two separate bodies in a very real and physical way, which, for 

Amiloun, has severe consequences. As the oath binds the two separate, but identical knights, and 

indicates the moment in the narrative after which they become differentiated—Amis becomes 

more feminine and passive, whilst Amiloun is masculine and active—the first exchange of arms 

prior to the judicial combat unites their bodies in a manner that facilitates the discussion of 

prosthesis. As historical studies and medieval literature attest that armour is body, their exchange 

involves more than the simple changing of identities, but instead a full transformation into 

another. Amiloun, in taking Amis’ arms, becomes a prosthetic to Amis, both in combat and to 

Amis’ own defective, feminine body—essentially, making his armour function properly again, 

according to masculine ideologies of chivalric knighthood. Likewise, Amis, by taking Amiloun’s 

arms, infectiously touches Amiloun’s body in a way that marks him with his femininity and 

passivity in such a way that the second exchange (what should be read as the simple return to 

their original identities) explains their subsequent shift in manner and characterization. Although 

Amiloun’s leprosy, in the Middle English version, is interpreted as a punishment for false 
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swearing or as a gift from God, I claim that his characterization as a leper is better understood in 

light of their bodies being joined via armour. Amiloun, as a prosthetic to Amis, bears the marks 

of Amis’ once problematic gender, and serves as a visual sign and space for Amis’ now abjected 

femininity. In this light, the cure also depends on their connectivity. Male blood—as another kind 

of armour—reclothes, rearms and cures the defective knight; where the prosthetic supplements 

and cures the defective male body, the now whole, male body cures the prosthetic by somatic 

means. In this reading, one becomes aware that the text’s concern is to rehabilitate queer 

knighthood by means of prosthesis, excising femininity from male bodies, as well as from town 

and text in the process.   

 

Queer(ing) Knighthood 

Since I make use of the term “queer,” it is at this point that I would like to contextualize 

and explain how I am using the term. According to Annamarie Jagose, “queer” has, in recent 

years, “come to be used differently, sometimes as an umbrella term for a coalition of culturally 

marginal sexual-identifications and at other times to describe a nascent theoretical model which 

has developed out of more traditional gay and lesbian studies” (Jagose 1). While “queer” 

“connotes a wide range of cultural stereotypes and identities, from defamatory condemnations of 

sexual diversity to celebratory proclamations of personal freedom,” it can never signify precisely 

nor convey a clear cultural meaning (Pugh Sexuality 2). As there is no critical consensus on its 

definitional limits, which may be part of its power along with, I think, prosthesis and disability, 

Jagose offers a broad outline: “queer describes those gestures or analytical models which 

dramatise incoherencies in the allegedly stable relations between chromosomal sex, gender and 

sexual desire. Resisting that model of stability—which claims heterosexuality as its origins, when 
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it is more properly its effect—queer focuses on mismatches between sex, gender and desire” 

(Jagose 3).96 Powerfully, queer is, as Lee Edelman coins, “a zone of possibilities” (Edelman 114).  

Although “queer” has been frequently associated with gay and lesbian studies, it is not an 

acceptable synonym or shorthand for “lesbian and gay” or “homosexuality,” either culturally or 

semantically (Pugh Queering 5; Jagose 3). Just as disability can shift in meaning and time across 

cultures, so too do homosexuality, queerness and heteronormativity shift historically and in 

relation to one another. Tison Pugh writes of the critical distinctions between homosexuality and 

queerness in relation to heteronormativity: “the queer can never be heteronormative; 

homosexuality, on the other hand, can in fact be a part of cultural normativity. If a given 

ideological system permits or encourages homosexuality … there need be nothing queer or 

resistant to homosexuality” (Pugh Queering 4). In this view, queerness is what disrupts 

heteronormativity, which is itself socially and ideologically created in a given time and place. 

Thus, “when heterosexuals resist normative constructions of their subjectivity, they inhabit a 

queer position of conflicting with a social system that would otherwise reward them for their 

normativity” (Pugh Sexuality 2). Although queerness does not always entail a resistance to 

normative codes, queerness—as both sexual acts and, more generally, any breaches of 

normativity—comprises sexual, amatory, and gendered practices that ostensibly depart from 

prevailing cultural norms (3).  

Thus, Allen Frantzen suggests, “queering seeks to reveal the dependence of the 

heterosexual order on a homosocial order by identifying the rhetorical strategies that exclude 

                                                        
96      As part of its analytical framework, queer studies addresses topics like cross-dressing, 

transvestism, and gender (performances and ambiguities), which have already been explored and 

championed by the field’s heavy-hitters, like Michel Foucault, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and 

Judith Butler, who also draw attention to the social and linguistic construction of sexuality and 

gender.  
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same-sex relations, acts, and desires, so that the world appears to be ordered along heterosexual 

lines” (Frantzen 6). Importantly, any text can be “queered” and, in that process, it may reveal 

homoerotic content, for example, and/or how homosexuality is excluded as other in the 

establishment of heterosexual/heteronormative standards. Of course, one of the difficulties in 

queering medieval texts is that “risks of anachronism of speaking of sexuality in the Middle Ages 

and Renaissance in order to challenge and disrupt historicist and literary assumptions and 

practices” (Lochrie 180). Karma Lochrie continues, “queering premodern histories and texts 

derives from the lack of organizing terminology—heterosexual, homosexual, and bisexual—and 

from the identity politics invested in these categories” (180). Although queering “does not seek to 

discover or install lesbian and gay identities in premodern subjects or histories,” it aims to 

“unsettle the heterosexual paradigms of scholarship … and to produce readings of medieval texts 

that trouble our assumptions about medieval culture and textual practices” (180).   

Recognizing that sexual norms do not function transhistorically and that those of earlier 

periods frequently conflict with modern notions, as well as the terminological problems faced in 

any modern study of medieval gender and sexuality, I attempt to follow the aims of queer 

scholarship in the Middle Ages, as stated by Lochrie, and endeavour to uncover queer 

possibilities in Amis and Amiloun. I follow Frantzen’s approach: “rather than try to establish 

identities for medieval people … ‘same-sex love’ and ‘same-sex relations’ … range from sexual 

intercourse to expressions of non-sexual affection”; these acts are not seen in isolation, but as part 

of the “activity and interactions” that make up a social world (Frantzen 1). As terms like 

“homosexuality” and “homosexuals” were not recognized concepts in the Middle Ages, I refrain 

from using them, but prefer “same-sex relations,” “homosocial,” “male-male,” or “same-sex 

love,” which implies that the partners are of the same biological sex, “a determinant to which the 
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gender roles assumed by either or both parties may or may not correspond” (1). Of course, 

intimate relations are not necessarily sexual (genital) ones, and may involve “erotic looking, 

imagining, emotional intimacy, kissing, and embracing” (Zeikowitz 11). In no way are Amis and 

Amiloun homosexual, in the modern sense, nor do they explicitly express desire for sexual 

relations with the other. However, recent analyses of their friendship have already begun to 

identify it as a site of possible homoerotic desire, which I will soon address more fully. While I 

agree with scholars that the oath links the two knights in potentially homoerotic ways, I argue 

that the text is much more concerned with how each knight maintains his masculinity within the 

friendship/relationship, than with the male-male (prosthetic) friendship itself. I claim that the 

knights are queered in the ways in which their masculine gender is performed in relation to the 

prevailing ideological construction of masculinity and knighthood of the Middle Ages.   

*** 

 Amis and Amiloun opens with establishing the identity of the eponymous knights and 

carefully emphasizing their similarities. Amis and Amiloun “were getyn in oo nyght / And on oo 

day born aplyght” (Amis and Amiloun 40-1)97 to two noble barons and well-born ladies in 

Lombardy, who are themselves as indistinguishable and anonymous as their two children at the 

beginning of the text. Soon Christened “Amis” and “Amiloun,” their names underscore their 

similarity as they derive from the same Latin verb, “amare” (“to love”), and refer to both the 

friends and their friendship (Vandelinde 131). The narrator/translator then reveals that the two 

children grow identical in manner and physique:  

Fairer were never noon on lyve, 

Curtaise, hende, and good; 

When they were of yeres fyve, 

Alle her kyn was of hem blyth, 

                                                        
97      For the remainder of this chapter, I will refer to the Middle English text as “AA”.  
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So mylde they were of mood; 

When they were sevyn yere olde, 

Grete joy every man of hem tolde 

To beholde that frely foode; 

When they were twel winter olde, 

In al the londe was ther non hold 

So faire of boon and blood. (AA 50-60) 

 

Described as courteous, fair, and mild in manner, they grow alike in both manner and appearance. 

When the two barons bring their sons to the Duke’s court for the rich feast held in “Jhesu Cristes 

sake” (68), their similarities continued to be noticed by the members of the court:  

So lyche they were both of syght 

And of waxing, y yow plyght, 

I tel yow for soothe, 

In al thing they were so lyche 

Ther was neither pore ne ryche, 

Who so beheld hem both, 

Fader ne moder that couth say 

Ne knew the hend children tway 

But by the coloure of her cloth. (AA lines 88-96) 

 

Amis and Amiloun develop in exactly the same manner and are so identical physically (in 

appearance), so as to require differently coloured clothing to mark their difference. The 

conventional epithets used, such as “hend, good” and “mylde … of mood,” help to establish the 

boys as the heroes of the tale, but do not make them individuals (Hume 31). Though Dale Kramer 

utilizes these passages to suggest that the author’s conflation of descriptions indicate that he did 

not know how to individualize (Kramer 104-05), I agree with Kathryn Hume that “this is a 

rhetorical device to make more plausible their identical appearance” (Hume 31). Rob Roy Purdy 

has suggested that their similarities and relationship reflect the “the divided soul” (Purdy 129), as 

described in Plato’s Symposium, by the character Aristophanes. According to Plato’s 

Aristophanes, Zeus divides the body of man into two parts, leaving them to wander the earth in 

search of each other, because man in his original state was proud and insolent (116). Purdy 
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writes, “friends were actually two parts of one soul, and because of the natural affinity of like for 

like, these two souls could not be happy on earth until they had united again” (117); he implies 

that Amis and Amiloun—born on the same day, and dying in one grave—form a single soul 

(129-30). Richard Zeikowitz follows this Platonic notion, writing, “since the two knights are like 

two halves of the same soul, very similar in appearance and character, each feels incomplete 

without the other” (36). Claiming that the knights follow the classical and medieval notion of 

ideal friendship—a friend is “a second self”—he also notes a queer potential latent in their 

twinned appearance: “observing the uncanny similarity—yet individuality—of the ‘brothers’ 

opens the possibilities for studying the eroticism or passion underlying the relationship between 

two men who are not related by birth” (36-39).  

 Interestingly, as the aforementioned passages suggest, Amis and Amiloun are “so faire of 

boon and blood” (AA 60), so as to incite admiration—especially from the males. Prior to entering 

the Duke’s court, one reads how “Grete joy every man of hem tolde / To beholde that frely 

foode” (56-7), which suggests male visual pleasure derived from beholding the growing boys’ 

well-shaped bodies.98 Such appreciation for their fair bodies continues to be expressed when they 

later enter into the court:  

Mony men gan hem byholde 

Of lordynges that there were, 

Of body how wel they were pyght, 

And how feire they were of syght, 

Of hyde and hew and here; 

And al they seide without lesse 

Fairer children than they wesse 

Ne sey they never yere. (77-84)   

 

                                                        
98      Of course, “man” is primarily an impersonal pronoun meaning “man or woman” (MED). 

Yet, the fact that “lordynges” behold the knights supports the notion of specifically male visual 

pleasure.  
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Courtly women also regard the beauty of the knights—Belisaunt, of course, casts her eye and 

desire upon Amis after the unanimous consensus amongst her maidens that Amis is the “priis and 

flour” of all knights at court (450-73). Although the passage may suggest that female desire 

creates Amis and Amiloun as separate and distinct subjects, in opposition to male desire, this 

scene occurs after Amiloun departs for his ancestral lands, which both facilitates and limits the 

operation of female desire in this text. Nonetheless, the opening of the narrative reveals that the 

men at court unite in a common appreciation for the young knights’ physical form; as in the 

manner of a blazon, the men catalogue the boys’ pleasing skin, complexion, and hair, hence 

framing them as objects of male desire in a manner traditionally reserved for women. Likewise, 

the text implies that the marvellous beauty of the boys incites the Duke to ask the barons to leave 

their “tuay sones fre” (115) and, once brought into his service, 

Al that hem seighe, with word and thought, 

Hem loved mani a man; 

For thai were so blithe of chere, 

Over al the lond fer and nere 

The los of love thai wan, 

And the riche douke, withouten les, 

Of all the men that olive wes 

Mest he loved hem than. (197-204) 

 

Not only does this passage demonstrate the emotional intensity with which the Duke loves the 

knights above all other men, but also how powerfully their physical image is impressed on men 

through sight, so as to be capable of raising them again through memory and in speech (and 

inciting love in the process). The narrative emphasizes Amis and Amiloun’s physical perfection 

and desirability for men, first, and then women, thus positioning them as potential and powerful 

objects of male desire. Pugh draws attention to these passages and claims, “the men’s unanimous 

reaction to Amis and Amiloun indicates that male beauty binds the court together in the creation 

of a unified homosocial milieu” (Pugh, “From Boys” 105). As a result, “queer desire lingers in 
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the background of this scene, yet much like the desires for brotherhood between Amis and 

Amiloun, such affinities are cloaked under a veil of courtly normativity” (106).99  

 As the Duke and his men at court love and desire the knights, the sentiment is not 

explicitly reciprocated; rather, the text reveals Amis and Amiloun’s great love for each other: “So 

wele tho children loved hem tho, / Nas never children loved hem so” (AA 139-40). Indeed, the 

narrator/translator states “Bituix hem tuai, of blod and bon, / Trewer love nas never non” (142-

43), and this fraternal love is soon solidified by swearing an oath of brotherhood: 

On a day the childer, war and wight, 

Trewethes togider thai gun plight, 

While thai might live and stond 

That bothe bi day and bi night, 

In wele and wo, in wrong and right, 

That thai schuld frely fond 

To hold togider at everi nede, 

In word, in werk, in wille, in dede, 

Where that thai were in lond, 

Fro that day forward never mo 

Failen other for wele no wo: 

Therto thai held up her hond. (145-56) 

 

“By day and by night,” and “in happiness and in woe,” Amis and Amiloun pledge their 

“trewethes,” which in the broadest sense meant “‘faithfulness, fidelity, loyalty, constancy, 

steadfast allegiance’ … especially to the code of chivalry as defined or assumed by the particular 

narrative” (Baldwin 354-55). Importantly, several scholars to have taken the oath to be the moral 

principle that structures the subsequent action in the tale, even when “treuthe” is at odds with 

clear Christian influences and references; in fact, the inclusion of the phrase “in wrong and right” 

suggests that “treuthe” even may be positioned against one’s sense of moral or Christian 

righteousness. Dean Baldwin writes that the oath is  “reminiscent of the rash promise motif in 

                                                        
99      While courtly romances typically express homosocial desire for beautiful knights-to-be, like 

Lancelot in the Stanzaic Le Morte Arthur, or Percival, what is unusual about Amis and Amiloun is 

that there are two of them. Male homosocial desire is twinned.  
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folktales” as “its conditions bind Amis and Amiloun to act as they do throughout he story, 

forcing compromises with other values (even other aspects of treuthe)” (357). Though the 

emphasis on “treuthe” seems original in the English version, it shapes the moral system of the 

heroes to such an extent that one can claim that “the virtue to be tested is treuthe … [and] the 

author arranges that this virtue will be tested in a series of situations, arranged roughly in 

ascending order of difficulty” (357-58). Susan Dannenbaum concurs: “the right and wrong of 

Amiloun’s decision [to fight in Amis’ stead] turn not on a Christian ideal of honesty but on 

treuthe, the virtue central to friendship” (Dannenbaum 620), and Ojars Kratins writes of the two 

sacrifices (leprosy and the child sacrifice) as being linked to the testing of treuthe (Kratins 350).  

Although the oath is understood as structuring the morality of the tale, and may enable 

one to explain the subsequent non-Christian sacrifices, the oath of brotherhood also expresses 

queer desire, as it coveys similar sentiments commonly exchanged in heterosexual marriage 

vows.100 Following an allusion to an earlier “trouth plyght” (AA 20) and its reiteration by 

Amiloun before his departure (293), which implies “a betrothal or marriage vow” (“treuth-plight” 

MED), the oath approaches “marriage vows in their complexity and wording” (Ford, “Merry 

Married Brothers” n. pg.). John C. Ford notes how “even to modern ears these lines ring familiar; 

much the same could probably be said for the fourteenth-century audience, whose wedding 

liturgy is not so very different from that of today”: 

I .N. take the .N. to myn wedded wyf,  

to have and to holde from this day forward,  

for beter, for wers, for richer, for porere,  

for fayrere, for fowlere, in seknes and in helthe,  

                                                        
100      See John Boswell’s Same-Sex Love in Premodern Europe, especially the “Appendix of 

Translations” (283-344), for a list of documents on prayers and offices for same-sex unions. 

Indeed, the wording and sentiments expressed in many are strikingly similar to those expressed in 

(modern) heterosexual unions.  
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til deth us departe, yif holy chirche it wil ordeyne:  

and therto I plithe the myn trewthe.   

 

I (name) take thee (name) as my wedded wife, 

To have and to hold from this day forward, 

For better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, 

In good times and in bad, in sickness and in health, sun 

Till death separates us, if Holy Church will ordain it: 

And thereto I plight thee my troth. (Littlehales 5-6, cited by Ford, “Merry Married 

Brothers” n. pg.) 

 

Pugh also writes how “the phrasing of this passage is reminiscent of Christian marriage rites” as 

the pledge “semantically captures the heterosexual marriage vow of ‘for bettere for wors’” (Pugh, 

“From Boys” 106). Importantly, their oath is followed by the exchange of two identical gold 

cups, which symbolizes their union in a manner similar to modern exchanges of rings in the 

marriage rite.101 John Boswell, in his controversial book Same-Sex Love in Premodern Europe,102 

writes that the “prayer for the common cup” was shared in both premodern heterosexual 

                                                        
101      Zeikowitz also states, “these cups serve as a sort of wedding ring linking the two together” 

(52).  
102      This book, following Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality: Gay People in 

Western Europe from the Beginning of the Christian Era to the Fourteenth Century (CSTH), has 

sparked a great deal of controversy and debate. Matthew Kuefler writes that Same-Sex Love in 

Premodern Europe was in many ways an extension of the Boswell Thesis put forth in CSTH, as 

“its main argument was that not only did early Christians and the peoples of the Early Middle 

Ages maintain the tolerance that typified earlier Greek and Roman societies, but they also created 

church ceremonies to mark the emotional commitments between same-sex couples” (Kuefler 22). 

Since then, critics have questioned both Boswell’s terminology (sparking the essentialist vs. 

social constructionist debate), and whether same-sex unions were actually performed in a similar 

way to heterosexual marriages in the Middle Ages. See “The Boswell Thesis” by Kuefler for a 

fuller explanation of this criticism.   

       Although I am suggesting that Amis and Amiloun’s oath is similar to heterosexual marriage 

vows (and same-sex vows, according to Boswell), in no way am I claiming that their oath is 

either a heterosexual or same-sex marriage, or that they are homosexuals. Like Pugh, I claim that 

“in describing these brothers and their oaths as queer, I am not attempting to unmask the knights 

as homosexuals” (“From Boys” 102). I also agree that “these sworn friendships straddle the 

border between the normative and the queer, as they reflect a culturally sanctioned social 

agreement between two men that nonetheless provides a possible cover for homoerotic desires to 

flourish” (103, my emphasis). For these reasons (especially regarding the problem of 

terminology) I choose to avoid aligning my reading of the oath of brotherhood with Boswell’s 

arguments entirely.  
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ceremonies and Communion ceremonies in same-sex rites; the common cup “was not originally 

Eucharistic, but a survival or the Roman confareatio and other pagan chalice-based matrimonial 

rituals (Boswell 204).103 Since “most representations of Christian marriage from the third to the 

fifth century are found on gold glass cups” (204), the exchange of gold cups between Amis and 

Amiloun may call to mind past (same-sex) rituals of union. Likewise, Boswell argues that the 

“key gesture in union ceremonies of all types was the joining of the right hands” (211); he claims 

that “this was a Roman gesture (called dextrarum junctio) for formalizing a contract—most often 

a connubial arrangement” and, significantly, this gesture remained in use throughout the Middle 

Ages as “the single most critical act in union of all sorts” (211-12). Although the text does not 

specify which hand is held up and in what manner it is held, when Amis and Amiloun swear their 

oath, the inclusion of their “hond” at the conclusion of their oath signals a formalization of a 

contract that, given the other elements involved in the oath, may be akin to a same-sex union. 

Furthermore, Ford explains how the oath parallels with a Christian wedding ceremony in three 

ways: how two previously unrelated companions plight their troth; how they follow it with vows 

utilizing familiar formulas; and how they finish their oaths with the exchange of tokens, which 

stands as a symbol of their union (Ford, “Merry Married Brothers” n. pg.). Pugh expands, “the 

queerness of Amis and Amiloun’s oath does not arise in any latent adumbration of homosexuality 

but in the ways that their oath forever alters their childhood identities in a manner congruent to 

heterosexual marriage” (Pugh, “From Boys” 107). Moreover, he claims, “the chaste oath subverts 

the narrative structure of romance, despite the absence of homosexuality between the two heroes, 

                                                        
103      In the footnote to page 204, Boswell writes that “some ceremonies, e.g., the fifteenth-

century euchologion Athos Athanasios 105 . . . make clear that two cups are at issue in the 

ceremony—the ‘common cup’ … as well as Communion.” He adds, “also the earlier (thirteenth-

century) Patamos 105 … in which the priest gives the couple first the ‘body and blood’—i.e., 

unmistakeably Communion—and then the ‘common cup’” (pg 204, n. 29).  
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in that the privileged relationships both between knight and lord and between knight and lady are 

marginalized” (107).  

While the marriage oath is interpreted through queer analysis in a way that sees Amis and 

Amiloun’s friendship as potentially queer—a union of two men in what appears to be the form of 

traditional heterosexual marriage that takes precedence over all other (heterosexual) vows and 

(feudal) contracts—my interest in this textual passage is how it forms the first of what I 

understand to be two kinds of unions in the text, or the first of what I see as a moment of 

connectivity between the knights. Here, the brothers bind themselves to one another with an 

oath—a verbal utterance that performs the act of union—and I claim that, more than simply 

testing “treuthe,” this oath tests their bodies and connectivity throughout the remainder of the tale. 

The oath is the first moment in the text that suggests their union (precisely in this kind of 

spiritual, and affective way that can be similar to a Christian marriage rite), yet the exchange of 

arms becomes a more explicit act of union between the heroes—one that demonstrates this notion 

in a deeply somatic way. Both the oath and arms exchange have queer potential, but in different 

aspects: the oath may be read as a performance of same-sex marriage, yet the exchange of arms 

links bodies, in order to rehabilitate the gender of one of the partners as not queer, so that this 

process of rehabilitation depends on upholding the first queer oath of union (queerness depends 

on queerness). While I agree with Pugh that the plight of troth may queer their friendship (as well 

as all other relationships in the tale), I argue that the remainder of the first half of the text focuses 

predominantly on queer gender—especially rehabilitating Amis’ perceived femininity.  

 Importantly, the differences in gender performance and the knights’ characterization in 

the text emerge after the sworn oath. Although Ziekowitz and Purdy have previously suggested 

that the two knights are like two parts of the same body, soul or self, soon after the boys are made 
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knights, the narrator/translator begins to differentiate the two in terms of their position at the 

court and in their characters. Once the Duke “dubed bothe tho bernes bold / To knightes” (AA 

164-65) when they turn fifteen years old, the following stanza describes how both knights are 

given “stedes white and broun” (171) and remain active, errant knights:  

To justes other to turnament, 

Sir Amis and Sir Amiloun, 

For douhtiest in everi dede, 

With scheld and spere to ride on stede, 

Thai gat hem gret renoun. (176-80) 

 

However, the Duke then offers Amis and Amiloun positions in his court that begin to reflect their 

differing characterizations: “Sir Amis, as ye may here, / He made his chef botelere,” and “Sir 

Amiloun of hem alle, / He made chef steward in halle” (187-91). Ford argues that these positions 

are indicative of their differing gender roles: “Amis is made a cup-bearer, fulfilling the feminine 

role of homemaker and caregiver, while Amiloun becomes a military chief embracing the 

occupational hazards of knighthood in battle” (Ford, “Contrasting the Identical” 312). 

Dannenbaum notes that “each youth holds the role best suited to his nature,” and that “the 

contrast established here projects a fundamental difference in the friends’ actions and in their 

relationship to each other” (Dannenbaum 613). Ford speculates, “if the author/translator had 

intended his audience to continue viewing the characters as identical, no doubt he would have 

given them identical positions. That he does not must indicate some difference in aptitude for the 

pair” (Ford, “Contrasting the Identical” 312).  

 Importantly, the differences between the two knights’ gender performances extend 

beyond what Ford argues are their implied male/female positions assigned at court. Whilst no 

change is perceived in Amiloun’s character from the beginning of the tale until after the trial by 
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combat, Amis appears to act as an effeminate counterpart to his sworn brother. When Amiloun 

leaves the Duke’s court after the death of his parents “to resaive his lond” (AA 228), he then 

sesed it al in to his hond, 

That his elders hadde be, 

And spoused a levedy bright in bour 

And brought hir hom with gret honour. (332-35)  

 

Here, Amiloun behaves in a manner typical of noble knights in medieval literature. Unaided by 

the Duke, Amiloun actively takes possession of his ancestors’ lands, which “contrasts with the 

ease of succession enjoyed by Amis whose inheritance was guaranteed through marriage to the 

same Duke’s only child, Belisaunt” (Ford, “Contrasting the Identical” 314) and, I add, by 

Amiloun’s own martial and marital prowess. Both “resaive” and “sesed” imply some degree of 

struggle and/or some display of might in establishing his dominance (314). Thus, seizing his land 

and “a levedy bright in bour,” Amiloun upholds the heteronormative impulse of medieval 

romance and, likewise, displays a kind of masculinity predicated on action, might, and desire. 

Similarly, Ford writes that Amiloun’s worthiness as a knight is demonstrated through his actions: 

“his stoic acceptance of misfortune, his competence in ascertaining situations and making critical 

judgements, his ceaseless perseverance in the face of adversity and continual willingness to 

engage in quest and competition” (Ford, “Contrasting the Identical” 312), which are in direct 

contrast to Amis’ behaviour and characterization.  

 Since Hume describes how Amis falls into “a strange passivity,” while Amiloun pursues 

an energetic course of action (Hume 31-32), and Ford demonstrates how Amis and Amiloun 

fulfil separate gender roles—“Amis is the feminine counterpart to Amiloun’s masculine one” 

(Ford, “Contrasting the Identical” 320-21)—I will refrain from offering a full analysis of Amis’ 

perceived femininity. However, for the purpose of establishing Amis’ queer gender in this 

chapter, I will briefly turn to two key passages in the text—Amis’ encounter with Belisaunt in the 
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garden, as well as his the steward’s offer of friendship—in order to explain on how he is made a 

(feminine) object of desire in both scenes. Once Amiloun obtains the two gold cups, exchanges 

them with Amis, reminds him of their vows of brotherhood and departs for his lands,104 Amis is 

approached by “the steward of that lond; / Ever he proved with nithe and ond / To bring him into 

care” (AA 346-48). The steward, who had “gret envie” (213) of the brothers, takes Amiloun’s 

departure as an opportunity to engage with Amis in a similar bond of brotherhood. He urges,  

 ‘Sir Amis,’ … ‘do bi mi red, 

And swere ous bothe brotherhed 

And plight we our trewthes to; 

Be trewe to me in word and dede, 

And y schal to the, so God me spede, 

Be trewe to the also.’ (361-66) 

 

Essentially, the steward is a rival to Amiloun in the union, and his request exposes the knights’ 

friendship as potentially homoerotic. Delany writes, “the dynamic of the steward’s exchange with 

Amis heightens the erotic atmosphere” (Delany 68). Amis replies, “Y no schal never mi treuthe 

breke, / Noither for wele no wo” (AA 371-72);105 Delany takes the exclusivity of the bond 

between Amis and Amiloun as suggestive of “more than a social bond,” since “friendship is not 

necessarily exclusive, but an ongoing erotic relationship usually is” (Delany 68). Amis’ 

declaration—“Gete me frendes whare y may, / Y no schal never bi night no day / Chaunge him 

for no newe”—also differentiates Amiloun in relation to friends, who, as the lines suggest, can be 

gained and/or replaced easily; Amiloun, as the text implies, is much more than a friend. 

Moreover, the reference to “night no day” “may mark out one difference between friendship, a 

daytime relationship, and a homoerotic bond which includes bedding down together” (Delany 

68). From another angle, Pugh views the scene as queer, but not out of any homoerotic desire 

                                                        
104      This moment may also be interpreted as one where Amiloun is active and masculine, as 

opposed to Amis, who is the passive recipient of the cup. 
105       “Treuthe” to Amiloun is repeated nine times in the full response (361-84). 
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(though the potential is there); he writes, “this oath appears queerer than the one between Amis 

and Amiloun in the hint of the steward’s transgressive desires, but again, the more crucial point 

of queerness emerges in how this oath would further fracture Amis’ masculine loyalties as a 

knight rather than in any latent hint of homosexuality” (Pugh, “From Boys” 111). While Delany 

and Pugh both suggest that the encounter enables one to view Amis and Amiloun’s friendship as 

homoerotic, as well as to locate “transgressive desires” on the part of the steward (which I take 

here as also indicative of same-sex desire), I think that the scene equally draws attention to Amis’ 

femininity as a potential object of desire for both men, which later is paralleled in the scene with 

Belisaunt, who also pursues him in what some may call an aggressive fashion. Even if the 

steward is deemed by Delany a “scorned woman” (Delany 68) in his reaction to Amis’ refusal 

(AA 385-93), the point is that Amis is cast in the typically female role as an object of desire, here, 

no doubt in terms of same-sex desire; this casting queers Amis in terms of his gender (he is 

desired, rather than a desiring subject), and the steward in terms of homoerotic desire.  

 Once Amis rejects the steward’s advances, the Duke holds another feast where, this time, 

Amis is persistently and aggressively pursued by Belisaunt, who “On Sir Amis, that gentil knight, 

/ Ywis, hir love was al alight” (472-73). Belisaunt, whose “pines were so hard and strong, / Sche 

wald be loken in clay” (491-92), approaches Amis in the garden, where he sought solace from a 

malady (503) that detained him from hunting with the Duke and lords. Although the text does not 

specify Amis’ “malady,” if the sickness is interpreted as lovesickness for Amiloun, then this 

moment also would feminize Amis. Indeed, Amis’ lovesickness for Amiloun would parallel 

Belisaunt’s lovesickness for Amis. Nonetheless, seeing him by a tree, Belisaunt forwardly 

addresses her longing to Amis and proposes that they plight their “trewthe” together: 

‘Thou art,’ sche seyd, ‘a gentil knight, 

And icham a bird in bour bright, 
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Of wel heighe kin ycorn, 

And bothe bi day and bi night 

Mine hert so hard is on the light, 

Mi joie is al forlorn; 

Plight me thi trewthe thou schalt be trewe 

And chaunge me for no newe 

That in this world is born, 

And y plight the mi treuthe also, 

Til God and deth dele ous ato, 

Y schal never be forsworn.’ (576-88)  

 

Belisaunt’s request clearly echoes the oath of brotherhood sworn between the knights at the 

beginning of the tale, as she, too, asks to “chaunge me for no newe;” lovesick, she desires to 

pledge her faithfulness “bi day and bi night,” in order to enter into a “troth-plighting” that is 

obviously amorous. Amis utilizes the high social position that Belisaunt announces at the opening 

of her request, in order to ward off her advances. His first attempt at dissuading her comes from 

reminding her of his lowly status: “Certes, than were it michel unright, / Thi love to lain opon a 

knight / That nath noither lond no fe” (598-600). His defence of class difference, however, also 

affects his masculinity: Pugh explains how “the hierarchical construction of knightly masculinity 

is likewise ties to the peerage system, and Amis’ lowly position in this field further establishes 

his feminized position in relation to other men, if not Belisaunt as well” (Pugh, “From Boys” 

108). Yet, Amis continues to argue against the union by citing how dishonourable it would be for 

him to be with her in relation to her father, the Duke, to whom he first pledged his service: “And 

y dede mi lord this deshonour, / Than were ich an ivel traitour” (AA 607-08). Although Amis 

attempts to claim loyalty to her father first and, in doing so, “bolster his masculinity predicated 

upon honourable behaviour in defence to his lord rather than in submission to his lady” (Pugh, 

“From Boys” 108), Belisaunt’s response undercuts any attempt at doing so:  

Whether artow prest other persoun, 

Other thou art monk other canoun, 

That prechest me thus here? 
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Thou no schust have ben no knight, 

To gon among maidens bright, 

Thou schust have ben a frere! (AA 616-21) 

 

In this moment, Belisaunt attacks Amis’ lack of sexual desire for “maidens bright” as a sign of 

his unsuitability as a knight. As Belisaunt “taxonomizes a social caste system of lusty knights and 

celibate clerics,” “she attempts to cajole Amis into amatory action by pointing out the ways in 

which he fails to incarnate the knightly masculinity of courtly lover that she expects” (Pugh, 

“From Boys” 109). Belisaunt’s persistence, her taunting of Amis’ celibacy, and her final 

blackmail—“I’ll cry rape” (AA 625-36)—appears “more stereotypically masculine than 

feminine” (Jost 120), and vice versa. This notion is later reinforced when Belisaunt offers to 

support Amis financially—“Riches anough y may the finde” (AA 761)—and stand in as a pledge 

for Amis with her mother (880-94), if he were to flee from battle. Jean E. Jost argues, “coupled 

with the feminization of the husbands, the tale inverts traditional sex roles, making the males 

victims of female abuse of power,” where Belisaunt’s first transgressive and erotic gaze and 

voice, “exert authority coterminus to coercive will power” (117; 120).106 Agreeing with Jost and 

Pugh, I add that the scene, as with the episode with the Steward, draws attention to Amis’ 

femininity in behaviour and manner, as well as to his position in these moments of amatory 

confrontation and pursuit as the feminine object of desire. In both scenes, males (Belisaunt, as a 

female acting like a male) desire Amis, who is portrayed as a submissive female (though male in 

body). For this reason, one may suggest that both the steward’s and Belisaunt’s problematic 

                                                        
106      See Jost for more evidence of Belisaunt as defying her traditional feminine role, and how 

the tale inverts traditional sex roles. She argues that men, in their behaviour are particularly 

impotent, whilst the two women are potent (117). In terms of Belisaunt, in particular, Jost claims 

that her gaze is transgressive in the way that it transfixes Amis, thus “defying expectations that 

she be the modest virgin with eyes downcast” (118-19); Belisaunt’s voice is assertive and, 

because her involvement in Amis’ difficulties, she defies “the expected passive role espoused by 

many of her sex” (120).   
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gender performances and “transgresssive desires” are precisely why their oaths with Amis are 

seen as a threat to the primary bond between the sworn brothers. I also posit that Amis and 

Amiloun’s subsequent marriages do not compromise the truth pledge they share with each other 

as, in those separate moments, masculinity and femininity are properly enacted in each 

coupling.107   

 In this sense, apart from Amiloun (and the Duke), men don’t act like men in this tale, and 

women don’t act like women. The text is preoccupied with queering gender performance and 

traditional roles/behaviours, in order to rehabilitate them at the end. In recent studies, three critics 

have pointed to these differences in gender amongst the two knights: Hume offers a cursory 

analysis that the English author “constructs a pattern of passive behaviour for Amis” in the 

opening so that “in the second half, the heroes’ fortune and behaviour change abruptly. Amis 

shakes off his lethargy and begins to act effectually” (Hume 32); Ford views Amiloun as 

masculine, and Amis as feminine consistently throughout the tale (Ford, “Contrasting the 

Identical” 320-21); and Pugh offers a “hermaphroditic model of gendered identity,” as “both men 

cannot be fully masculine at the same time, they together inhabit a model of hermaphroditism in 

which male and female gender roles of knightly prowess and maidenly weakness oscillate 

between them” (Pugh, “From Boys” 107-08). While Pugh and Hume suggest that Amis and 

Amiloun’s gender performance oscillates or simply reverses part-way through the text, none have 

explored what may have contributed to these perceived changes and why. While the oath both 

                                                        
107      Pugh writes, “when they both subsequently marry women, their primary bond remains to 

each other, and their respective wives never evolve beyond characters of secondary importance 

for both the titular heroes and for readers” (Pugh, “From Boys” 107). I add that Belisaunt quite 

literally falls out of the narrative when she is “won,” by taking her place as the submissive 

female, which is why her marriage is not deemed threatening. In turn, Amiloun’s wife reverses 

this trajectory in a more aggressive and threatening way, which is why her character must be 

written out of the text, rather than be rehabilitated.  
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structures the morality of the tale and queers their friendship in potentially homoerotic ways, this 

same-sex relationship is not the focus of the text, nor does the tale push for a return to a clearer 

heteronormativity. Rather, I suggest that the central concern is to rehabilitate Amis’ perceived 

femininity, so that both knights return and remain as active, errant, hence, masculine, knights at 

the conclusion of the tale. The oath links Amis and Amiloun in a union much like a marriage, yet, 

I argue that the next moment of connectivity between the two—the arms exchange in the forest 

prior to the trial by combat—joins their bodies explicitly so as to enable one to observe how 

Amiloun acts prosthetically to supplement Amis’ feminine (thus, queered) male body, as well as 

to explain how both Amiloun’s leprosy and cure depend on his bodily connectivity with Amis.  

 

My Armour/Other as Prosthesis 

 Once Amis leaves the Duke’s court to find Amiloun and ask for his help in battle against 

the steward, Amis’ horse soon falls down dead with exhaustion and, taking up the hems of his 

long coat (“He stiked up his lappes tho” AA 988), he runs through the wild forest only to be 

overcome with exhaustion and fall asleep under a tree. That very night, Amiloun receives a vision 

of his sworn brother who, “Bilapped among his fon; / Thurch a bere wilde and wode / And other 

bestes, that bi him stode, / Bisett he was to slon” (1014-17). Unsettled by the dream, Amiloun 

“Ful richeliche he gan him schrede / And lepe astite opon his stede” (1045-46), to find his brother 

sleeping under a tree. As soon as Amis awoke and recognized his brother, he told him of his woes 

with the steward, as well as how Belisaunt and her mother have offered themselves as pledges on 

his behalf. In his response, Amiloun immediately offers a solution: to fight in his stead as Amis. 

Importantly, this deception, as Amiloun states, will be accomplished by exchanging clothes:  

Ac brother,’ he seyd, ‘have al mi wede, 

And in thi robe y schal me schrede, 
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Right as the self it ware; 

And y schal swere so God me spede 

As icham giltles of that dede, 

That he opon the bare.’ 

Anon tho hendi knightes to 

Alle her wede chaunged tho, 

And when thai were al yare, 

Than seyd Sir Amiloun, ‘Bi Seyn Gile, 

Thus man schal the schrewe bigile, 

That wald the forfare!’ (117-28) 

 

More than simply exchanging clothing, Amiloun also instructs Amis to “sai thou hast sent thi 

stede ywis / To thi brother, Sir Amis” (1135-36). As we recall that the Duke gave “Bothe stedes 

white and broun” (171), the scene appears to suggest that the true identity swap comes from 

changing clothes—“robe” and “wede.” The Duke “Ne knew the hend children tway / But by the 

coloure of her cloth” (95-96), so switching cloth(es) is what enables both knights to figuratively 

become the other—unbeknownst to all but Belisaunt (950-60)—, as physically and visually their 

bodies are identical.  

Switch clothes, save Amis from the Steward, and switch back to normal: this scene in the 

forest is commonly read as a straightforward mechanism by which to advance and resolve the 

crisis of the plot and, as such, is skipped over as just that—a fact of the plot. Though swapping 

clothing becomes the means for testing “trewthe,” critics of the poem have entirely avoided 

commenting on the act. Yet, I propose to re-examine the English text and extant variants to 

consider what exactly does get swapped and why this exchange causes the knights to become 

each other.  

Though the English text appears to confirm that the exchange is done through 

cloth/clothing, as the aforementioned passages suggest, Amiloun’s return to the Duke’s court 

warrants further investigation. When the Duke “bad men schuld tho levedis take / And lede hem 
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forth biside” (1214-15), in order to burn them in a great fire (since Amis did not yet return for 

battle), the court immediately looks into the field and sees a knight riding: 

Than thai loked in to the feld 

And seighe a knight with spere and scheld 

Com prikeand ther with pride. 

Than seyd thai everichon, ywis, 

‘Yonder cometh prikeand Sir Amis!’ 

And bad thai schuld abide. (1219-24, my emphasis) 

 

As this passage suggests, spectators know Amis is Amis not because of the colour of his cloth, 

but because of the “spere and scheld” that he comes riding with into the field. What the passage 

seems to suggest is that the knights exchanged more than clothes and horses, but also armour, 

which becomes the primary means for identifying this riding knight. Indeed, one recalls that the 

“spere and scheld” was “gat hem gret renoun” (180). As soon as Amiloun rides in and rescues the 

women from the stake, they lead him into a chamber to dress him for battle: “And richeliche thai 

schred that knight / With helme and plate and brini bright, / His tire, it was ful gay” (1243-45). 

The women arm Amiloun with helmet, plate armour, and a hauberk;108 though the women arm 

his body, Amiloun supplies his own weaponry, which must be Amis’. Although the 

aforementioned passage suggests that “wede” implies “clothing,” since the term is immediately 

followed by Amiloun’s instructions to exchange “robe[s],” in fact “wede” must be understood in 

its less common form as “an article of protective clothing or battle apparel; a coat of mail; a piece 

of armour” (MED). Thus, the Middle English version of the tale implies that Amis and Amiloun 

exchange clothes and armour, which includes a shield and spear. 

 In fact, many of the extant versions differ in terms of the material objects exchanged in 

the forest. The earliest version by Radolfus Tortarius is exceedingly spare: “Moribus hii similes 

                                                        
108      According to the MED, “brinie” indicates “a coat of mail; corselet, cuirass, hauberk.” Since 

the women dress him in “plate,” which implies plate armour, and this armour may include a 

cuirass (amongst other pieces), I posit that “brinie” refers to hauberk, or a coat of mail.  
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forma linguaque fuere, Secerni poterant nullius inditio. Permutant vestes” [“They were similar in 

manner, appearance and tongue, nobody could tell them apart. They exchanged clothes”] (Ad 

Bernardum in Rodulfi Tortarii Carmina, pg. 262, II. 165-67).109 The twelfth-century Latin Vita 

Amici et Amelii carissimorum, that Leach has stated is the immediate source of the hagiographic 

group, only indicates clothes and horses: 

Commutemus vestimenta et equos, et ad domum meam proficiscere sine mora, et ego 

cum proditore comite (bellum Deo juvante pro te faciam!) … Tunc utrique flentes 

discerrunt. Abiit autem Amicus ad Regis curiam sub specie Amelii, Amelius ad domum 

socii sub specie Amici. (Vita Amici et Amelii carissimorum, CII. lines 18-27) 

 

[Let us change clothes and horses, and depart to my home without delay, and I will deal 

with the traitor (I will make war for you with God’s help!) … Then they departed both 

weeping. While Amis departed to the court of the King in the guise of Amiloun, 

Amiloun departed to the home of his companion in the guise of Amis.] 

 

Amis is known to the court by “socii vestimentis” (“his companion’s clothes”) (CIII. 1).110 The 

Anglo-Norman text, which Fukui has claimed shows close parallels to the Middle English 

version, states, 

‘Trez touz mes chivalers ke sunt ci 

Ov vus ore demorrunt; 

E a rna court ov vus irrunt; 

Car quant averoms robes chaunge, 

Si quiderunt il pur verite 

Ke vus seiez lour seignur’ 

(K. 856-61) 

 

[‘All of my knights who are here 

Remain with you from now on 

And will go with you (to court)   

For when we have exchanged robes, 

So they will know for truth 

That you are their lord’] 

 

                                                        
109      Leach’s translation reads, “no one could tell them apart. They exchanged garments” (Leach 

Appendix A 102). He does not provide the original Latin.  
110      In this text, the names of the heroes are switched.  
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As with the other versions, Amis and Amiloun change “robes,” or clothes; a major difference in 

this text is the mention of Amiloun’s retinue of knights, which the Middle English version omits. 

When Amis rides into the field, he is known not by his arms, but by his physique: “… quant le 

chevaler veit, / Bien quideit qe ceo fuit Amys; / De cors resemblast e de vis” (AN 574-76) [… 

when the knight is seen, / Well glad he was to see Amys; / He resembled him in body and face”].  

Finally, the Old French chanson de geste proves the closest resemblance to the Middle English 

version in this matter, as the heroes change clothes, horses and arms:  

Ostez vos dras, aiez les miens vestus,  

Et je panrai cel bon destrier quernu,  

Toutes es armes et cel pezant escu,  

Droit a Paris m’en irai vertu. (Ami et Amile 1030-34) 

 

Take off your clothes, and take mine,  

And I will take your good horse with a flowing mane, 

All these arms and your sturdy shield,  

And truly I will go immediately to Paris in them.    

 

In this text, as with the Middle English, Amis is know by his armour: “Si vit venir Ami par la 

charriere, / L’escu au col et la broingne doublier” (1353-54) [“They saw Ami came to the field, / 

By the shield in his hand and his double-meshed hauberk”].  

 I claim that the Middle English version’s inclusion of armour—shield and spear—as 

“wede” speaks to the formation of knightly bodies and identities in medieval romances in way 

that cloth falls short of doing. True, armour is just another form of clothing (though at the furthest 

remove from the texture and pliancy of cloth), yet its difference lies in the way in which it 

constructs and displaces male bodies (projecting an idealized male form), shapes and projects 

male identity that is external to any sense of self as interiority, and remains almost exclusively 

part of the homosocial community of medieval romances, as well as within the network of men 

who quite literally fashioned it in the past. Armour is the ultimate prosthesis for knightly bodies. 
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As I will soon demonstrate how both medieval literature and historical studies attest that armour 

is body, the exchange between the knights in the forest involves more than a superficial changing 

of identities, but in becoming other. Amiloun, in taking Amis’ arms, becomes a prosthetic to 

Amis, both in combat and to Amis’ own defective, feminine body—essentially, making his 

armour function properly again, according to masculine ideologies of chivalric knighthood. 

Likewise, Amis, by taking Amiloun’s clothes and arms, infectiously touches Amiloun’s body in a 

way that marks him with his femininity in such a way that the second exchange (what should be 

read as the simple return to their original identities) explains their subsequent shift in manner and 

characterization in the latter part of the tale. To demonstrate how armour fashions and projects 

idealized masculinity in form, I offer a brief overview of the historical development of armour in 

the Middle Ages through to the early modern period’s revival of classical/heroic arms, especially 

the muscled cuirass. I will then study armour in the opening of the fourteenth-century Stanzaic Le 

Mort Arthur, as well as the fourteenth-century Breton lay Sir Gowther, to demonstrate how 

armour is conceived of in literature as body, self, and identity, hence, a perfect prosthesis.  

*** 

Generally, amour up until the fourteenth century saw little change in development from 

the fifth and sixth centuries. As the great period of plate armour emerged in the fourteenth 

century and continued to the seventeenth, its precursor prior to the development of plates was 

mail. Mail is described as a Gallic invention by Roman writers such as Varro in the first century 

B.C.E.,111 with the oldest found piece of interlocking mail excavated from a third-century B.C.E. 

Celtic grave in Romania, and it remained as the primary defensive garment throughout the 

                                                        
111      “The ‘lorica’ [is so called because] they used to make chest armour from thongs of 

rawhide, and later the Gallic one of iron, an iron tunic of little rings, was included under this 

name” (Varro De lingua Latina, as cited in Williams 29). 
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Roman Empire to the early Middle Ages (Williams 29). Roman legions “were composed of 

infantry generally armoured with a shirt of mail, an iron helmet, and a large shield, and armed 

with a pair of javelins and a short sword” (34); early medieval knights were equipped similarly. 

In fact, Saint Anselm (ca. 1033–1109) catalogued the equipment of a knight: “his war horse 

(which by the thirteenth century was protected by mail and fabric), bridle, saddle, spurs, hauberk 

(a long-sleeved mail shirt, sometimes with a hood, or coif), helmet, shield, lance, and sword” 

(Norris, “Arms and Armour”). Ninth and tenth-century Carolingian MSS depict mounted 

warriors wearing mail shirts that extended from the elbow to the knee; by the eleventh century, 

mail shirts are shown to reach down to the wrist, with separate mail leggings (chausses) to 

protect the lower limbs by the twelfth century, as well as hoods of mail worn over head and neck 

(coif), so that the knight was completely protected by mail (Williams 42). Mail was relatively 

flexible, adaptable to the sizes of its wearer, easily shaped and recycled (this latter point also 

explains the difficulty of dating mail). Although it offered good protection against sword cuts, its 

limitations were becoming apparent against arrows (especially with the development of the 

crossbow and longbow), and bone-breaking weapons such as maces (Pfaffenbichler 8; Williams 

42-3). In addition to the intensity of labour required to produce mail, the deficiencies of chain 

soon lent to the development of small plates to reinforce the mail at critical points on the body, 

and to deflect blows more readily (See Bayeux Tapestry fig. 1). 

 While Alan Williams suggests that plate armour emerged in the thirteenth century 

(Williams 53), Pfaffenbichler writes that the plate armour saw the most growth from about 1340 

to 1650 (Pfaffenbichler 9). In the late thirteenth century, the historian Bonesi de Riva described 

the various products made by the Milanese armourers and, apart from mail shirts, he lists 

thoraces and lamerias, which appear to be plates connected to the mail (Pfaffenbichler 8). The 
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Dominican monk Galvano Fiamma (d. 1298-1344) lists more than a hundred makers of hauberks 

in his Chronicon, and the importance of plate armour is also shown by the Milanese price decree 

of 1340, wherein the main item is no longer mail, but early forms of the plate armour (9). As it 

emerged, plate armour was small (15 x 10 cm) and, for those who could afford complete armour, 

it would be made up of innumerable small elements (Williams 55). Williams writes that “a helm 

typical of the 13th and early 14th century is the one found at Bolzano and now in Castel 

Sant’Angelo (no. 869) which is made up of five plates each of about 0.5kg riveted together” (55). 

During the fourteenth century, the plates of the coat-of-plates became larger in size but fewer in 

number, until they could be regarded as a rudimentary breastplate with some smaller plates 

attached. The logical next step was to replace mail with plates, as much as possible; this change 

began in the fourteenth century, and was completed by the early years of the fifteenth (55; 

Norris).  

 As the fifteenth century progressed, with full plate armour now covering almost the entire 

body (fig. 2), “certain characteristics in form, construction, and decoration can be seen, which are 

typical for different regions of Europe” (Breiding “Fashion”). Dirk Breiding writes, “since the 

larger surfaces afforded by plate armour now allowed for an entire harness and its elements to be 

more individually shaped and decorated than armour of previous periods, such characteristics 

gave rise to distinctive styles and fashions of certain nationalities” (Breiding). While there is not 

enough space here for a thorough analysis of these stylized differences—the most notable being 

of Italian and German production—I will pause to mention the mid-sixteenth century emergence 

of the amour alla romana by Italian armourers, as it bears relation to the ways masculinity is 
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constructed, imagined and projected via armour.112 The alla romana113 is, according to Springer, 

“the most distinctive type of Italian armour developed in the Renaissance” and it is “best 

exemplified by the ‘Medici fragments’ in the Museo Nazionale del Bargello in Florence” 

(Springer 25). Essentially, alla romana was imitating, or thought to be imitating, the arms and 

armour of classical antiquity (figs. 3-5). The “muscled” thorax or cuirass was originally of 

ancient origin, appearing in use in the fifth century B.C.E. and, while the cuirass was reserved 

throughout the classical world for those of the highest ranks, in the Roman Empire, the armour 

was extended for use by both centurions and soldiers (25). As coins, medals and gems circulated, 

and sculptures, reliefs and imperial portraits were plentiful throughout Italy, armourers interested 

in reconstructing Roman military costume had many direct sources to study so that, in the first 

half of the sixteenth century, actual metal armour in this heroic style was revived. Importantly, 

“the Negroli family of Milan specialized in the craft of embossing steel armour and the earliest 

surviving examples of Renaissance armour in the antique manner is from their workshop” 

                                                        
112      Although armour all’antica is commonly held to be a development of the Renaissance 

(Filippo Negroli’s surviving works are some of the best examples), Pyhrr and Godoy write that 

“the likelihood that pseudo-antique harnesses of this type did exist in the fifteenth century, 

despite the fact that none survive, is demonstrated by the monument to the condottiere Annibale 

Bentivoglio (d. 1445) in the church of San Giacomo Maggiore in Bologna, a work dates 1456” 

(Pyhrr and Godoy 10). In this figure, Bentivoglio is wearing what appears to be a two-part 

muscled cuirass in the Roman style. Pyhrr and Godoy claim, “no other fifteenth-century 

monument so thoroughly and convincingly integrates Roman military costume with 

contemporary armour construction, anticipating by almost a century the first surviving armour 

alla romana” (10).   
113      Classically inspired armours are often referred to with the terms all’antica, alla romana, or 

all’eroica. Pyhrr and Godoy explain their subtle differences:  

The first can be translated as “in the ancient [or antique] style” and is the term most 

frequently encountered in the sixteenth century; its meaning is generic, suggesting a 

work of classical inspiration. The term alla romana, “in the Roman style,” can be more 

specific in meaning, referring to works copied with greater fidelity after Roman models; 

armours and muscled cuirasses … typify a Renaissance armour all romana. The term 

all’eroica, “in the heroic style,” is again a general one implying pseudo-classical design 

of a more imaginative, less archaeological kind. (Pyhrr and Godoy 2)  
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(Frieder 20). Braden Frieder writes, “the mania for historical authenticity extended to the 

detailing on the breastplate,” which may have included images like “the head of the Gorgon 

Medusa, a talisman worn on ancient armour as a protection against evil” (20). Although Gothic 

plate armour was designed and continued to be used for the battlefield in this period, since “the 

raised or embossed decoration on these armours defeated the principle of the glancing surface 

used on armour” (20), the Roman forms were revived and developed for tournament and 

pageantry. In Italy, the alla romana was quickly established as the highest form of ceremonial 

dress (27).  Springer notes, “Cosimo I, Duke of Tuscany, was among the first political leaders to 

be portrayed in classical armour during his lifetime” (fig. 4), and this style of “heroic armour 

continued to be an integral part of both portraiture and pageantry in the Medici court” (27).   

Importantly, this type of cuirass—hardened, toned and muscled—offered an idealized 

image of the male body as strong, stable, impenetrable, and powerful. It enacted what Springer 

calls a “prosthetic fantasy that is essentially sculptural” by allowing “the wearer to disguise the 

imperfections of his own body and at the same time to project an idealized persona that 

corresponds to his culture’s highest form of proportion and physical beauty” (30). In this sense, it 

was “a privileged form of male masquerade, simultaneously concealing the contingent identity of 

its subject and representing him in a heroic and aggrandized mode that reflects the diffused 

cultural memory of the schematized torsos of Greek sculpture” (30). Thus, armour alla romana 

presented the classical concept of the ideal, whole and perfectly symmetrical body. Whereas 

Lennard Davis defines the classical ideal body as one that all fall short of, thus arguing that the 

classical period (up until the nineteenth century) held no sense or category of normalcy (Davis 4), 

I posit that all armour—especially expressed by the culminating development of the alla 
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romana—offered the possibility for achieving this bodily ideal (for those who could afford it) 

through the supplement that is armour.  

Springer distinguishes between the classical thorax, as a type of armour that offers the 

fantasy of closure, stability and symmetry, and tournament armour (especially garniture) of the 

sixteenth century, as it was “by its very nature in continual metamorphosis, since it relied on the 

substitution of individual plates and accessories created for each specific event”; yet, I hesitate to 

accept her conclusions (Springer 35). Springer argues that the concept of garniture was “an 

ensemble of interchangeable prostheses” that was “antithetical to that of the classical thorax,” and 

asserts, “the knight arming for a sequence of giochi guerreschi had no stable boundaries; he 

continually transformed his bodily image by adding or subtracting individual components of his 

harness” (35). She claims, “the knight had always presented an asymmetrical image, since he 

held his offensive arms in his right hand, and used a large shield to protect the left side of his 

body”; likewise, “when full body armour rendered the shield obsolete, armour still tended to 

reinforce the left side of the body to allow greater mobility to the right” (36). Although I do not 

dispute the fact that tournament armour was designed asymmetrically, and that the concept of 

garniture enabled the continual metamorphosis of the body (and its prostheses), I cannot agree 

with the argument that the classical thorax somehow presented an “idealized somatic form” and 

“masked irregularities” (36) in a way that cap-a-pie armour (including earlier developments) did 

not. One must keep in mind that the muscled cuirasses covered only one area of the body, which 

makes her comparison with general full body armours far too broad; in addition, the cuirass itself 

consists of two joined pieces (back to front) (fig. 5), which indicates that, although it projects an 

ideal of wholeness and changelessness, it is itself a composite. Moreover, the cuirass can be worn 

with accompanying arms, thus, offering a similar image of compositeness. I claim that ideal 
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symmetry in armour is foremost concerned with projecting the ideal symmetry of the fleshly 

body, than with the added defensive and offensive arms carried and/or held by the body. All 

armour, not just the classical thorax, promotes bodily impenetrability, strength, and masked 

irregularities, whether or not it was meant for the battlefield.114  

In fact, not only did armour function as a prosthetic fantasy for achieving and visually 

projecting the illusive, perfectly symmetrical male body, but also artisans, including armourers, 

quite literally fashioned prosthetic limbs as and/or in addition to armour. Indeed, the Stibbert 

Museum in Florence, Italy, boasts the largest collection of extant prosthetic limbs from the late 

medieval and early modern period, which I was fortunate to have been able to examine first-hand. 

The museum houses three prosthetic hands (Museum Catalogue Nos. 3816-18) (figs. 30-31), one 

arm (No. 3819), one leg prosthetic (No. 3820), as well as what the museum has mistakenly 

catalogued as several pairs of lower limb orthopaedic braces for small children (Nos. 3821-5)115 

that are, in fact simply parts of parade armour, according to medical historian, V. Putti (Putti 324 

ft. nt.). I will now turn to discuss three of the upper limb prostheses individually.116  

                                                        
114      Here I am referring to armour maintaining the symmetry of the body. Of course, not all 

arms concealed impairment, as we will soon see in prosthetics that bore perforated designs.  
115      Each number listed constitutes a pair, or two pieces of lower leg armour for small children. 

Curiously, no. 3823 is listed as two separate pieces in the museum. According to the first, very 

old catalogue, no. 3823 consists of only one piece. The 1919 printed catalogue gives two pieces 

of the same inventory number. The more recent digital catalogue states that these are a couple or 

pair; however, my examination has show that these are not, in fact, a pair, due to differences in 

size, decoration and make.  
116      For an in-depth medical analysis of the working of each piece, see V. Putti’s article. For 

the purposes of this chapter, I offer only my personal observations, and also rely on Putti for 

grounding an understanding of the mechanics of each prosthesis.   

        I refrain from discussing no. 3818 because the movement of the piece is difficult to 

determine, due to rust, and, because of the hand’s design: although the fingers are the most 

realistically constructed in form, shape and movement, they lack “human” details, such as folds 

of skin and nails. The perforated designs all over the back and front of the hand, despite enabling 

the device to be lighter, draw attention to the its artificial construction and the artisan’s 

imagination, rather than, as I see in the other pieces, passing the iron as flesh. I put forth the 
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What I call “prosthesis A” (No. 3816) (figs. 6-14) is catalogued by the museum as a 

fifteenth-century iron piece of unknown manufacture and in fairly good working condition.117 It 

is a “Protesi per mano sinistra con le dita incise a simulare le pieghe della pelle e le unghie. 

Pollice fisso; le altre quattro dita, separate ma ricavate in un unico blocco, si chiudono 

bloccandosi a diverse gradazioni grazie ad un sistema di molle e incastri” (“Prosthesis for the left 

hand with the fingers etched to simulate the folds of the skin and nails. Thumb fixed, the other 

four fingers, separate but formed in a single block, they close to latching different gradations 

thanks to a system of springs and joints”) (Stibbert Museum Catalogue No. 3816). Medical 

historian V. Putti, the only scholar who has written extensively (though not recently) on this 

collection of prosthetics, describes the piece as “undoubtedly a functional hand” on the basis of 

the positioning of the thumb, the flat volar surface of the fingers and thumb, and the mechanical 

functioning of the extension and flexion of the hand, which takes place in six stages (Putti 317). 

The thumb is solidly attached to the metacarpal piece, is in a curved position, and is set in a very 

naturalistic angle. Putti states that the design of the thumb’s rigid curve allowed for picking up an 

object of cylindrical cross-section (317). Supporting Putti’s claim that “the finger-length ratio is 

physiological” (317), each finger is slightly curved, as in the relaxed position of the hand, each 

lacks interphalangeal joints, as the thumb, and they are separated, although they are all attached 

to a single metal cylinder that rotates during flexion and extension. By depressing the knob 

located on the medial edge of the hand, the action causes a powerful extension of the hand. The 

impressive mechanics of the hand and its functionality has lead Putti to draw a comparison with 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
possibility that this piece may have been modelled to appear as an elegantly decorated pair of 

sixteenth-century gloves.    
117      Putti agrees with the museum’s dating of this piece: “we agree with the dates (15th century) 

given for prostheses C and D in the Catalogue of the Stibbert Museum, although the judgement is 

difficult because, in these deliberately functional devices, there is no decorative evidence to go 

by” (Putti 325).  
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the later sixteenth-century ‘Petit Lorrain’ hand, which was described by Ambrose Paré in his 

writings, and remains one of the most cited examples of premodern prosthetic achievement:   

Only in prosthesis C [here, A,] did the craftsman—a man of wit, as Paré would have 

said—want to demonstrate greater virtuosity. Perhaps he had some knowledge of the 

clockmaker’s or the gunsmith’s art; his mechanism, was similar to the ‘Petit Lorrain’ 

hand, i.e a clock-spring hidden in the elbow joint, which served both to conceal and 

protect the mechanism. (Putti 324) 

 

What is equally fascinating about the function and movement of the hand is the extremely 

naturalistic detailing on the dorsal side. Looking closely at the images, one can notice the way in 

which the maker of this device emulated and engraved the natural folds of skin along the knuckle 

and joints of the fingers like those found on fleshly hand. Likewise, each finger is given a 

proportional and naturalistic nail bed. Although Putti states that, apart from these details, “no 

attempt was made to give it any aesthetic value,” as evidenced by the way in which the rest of the 

prosthetic is “crudely put together” (317), I resist judging the piece so harshly. In fact, I find that 

the maker has given a great deal of attention to the areas of the hand that would be most visible to 

others—the dorsal side of the fingers, and the smoother finish of their palmar side. That the 

dorsal hand contains the mechanical hinge, and that the palm and wrist are not as seamlessly 

riveted together, indicates a possibility that the maker did not believe those areas of the hand to 

be as conspicuous during wear and use. I presume that, on the basis of the design of the dorsal 

knuckles, beneath which the fingers emerge, that the hand (not including the fingers) was meant 

to appear as a gauntlet. Although the design of the knuckles in this curved, semi-circular shape 

may, at first, appear as some sort of design reminiscent of the cuffs found on early modern male 

clothing (figs. 15 and 16), or shaped to mimic the protruding rounded knuckle of a human hand 

in flexion in a unique two-dimensional way, I find that the shape closely resembles the plates 
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protecting the knuckles on typical gauntlets of the latter Middle Ages and Early Modern period 

(fig. 17). 

 Prosthesis B (No. 3817) and C (No. 3819) also fashion the hand as a fleshly human hand 

by including the nails and natural folds of skin along the knuckles and fingers. Prosthesis B (figs. 

18-23), is catalogued by the museum as a fifteenth-century, iron right-hand prosthetic of 

unknown manufacture in fairly good condition: “Protesi di mano destra con pollice fisso e dita in 

un sol pezzo che si richiudono contro il palmo. Un congegno a denti e molla regola l’entità della 

chiusura ed il rilascio” (“Prosthetic right hand with thumb and fingers fixed in one piece which 

close against the palm. A device with teeth and spring adjusts the amount of the closure and the 

release”) (Stibbert Museum Catalogue). Although smaller, heavier, and more crudely made than 

prosthesis A, prosthesis B is described as a “functional device” (Putti 318), providing up to four 

degrees of flexion (though I could not flex to the fourth, without fear of damaging the piece) and 

a powerful extension by depressing a knob located on the back of the hand. Like the 

disproportionately small thumb, the fingers are less naturally constructed, as they lack spacing 

between each finger, thus appearing in a block or claw-like manner; however, there is an attempt 

to present them as separate on the dorsal side through etching separating lines, and maintaining 

the rounded structure of each finger. As in the previous prosthetic, here, too, the craftsman 

engraved a curved design in the knuckle area, except that the engravings appear on the moveable 

fingers than as part of the hand. I presume that the maker intended the same effect: to outline the 

natural protrusion of the knuckles in a flexed hand, and/or as the knuckles in a gauntlet with 

fleshly fingers extending from the armour. Also unique to this piece is the attention to presenting 

“a very visible styloid process of the ulna,” which Putti takes to mean that craftsman “felt the 

need to give it a good shape” (318).   
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 Prosthesis C (No. 3819) (figs. 24-29) is a sixteenth or seventeenth-century partially etched 

iron prosthesis of a right-arm stump of unknown manufacture and in good condition. Its 

description reveals that “La giuntura fra braccio e avambraccio è formata da piccole lamelle con 

sottili liste incise imperiate fra di loro. Il pollice è fisso mentre le altre dita, separate, si 

richiudono verso il palmo. Tanto l’ampiezza della chiusura della mano quanto quella del gomito 

sono regolate da un sistema di molle e incastri” (“The joint between the arm and forearm is 

formed by small strips with thin sort engraved imperiate between them. The thumb is fixed while 

the other fingers are separated; they close towards the palm. Both the extent of the closure of the 

hand as that of the elbow are regulated by a system of springs and joints”) (Stibbert Museum 

Catalogue). Consisting of three pieces riveted together (an arm-piece, a forearm piece, and a 

hand), the prosthesis allows limited rotation (by means of a cuff located on the upper part of the 

arm-piece), three stages of possible flexion at the elbow (controlled by a knob on the volar 

surface of the forearm piece), and three stages of flexion of the fingers. From all of the upper 

limb prosthetics examined, this piece most clearly bears resemblance to armour. Indeed, Putti 

states, “the craftsmen who made prostheses A and G [here, C, and the leg-piece] were definitely 

cuirass-makers: the design and appearances of these prostheses are so clearly those of armour that 

they need no comment” (324). The armour-like design of the piece is most prominently seen in 

the construction of the elbow, wherein three small plates overlap to join the arm and forearm 

piece in what looks like a protection for the elbow in armour, as well as the series of small plates 

protecting the elbow crease. Putti states, “the plates are moulded to look like the elbow on a suit 

of armour (see Stibbert Catalogue, Vol. 1 p. 188),” and “the anterior protection of the elbow 

crease is identical to that found in a suit of armour, in the style Italian armourers call ‘alla 

moderna’ (modern style)” (314). Apart from the elbow, the hand warrants further notice, insofar 
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as it is both fashioned like a fleshly hand, but also much like a gauntlet. The wrist “is made up of 

two sections, one carpometacarpal part incorporating a rigid thumb and a finger part which 

comprises the other four digits, in a semiflexed position” (315). The forearm piece ends with a 

rounded band, and four deeper lines are etched an inch above it to form a band detailing around 

the sleeve of the piece much like a collar; in effect, the wrist appears to emerge from the end of 

the forearm armour-piece as a fleshly hand. The fingers are separated, with each locked into 

position and moving into degrees of flexion at the same time; each finger is about eighty percent 

complete on the palmar side by a secondary piece of iron that provides a rounded, three-

dimensional and natural appearance to the majority of each finger (the rest remains incomplete 

and hollow). Although nails are engraved on all fingers and on the thumb, and there is some 

attempt to emulate the natural folds of skin at the joints on the dorsal side, thus giving the hand 

the guise of a fleshly human hand, curiously enough, the craftsman placed two overlapping, yet 

immobile, plates over the knuckle area, which then suggests that the hand could very well be 

viewed as a gauntlet. Though the arm and forearm pieces are undoubtedly meant to appear and 

pass as armour, the hand attests to the ways in which body could be interpreted as armour and 

vice versa; the hand piece in this prosthetic blurs the lines between flesh and steel, as human nails 

and rounded fingers, thumb and wrist, extend from visibly plated and armed knuckles.  

 These fifteenth and sixteenth-century upper-limb prostheses demonstrate not only the 

technological mastery and imaginative abilities of their makers in creating cosmetic and/or 

functional pieces for those living with the realities of physical impairment and/or disability, but 

also how prosthetics were quite literally born out armour and, quite plausibly, out of armourers’ 

shops. Putti confirms, “in the 16th and 17th centuries, the people who made artificial limbs or 

orthopaedic devices were either armourers (cuirass-makers, gunsmiths, sword-makers); those 
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who were not were definitely influenced by an art which was of great importance at that time, 

was very widely practiced, and had reached a level of accomplishment, especially in Italy and 

Germany” (324). Indeed, no piece better exemplifies this claim than prosthesis C. Just as armour 

projects the ideal male form (theoretically), the fantasy of the impermeable, hard, strong male 

body (especially for the impaired one) is literalized and achieved by the prosthetic 

makers/artisans/armourers.  

Significantly, each piece bears witness to how the body was displaced by and onto armour 

or, better, becomes armour, through the original fashioning of the armourers/prosthetic makers of 

the period. The attention given to engraving the typically human details of nails and folds of skin 

on the fingers, in addition to their rounded shape and, for the most part, their proportionality, 

shows the attempt to make iron appear as flesh. Likewise, the very real attempts at functionality, 

as found in the prosthetics’ flexion and extension of both the fingers and elbow (as in prosthesis 

C), offer its wearers the ability to use, move, control and work the iron prosthetic as they would 

their fleshly hand, simultaneously creating the illusion of the malleability of hard steel. 

Importantly, these actions and abilities, not to mention the overall flesh-like design of these upper 

limb prostheses, are precisely the kinds of events recorded centuries earlier by Saint Melor’s 

hagiographers that are deemed so miraculous. While the Melarian tradition, spanning from the 

ninth to the fourteenth century, may express a cultural desire or fantasy for regained use, ability, 

bodily wholeness, and social position, due to physical impairment, the fact that there are no 

earlier extant prosthetics from before the fifteenth century should not, I think, rule out the 

possibility for earlier attempts at fashioning these same limbs. Thus, I claim that these prostheses 

allow one to consider the miracles of Melor’s hand as possible, and such a prosthetic as perhaps 

even as humanly possible to achieve. Yet, just as the surviving statues and images dedicated to 
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Melor present the problem of interpreting inorganic materials as equal aspects of one’s self (in 

this case, namely after death), I find that these pieces also reveal conflicting desires to pass the 

iron hand as a fleshly one, as well as draw attention to its constructed and arms-like nature. 

Although one will never know how these hand prosthetics were worn by their users, and whether 

or not clothing (sleeves) or armour joined to complete and/or cover where stump and prosthetic 

met, the design of the knuckles on each prosthetic presents an intriguing question as to the 

interpretation of the hand (solely) as armour or flesh, or both; the rounded design of the knuckles 

could very well be the makers’ expression of protruding human knuckles, just as they may appear 

to us in the form of the gauntlet. The knuckles in prosthesis C challenge any straightforward 

categorizations of the piece, since it blurs the distinction between the appearance of metal and 

flesh. As flesh is displaced by and onto iron, this piece in particular bears witness to the ways in 

which iron can be thought of as part of the body natural.  

 Armour evolved to cover the whole body—displacing vulnerable flesh with hardened iron 

and steel—and aided in masking and supplementing the physically impaired body as prosthesis; 

identity was likewise displayed visually on arms by means of heraldry. Although its origins are 

obscure, heraldry is defined as “the systematic use of hereditary insignia on the shield of a knight 

or nobleman,” and appears to have developed established rules by the end of the twelfth century 

(Keen 125).118 Although military forces from the earliest times utilized insignia for the purposes 

of recognition in the field, Maurice Keen explains how the development of heraldry arose out of a 

particular medieval need in this regard (125). Whereas painted shields once served decorative 

purposes, Keen claims that the development of armour, which gradually encased the totality of 

the knight’s body, made the problem of recognition acute, particularly in battle and in tournament 

                                                        
118      Adrian Ailes specifies, “heraldry as we know it had at no time existed before the second 

quarter of the twelfth century” (Ailes 1).  
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(125). Thus, the emergence of heraldry is linked with the need to distinguish participants 

efficiently in combat, and so its development was greatly influenced by the development of 

armour and battle tactics (Dennys 33). As a result, heraldic devices (such as the shield, crest, etc.) 

would be painted on items such as surcoats (“coats of arms”), shields, banners, helmets and seals. 

Early examples are found on the Bayeaux Tapestry (c. eleventh century), where one observes the 

Duke William’s gonfalon, borne on the end of a lance by Count Eustace of Boulogne riding 

beside him (fig. 32). When knighting Geoffrey V of Anjou in 1127, Henry I invested him with a 

mail hauberk and shoes of mail, and hung about his neck a shield painted with six golden lions 

(see fig. 33) (36). Importantly, this is the first recorded depiction of a coat of arms and hereditary 

armour in Europe, and the same shield is found on the tomb effigy of his grandson, William 

Longespee, third Earl of Salisbury (fig. 34) (38-40; International Heraldry). Dennys summarizes, 

it was on banners, gonfalons and pennons that emblems of a heraldic nature were first 

depicted, and that these devices were first depicted, and that these devices were 

subsequently used on seals, which were important for authenticating charters and deeds 

of gift. It was, I suggest, the rise in popularity of tournaments during the later years of 

the eleventh and during the twelfth centuries that led knights having their devices 

painted on their shields; for in tournament the identification of one’s opponents and 

friends was important. (Dennys 31) 

 

Both functional and decorative, “heraldic devices became one of the most common forms of 

armour decoration in the Middle Ages, and soon adorned every piece of knightly equipment, 

including that of his horse” (Breiding “The Decoration”) (figs. 35-36).  

 Apart from association and identification with a person or a group, recognition, and 

decoration, possibly the most essential function of heraldry was that it was hereditary—that “the 

same shield, unaltered, [was] passed down from father to son, or from office-holder to office-

holder” (Ailes 30). Adrian Ailes suggests that feudalism produced two basic stimuli to the rise of 

heraldry: the hereditary fief, and the socially elite class of knights (32). He writes, “as fiefs … 
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came to be handed down from father to son … so the shield devices closely associated with both 

their owners and his family lands and titles were increasingly passed down through the 

generations as a visual indication to all that these men had successfully come into their rightful 

inheritance” (33). At the same time, as the knightly class increasingly became a hereditary one, 

“heraldic devices reflected one’s ancient lineage and title to certain lands and lordships, and thus 

they rapidly became tokens of family pride and social importance” (35). Thus, the armoured 

body, identified through heraldic signs, is identified “not as an ‘individual’ but as a genealogical 

body, a body marked, on the shields that surround it, by its kinship connections” (Stallybrass and 

Jones 250, my emphasis). Peter Stallybrass and Ann Rosalind Jones state that armour was not 

only transmitted as the marker, but also as the creator of genealogy, marking the heir as the living 

embodiment of the father, and enabling the father’s material identity to survive in those very 

heraldic devices (250). As armour is a prosthetic body, “given shape by the work of the armourer 

and by the emblems of genealogical identity,” Stallybrass argues, “armour brings with it its own 

memorial system; it is itself the alienated but material ghost of the royal body” (256). Armour 

makes aristocratic lineage visible—both male bodies and male blood (that was imbued with 

nobilitas, as royal blood was imbued with divinity); heraldry serves as a visual supplement for 

male blood that cannot be seen on the body. Moreover, armour enables the virtues associated 

with the particular aristocratic lineage to be equally represented on the surface, as “the colours a 

well as the charge on a shield could also bear symbolic or allegorical meaning” (Keen 131). Keen 

explains, “in the fifteenth century, learned heralds explained a schematic relationship between the 

colours of heraldry and the chivalric virtues: thus or denotes noblesse; gules, prouesse; azur, 

loyaulte; and purpur, largesse” (131). Although I will elaborate on the way in which armour has 

been theorized as an index of interiority in the following brief discussion of medieval romances, I 
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focus here on how armour via heraldry is intricately connected with successive lines of male 

bodies, where one’s own arms and chivalric virtues cannot be divorced from, and indeed are 

dependant upon, the bodies who have claimed it before. In sum, heraldry “had become a science 

capable not only of recording genealogical information, but also of identifying visibly the scenes 

and the heroes of chivalrous history, of passing on information with cultural, ethical and 

ideological overtones” (Keen 134).  

Donning chain mail, a helmet, and plates of arms, the knight adds hard iron to his body, 

and, with horse, lance, and shield, extends and enhances its performance, speed, and durability in 

battle. Iron hardens the perceived weakness and penetrability of flesh so that, paradoxically, 

armour signifies both strength and (illusory) wholeness, and points to the lacking, feeble flesh 

underneath. Armour alla Romana—arguably the high point of armour development and 

decorative technique, especially in Italy—most clearly offered a means for projecting and 

achieving the idealized male form (namely the male torso) that was muscled, powerful, and elite, 

and hence, desirable. As it afforded men the opportunity to associate themselves with and 

masquerade as ancient heroes and gods of antiquity, such arms simultaneously performed and 

confirmed masculinity by magnifying the male form and its sexuality (figs. 37-38). Moreover, as 

armourers fashioned actual prosthetic limbs, sometimes as another piece of armour, thus 

supplementing any physically impaired and incomplete knightly body, armour helped mask 

impairments and disabilities of the fleshly body, by completing and presenting a fully 

symmetrical and viable iron one. As the development of arms through the latter Middle Ages 

gradually came to cover the entire body, full suits of armour visually displaced and replaced the 

fleshly body. Armour was a second self, or “the alter ego of its owner” (Dennys 24): “like the 

doppelganger of medieval and romantic legend, a knight’s armour accompanied him through life, 
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closely modelled against his form, and promised to take his place in battle, to transform him into 

an invincible hero” (Springer 30). Thus, the emerging practice of heraldry became a necessity for 

ensuring one’s self and identity were adequately represented on arms. In all of these ways, 

armour is the perfect prosthesis. Armour adds, extends, protects and supplements the body; yet, 

armour is also a space where identity, lineage and (male) blood are marked, gilded or etched into, 

thus, demonstrating how malleable was the concept of selfhood in the Middle Ages. Like Saint 

Melor’s prosthetic silver hand, which challenges mainstream materialist resurrection theology 

that sees the fleshly body as the sole seat and arbiter of one’s identity, armour likewise opposes 

such conceptions. Significantly, the evolution of armour bears witness both to the gradual 

displacement of the body by and onto iron, and displaces the body as the seat of one’s identity. 

*** 

 Several romances of the latter Middle Ages attest to how armour is a prosthesis, 

especially in the sense that it conveys body, self and identity. In particular, the fourteenth-century 

Stanziac Le Morte Arthur, which is a condensation of the Old French prose romance La Mort le 

roi Artu and, together with it, was the source of Thomas Malory’s last two tales in his fifteenth-

century epic Le Morte D’Arthur (“The Book of Sir Launcelot and Queen Guinevere,” and “The 

Most Piteous Tale of the Morte Arthur”),119 addresses the ways in which armour was imagined as 

body, especially in the scenes concerning the Fair Maid of Ascolat and Sir Lancelot du Lake. 

Briefly, the tale begins four years after the successful completion of the grail quest, with the 

decision made by Arthur to hold a tournament at Winchester, on the advice of Queen Guinevere, 

in order to increase the waning honour of his court (Stanzaic lines 25-48). Interestingly, Lancelot, 

who attempts to take part in the tournament unnoticed by the court, fails on his first attempt. 

                                                        
119      I am referring to Malory’s book divisions as they are found in the Winchester MS.  
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Although “armed in noble weed, / Of that armour gentylly was shore” (83-4) with “sword and 

sheld” (85), and a horse that “King Arthur had him geve before” (88), Lancelot assumes that if he 

adopts an unaccustomed posture, he will go unnoticed:       

With his shouldres gan he fold 

   And down he hanged his hed full low, 

As he ne might his limmes weld; 

   Keeped he no bugle blow; 

Well he seemed as he were old, 

   For-thy ne couth him no man know. (99-104) 

 

The implied lack of strength and (possibly) health required to control and hold both limbs and 

posture offers the impression of an aged knight on horseback, which enables Lancelot to pass as 

another knight; this notion is confirmed, as Sir Ewain tells Arthur “it is some olde knight” (111). 

While Lancelot’s disguise appears to have succeeded, when his horse stumbles upon a stone, so 

that its whole body shakes,  

The knight then braundished ich a bone, 

   As he the bridle up gan take; 

There-by wiste they both anon 

   That it was Launcelot du Lake. (117-20) 

 

What this first attempt at disguise suggests is not only that such a disguise via body is short-lived 

and ineffective, but also that the ability of armour to convey identity and selfhood is secondary to 

how it is worked by the body underneath. The position and carriage of his body in arms as an 

“old knight” are enough to mask his true identity, but as brandishing his sword in the face of 

trouble as himself is enough to reveal his true self. Precisely, Lancelot’s actions in arms are 

enough for Arthur to assert, “We shall know him by his deed / And by the horse that he hath 

brought” (135-36, my emphasis). Arthur’s mention of the horse, here, may suggest that the horse 

itself (its appearance and singularity) may bear Lancelot’s identity, as a knight’s horse can be 

understood as another part of the knight’s prosthesis, and is often suited in similar armour, thus 
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fusing knight and horse as one warrior-like machine; however, the fact that Lancelot’s horse does 

not enable recognition when he is slouched over, suggests otherwise. The opening events of this 

tale establish that armour is not enough to convey identity, body and selfhood; actions in arms, 

however, can.  

 Yet, as soon as Lancelot arrives at the Lord of Ascolot’s dwelling, this sentiment is 

entirely reversed, as Lancelot’s disguise at the tournament relies on him riding in somebody 

else’s armour. When Lancelot asks the Duke “Yif here were any armour in / That I might borrow 

it to this deed” (171-72), the Duke replies,  

“Sir, my son lieth seke here-in; 

   Take his armour and his steed; 

For my sonnes men shall you ken, 

   Of red shall be your bothes weed.” (171-76) 

 

By dressing himself in red, Lancelot does more than disguise himself in the armour of the Duke’s 

sick son and ride his horse; as the tale explains, the significance of the colour of the arms is such 

that it conveys the social position of the knight as a novice:  

In that time was the manner so,  

   When yonge knightes sholde sheldes shew, 

Til the first yere were ago 

   To bere armes of one hew, 

Red or white, yellow or blo; 

   There-by men yonge knightes knew. (147-52) 

 

Thus, the monochromatic red, white, yellow, or blue shields suggest that Lancelot will mask his 

identity by making him appear as another knight, specifically as a young and unproved one. More 

importantly, in addition to wearing red armour, Lancelot grants the desires of the Lady Ascolot 

who, unable to have him as a lover, asks him to wear her token (209-16). By wearing the arms of 

another, as well as the sleeve of the Maiden, Lancelot is able successfully to disguise his identity 
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in the tournament, proving and winning honour anew, so much so that Arthur’s party takes 

counsel to discuss the unknown knight: 

The knightes gadered togeder there 

   And gonne with craft their counsel take; 

Such a knight was never ere 

   But it were Launcelot du Lake; 

But, for the sleeve on his crest was there, 

   For Launcelot wolde they him not take, 

For he bore never none such before, 

   But it were for the queenes sake. (289-96) 

 

Despite the fact that the opening of the tale attempts to relay the notion that armour is 

unnecessary to the projection of knightly identity and body, the importance of this change of 

arms and the wearing of the Maiden’s sleeve is to confirm their essential function in establishing 

selfhood on the field (and, here, in relation to aiding Lancelot’s disguise). Elizabeth Scala offers 

an interesting analysis of Lancelot’s disguise: “disguise … cannot simply be read as a covering 

over of who Lancelot ‘is’ but an endeavour to establish, confirm, and experience that identity. In 

other words, he can prove he is Lancelot only by temporarily denying that he is Lancelot in order 

to perform and therefore assume his identity as ‘Lancelot’” (Scala 385).  

 More than conveying identity, the exchange of sleeve and, later, shield between the 

Maiden and Lancelot reveals how deeply armour can be viewed as integral to the body. Precisely 

because armour is body, as well as the sleeve (as the Maiden’s), the exchange can be considered 

amatory or potentially sexual. When Lancelot is healed after the tournament, and is about to 

depart from Ascolot, the Maiden asks him to leave her something of his to look at: 

‘Sithe I of thee ne may have more, 

Some thing ye wolde beleve me here, 

   To look on when me longeth sore.’  

 

 …  
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‘Mine armour shall I leve with thee, 

   And in thy brothers will I wende; 

Look thou ne longe not after me, 

   For here I may no lenger lende (Stanzaic 562-65) 

 

Here, Lancelot’s arms are a sign of his body, where looking upon them is akin to looking upon 

his self. Indeed, the Maiden is quick to recognize the potential of this exchange, since she utilizes 

Lancelot’s armour to confirm what she believes to be their newly-minted relationship to the 

recently arrived Gawain: “‘For his leman he hath me take; / His armour I you shewe might’” 

(580-83). Leading Gawain to her chamber, which can also be interpreted as an inner, feminine, 

hence, potentially sexualized space, the evidence of Lancelot’s arms leads him to confirm their 

union: “‘This is Launcelotes sheld du Lake. / Damsel,’ he said, ‘I am full fain / That he thee 

wolde to leman take’” (603-05). Scala offers a brilliant reading of this scene in Malory’s text: 

“arms, sleeve, chamber—the images here standing in for the body or representing physical 

intimacy metonymically relate Elaine and Lancelot in ways no one—and certainly not Malory—

is prepared to recognize: no one, it would seem, but Elaine herself and Guinevere” (Scala 400). 

As in Malory’s text, wherein Gawain’s discovery and news of Lancelot’s shield with the maiden 

brings Guinevere to near madness (and, in that text, prompts Guinevere to request that Lancelot 

wear only her token in the future), in the Stanzaic Mort, she cries, “‘The beste body is lost me fro 

/ That ever in stour bestrode steed’” (Stanzaic 654-55, my emphasis); here, Guinevere’s reaction 

again relates the news of Lancelot’s shield with the Maiden as if his body were there as well.  

 This brief recourse to the Stanzaic Mort offers just one example among many in the 

romance tradition of the way in which armour symbolizes body, identity and self. Just as the 

body can be written over by clothing and arms—even disguised in the process—one’s own arms 

can never be divorced from the body they are meant to cover. Armour symbolizes the body, so 

that Lancelot’s shield, from everyone’s perspective at the court, is Lancelot. Likewise, Scala 
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notes, “as Guinevere’s actions reiterate for us, wearing Elaine’s sleeve cannot be separated from 

the meaning written upon Elaine’s body” (Scala 402). As much as Lancelot’s first effort at 

disguising himself as an old knight appear to disassociate his identity from his own arms, instead, 

establishing identity through the performance of the body with or by means of armour, Lancelot’s 

engagement in the tournament and with the Lady of Ascolot prove this notion otherwise. Of 

course, even though the text establishes the proximity of armour and the body, the central crux of 

the scene with the Maiden revolves around her death: as much as armour is a stand-in for the man 

that it encases, it cannot ever match, become, or do what it can when there is the man underneath.  

*** 

 The fourteenth-century Breton lay, Sir Gowther, which is most likely the Middle English 

adaptation of the late twelfth-century French poem Robert le Diable also enriches our 

understanding of how armour functions in medieval literature, as it enables one to notice how 

armour conveys more than body: armour also can serve as an index for one’s interiority and 

spirituality. Although the central scenes in the text that concern arms occurs in what critics have 

called the “three-day tournament” (Marchalonis 16) a short overview of the plot reveals how 

armour sheds light on Gowther’s body and interiority.  

 The poem begins with a crisis in the ten-year marriage between the Duke of Austria and 

his fair wife, who is unable to conceive a child. In her desperation, and to avoid separation (Sir 

Gowther line 57), the Duke’s wife prays to God and Mary to have a child “on what maner scho 

ne roghth” (66). Upon a day in the orchard, a shape-shifting “felturd fende” appears in the 

likeness of the Duke, and begets a child on her. The fiend proclaims, “Y have geyton a chylde on 

the / That in is yothe full wylde schall bee, / And weppons wyghtly weld” (76-78). Just as the 

fiend prophesied, as soon as Gowther is born, he “wax breme and brathe” (108), sucking the life 
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out of nine wet nurses by the time he turns one, and tearing the nipple off of his mother’s breast, 

when she tries to nurse him herself. Both baptism and being dubbed a knight by his father fail to 

bring him into a community of Christians and knights, as Gowther continues to “wyrke is fadur 

wyll” (176) by causing grief to all Christians alike. The change in Gowther’s behaviour occurs 

only when the old earl of the country outwardly questions his paternity, which causes him to seek 

the truth from his mother, absolution from the Pope in Rome, and to desire to fulfil his penance: 

eating no meat, unless it is from the mouth of a hound, and self-imposed silence, until he receives 

a sign from God. After accepting his penance, Gowther wanders into another country, receiving a 

Eucharistic white loaf from the mouth of a greyhound for three days, until he enters into the 

castle of the Emperor, where he continues eating under the table with the dogs.      

Importantly, the narrative moment that serves to confirm Gowther’s spiritual 

transformation and repentance comes in the form of miraculous arms over the course of three 

days. When Gowther hears news of the Sultan’s plans to march his army, in order to take the 

Emperor’s beautiful mute daughter as a bride, Gowther prays to God in his heart that He “Schuld 

sende hym armur, schyld and speyr, / And hors to helpe is lord in weyr” (406-7). No sooner does 

he end his prayer, when he miraculously receives the material signifiers of knighthood—horse 

and armour by his chamber door, both of which are black in colour (409-12). Over the course of 

the three days, Gowther’s arms serve as a disguise, since “non hym knew bot that meydyn gent” 

(419), and they enable him to redirect his violence to the true enemies of the Christian faith—the 

“heathen hownde” (392) and his host; thus, riding out in his arms, Gowther made “blod and 

brenus … brast; / Ad many a heython hed of smott” (429-30). At the end of each day of battle, 

when Gowther returns to his chambers and disarms himself, both horse and arms astonishingly 

vanish. On the next day, the same events transpire, only, this time, Gowther receives a red horse 
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and arms. The culmination of the three-day battle is marked when he is granted “mylke whyte” 

horse and arms from God, successfully rescues the Emperor, and beheads the Sultan.  

Gowther’s achievement of absolution and knighthood is recognized through the use of the 

colour symbolism of his arms, and their relation to alchemy, wherein he moves “through an 

alchemical process, becoming refined, [and] his impurities [are] removed” (Cohen Of Giants 

136). Shirley Marchalonis, who has written extensively on the subject of Gowther’s arms, 

explains how black represents the initial stage of the alchemical process; red indicates “blood, 

fire, purification, activity, passion, and the lifegiving principle; white denotes innocence and 

purity” (Marchalonis 20). In Cristine de Pizan’s Fayettes of Armes, translated by William Caxton, 

these three colours form an integral part of the ceremony of knighthood: 

Item the second coloure is purpe that we calle red which representeth the fire most 

dhynyng in his naturall cours after the sonne & the most noble of all elementes for the 

whyche noblenes semblably dide ordeyne the lawes that noone shuld were red that 

betokneth hyghnesses but only the prynces … Item the coloure is white that men calle in 

armoyre siluer the whiche coloure of white is the mooste noble of all them that folowe 

after for hit is more next to the shynyng cours & with this hit signifyeth innocencie & 

clenlines & the scripture saith that the vestementes of Jhesu Crist did seme to his apostles 

white as snowe & this coloure of white representeth the other and betokneth sorowe for it 

is ferder from he light more than eny of the other be & therfore was founde that in token 

of sorowe blak raymentes shuld apperteye to the sorowfull & heuy so hit the moost lowe 

& moost humble colour that is & therfore it was ordeyned that religiouse shuld reueste & 

clother hemself of the same … (Christine de Pizan, cited in Marchalonis 21)   

 

Even in the medieval ceremony of knighthood, the novice, after a purifying bath, was dressed in 

white garments, scarlet double and robe, and black shoes. The black shoes were a visible sign of 

his humility before God; the red doublet stand for nobility and blood, especially the blood he 

must be willing to shed for the Church; and the white garments are signs of his innocence (23). 

Dressed by God in the symbolic colours of knighthood, Gowther now becomes a true knight—a 
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“guardian of the boundaries of the Christian body” (Fradenburg 198)—one willing to shed the 

blood of others for his faith, as well as his own.120         

More importantly, through the divine arms that Gowther receives, and the spiritual virtues 

implied in their particular colouring, the alchemical transformation of his arms parallels his own 

spiritual alchemy; armour functions in this text to facilitate Gowther’s penance and reveal his 

inner spiritual change. Importantly, the way in which Gowther’s spiritual change is made to 

appear on his body via arms conforms to Louise Olga Fradenburg’s seminal theorization of the 

interior and exterior body of the knight in her book, City, Marriage, Tournament. There, 

Fradenburg claims that that knighthood is “constituted as such through a determinate relationship 

between the seen and the unseen,” wherein the body of the knight—distinguished by a particular 

kind of inwardness and outwardness—is marked by “a need to confer an inside upon an outside” 

(203). The knight is “predicated as that man who possesses a particular kind of self which is 

always manifest, always engaged with that which is beyond its boundaries”; likewise, he must 

possess “a kind of exterior which is always internalized, always engaged in a world within” 

(204). As a result, “the obligation to appear as what one is produces, in aristocratic culture, the 

idea of a self that exists through its appearances” (204). While Fradenburg cites a passage from 

The Buke of Knychthede to demonstrate how being noble was akin to appearing noble (204), the 

significance of her argument lies in the basic point that any virtue of the knightly body must be 

reconciled with the knightly soul/self. Thus, in our reading of Sir Gowther, the successive 

miraculous arms and their particular colours bear witness to this attempt visually to confer 

Gowther’s spirituality as a child of God on his body; his body, by means of arms, now represents 

the intangible and invisible aspects of his Christian faith (and soul). In addition to serving as a 

                                                        
120      One recalls that a Saracen spear strikes Gowther in the shoulder, immediately after he 

beheads the Sultan (634-35). 
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spiritual index, Gowther’s armour also gives concrete shape to a body that was quite literally 

more than body—one that was uncontained and monstrously excessive;121 the anxiety of 

Gowther’s demonic paternity—the fiend’s paradoxical shapelessness and bodily excess—

dissipates, as his body is now contained and solidified in God-given iron arms. As God grants his 

armour, the text suggests that, rather than incorporating him into a chivalric community (as the 

Duke initially attempted to do and failed), the emphasis is to incorporate him into a broader 

Christian community (and later bring others to the community of Christ’s body when he performs 

miracles after death). As the formation of Gowther’s Christian self and body depend on his arms, 

and the functioning of his arms as a Christian (protecting Christian daughters, bodies and 

borders), it also depends on hewing the two bodies of his Saracen enemies to pieces. More than 

making “blod and brenus … brast” (429) during battle, the text often states how Gowther “hewed 

insondur helme and schelde” and “gard hor basnettus in too crake” (475; 479). Gowther’s gaining 

of arms and God parallels the Saracen enemies losing theirs; destroying Saracen flesh and arms 

confirms the utter desolation of the interior and exterior Saracen knight, just as Gowther gains his 

Christian body/arms and soul.      

*** 

 Romances reveal how deeply armour is rooted in, displaces, and fuses with the body, in 

both the historical development of armour and prostheses, as well as literature. The evolution of 

armour, particularly in the latter Middle Ages, bears witness to the gradual covering of the body 

with steel, thus hardening and strengthening penetrable flesh. The aforementioned muscled 

                                                        
121      Gowther “is the stereotyped giant of romance, the masculine body out of control whose 

abnormal size signifies rampant appetite, both somatic and social. The giant enfleshes everything 

Freud labelled ‘pre-Oedipal.’ He is the body unimpressed by social coding, a playground of 

unchanneled forces (aggression, orality, desire, and drive without boundary) that explode 

outward in monstrous excess” (Cohen, Of Giants 125). 
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cuirasses of the early modern period stand as a culminating point in the history of arms, enabling 

the projection of an idealized, strong, symmetrical, and classical male body. The extant prosthetic 

hands of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries demonstrate how armourers and artisans attempted 

to fashion iron as body—with engraved nails, folds of skin, and knuckles—and, in some cases, 

also as armour, thus, fusing flesh and iron as one. Likewise, the development of heraldry made 

visible whole lines of aristocratic male bodies, linked by blood as well as their associated virtues, 

on armour; armour thus not only served as more than an important mnemonic device to 

memorialize its previous owners, but it also incorporated its wearer into that very community of 

male bodies who once wore it. If armour is the ultimate prosthesis for knightly bodies, one must 

think again about the exchange of arms between Amis and Amiloun. If armour symbolizes the 

body—and if one’s own arms can be conceived of as an aspect of one’s own self—then what 

does their exchange signify? What kind of interpretation can this event articulate about the 

following punishment of and cure by their knightly bodies?   

 

Prosthetic Knights 

 As both medieval literature and historical studies attest that armour symbolizes the body, I 

claim that the exchange between the knights in the forest involves more than a superficial 

swapping of identities, but rather signifies a becoming other. Amiloun, in taking Amis’ arms, 

becomes a prosthetic to Amis, both in combat and to Amis’ own passive, feminine body—

essentially, making his armour function properly again, according to masculine ideologies of 

chivalric knighthood. Likewise, Amis, by taking Amiloun’s clothes and arms, infectiously 

touches Amiloun’s body in a way that marks him with his femininity in such a way that the 

second exchange (what should be read as the simple return to their original identities) explains 
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their subsequent shift in manner and characterization in the latter part of the tale. As a result, both 

Amiloun’s punishment of leprosy, and his cure by means of Amis’ children, depends on their 

bodies being linked through their exchange of arms (and body).   

 As I have previously stated, the twin-like knights Amis and Amiloun act entirely alike as 

youths, until the point in the narrative when the Duke assigns them separate positions in his court, 

which reflect their soon-to-be apparent differently-gendered dispositions. Amiloun remains the 

active, errant, thus masculine, knight as he rides to seize his ancestral lands and marry a beautiful 

lady, whilst Amis acts as an effeminate counterpart to his sworn brother, especially due to his 

“strange passivity,” as well as how he is cast as the typically feminine object of desire for both 

the steward and Belisaunt. Nonetheless, switching arms and identities (as well as bodies) in the 

forest enables one to notice how each knight affects the other’s body, arms and masculinity by 

means of taking the other’s armour.  

 Amiloun, by taking the arms of Amis, is not only able to successfully pass as his 

brother—“Than seyd thai everichon, ywis, / ‘Yonder cometh prikeand Sir Amis!’” (AA 1223-

24)—but also effectively to appear and act as a chivalric knight in the battle against the steward. 

Once Amiloun is prepared for battle and stoically accepts the angel’s warning of leprosy and 

God’s will prior to taking the oath (1252-72), in order to save his brother from “schame” (1280) 

and certain death if he were to flee, Amiloun “swore and gan to say / As wis as he never kist that 

may” (1296-96), and the mighty battle begins. Riding together with their long spear-shafts, which 

break to pieces upon the great impact, the knights “than drough thai swerdes gode / And hewe 

togider, as thai were wode” (1304-07); worthy opponents, both are described as “egre of sight” 

(1310), “wode” (1311), and capable of incredible force: “So hard thai hewe on helmes bright / 

With strong strokes of michel might” (1312-13). Amiloun “smot a stroke with main” (1323) that, 
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missing the steward, lops off his opponent’s horse’s head; importantly, his ferocity inspires fear 

in the steward: “Tho was the steward that stounde” (1328). As soon as the steward inflicts a great 

wound on Amiloun’s shoulder—one which later will enable Amiloun to be recognized by Amis, 

despite his leprosy (1352-56)—Sir Amiloun, “wroth and wode” (1357), strikes a lethal blow, 

smiting the steward through his heart, and then cuts off his head (1361-67). Through the battle, 

Amiloun is able to display his martial prowess, might, and skill, thus defending the honour of his 

friend and rescuing Belisaunt and her mother from the stake; as when he seizes his ancestral 

lands and marries a noble lady, here too Amiloun wins Belisaunt as a wife, along with the lands 

of her father, the Duke. Once again, Amiloun upholds the heteronormative impulse of romance 

through winning both lands and woman by means of martial prowess.  

Although one may claim that, despite the fact that Amiloun is only disguised as Amis, so 

that Amiloun is still very much himself, this claim, would, I think, miss the significance of the 

exchange of arms in the forest, as well as the spirit of connectivity that this tale puts forth and 

that prosthesis (in all senses of the term) implies. If the fundamental conception of prosthesis is to 

supplement, extend, support and/or be an addition to the body, then interpreting Amiloun as 

disguised offers a very flat reading of the tale. Amiloun, by taking Amis’ arms, becomes him—as 

an extension of his body. As the historical development of armour and prosthesis attest, armour 

was deeply rooted in the body and was understood as (part of the) body in the latter Middle Ages. 

The arms exchange links their bodies in such a way as to facilitate the reading of Amiloun as a 

prosthetic to Amis’ body—one that is feminine, passive, weak, and constantly “abstains from 

every other martial activity identified as suitable for a knight” (Ford, “Contrasting the Identical” 
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314).122 What the battle exposes is how the male body that could not act and was not performing 

masculinity in the manner typically assigned to knights of the chivalric world (generally in 

romance, and in this court), can through the living prosthesis that is offered here as another male 

knight. Significantly, reading Amiloun as the extension and supplement of Amis puts forth a 

unique reading of prosthesis that redefines both the parameters of one’s own body, and its 

relationship to others. Connectivity is achieved not through the flesh, but by means of taking 

armour—a knight’s second self—as one’s self. Yet, the circumstances of this prosthesis demand 

that one thinks more globally about the concept. Prosthesis is an aid to the body, but also it aids 

the body. The agency implied in this distinction is critical. I suggest that Amiloun, as a prosthetic, 

aids Amis by also helping to cure his feminine body (and not only to provide the lacking 

masculinity needed to do battle). The passage following Amiloun’s shoulder wound is 

particularly illuminating: “Than was Sir Amiloun wroth and wode, / Whan al his amour ran o 

blode, / That ere was white so swan” (1357-59). Blood is the miraculous substance that cleanses, 

gives life, and can baptize anew, so the significance of Amiloun’s blood spilling over Amis’ arms 

should be clear. Amiloun, as that properly masculine body which, up until the exchange, 

performed his masculinity with and in his arms, anoints the iron body of his friend in battle; male 

blood spills over to heal the performatively-impaired male body, and will again at the conclusion 

of the tale. 

 Yet, the prosthesis does not act upon and cure the fleshly body (via armour) until the 

second exchange of arms in the forest, or the return of arms after the ordeal; for, even when 

Amiloun fights with the steward, Amis remains his passive self. Once the heroes exchange 

                                                        
122      In addition to the fact that Amis does not participate in the hunt, Ford views the scene 

where Amis flees from the Duke’s wrath and requests the trial by combat from closed doors as 

another sign of his femininity (Ford, “Contrasting the Identical” 316-17). 
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armour and identities in the forest, prior to departing for battle, Amiloun instructs Amis that 

successful impersonation will depend on him continuing to lie in bed with his wife:   

And as thou art a gentil knight, 

Thou ly bi hir in bed ich night, 

Til that y com ogain, 

And sai thou hast sent thi stede ywis 

To thi brother, Sir Amis; 

Than wil thai be ful fain, 

Thai wil wene that ich it be (1132-38) 

 

Whereas in the Old French version, Amiloun explicitly forbids Amis to sleep with his wife, the 

Middle English version follows the Anglo-Norman, as Amiloun gives Amis his blessing to do 

so.123  Yet, on the first night when Amis is about to lie in bed with Amiloun’s wife, Amis takes 

                                                        
123     The Old French version states,  

‘Sire compains, en ma chamber entrerez,  

Et Lubais si fera autretel.  

Li siens services vox iert abandonnez,  

Sire compains, et voz le refusez.  

Biaus chiers compains, bonne foi me portez 

Et voz ramembre de la grant loiaute,  

Que li uns l’auntre se doit bien foi porter.’  

 

[‘Dear Friend, go to my room, 

And Lubais will do the same.  

She will offer you her womanhood,  

And you will refuse it, dear friend.  

Good companion, remain faithful to me 

And remember the great loyalty 

That each of us holds and has sworn to the other.’] (translated by Dembowski, II. 1086-92, in 

Ford, “From Poesie” 173). 

 

The Anglo-Norman states,  

 

‘Qe de ma femme facez atant,  

E en fet e en semblant, 

Come jeo memes iceo fuisse,  

Qe ele encheson ne troesse 

Qe illoke est autre de moy; 

Car jeo Vous dy en bon foy 

Qe ele [est] mout aparcevante!’ 
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action to prevent intimacy: “And whan thai were togider ylayd, / Sir Amis his swerd out braid 

/ And layd bituix hem tuo” (1162-64). By laying down this “sword of chastity,” Amis incurs the 

“wrothlich” (1166) looks of Amiloun’s wife who, thinking that her husband has gone mad 

(“wode” (1167)), asks him “Who hath changed thi mode?” (1170). In order to not reveal his true 

identity, Amis replies that he has been overcome by a malady: 

‘Dame,’ he seyd, ‘sikerly, 

Ich have swiche a malady 

That mengeth al mi blod, 

And al min bones be so sare, 

Y nold nought toche thi bodi bare 

For al this warldes gode!’ (1171-76) 

 

Indeed, for the duration of his stay in Amiloun’s castle, Amis never ceases to remember to lay his 

sword between him and the lady. Importantly, for Amis to lay down his sword signifies both the 

laying down of his phallus, hence, symbolic castration, and mimics the way in which he has laid 

down his own sword in the battle with the steward;124 his actions reveal both his inabilities to 

perform in the bedroom and on the field. As in the opening of the tale (503), Amis’ “malady” is 

associated with his feminization. Ford writes that the implications of Amiloun allowing his friend 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
E sire Amist trestut le graunte. (L. 512-20) 

 

[“So you should then 

Seek love from my wife, 

In fact and appearance, 

As I myself would do this, 

So that she [does not find the reason] 

From this one who is the other of me 

Because I tell you in good faith 

That she is very perceptive!” 

And Sir Amis granted him everything.] 

 
124      Pugh writes, “Amis’ divestment of his sword while sleeping with Amiloun’s wife (1153-

89)—a self-imposed metaphoric castration—signifies the fluidity of gendered identity” (Pugh, 

“From Boys” 113). Although I agree with his perception of Amis’ castration, I do not find that 

the act enables Amis’ hermaphroditism, which is Pugh’s overall argument.  
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to sleep with his wife demonstrates “that Amiloun places his relationship with Amis above that of 

even his wife, and presumably, above anyone else,” as well as “his own loyalty to Amiloun by 

finding a means to avoid cuckolding his friend, thereby preserving the integrity of his marital 

relationship and honour” (Ford, “From poesie” 173); yet, I find that, based on Amis’ previous 

amatory experiences—wherein he is conquered by Belisaunt, and desired by both men and 

women—the scene equally draws attention to his passivity and failure to act (when he, in fact, is 

permitted to do so). While Amis’ actions may be perceived as advancing the theme of friendship 

and loyalty in the tale, they also emphasize the discrepancy between himself and Amiloun and 

their performance of knighthood. As in the previous scene with Belisaunt (“Thou no schust have 

ben no knight, / To gon among maidens bright, / Thou schust have ben a frere!” (619-21)), Amis 

is again questioned for his perceived lack of sexual desire, which draws attention to his overall 

failure to “perform” (here, as a lusty knight); of course, the implication is that Amiloun does so 

often, and without trouble.   

 Rather than stay the ineffectual and passive knight that he was up until Amiloun’s battle 

and during his impersonation as his friend, Amis’ characterization after the resumption of his 

identity quite suddenly shifts towards the kind of masculinity thus far displayed by Amiloun. 

Immediately after the two knights reunite in the forest to exchange clothes and arms and resume 

their true identites, the text states how, upon Amis’ return to court, he wins honour, lands, and a 

wife: 

And when he come to court ogain 

With erl, baroun, knight and swain, 

Honoured he was, that hende. 

That riche douke tok him bi hond 

And sesed him in alle his lond, 

To held withouten ende; 

And seththen with joie opon a day 
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He spoused Belisent, that may, 

That was so trewe and kende.(1504-12) 

 

Inheriting the lands of the rich Duke, and wedding the “trewe and kende” Belisaunt, “Over al that 

lond est and west / Than was Sir Amis helden the best / And chosen for priis in tour” (1522-24). 

Indeed, once the Duke and his wife die, Amis is twice described as a Duke and Lord of great 

“pousté”: 

Than was Sir Amis, hende and fre, 

Douke and lord of gret pousté 

Over al that lond yhold. (1531-33) 

 

Than was that knight of gret renoun 

And lord of mani a tour and toun 

And douke of gret pousté; (1537-39) 

 

Achieving a high social position, renown and power, Amis appears to project the same kind of 

masculinity performed by Amiloun prior to the battle. Pugh claims that Amis “immediately 

assumes the role of the alpha male after marrying Belisaunt,” as his “dominant masculinity is 

now lauded throughout the land” (Pugh, “From Boys” 113). Importantly, where Amis was 

accused of his apparent lack of sexuality and lust by both women in the tale (Belisaunt and 

Amiloun’s wife), the text now confirms his manhood: “Tuai childer he bigat bi his wive, / The 

fairest that might bere live” (AA 1534-35). Symbolically, Amis is now able to “lift” his sword—

gaining renown and power over his lands, and producing male heirs.     

Just as suddenly as Amis becomes male again, ruling lands and engendering children,  

Amiloun reverts from the masculinity that he has thus far presented when he is stricken with 

leprosy. Prior to the battle with the steward, Amiloun hears an angelic voice from the heavens, 

warning him of the divine punishment of leprosy if he chooses to undertake the battle for his 

brother: 
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‘Thou knight, Sir Amiloun, 

God, that suffred passioun, 

Sent the bode bi me; 

Yif thou this bataile underfong, 

Thou schalt have an eventour strong 

Within this yeres thre; 

And or this thre yere be al gon, 

Fouler mesel nas never non 

In the world, than thou schal be! 

  

   ‘Ac for thou art so hende and fre, 

Jhesu sent the bode bi me, 

To warn the anon; 

So foule a wreche thou schalt be, 

With sorwe and care and poverté 

Nas never non wers bigon. 

Over al this world, fer and hende, 

Tho that be thine best frende 

Schal be thi most fon, 

And thi wiif and alle thi kinne 

Schul fle the stede thatow art inne, 

And forsake the ichon.’ (1252-72) 

 

Although Amiloun was warned of the loss of social position and family that will accompany the 

wretched disease, three years after the battle, these events come to fruition. As a leper, not only 

do Amiloun’s “riche kende” (1553) withdraw their friendship, but also Amiloun experiences the 

reversal of the typical power dynamic of medieval marriages, as he is subjected to his wife’s 

cruelty—in words, actions, and rule. Amiloun is chided by his wife for having killed the steward 

(1564-69), and removed from both “his owhen chaumber” (1577), as well as “Fram the heighe 

bord oway / … To eten at the tables ende” (1580-82); both instances indicate Amiloun’s loss of 

power in his marriage (symbolized by the bedroom), and his court (by assuming the lowest social 

position at the end of the table). By wicked gossip, Amiloun’s wife is able to remove him from 

the court, ordering him to live half a mile from the gate in a little lodge, where she sent a meal a 

day (1607-13). Amiloun’s wife stops sending food after a year, so Amiloun, accompanied only 

by his loyal nephew Amorant, wanders from town to town as a beggar, where the charity of 
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others soon wanes as a result of famine (“Corn bigan to wex dere” (1736)). Indeed, the fact that 

he only retains the golden cup, and implicitly loses the arms and cloth that defined him 

previously, is indicative of his loss of status and new position as a “lazer” (with “cup and 

clapper”). Completely marginalized due to his disease—cast out from bed, court, and town—

Amiloun laments his new social position and identity: 

‘Whilom y was man of might, 

To dele mete and cloth, 

And now icham so foule a wight 

That al that seth on me bi sight, 

Mi liif is hem ful loth.’ (1682-86) 

 

Agreeing with Pugh, I believe “Amiloun’s definition of a ‘man of might’ depends upon one’s 

ability to fortify his social position through the distribution of such basic necessities as food and 

clothing to the men of his court” (Pugh, “From Boys” 114). Moreover, the passage explains that 

one only needs to look at his body to understand how he is not only loathsome, but also incapable 

of acting as a man, as “might” and “dele” imply action. Yet, I add that the comparison between 

“man” and “wight” shows further awareness of the distance between his previous identity as a 

man and what he has now become. As “wight” suggests “an unnatural or monstrous being; a 

supernatural creature,” which may be interpreted in relation to the loathsomeness of his leprous 

body, the term also connotes “a creature or thing,” which dehumanizes him in relation to his past 

self, and marks him a liminal figure (MED).  

 Since the loss of “might” denotes a loss of power, strength, and ability to perform (here, 

acts of lordship and gift giving), the term also points to Amiloun’s physical deterioration. Once 

able to beg from door to door with Amorant (1700-04), Amiloun’s leprosy advances to the point 

where he develops foot sores: “Than wex the gode man fote so sare / That he no might no forther 

fare” (1717-18). As a result of his foot sores, Amiloun suffers from a gradual loss of mobility, 
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which renders him entirely dependant upon his loyal nephew. Amorant begs for their food and 

builds him shelter: “to the tounes ende that child him bare / And a loge he bilt him thare” (1720-

21). Amorant bids Amiloun’s wife to give them an ass to ride into another town with to beg 

(1765-82); Amorant sells the ass for food, when hunger prevents others from offering food 

(1819-21); and, for half a year, “at his rigge he dight him yare / And bare him out of that cite” 

(1832-33).125 Only until Amorant’s own body begins to fail from carrying his uncle—“His bones 

wex ful sare” (1854)—, does he purchase a cart to lay Amiloun inside (1858-60). Amiloun’s 

body physically deteriorates from the disease—rendering him immobile—and negatively affects 

his nephew’s own body in the process; likewise, foot sores signify his inability to act (generally, 

and as a knight errant), which marks him as a passive figure—the polar opposite of what he once 

was. The impairment, deterioration of his flesh, and the loss of mobility also reflects the loss of 

his social position—the loss of his ability to rule his court and sustain his members, his wife, and 

identity as a man.126 Whereas Amiloun in arms once presented an idealized image of the male 

knightly body and offered a fantasy of bodily invulnerability, Amiloun’s leprosy marks the utter 

dissolution of both of those projections. In fact, leprosy offers a mirrored reflection of how 

knighthood has been theorized thus far: where knighthood requires both physical superiority and 

                                                        
125      Amorant’s actions may encourage reading him as a prosthetic to Amiloun’s leprous body, 

as he does aid him in several ways; Amorant is a support for a constantly deteriorating male body 

(which is, of course, what a literal prosthetic is to our own human bodies). Though I do not 

dispute this reading, I do claim that it is of secondary importance to the prosthetic relationship 

between Amis and Amiloun. Amorant’s central status as the inheritor of Amiloun’s lands, and as 

the implied male who will continue the bloodline, is only possible once Amis heals Amiloun.  
126      Ford draws a comparison to Lancelot in the cart:  

It is likely that a fourteenth-century English audience would recognize this, just as they 

might be put in mind of Lancelot by the very mention of a knight in a cart. Such being the 

case, it can again be argued that Amiloun is continuing to show himself as an ideal knight 

in his actions even if his appearance has tumbled to that of a vagabond. (Ford, 

“Contrasting the Identical” 319) 
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inner virtue to be present visually in arms (offering a self that exists through appearances), 

similarly, leprosy makes sin and spiritual corruption visible on corrupting and decaying flesh.  

 The Middle English author places the divine warning prior to the battle, so as to offer a 

neater explanation for the cause of Amiloun’s leprosy (as well as problematize the Christological 

message of the text in relation to his battle, since Amiloun obviously disregards it).127 In fact, 

Amiloun’s wife interprets the physical condition of leprosy as an outward manifestation of his 

past sin: “With wrong the steward les his liif, / And that is on the sene” (1565-66). Although 

Amiloun’s wife identifies the act of killing the steward as the cause of his disease—leprosy was 

commonly understood as both a physical and moral/spiritual disease—most critics agree with the 

cause of Amiloun’s leprosy as either the punishment for combat as Amis or his disregard of 

God’s warning.128 While I do agree with these readings—indeed, one cannot escape the very 

particular amendments to the Middle English text—I do suggest that the ways in which Amiloun 

is characterized as a leper and acts in his leprosy, are remarkably similar to Amis in the first half 

                                                        
127      Kratins states, “In the Anglo-Norman versions as in all others where the motif of the 

warning voice appears (the chanson de geste, the miracle play), it comes at the point where 

Amiloun is about to commit technical bigamy by marrying the Duke’s daughter in his friend’s 

stead” (350).   
128      The following critics see leprosy as punishment for combat: Colwell, “It would appear that 

leprosy was an appropriate punishment for Amiloun: as Brody observes, fraudulence was 

considered a ‘form of moral leprosy’” (141); Higgins, “it seems, Amiloun must be lying, and the 

leprosy that he subsequently develops is surely proof that he is at fault” (78); Kramer, 

“Amiloun’s suffering is penance, inflicted because of his ‘forswearing’” (114); Delany, 

“Amiloun is punished with leprosy for the imposture” (65); and Hume, “We can feel Amiloun’s 

sufferings as a leper to be adequate atonement for his unjust fight” (29). 

        For alternative readings of Amiloun’s leprosy: Hume, “Ultimately, in the chain of actions, it 

is she who is responsible for Amiloun’s becoming a leper” (34); Kratins, “the English adaptor 

provides a sound reason for Amiloun’s illness and thus links the two sacrifices constituting the 

test of trewthe in the strongest possible way” (350); Dannenbaum, “the ordeal tests not the whole 

situation but simply the sworn statements made by the participants” (620); and, Yoon, 

“Amiloun’s leprosy can be translated as a blessing, not a punishment, because, by suffering the 

disease and the entailing hardships, the knight and other characters learn to acknowledge God as 

their final recourse” (52). 
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of the tale. In fact, I suggest that Amiloun becomes Amis, as a result of his God-given leprosy—

becoming dispossessed of land, status, and agency. Despite the fact that leprosy was and is a 

disease that may severely impair the body—quite often to an immobilizing extent—the point is 

that, during his leprosy, the masculinity that once characterized Amiloun as a mighty, strong, and 

active knight, is gone; he is not acting with “discreet, stoic, manful honour” (Ford, “Contrasting 

the Identical” 319, my emphasis), and heroically accepting God’s will, hence, remaining the 

knight he once was (according to Ford’s reading). Even in the relationship that Amiloun has with 

his nephew, he is entirely dependant upon him, and is consequently portrayed as passive, 

submissive. Although very little is given in terms of the description of his body as a leper (one 

only knows how foul and loathsome he looked to others), the sole description of his foot sores 

brings a heightened awareness to his newly altered, passive state. Significantly, this change in 

Amiloun’s performance of masculinity—even as a leper—is, I think, related to the very real 

effect that Amis had on his second self/body when they switched arms.  

 Rather than view this sudden change in both characters as a simple “reversal of fortunes” 

or, as in the most recent study, that the two knights simply oscillate their gender out of a 

hermaphroditic identity (“Amis’ elevation in masculinity is dependant upon, or at least in 

conjunction with, the quick devolution of Amiloun’s physical manhood … [and] as Amis was 

stripped of his masculinity earlier in the narrative, now Amiloun faces a similar construction as a 

hermaphrodite,”) as a result of his leprosy (Pugh, “From Boys” 113-114), the consideration of 

armour and prosthesis enables one to think again about the points of contact and connectivity 

between the two knights—thus, positioning both “halves” of the poem as interrelated events. 

Amiloun is the living prosthesis that aids and heals the impaired body of his brother, through 

taking Amis’ second self (his arms that did not actively perform chivalric knighthood, hence, 
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masculinity) and baptizing it anew in his proper male blood; Amiloun effectively heals Amis’s 

body by means of returning a properly active and functioning male armour, which demonstrates 

how armour, as a second self to the knight’s fleshly body, can have a very real impact on the 

body it covers. Of course, the same must be true when Amis takes Amiloun’s arms; yet, as Amis’ 

body is not affected by Amiloun’s actions in his arms until he receives his new self, Amis 

infectiously touches Amiloun’s second self/arms with his own still passive, feminine body. Amis, 

in Amiloun’s arms, is passive, does nothing in the narrative other than wait for his active 

brother’s return, and lays down his symbolically-loaded “sword,” interestingly citing a malady of 

the blood: “Ich have swiche a malady / That mengeth al mi blod, / And al min bones be so sare” 

(1172-74).129 I read Amiloun’s change in characterization and gender performance as related to 

that very moment of contact and exchange of arms with his brother, so that when Amiloun 

rearms himself in his iron body, it is not what it once was. Instead of viewing Amiloun as a body 

in need of the healing of a prosthetic—his now active and male (bro)other (Amis as male)—one 

can still interpret him as a prosthetic for Amis, in the sense that he now provides the (perhaps, 

narrative,) space for the abjection of the femininity that once impaired his (Amis’) own body. 

Through touch, contact and exchange, those aspects of Amis’ self and gender performance that 

once impaired his body as a knight are displaced onto the second self and body of his friend. 

Indeed, one is tempted to read Amis as the unknowing author and originator of Amiloun’s 

leprosy, as Amis’ fictional “malady / That mengeth al mi blod” becomes a reality projected and 

lived through Amiloun’s body; in the Middle Ages, leprosy was, of course, interpreted as a 

                                                        
129      While I do think that the illness is a fiction made up to quiet Amiloun’s curious wife, it is 

significant that illness and cure are related by and with blood in this text.  
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corruption of the blood (Rawcliffe 243-44).130 Hence, again as a prosthetic to the body, Amiloun 

aids his friend. Yet, whereas previously the prosthetic cured the body, now the prosthetic awaits a 

cure by the body (that, in a way, also caused its illness—“For the of blysse he ys bare” (AA 

2119)). 

  Once the leper Amiloun is finally recognized by Amis, after Amorant openly tells Amis’ 

court of his uncle’s identity, which is then confirmed by the shoulder wound received in the 

battle with the steward, he is taken to Belisaunt’s chamber, bathed, dressed in rich clothes, and 

stays there for twelve months. Bathing in the Middle Ages remained a central element in the 

palliative care for lepers, since it “constituted an important adjunct of humoral therapy, while 

offering a measure of relief from pain” and, likewise invited theological analogy with its 

overtones of baptism, confession and healing (Rawcliffe 226-32); Belisaunt therefore bathes 

Amiloun’s leprous body. Yet, the cure for Amiloun’s leprosy is only effected by means of 

bathing in a particular kind of liquid. In fact, when Amis is sleeping, he dreams that an angel 

stood before his bed and spoke the following: 

Yif he wald rise on Cristes morn, 

Swiche time as Jhesu Crist was born, 

                                                        
130      Saul Brody writes that physicians often classified leprosy according to the humoral theory, 

which presupposes that the four elements compose the world—earth, air, fire, and water—are 

“linked with one of the four principal body fluids (the cardinal humors), and each of the fluids 

thereby assumes certain qualities of the elements” (Brody 36). As such, leprosy was organized 

according to “the four types of lepra: elephantic, which has to be produced from black bile 

infecting blood; leonine, from bile corrupting blood; tyrian from phlegm infecting the blood; 

alopecian from corrupt blood” (37). 

        Rawcliffe also cites Bartholomaeus Anglicus: 

 

Kinde [natural] blood is pure, hot and moiste, sotile, and swete; and it also kepith the 

kinde vertu of fedinge. And blood is the sete of the soule and conteyneth hym, and maketh 

parfite youthe … and kepith and saueth the herte and the spiritis and maketh hem glad, 

and waketh loue … And if blood is wel and temperat, he kepith hele and helthe. And if he 

is corrupt, it bredeth corrupcion, as in lepra that is corrupt blood …. (243-44, my 

emphasis) 
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And slen his children tuay, 

And alien his brother with the blode, 

Thurch Godes grace, that is so gode, 

His wo schuld wende oway. (2203-08) 

 

For three more nights, the angel offers this divine instruction to Amis to kill his own children, in 

order to save his friend, and, when Amiloun later confirms the message in a dream, Amis goes 

into his children’s nursery, where “Her throtes he schar atuo” (2310), and “tok that blode, that 

was so bright,  / And alied that gentil knight” (2341-42). Their blood is “bright,” so the term 

implies its medicinal quality in both a physical and spiritual sense: their blood is not only 

“beautiful” and “healthy,” but also “morally pure, free of sin” (MED). Thus, “the idea that good 

red blood would drive out bad was most fully realized in tales of innocent lives shed to overcome 

the horrors of leprosy” (Rawcliffe 244). Indeed, Leach notes, “from Egyptian times through the 

Middle Ages blood, especially that of children, has been a specific against leprosy” (Leach lxii, n. 

1). From Pliny the Elder’s Natural History in the first century, who “noted that the rulers of 

Egypt had long employed the remedy, protecting themselves against infection by bathing in the 

warm blood of their subjects” (244), to Constantine the Great, who was “afflicted with leprosy 

and was told by physicians to take baths in the blood of children” (Leach lxii, n. 1; Rawcliffe 

245; Brody 157-59), to the pages of later medieval romances,131 the blood of children circulated 

as a well-known remedy for this illness. Interestingly, Rawcliffe writes that it was the 

“metaphorical implications . . . rather than any medical interest they may have possessed which 

attracted most medieval writers and their audiences,” since “exposure to the quotidian miracle of 

transubstantiation … made them unusually receptive to the concept of sacrifice and redemption” 

                                                        
131      Of course, our romance deals specifically with the blood of children; however, Gawain 

heals his brother with a blood bath of his own and Lancelot’s blood in Prose Lancelot, while 

Percival’s sister dies giving her blood to cure a leprous woman in La Queste del Saint Graal. See 

Leach for a further list of tales.  
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(244); moreover, “the blood He shed on the cross was commonly likened to healing syrup, or 

electuary, for the use against the leprosies of sin” (244).  

  As the pure blood of innocents cleanses the morally and physically leprous body of 

Amiloun, thus far, critics have concerned themselves with attempting to resolve the complicated 

morality and problematic Christological message in the child sacrifice (Amis hesitates because it 

is a “dedli sinne” AA 2247); in fact, the blood of his children is often overlooked in the tale as a 

simply the means by which Amis tests his “trewthe.”132  Yet, I argue that blood is another kind of 

prosthesis that links the knights together. Blood functions in the tale much like the arms 

exchanged by the knights. Blood is another kind of armour, and the scene may be interpreted as 

another kind of arming that has a significant effect on the body that it covers and touches.    

 In fact, the fourteenth-century Old French poem by the English friar Nicolas Bozon offers 

a fascinating version of the allegory of Christ as a Knight, which remained widely popular 

throughout the later Middle Ages, wherein the Incarnation of Christ is depicted as a kind of 

armouring. In order that readers may trace my analysis of this scarcely studied text, I offer an 

outline, according to the edition printed by its nineteenth-century editor: 

A certain king has a lady whom he loved more than life itself, which was shown when he, 

for jealousy, accepted death at a foredoomed time. He had enclosed her within a strong 

castle, where she had quite enough to content her. But there came a traitor, who by 

promises induced her to come away with him, thus sorely wronging the king. The king, 

who was jealous of her, knew well that through ignorance she had committed this folly. 

He wishes revenge on the deceiver, and to bring back her who had fled. He could have 

had his army do this, without even coming to battle. But to win back the heart of this 

eloper, he wished to prove his right claim in her. But his name was so renowned for 

                                                        
132      Brody views the cure of leprosy as dependent upon a ritual act: “if Amiloun sacrificed 

himself in order to save Amis, it is right that Amis should make a personal sacrifice to save 

Amiloun” (Brody 172-73). Hume writes, “if we could agree that friendship should outweigh all 

other obligations, then Amis and Amiloun is fairly straightforward too: the number of victims is 

only an index of the strength of the tie” (Hume 28). Kratins states that leprosy “forms a link 

between the two reciprocal sacrifices,” and “being part of the same theme of trewthe, are made as 

much as possible parallel” (Kratins 350; 353). Baldwin focuses on the topic of testing “trewthe.”  
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prowess that the tyrant feared him, wherefore he would never have met him on the field, 

had the king displayed his own arms. But the brave knight managed cunningly, taking the 

arms of one of his bachelors, who was named Adam, and caused them to furbished, and 

caused himself to be armed with them by a maiden. He entered the chamber of this 

damsel, who was most beautiful, so softly that no one knew it, save the maiden herself. 

The damsel clad him in curious armour: for acketon she gave him very white and pure 

flesh; for worsted and cotton, she put blood in layers; for cuisses and mustiliers, she gave 

him the fourchure; for iron chausses the juncture of the nerves. His plates were of bone, 

which fitted him perfectly; the silken gambeson, the skin over them. On all sides she laid 

the veins for hemming. For bassinet, she gave him a skull, and for the round of the 

bassinet, she put the brain within; the ventaile of the hauberk was the fair face, which 

privately in the chamber the maiden laced. (Bozon, as cited in Gaffney “The Allegory of 

the Christ-Knight” 158-59)   

 

Here, the “certain king” is God who, taking the arms of one of his bachelors, arms himself in 

them and is armed by the maiden, the Blessed Virgin Mary. The arms of Adam are understood as 

his flesh; hence, the poem stresses the medieval understanding of armour as the body. Likewise, 

arming is likened to the processes of fashioning a child in utero (pregnancy); thus, Mary arms 

Christ with the “curious” armour that is both her flesh and blood, as well as that of her forefather, 

Adam. Once armed with human flesh, Christ is heroically described as mounting the war-horse 

that is His cross, and stoically displaying the heraldic devices of his body: 

To the king was brought a war-horse, mottled with four sorts of hair: Of cypress the 

body, the foot of cedar, the back of olive, and high-maned with palm. The king mounted 

of his own free will, to show his right in the thing he claimed. His saddle was hard, and 

hurt him excessively, but for love of his lady he ignored the pain. The tyrant surrounded 

the king with his army … He displayed against them the banner of his arms, and thrust 

toward them the shield which they all hated. It was white, stencilled with gules; in chief 

his crown of thorny rods; blue the border, with four costly signs. He wore a helmet of 

red hairs; a hauberk on his back enamelled with scourges; a sword forged from an iron 

nail, in his hand; and a lance of patience strong and tipped.  

 

In the tradition of the arma Christi, Christ arms himself with the tool and symbols of His passio, 

which one is invited to read both in the banner of His arms and in the shield that is the totality of 

His martyred body. The traditional symbols of His torture—the nails and crown of thorns—now 

form part of the armour with which He defeats His enemy; moreover, the crown of thorns and 
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scourges, which cause Him to bleed, fashion his arms with new luxuries, as Christ’s hauberk is 

embellished and red pigments the hairs of His helmet. Yet, only when the Devil rips apart 

Christ’s flesh does he truly see the arms worn underneath: 

When the foreign coat of the disguised king was thus torn, then was the king beneath 

well armed in his own armour, which was thus devised: Entirely quartered with joy and 

with life; fretted with power and knowledge and righteousness; in chief a fillet of high 

dignity; a bend in belief and immortality.   

 

In this passage, Christ’s human body is simply a disguise for the impenetrable body underneath; 

that is, human flesh is only the disguise for the “true armour”—the perfect, immutable and joyous 

soul in its resurrected body.133 In the same sense, earthly death function as a disguise for or 

passage to life everlasting. As Springer writes, “the paradox of the arma Christi motif is implicit 

in the ambiguity between the subjective and objective genitive in the Latin phrase … Christ is 

both the agent and victim of the Passion, and the weapons used against him become the emblems 

of his sovereignty” (Springer 50). As such, Christ, because of His vulnerable flesh and blood, is 

able to defeat the enemy. Although I have given a fourteenth-century example of the motif of 

Christ as Knight, and flesh and blood as a kind of arming, there are, of course, both earlier and 

later examples—from the Ancrene Wisse and Marian lyrics,134 to the romance of Sir Isumbras, 

who arms himself in Christ by carving a small cross into his skin. While I have concentrated on 

blood as arms in a Christological sense, the motif also existed outside of this Christological 

framework. In fact, the notion of blood as a kind of armour likewise survives in the legends of 

                                                        
133      Springer also writes, “armour, built to be reassembled, is an ideal working model for the 

resurrected body” (Springer 53). Although I do agree that this analogy fits with mainstream 

medieval theology that sees God as reassembling and reforging every piece of our body in 

resurrection, I do not think that armour is the best candidate for supporting this notion. Armour is 

anything but stable—it is recycled, remade, given to others, and so on; armour changes meaning 

and identity and transforms in a way that the body does not (not according to Augustine, see 

chapter on St. Melor).   
134      See “Lulley, lulley (He bare hym up, he bare him down)” in Middle English Marian Lyrics, 

ed. Karen Saupe (1998): 155-56.  
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Siegfried from the thirteenth century, wherein Siegfried bathes in the blood of a dragon so as to 

make his body impervious to all weapons.135    

 Nonetheless, as blood cures Amiloun of his leprosy, blood also re-clothes and rearms his 

body. The act is symbolic of giving new armour in blood. Yet, while examples of such rearming 

from devotional literature often cite or assume Christ as the source from which this healing and 

cleansing liquid emerges, this is not the case in our text. Although God offers a cure, the cure is 

not by means of His blood and body—which is also why Amis is commonly viewed as having to 

return a “sacrifice.” The blood that heals Amiloun must come from Amis’ children, who are, of 

course, the token and literal part of Amis own blood and body—prostheses.136 More importantly, 

his children are male, so that healing can only occur through male blood—the bloodline of a 

Duke who (now) properly performs his chivalric, male gendered identity. Just as Amiloun’s 

chivalric, male blood spilled over Amis’ arms to cleanse, rearm, and realign his second self as 

masculine, so too does Amis’ bath in blood signify the rearmament of active, chivalric 

masculinity. In this sense, the text suggests that women are solely the conduits of male bloodline, 

which is why healing, in both cases, can occur only through male blood (and not, in Amis’ 

                                                        
135      See The Nibelungenlied, along with the Norse Vǫlsungasaga. See also Bettina Bildhauer’s 

chapter “Blood Taboos” in Medieval Blood. She writes, “usually in medieval fictional and non-

fictional writings, it is armour that can be hardened o the highest degree by immersion in blood, 

especially dragon’s blood” (71). Apart from Seigfried’s skin in The Nibelungenlied, she cites 

examples, such as the Dietrich legends; Pfaffe Lamprecht’s Alexander, who has a hauberk 

“pickled in dragon’s blood”; Dietrich von der Glezze’s Mare; and Der Stricker’s Arthurian 

romance Daniel von dem Bluhenden Tal, where a mermaid’s skin becomes impenetrable from 

being steeped in dragon’s blood (71).   
136      Mann’s writes about the scene where Amiloun receives wine from Amis, stating that the 

transfer of wine is “a gesture symbolic of the merging or mutual transfer of blood (whether 

physical or metaphorical) that creates the perfect equivalence between blood brothers … The 

pouring of the wine from one cup to the other begins the process by which this split [between 

them] is healed” (151). My own analysis expands her observations, as this moment equally 

prefigures the literal healing of Amiloun’s body via blood from Amiloun (blood/wine transferred 

to Amiloun).  
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situation, by lying with Amiloun’s wife).137 Acceptable mingling of bodies and lineage via blood 

is only possible for male bodies in this text. Peggy McCracken is, perhaps, closest to the reading 

that I am suggesting when she writes, “to restore Ami’s life means to restore him to his likeness 

to Amile, that is, to restore his status as a lord, as a husband, as a father. The anointing with blood 

may also be seen to enact a symbolic redefinition of lineage: Ami and Amile are united in a 

common lineage by the blood of the children” (McCraken The Curse of Eve 50). Although 

McCraken focuses on patriarchal lineage and its restoration, I find that Amiloun’s restoration is 

less concerned with status, as with the fundamental performance of his masculinity as lord, 

husband, and (pseudo-) father (Amorant).   

 Immediately after, Amiloun is “hool and fere / And wax was strong of powere / Both to 

goo and ryde” (2425-27), which emphasizes the return of not only his bodily appearance as 

“fair”—like Amis—, but also his strength and regained ability to move and ride as a knight. 

Along with Amis and several knights (“Wel fyve hundred kene and try, / And other barons by 

and by / On palfray and on steede” (2440-42)), the first thing that Amiloun does is ride forth into 

his own lands, reclaim his lordship, and punish his wife, who had become engaged to another 

knight:   

Sir Amys and Sir Amylion 

And with hem mony a stout baron 

With knyghtes and squyers fale, 

With helmes and with haberyon, 

With swerd bryght and broun, 

They went in to the hale. 

Al that they there araught, 

Grete strokes there they caught, 

Both grete and smale. 

Glad and blyth were they that day, 

                                                        
137      As women were viewed as open, bleeding bodies in the Middle Ages, their blood was 

commonly held as polluting and potentially dangerous for male bodies. See Bettina Bildhauer’s 

Medieval Blood.  
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Who so myght skape away 

And fle fro that bredale. (2461-72) 

 

Once Amiloun successfully drives out the false knights, he deals with his wife in the same way 

that she did when he was leprous:  

[A] grete logge he let make 

Both of lym and stoon. 

Thereyn was the lady ladde 

And with bred and water was she fed, 

Tyl her lyvedays were goon. (2478-82) 

 

Amiloun’s first actions after being healed of leprosy are to re-establish his knighthood and 

lordship over his lands and wife—much like he did when he first rode out to claim them; 

importantly, “this combat allows Amiloun to demonstrate publicly his manhood” (Pugh, “From 

Boys” 116). Once again, Amiloun acts like a proper male knight—he is active, mighty, and 

dominant in his position; all qualities that marked him as feminine in his leprosy have been 

removed. Thus, as Pugh writes, “Amis and Amiloun join to defeat the usurper, demonstrating that 

their masculinities are jointly functional once more” (116).  

 In sum, the central concern of the text is the rehabilitation of queer knighthood, by 

excising femininity from male bodies (Amis first, then Amiloun), town (Amiloun’s “bad” wife), 

and text (Belisaunt).138 What my analysis has demonstrated is that Amis and Amiloun’s 

brotherhood is not what is queer in this tale, as both knights “In muche joy without stryf / 

Togeder ladde they her lyf” (2494-95) and later die sharing one grave; brothers, who are so true 

to one another that it is as if they were in a union like a heterosexual marriage, are not 

problematic. What sits uncomfortably in the text are male knights who do not properly perform 

their role and gender, and this problem is what forms the central crisis of the romance. 

                                                        
138      Belisaunt falls out of the narrative immediately after Amis regains his masculinity and 

marries her. Whatever sexual/amatory voracity and dominance she exhibited in the beginning of 

the tale has, at this point, been entirely eradicated.  
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Importantly, the means by which their masculinity is affected—either positively (in the sense of 

restoration) or negatively (in the sense of impairment through femininity)—occurs when both 

bodies are linked by means of their arms. Armour, as body, as that second self—what I call 

prosthesis—in its ability to circulate and be exchange with (an)other, can be touched, changed, 

and transformed in a way that can have a profound effect on the body that it belongs to when it is 

returned. As Amiloun affects masculinity by re-arming Amis’ iron body with his blood, so too 

does Amis affect femininity when he receives Amiloun’s arms as his own; hence, Amis’ 

“sacrifice” stands as another scene of re-arming the gender-impaired male body.   

 Thus, iron and blood meet in a choreography of interiors and exteriors—both as 

prosthetics to one’s sense of identity, body and selfhood, and as what connects the two knights in 

the text. More than connecting the two brothers, armour, especially because of the particularity of 

its heraldic devices and its primary hereditary function, forms a connection with the whole line of 

male bodies who possessed it before. As much as armour serves to identify a single male 

knight—Amiloun is recognized as Amis by his spear and shield—armour is a genealogical body, 

one that serves to memorialize and make present all past male knights in one living, armour-clad 

male body. Essentially, armour endures in time (and one’s self via arms) when body cannot. 

Stallybrass and Jones argue, “the material survival of armour asserts the continued presence of an 

absent body or line of bodies and of their martial status. Sometimes, the armour will be activated 

by, and in turn activate, another body—the father’s heir, for instance” (Stallybrass and Jones 

251). Amis and Amiloun quite literally proves this idea, yet with some modification. More than 

revealing strictly patrilineal inheritance and connection, the text reveals how a knight can connect 

to other bloodlines—other male bodies. Male blood is imagined more broadly in this text. 

Although bloodlines are still particular to male, aristocratic, and knightly bodies, other bodies can 
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tap into it (or, in our case, be tapped into), especially if access to it ensures the continuity of the 

knightly body acting as a male, knightly body should. The fantasy offered here is that, via 

armour, knights can connect to other knights’ bodies in a way that enables one to access whole 

communities of men (past and present) who are not necessarily of the same bloodline. Like 

armour, male blood in the knightly body is no longer particular, but is itself also genealogical. In 

addition, knightly bodies, arms, and blood can mix, which offers a kind of access to an exclusive 

community denied to others (women). More than offering this fantasy of connectivity and 

community, the text also imaginatively suggests that when body cannot match its arms—when 

interiority and exteriority cannot align, whether through ability, behaviour and appearance or 

inner chivalric and spiritual virtues—another male body (their body and blood, which implies 

lines of male bodies and blood) can work your arms for you and heal your body in the process. In 

turn, your arms, as a kind of living prosthesis, can heal you; armour can restore a defective male 

body. Hence, iron arms, body, and male blood, which courses through the two, must meet and 

match. 

Amis and Amiloun demonstrates how knights are particularly fascinating figures, because 

they enable one to understand how our self is prosthetic and can be displaced prosthetically on 

our bodies—sometimes even exchanged to help another. Likewise, others can be prosthetics to 

ourselves, without denying the prosthetic agency. Armour serves as a particular kind of 

prosthesis, where armour is not just part of the body, and not simply that which makes the body 

superior to its flesh, but in this text, it serves to create masculinity where court and class structure 

threaten to undermine Ami’s masculine identity. Yet, of all the many layers of prosthesis possible 

to study here, Amis and Amiloun’s experiences prove how gender is that ultimate prosthetic; 

masculinity—what is often taken as that stable and fixed identity, in relation to femininity—is 
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just as equally changeable. Body and selfhood—especially in relation to the performance of one’s 

gendered identity—are demonstrated here to be in constant flux, and in constant danger of 

changing, because of the ways in which encountering another—even through the prosthesis of the 

other—can affect one’s self. Ultimately, Amis and Amiloun illuminate how aspects of one’s 

being—body, self, identity—are simply pieces of the garniture that one takes together as an 

illusory representation of wholeness (to my self and others) that is always already on the brink of 

being shattered.   
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Fig. 1. Bayeux Tapestry, scene 49. Musee de la Tapisserie de Bayeux, Bayeux,  

Normandy. 

  

 

Duke William appears to have a small breastplate on the top of his hauberk. Lucien Musset writes 

that, in the tapestry,  

 

… in five or six cases, the hauberk seems to have a kind of breastplate over the upper part 

of the chest, clearly delineated in the embroidery by differently coloured thread. It may 

have been removable, as there seem to be four buttons fixing it at corners. (Musset vi)  
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Fig. 2. Restoration and reassembly of 15th C cap-a-pie armour. (c. 1400 and later). Italian. Steel, 

brass.  

 

“Armor [Italian]” (29.154.3. Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New York: The Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, 2000–. http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/29.154.3. (October 2006) 
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Fig. 3. Armour Alla Romana. Roman-style muscled cuirass.  

 

(Busto di corsaletto alla Romana del duca Cosimo I). Filippo Negroli. Milan, 1546. M. 768-69. 

 

Photo taken by permission from the Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence.   
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Fig. 4. Cosimo I as Augustus by Vincenzo Dante. c. 1572-73. Marble. Museo Nazionale del 

Bargello, Florence. M. 15 S.   

 

Later example of heroic arms. Here, the Duke is portrayed as Augustus, the Roman Emperor. 
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Fig. 5. Profile of the muscled cuirass by Negroli (fig. 3 above).  

 

Example of a cuirass that is two pieces (back and front).  
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Fig. 6. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  

 

Photos taken by permission of the Stibbert Museum, in Florence, Italy.  
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Fig. 7. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  
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Fig. 8. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  
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Fig. 9. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  
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Fig. 10. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  
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Fig. 11. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  
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Fig. 12. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  
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Fig. 13. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  
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Fig. 14. Prosthesis A (No. 3816)  
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Fig. 15. Giovanni Battista Moroni. Portrait. c. 1570.  

 

The unidentified tailor in Giovanni Battista Moroni's famous portrait is in doublet and lined and 

stuffed (“bombasted”) hose. 

 

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doublet_%28clothing%29>. 
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Fig. 16. Portrait of King Henry VI. Unknown English artist. c. 1540. National Portrait Gallery.  

 

<http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw03075/King-Henry-

VI?LinkID=mp02143&search=sas&sText=king+henry&role=sit&rNo=0>. 
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Fig. 17.  Gauntlet for the Right Hand. c. 1380. German. Bashford Dean Memorial Collection, 

Bequest of Bashford Dean, 1928.  

 

This gauntlet was found in 1849 during the excavation of Tannenberg Castle (near Darmstadt), 

which had been destroyed by siege in 1399. 

 

<http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-the-

collections/23158?rpp=20&pg=1&ft=gauntlet&pos=14>. 
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Fig. 18. Prosthesis B (No. 3817). Stibbert Museum, Florence, Italy.  
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Fig. 19. Prosthesis B (No. 3817) 
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Fig. 20. Prosthesis B (No. 3817) 
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Fig. 21. Prosthesis B (No. 3817) 
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Fig. 22. Prosthesis B (No. 3817) 
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Fig. 23. Prosthesis B (No. 3817) 
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Fig. 24. Prosthesis C (No. 3819). Stibbert Museum, Florence, Italy. 
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Fig. 25. Prosthesis C (No. 3819) 
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Fig. 26. Prosthesis C (No. 3819) 
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Fig. 27. Prosthesis C (No. 3819) 
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Fig. 28. Prosthesis C (No. 3819) 
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Fig. 29. Prosthesis C (No. 3819) 
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Fig. 30. A comparison of the Stibbert Museum’s three prosthetic hands from the dorsal side.  
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Fig. 31. A comparison of the Stibbert Museum’s three prosthetic hands from the palmar side.  
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Fig. 32. Bayeux Tapestry, scenes 55-56. Musee de la Tapisserie de Bayeux, Bayeux,  

Normandy. 

 

Duke William lifts his helmet, during the Battle of Hastings. The Duke “is accompanied by 

Count Eustace of Boulogne, who is depicted holding a lance with William’s gonfalon at its head. 

This is a small square flag with three tails streaming from the fly” (Dennys 5).  

 

<http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bayeux_Tapestry_scene55_William_Hastings_battlefi

eld.jpg>. 
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Fig. 33. Photograph of enamel effigy of Geoffrey of Anjou on his tomb. Le Mans Cathedral. 

 

Dennys writes, “recognizably heraldic devices were already in use by 1127, when Henry I 

knighted Geoffrey of Anju prior to his marriage to Henry’s daughter, the Empress Matilda. The 

King invested Geoffrey with a mail hauberk and shoes of mail, and hung about his neck a blue 

shield painted with six gold lions” (Dennys 36).   

 

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Geoffrey_of_Anjou_Monument.jpg>. 
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Fig. 34. Drawing of the tomb effigy of William of Longspée, Earl of Salisbury. Salisbury 

Cathedral.  

 

Dennys writes, “William’s shield was painted with his arms, Azure, six lioncels gold” (Dennys 

39-40).  

 

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:William_Salisbury.jpg>.  
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Fig. 35. Chess piece (knight). c. 1350–60. Western European (English). Ivory.  

 

According to the Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History: “Four additional panels, presumably made 

from textile or hardened leather and suspended by straps, served both as additional protection and 

adornment, having probably been painted or embroidered with the rider's coat-of-arms.” 

 

“Chess piece (knight) [Western European (perhaps English)]” (68.95). Heilbrunn Timeline of Art 

History. New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–. 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/68.95. (March 2010). 
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Fig. 36. Tournament book. Late 16th/early 17th century. German (Nuremberg). Pen and coloured 

wash on paper, leather.  

 

The principal part of this book deals records a series of jousts that occurred in Nuremberg from 

the mid-fifteenth to mid-sixteenth centuries. Emblems and heraldic devices of each knight are 

depicted on his shield, garniture and horse trappings.  

 

“Tournament Book [German (Nuremberg)]” (22.229). Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History. New 

York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000–. http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-

art/22.229. (March 2010)  
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Fig. 37. Titian. Portrait of Francesco Maria della Rovere. 1536-38. Galleria delgi Uffizi, 

Florence. Italy.  

 

The armour (especially the codpiece) idealizes the male form and his sexuality.  

 

<http://www.wga.hu/html_m/t/tiziano/10/3/2rovere1.html>.  
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Fig. 38. Armour of Emperor Ferdinand I, 1549. Made by Kunz Lochner (c. 1510–1567). German 

(Nuremberg).  

 

<http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/33.164>. 
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Conclusion: 

In these three chapters, I have explicated an important aspect of the study of the body in 

the later Middle Ages: the medieval body was always already a prosthetic one. Through the study 

of literary representations of three late medieval social bodies—the holy woman and saint, the 

king, and the knight—I have demonstrated how each of these bodies is both prosthetic in nature 

and in function, thus resisting the notion of their constructions as closed, unchanging, and made 

solely of biological flesh. All three of these social bodies are fashioned by social, cultural and 

religious ideologies that construct them in very particular ways, which, in turn, demands that the 

analysis of them as prosthetic must be done in light of those ideologies. Since medieval social 

bodies are the products of specific discourses or ideologies, and since those discourses shape 

their prosthetic function in distinct ways, we must approach medieval bodies, not as closed, 

whole and perfect, but as dynamic—bodies whose contours are constantly changing, 

experiencing other(s), thing(s), and the world around them in a way that contests notions of their 

stability and stasis.     

  Medieval bodies are shaped by socio-religious discourses that make them different from 

modern ones, but the embodied identities in the texts studied here affirm David Will’s theory of 

subject formation: the “I” should always be read as a prosthetic “I.” Saintly bodies and relics 

were believed to function as hinges and mediators between heaven and earth, linking devout 

worshippers to God, through the divinity attributed to their bodies; consequently, God was made 

manifest on earth in present time via the saint’s body, enabling others to join with Him through 

prayer and devotion. The Life of Elizabeth of Spalbeek reveals exactly this prosthetic function in 

the holy woman’s body: Elizabeth intimately fuses with God when she performs her ritualized 

enactment of Christ’s passion. When she holds her diptych, Elizabeth and Christ (fused with the 
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devotional object) are one; she transforms her body into objects and people associated with 

Christ’s passion, which enables those watching her (the community of clerics and pilgrims) to 

participate actively in her sufferings and to be with Christ. Her text becomes a prosthetic—

similar in nature to the one she uses—to those who hold and read her body/text.  

On the other hand, the king’s body is, paradoxically, both closed off to the people over 

whom he rules, and also is composed of, at least theoretically, his subjects. While Celtic myths of 

sacral kingship demand the complete physical perfection and wholeness of the body of the king, 

the vitae of Saint Melor challenge these myths. Despite the fact that Melor’s severed right hand 

and left foot disqualify him from kingship, the replacement of those limbs by prosthetics enables 

him to be figuratively resurrected into his position as a king. Melor’s prosthetics challenge the 

originary fleshly body of the king, as well as his wholeness, by enabling inorganic materials to 

become equal aspects of his self and body. Where the sovereign body remains an exclusive 

channel for God (sacral kingship via blood), and only can be made by Him (we recall that the 

prosthetics, in the Anglo-Norman version, are made by God and Christ), as a king-turned-saint, 

Melor enables the incorporation of others into his body. Of course, depictions of Melor as a 

resurrected saint wearing his prosthetics, as opposed to having his severed limbs restored to him 

in complete perfection, demand a reconsideration of mainstream (Augustinian) resurrection 

theology of reassembly and restoration that remained popular throughout much of the later 

Middle Ages.   

 Finally, the knight’s body is prosthetic insofar as it is imagined to enable access across 

his body and bloodline to other knights. Armour—as that second body and self of the knight—

becomes his most perfect prosthesis, enabling him to become (like) another knightly body, 

accessing another knight’s masculinity, as well as his aristocratic male bloodline. More than 
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enabling the projection of an idealized, hard and impenetrable male form, a knight’s armour 

displaces his identity from his fleshly body, and also carries with it the histories and selves of 

others through heraldic symbols and colours. My study of Amis and Amiloun reveals how both of 

the titular knights are linked to one another by their exchange of arms. Whereas Amiloun, in 

taking Amis’ arms into battle, is able not only to act as a prosthetic to Amis’ defective, feminine 

body, but also to restore his masculinity to that of an active, errant knight, Amiloun’s cure of 

leprosy depends on this initial linking; Amis’ now proper male blood, as another kind of armour, 

reclothes and remasculates Amiloun’s characterization in leprosy. Thus, a knight’s body, arms, 

and blood prove to be essential tools for the incorporation of and extension into other knightly 

bodies.  

 The study of prosthesis in these literary representations of medieval social bodies 

illuminates the plasticity and dynamism inherent in bodies of the Middle Ages. Moreover, these 

studies expose the problems of considering the body as the seat of one’s identity and self, 

precisely because identity and subjectivity are always located in, with, and through other 

prostheses; as much as the body was a heated topic of debate in, for example, theological 

discussions throughout the Middle Ages, the study of prosthesis challenges the location of 

selfhood in the body. Returning to the questions raised by Georges Canguilhem’s own query—

“To the extent that living beings diverge from the specific type, are they abnormal in that they 

endanger the specific form or are they inventors on the road to new forms?”—I think that the 

terminology of his question must be modified, if it is to continue being a valuable one to those 

approaching the study of prosthesis in medieval bodies. I have discovered that there are different 

social bodies, shaped by differing socio-religious and cultural ideologies, which mark them as 

distinctly prosthetic from one another, and from modern understandings of prosthetic bodies.  
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